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Preface

This report of the Panel on Research on Rehabilitative Techniques is the
product of nearly 2 years of effort involving a sizable numberof people of
very diverse backgrounds andtalents. The original schedule of activities

was for 1 year of work, but, as so often happens, there were delays in the

beginning, more delays in the middle, and delays at the end. But the delays

were, for the most part, occasioned by the desire to do just a bit more

rather than by inclinations to do nothing for a while. That desire

contributed to our realization, early in the life of the Panel, that the

magnitude of the task to be undertaken had been misjudged and that far

more was involved than had been bargained for. Consequently, plans were

developed to extendthelife of the Panel.

This report is essentially the report of the first phase of our work.It is

addressed primarily to questions concerning the effectiveness of rehabilita-
tion programs within correctional institutions although answering those

questions carried us into such fields as benefit-cost analysis and general

research methodology. A report on the Panel’s second phase of work is

expected to concentrate more on noninstitutional rehabilitation programs
and on prospects for rehabilitation that have as yet not been tested. That
report is expected to be completed in 1980.
As a result of the controversy about rehabilitation over the past few

years, many people in the criminal justice field have become strongly

identified with rather specific positions. In the interest of examining the

issues from a fresh viewpoint, and in the interest of producing a report that

would not be merely a compromise between two utterly opposite positions,

vii
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viii Preface

the decision was made to select Panel members who had taken no public

stance on the controversy. Panel members were recruited on the basis of

methodological and substantive expertise in their own fields, although

several Panel members did have considerable prior experience related to

criminal justice. The result was a Panel that had to begin to learn about

offender rehabilitation practice and research, but a Panel that was clearly

not predestined to take anyfinal position.

In many ways, the results of the Panel’s work and deliberations have

been surprising to most of us. We failed to anticipate the lack of sound

theory, the paucity of good data, the poor management of many programs

that were tested, and all the other general disorder in the field. (Why we

expected more from thefield of offender rehabilitation is a good question
to which we have no good answers.) At any rate, over the nearly 2 years

the Panel has been working, the members have becomeconsiderably better

educated and, predictably, see the field and its problems as far more

complex than originally imagined. This report reflects what we have

learned, much of which is not surprising, e.g., that research methodology

should be better than it is, but some of which wassurprising to us, e.g., the

poor quality control over program implementation.

This report represents the consensus of the Panel, obscuring some

disagreements at the margins here andthere, reflecting in other places the

expertise of individual Panel members to whom the rest deferred.

Nonetheless, the report was completed by a group still in substantial

harmony.

This volumeconsists of a report and appendix representing the Panel’s

own workandfive papers commissioned by the Panel. The Panel wasfully

aware of its limitations from the beginning and planned a conference

whose primary function would be to inform its members. Sensing its way

as best it could, the Panel commissioned a series of papers to be presented

at a conference and invited a numberof experts in thefield to listen to and

discuss the papers. The conference, which proved to be most informative,

was held at Woods Hole in July 1977. A list of those who attended the

conference is appended to the report.

The Panel was established under the aegis of the Committee on
Research on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice and maintained lines

of communication with the Committee. The chairman of the Committee,
Samuel Krislov, was a member of the Panel and, during the course of the

Panel’s efforts, I also became a member of the Committee; hence,

communications were simplified and good. Although Committee members

were invited to submit comments, the Panel did not formally submit its

report to the Committee for approval and thus bears full responsibility for

the contentofits report and for its recommendations.

Copyright © National Academyof Sciences. All rights reserved.
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Summary

The current state of knowledge about rehabilitation of criminal offenders is

cause for grave concer, particularly in view of the obvious importance of
the problem. After 40 years of research andliterally hundreds of studies,

almost all the conclusions that can be reached have to be formulated in

terms of what we do not know. The one positive conclusion is
discouraging: the research methodology that has been brought to bear on
the problem of finding ways to rehabilitate criminal offenders has been

generally so inadequate that only a relatively few studies warrant any

unequivocal interpretations. The entire body of research appears to justify
_ only the conclusion that we do not now know of any program or method

of rehabilitation that could be guaranteed to reduce the criminal activity of
released offenders. Although a generous reviewer of the literature might

discern some glimmers of hope, those glimmers are so few, so scattered,

and so inconsistent that they do not serve as a basis for any recommenda-

tion other than continued research.

Furthermore, a more penetrating inquiry into the nature of the problem

of rehabilitation and the programs and methods that have been tried leads
to the conclusion that there is even less in the research than meets the eye.

The techniques that have been tested seem rarely to have been devised to
be strong enough to offer realistic hope that they would rehabilitate
offenders, especially imprisoned felons. In general, techniques have been
tested as isolated treatments rather than as complex combinations, which

would seem more suited to the task. And even when techniques have been

tested in good designs, insufficient attention has been paid to maintaining

3
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4 REPORT OF THE PANEL

their integrity, so that often the treatment to be tested was delivered in a

substantially weakened form. It is also not clear that all the theoretical

power and the individual imagination that could be invoked in the
planning of rehabilitative efforts have ever been capitalized on. Thus, the

recommendation in this report that has the strongest support is that more

and better thinking and research should be invested in efforts to devise
programs for offender rehabilitation.

BACKGROUND

The Panel on the Research on Rehabilitation Techniques was formed to

complement the work of the Panel on Research on Deterrent and

Incapacitative Effects in order to provide the parent Committee on

Research on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice with a fuller

perspective on the broad issue of punisliment policy. Contributing to the

impetus for the Panel’s formation was the observation that rehabilitation
theory and practice have dominated correctional policy in the American

criminal justice system for years although both crime rates and recidivism

rates appear to many people to have been increasing. The salience of the

issues was increased dramatically by the 1975 publication of a book by

Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks that was widely interpreted as supporting
the conclusion that ‘“nothmg works” in criminal rehabilitation, a conclu-
sion fostered by Martinson in other writings and public appearances. In

this context of both public and scientific controversy, the Panel was given

the task of reviewing existing evaluations to determine whether they
provide a basis for any conclusions aboutthe effectiveness of rehabilitative

techniques, clarifying the difficulties of measuring the effectiveness of
treatment programs, and recommending methodological strategies for
evaluating treatment programs.

THE NATURE AND THEORY OF REHABILITATION

There are numerous varying definitions of rehabilitation, but all definitions
involve three aspects considered important to specify in any definition of

rehabilitation: the desired outcome of rehabilitation; the intervening

variable(s) assumed to be the target of the rehabilitative treatment; and the

intervention itself. With the above considerations in mind the Panel

arrived at the following definition: Rehabilitation is the result of any
planned intervention that reduces an offender's further criminal activity,
whether that reduction is mediated by personality, behavior, abilities,
attitudes, values, or otherfactors. The effects of maturation and the effects

Copyright © National Academyof Sciences.All rights reserved.
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associated with “fear” or “intimidation” are excluded, the results of the
latter ha ving traditionally been labeled as specific deterrence.
Although punishment has been conceptually differentiated from rehabil-

itation and is technically referred to as specific deterrence, the concept of

punishmentitself is complex. Punishnient may operate in various ways to
result in a decrease in the frequency or seriousness of criminal activity, and

someofthose ways are not incompatible with the conceptof rehabilitation.

However, whether punishment in any way is effective in suppressing

criminal activity is an empirical question that has not yet been resolved.

The rehabilitative efforts reviewed by Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks, as

well as most others we considered, seem to assume that crimereflects

either a specific individual defect or a set of pathological behavior patterns.

But theories about the causes of criminal behavior are much more diverse

than those efforts and reviews would suggest. The many theories are not
necessanly mutually incompatible, and it may even be that they are all

tenable, perhaps in different degrees for different cases. If so, it could be

important to match rehabilitative efforts with the characteristics of the

individuals. In general, unfortunately, most rehabilitative efforts have not

taken into consideration the diversity of possible causes of crime; in fact,

those efforts have been generally atheoretical, the programs have been
narrow in scope, and the interventions have been weak or relatively minor

formsofpotentially strong interventions.

CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
REHABILITATION

As a first task, the Panel reviewed what research had been done on
offender rehabilitation in order to assess the current state of knowledge.
The Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks review provided a starting point, but

since the literature they covered extended only to 1968, the Panel

undertook additional efforts. Moreover, owing to the importance of the
Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks review, an importance partly derived from

the controversy it sparked, the Panel believed it necessary to undertake an

evaluation of that work.
The Panel concludes that Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks were reason-

ably accurate and fair in their appraisal of the rehabilitation literature.

Where they erred it was almost invariably by an overly lenient assessment

of the methodologyof a study or by a failure to maintain an appropriately

critical set in evaluating statistical analyses. Two limitations, however,

must be applied to their conclusions:first, inferences about the integrity of

the treatments analyzed were uncertain and the interventions involved

were generally weak; second, there are suggestions to be found concerning

Copyright © National Academyof Sciences. All rights reserved.
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successful rehabilitation efforts that qualify the conclusion that “nothing
works.” Although the data are far from consistent, there may be some
treatments that are effective for certain subgroups of offenders. Recently,

interventions involving work and financial support for released offenders

seem to hold some promise for rehabilitation.

PROBLEMS OF EVALUATION

For numerous ethical and practical reasons, persons responsible for the

delivery of rehabilitation services should be able to demonstrate the

effectiveness of those services. There is then the question of how to

determine whetherrehabilitation services are effective. The Panel believes

that the answer can only be found through careful evaluation of services.
Although the need for experimentation is sometimes rejected on the

grounds that it underestimates what we already know, is expensive, is
impractical, and has little influence on policy, it can be shown that often
what we think we know is erroneous, current untested procedures are as

expensive as experimentation, good experimentation has been donein the

past and with effort can be donein the future, and finally, research can be

planned to influencepolicy.

THE CASE FOR RANDOMIZED EXPERIMENTS

Research on rehabilitative techniques for criminal offenders has until now

been characterized by weak methodologies, with many projects and

reports on rehabilitative effects being virtually devoid of considerations of

research design. In addition, sample sizes are often far too small to detect
subtle effects such as interactions, further exacerbating methodological
problems.

The Panel recommends that true randomized experiments be imple-

mented whenever feasible in evaluating rehabilitation programs, simply

because this form of study design allows inferences about causal
relationships with a specifiable degree of certainty. Weaker designs may

not only allow mistaken conclusions that a program works when it does

not, but may also lead to the mistaken dismissal of a program that is

effective but is labeled ineffective.

Objections to randomization in social experiments are often based on

the assumption that the intervention will work and therefore that some

subjects will have been denied beneficial treatment, when, in fact, the

experiment has been designed for the very reason that the beneficial

qualities of the treatment should not be assumed. A solution to this

objection can occasionally be found in an investigation that uses two

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences.All rights reserved.
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experimental treatments so that no onewill have been denied “treatment.”

In all efforts, however, the retreat from randomization should be

minimized, and systems should be implemented for monitoring and
maintaining randomization. If a true experiment cannot be done, only the

strongest alternative should be chosen as a substitute design.
Although true experiments are the preferred study design for evaluation

of programs, it would be unrealistic to assume that they will become the

sole methodology of the future. Possibilities for development of fallback
designs, which specify alternatives to the original evaluation plan in case it
cannot be fully implemented, should also be explored. In addition,

strategies are needed that permit a more continuous interaction between

program and evaluation so that programs can be evaluated as they develop

and change, with at least some of the change being instigated by the

evaluation findings.

MEASUREMENT OF OUTCOMES

Recidivism has becn the traditional measure for assessing effectiveness of

rehabilitation efforts. As an outcome measure, however, recidivism

presents difficulties, not the least of which is that there is no agreement on
a definition of recidivism: it is assessed in whatever way is convenient,

whether it makes sense conceptually or not. Recidivism is usually

measured as if it involves a binary outcome, which results in the loss of

considerable information, decreasing the sensitivity of tests for program

effects. Attempts to correct for that problem by producing a continuous

scale, e.g., by weighting the seriousness of offenses, are probably only

partially successful, and they may introduce other problems. Further
empirical work on the standardization of measures of recidivism and on

the suitability of multiple measures could have a high payoff. Although a

decrease in criminal activity is a necessary consequence of a successful
program of offender rehabilitation, alternative ways of assessing the

effectiveness of rehabilitation programs are needed.

THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF REHABILITATION

The use of cost-benefit techniques for evaluating rehabilitation programs is

still in its infancy. However, analyses done on a work-release program in
North Carolina and on a supported-work program in New York City

indicate that the procedure can be used effectively, although there are

severe problemsin estimating the many possible direct benefits, and, even

more, the benefits ofaverted crime.

Limitations on the use of benefit-cost techniques for evaluating

Copyright © National Academyof Sciences. All rights reserved.
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rehabilitation efforts result from: generally weak designs in rehabilitation

research; the fact that the technique is only applicable when a program is

shown to have a positive effect; administrators who hesitate to or cannot

value social benefits in monetary terms; the fact that efficiency is the goal

of classical cost-benefit analysis while it is often not the goal of
administrators; and an inability to specify the time period during which
benefits are expected. Despite the limitations of benefit-cost analysis,

however, under the right circumstances it provides information of great

utility, and further exploration of its applicability to offender rehabilitation

programsis to be encouraged.

Economics offers a number of other techniques and analyses, e.g., of

cost effectiveness, that could be most useful when combined with
traditional evaluative procedures. Although the outcomeofa rehabilitative

program is of utmost importance, if the outcomeis favorable it is critical

that decision makers know the costs of achieving that outcome. In the

past, this aspect of evaluation has been neglected in research on offender

rehabilitation.

WHAT HAS NOT BEEN TESTED

In contemplating the prospects for rehabilitative efforts, it is important to
know that what has not yet been tested might offer improvement over

previous efforts. The Panel soon cameto realize, however, that a major

problem lay in determining what actually had been tested because there

were so many obvious discrepancies—and undeterminable hidden dis-
crepancies—between what was supposed to have been tested or what
was alleged to have been tested and what was, in fact, actually done.
An all-important issue is whether a treatment that was to have been

evaluated was actually implemented as described. Even an experiment

with an exemplary design will be quite misleading if the treatment was not
described, not correctly or fully described, or was not delivered as

described. The Panel believes that all three of these situations have been

common in offender rehabilitation programs. However, it has not often

been possible to get a good grasp of the problems that are involved because

documentation of programsis often so inadequate. When it is asserted that

“nothing works,” the Panel is uncertain as to just what has ever been given

a fair trial. If we are to arrive at sound conclusions about the prospects for

rehabilitation, future research on offender rehabilitation must pay far more
attention to issues of strength and integrity of treatments along with

adequacy of experimental designs.
Among the logical possibilities for innovative rehabilitative efforts,

several seem especially worthy of consideration for development and

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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evaluation: extensive family interventions; intervention efforts directed at

the offender very early in his criminal career(e.g., “quick-dip”’ sanctions);

restitution by the offender; increased support (financial, counseling, etc.)

after the prisoner’s release from prison rather than before release;

employment and vocational programs; and alternative sentencing and

confinement. Although some of these interventions may be costly, it may

be worth a great deal to show in principle that rehabilitation can work.

LEGAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES

There are importantlegal issues in offender rehabilitation with respect to
the conditions and types of treatment that may be afforded to offenders.

One important issue is the degree of persuasion or even coercion that may

be used to convince offenders to participate in rehabilitation programs.

Sometypes of rehabilitative programs involve the temporary withholding

of some goods or benefits that are ordinarily available, e.g., television

privileges, in order to make certain behavioral options moreattractive. To

what extent may prisoners be subject to deprivations? And does the extent

change if it can be shown that temporary deprivation effectively reduces
the length of time the offender is required to serve? May officials make

rehabilitation programs so attractive that they entice prisoners into

participating when they might not otherwise be interested? These and

similar questions deserve careful legal scholarship.
Additional legal issues arise out of some of the special conditions

required for successful experimentation. Constraints on evaluations of
treatments seem to arise out of four basic constitutional and legal issues:

due process, which might be interrupted when a research design calls for

assignment of offenders to a treatment prior to the offenders’ presentation

before a court; equal treatment under the law, which could conceivably

prohibit the random assignment to different treatments of offenders
matched on offense and equal in status; voluntary participation, which

maynotexist for a prisoner in an institution; and informed consent, which

becomes problematic when one considers whetherit is ever possible to get

truly informed consent from offenders who may havelow literacy levels or

who may feign understanding for other reasons. Again, careful scholarship
is needed to address these issues.

In addition to legal complexities, the techniques and theories of any type

of behavior change inevitably lead to consideration of ethical issues in

relation to that behavior change, especially when the targets of change are
literally captive. While the Panel strongly recommends tlie use of

experiments to ensure that inferences concerning active interventions are
valid, care to avoid harm to subjects should be the primary rule and

Copyright © National Academyof Sciences. All rights reserved.
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ultimate standard by which research plans are judged. One cannotjustify
the undertaking of research that could reasonably be expected to be
harmful to any subjects of that research.

POLICY RECOMMENDATION

Thestrongest recommendation that the Panel can makeatthis timeis that
the research on offender rehabilitation should be pursued more vigorously,

more systematically, more imaginatively, and more rigorously. Spe-

cifically, treatments should be based upon strong theoretical rationales,

perhaps involving total programs rather than weak or piecemeal treat-
ments. In addition, the strength and integrity of all treatments should be

monitored and fully documented, along with documentation of the costs of
operation of the treatment. To implement this recommendation it is
essential that researchers become more involved in developing appropriate

methodologies for evaluation ofinterventions and that appropriate funding

agencies support research on criminal rehabilitation, while making the
criteria for funding more rigorous with respect to experimental design,
theoretical rationale, and monitormg of integrity and strength of treat-
ment.

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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The Challenge

of Rehabilitation

Theeffectiveness of rehabilitation for criminal offenders and the prospects
for effective rehabilitation are currently matters of widespread debate. The
debate has been participated in by correctional practitioners, judges and
lawyers, criminologists and penologists, philosophers, policy makers, and

social scientists. In view of this debate we wish to makeclear at the outset
of this report why our study was undertaken and whatfunction this report

is intended to serve as the debate continues.

THE PROMISE OF THE REHABILITATIVE IDEAL

The promise of the rehabilitative ideal (Allen 1959)—that criminal
offenders can be reformed or their behavior clianged in such a way that
they can live socially productive lives in the larger community without

engaging in more criminal activity than most of their fellow citizens—
makes the debate about rehabilitation one of the most important of our

time.
The appropriate handling of criminal offenders has never been a settled

issue in American society. Over the years the dominant purposes of

criminal justice have shifted from a strictly punitive goal toward a
rehabilitative ideal. In the eighteenth century, felony justice meant

corporal or capital punishment; prisons, as places for punishment, did not
exist. Prisons were introduced as a more humane way of punishing

11
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convicted criminals as well as a way of providing a means of incapacita-
tion. The rehabilitative ideal is a relatively recent addition to these goals.

Thenotion of rehabilitating offenders wasinitially intended to counter the

punitiveness of correctionalinstitutions by introducing a positive “reform
the offender” orientation. The growth of the idea of rehabilitation,

however, was paralleled by the development of the behavioral sciences,

and eventually the rehabilitative ideal became virtually synonomous with

the so-called “medical model” of corrections (Allen 1959). According to

the medical model, criminal behavioris like a disease that can be cured if

the right sort of therapy is applied. This combination of a hopeful outlook
toward solving a major social problem with a claim of expertise within the
scientific/clinical community dominated the corrections field for many

years. More recently, however, widespread perceptions that crime rates are
rising andlittle persuasive evidence that recidivism rates are falling have
led to the focusing of critical attention on the effectiveness of correctional
institutions and, now, to doubts about the concept of correctional

rehabilitation itself. Even though there is no evidence that successful
rehabilitation would have a detectable impact on crime rates—and perhaps
even in the absence of any reason to believe that there should be an

impact—theconceptof rehabilitation is under attack.
Part of the disenchantment with rehabilitation stems from ideological or

philosophical concerns: some people simply prefer a punitive approach to
deviant behavior. This traditionally conservative position has been

buttressed by a libertarian argument that the therapeutic approach can be
more coercive and dehumanizing than the “just deserts” of punishment
(von Hirsch 1976). But the disillusionment stems also from the fact that

high recidivism rates seem to give lie to claims for expertise or for
behavioral technologies that can indeed reform the criminal offenders
receiving the “treatments.” Consequently, the medical model itself is
criticized because it has not proved capable of accomplishing its own
stated goals. Instead of reforming the criminal offender, so the criticism
goes, correctional rehabilitation merely masks the reality of a strictly

punitive system of control under the guise of doing good.
This critique of the rehabilitative ideal is persuasive for many reasons

and particularly because crime and recidivism rates strongly suggest to the
public that in general offenders are not being rehabilitated by current
programs. Rehabilitation, it is commonly said, is simply not working. But

what if it did work? Would the philosophical arguments against
rehabilitation be persuasive if recidivism rates were really decreasing as a
consequenceof rehabilitative efforts? The social benefit to be derived from
reforming criminal offenders would be great indeed, provided that the
methods used were morally and politically acceptable. Surely the promise

Copyright © National Academyof Sciences. All rights reserved.
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of the rehabilitative ideal remains attractive even though it may have been

corrupted in actual practice.
Part of the motivation for our study, therefore, is a commitment to

determine whether the promise of rehabilitation can ever be realized. This
is a very complex question. And on the surface, at least, the evidence for

the effectiveness of rehabilitation appears to be weak or nonexistent. But
the significance of the goal mandates that the strongest possible effort be

made before the rehabilitative ideal is abandoned. We turn, then, to

consideration of what we know, and what we can know, about the

effectiveness of rehabilitation.

THE KNOWLEDGE PROBLEM

The immediate occasion for the formation of a panel to review the
effectiveness of rehabilitation was a widely discussed controversy over

whether existing evaluation studies of rehabilitative programs necessitate
the conclusion that “nothing works” (see Lipton et al, 1975). Unlike the

largely philosopical debates, the controversy over the proper inferences to
be drawn from evaluation studies raises technical issues aboutthe validity

of evidence, about how one measures effectiveness, and ultimately about

what can be known in this complex area of human behavior. The
Committee on Research on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice had
previously convened a Panel on Research on Deterrent and Incapacitative
Effects to consider similar technical questions with respect to the effects of
criminal sanctions on crime rates. (The Panel’s report was published in
1978 [Blumstein et ai, 1978].) In light of the importance of this issue and
the nature of the questions in conflict, the Committee deemed it

appropriate to establish the present Panel on Research on Rehabilitative
Techniques. The Panel was asked to clarify the difficulties of measuring

the effectiveness of treatment programs, to review existing evaluations to
determine whether they can provide knowledge about the effectiveness of

rehabilitative techniques, and to recommend methodological strategies for
evaluating treatment programs.
A variety of complex, possibly intractable, problems have made it

difficult to obtain knowledge about the effectiveness of rehabilitative

techniques in corrections. This report is largely concerned with identifying

these problems and making clear how they have subverted the validity of

prior studies and could contaminate the results of future research.
Basically the problems are of two kinds: those having to do with

maintaining the integrity of both treatments and experimental research

designs within institutions that are dominated by other concerns and those

that stem more from methodological problems. We have labeled the first
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kind problems of implementation and the second kind problems of
evaluation. Overcoming both types of problems is essential if reliable
information about the effectivenss of rehabilitative techniques is to be
developed.

It is the Panel’s judginent, explained at length in later chapters, that
existing studies cannot yield reliable knowledge about the effectiveness of
correctional rehabilitation. This is partly a consequence of problems of
evaluation. Not only is there no general agreement among researchers as
to appropriate measures of effectiveness, or even as to how one measures
recidivism, butit is also clear that the methodological difficulties inherent

in studies when simple, straightforward researcli designs cannot be
implemented have defeated most research efforts from the outset. For
example, it was impossible in most cases reviewed for the investigator to
separate out treatment effects from the effects of other elements of the
specific institution. The mosttelling difficulties, however, have to do with

problems of implementation. These include the constraints on program
integrity resulting from the pressure of other institutional concerns, the
disruption of the research design as institutional needs take precedence
over research validity, and the fact that the techniques are normally used

across large portions of the prison population without regard to individual
needs or individual amenability to particular treatments. Elaboration of
these problemscan be found in the remaining chapters of this report, along
with the Panel’s conclusions and detailed methodological recommenda-

tions. But one major conclusion deserves to be highlighted at the outset.
The Panel finds little in its review of existing studies, and of the

problemsinvolved in implementing and evaluating treatment programs, to
allay the current pessimism about the effectiveness of institutional
rehabilitation programs as they now exist. Our emphasis is not on the
impossibility of rehabilitating criminal offenders, but rather on the
difficulty of successful rehabilitation in an institutional setting. This is not
to say that well-conceived and properly implemented treatment programs
have noeffects, for they may well provide helpful therapy and training and
generally preserve the sanity of prison inmates. But we should continue to
treat as problematic the assumption that long-term behavior in a
nonprison environment can be significantly affected by institutional
programs.

It should be understood that it is not impossible, nor even very difficult,

to change someone’s behavior when there is no limit as to what may be
done to effect the change. An individual can be rendered physically or
mentally incapable of certain acts. The possibilities for modifying both
short- and long-term behavior are numerous. But extreme interventions
are ethically and legally unacceptable in this society. The real question,
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therefore, is not whether behavior can be changed, but whether it can be

done successfully within the moral andlegal limits that the society imposes

on the task.

PROSPECTS FOR EFFECTIVE REHABILITATION

If rehabilitation is understood as an attempt to change behavior instead of

as a set of programsfor reforming the institutionalized criminal offender, a

perspective different from that traditionally believed in the field emerges.

Rehabilitation is simply a term used to label attempts to “correct”

undesirable behavior. It involves problems of inducing behavior change

that are similar in critical respects to all problems of behavior change. To

put the issue in these terms is not to shift away from a humanistic

perspective, for it is certainly no more manipulative than the “coerced

cure” that is the goal of correctional rehabilitation today (Morris 1974).

Our concern is to move away from a programmatic definition of problems

toward a perspective grounded in scientific theories of behavior and a
sound understandingofthe nature of behavior change.

Thefirst consequence of this approachis the realization that correction-

al rehabilitation as it is currently practiced (and to the extent thatit is

practiced atall) seems to have developed outof trends in clinical treatment

that happen to be current, regardless of the often tenuous relationship

between the particular behaviors involved and the premises of those

treatments. And because programsare generally designed for an institu-

tional setting, the connection between the treatment and the individual’s

life outside the institution that is presumably the target for change is never

systematically made.

Conceptually, a number of dimensions are ignored in varying degree in

the use of rehabilitative techniques for correctional purposes. Among these

are the different effects of the timing of interventions across different stages

of an individual’s life, the intensity (both frequency and sirength) of

treatment, the inevitably inhibiting effects of social and institutional

constraints on the integrity of treatment, the relative weight of environ-

mental as opposed to dispositional or individual trait factors, and

variations in the personality and experiential characteristics of individual

subjects.

A sound theoretical approach can both broaden and deepen one’s

perspective on the effectiveness of rehabilitation. We believe that the
prospects for rehabilitation, although pessimistic or at least limited from

an institutional point of view, remain an open question. Chapter 5 of this

report outlines some of the new directions that should be investigated,

including those that the Panel will be exploring in a second phase ofits
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work. Consequently, the current report should not be read as a final
statement about the effectiveness of rehabilitation, but rather as a

preliminary mapping of the problems and prospects in the field.

THE ROLE OF SCIENCE

It should now be clear how tlie Panel views its potential contribution to
the debate over rehabilitation. While science cannot dictate the issues that
are appropriate for national debate in any policy area, it can delineate the

empirical questions involved and attempt to focus attention on those

questions and the ways in which they might be answered.
In the case of the controversy over the effectiveness of rehabilitation, the

Panel believes that the issue has not been stated in a form that is conducive
to analysis. Before conclusions can be reached about effectiveness, there

must be agreement on a criterion or criteria for success and on how success
is to be measured. And before alternatives can be fully explored, the range

of knowledge that has been developed about the complexity of human

behavior and behavior change sliould be examined for its potential to
provide insight about the problem. This is not to say that public policy

should wait on science but it is to argue that science can make an

important and sometimes essential contribution to that policy. The paper

by Davies (in this volume) makes it clear that the problems involved
in devising, evaluating, and disseminating effective programs are not
peculiar to the field of offender rehabilitation.

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SCIENTIST: ETHICAL ISSUES

Important ethical issues are involved whenever scientists attempt to
change human behavior. These are magnified considerably when the

population of subjects is literally captive. The Panel wishes to emphasize

its strong concerns about experimental research using human subjects and

to makeclear its position on this.
Throughoutthis report, the Panel recommends research and evaluation

strategies designed to produce,forthefirst time, valid answers to questions

aboutthe effectiveness of rehabilitation. This we believe is an essential step

toward intelligent decisions on the use of rehabilitative techniques. The

research and evaluation strategies often require whatis technically termed

“experimentation on human subjects,” in part because all rehabilitation

efforts must be thoughtofas in the testing stage. But more importantly, we

recommend randomized experiments in order to ensure that the resulting

inferences are valid and not artifacts of any unmeasured factors in the

prison environment.
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Recent debate has tended to polarize opinion between those whoinsist

on methodological purity and those who insist on protection of human

rights, with the implication that these positions are mutually exclusive. We

disagree with this implied dichotomy. We believe that randomized

experiments can be carried out with minimal risk to individual rights. We
further believe that this minimal risk is justifiable in light of the need for

valid information and the potential benefits to society that would result

from successful rehabilitation. The promise of rehabilitation is not so

important as to outweigh real harm to individuals, but it does justify the
use of randomized experiments under the kinds of carefully monitored
conditions recommended by the National Commission on the Protection

of Human Subjects in Biomedical and Behavioral Research.

Webelieve it is a mistake to argue that experimentation per se is the
issue: experimentation is an indispensable part of a complete research
strategy. The issue should be whether individuals are worse off as a result
of an experiment. A detailed discussion of the ethics of randomized
experiments can be found in Chapter 5. For the present discussion, the
Panel wants to make clear its view that the mule “no one worse off”

(Morris 1969) must always apply. The history of medical and other

research demonstrates that the best information and best judginent of

highly qualified researchers cannot always predict the ‘worse off’

condition or even who (treatment or control group) is at risk. In a

randomized experiment, those in the control group are presumably not

“worse off,” although if the treatment is successful they have not received
its benefits. Those in the treatment group could be “better off,” if the
treatment is successful, or “worse off,” if the treatment turns out to be

harmful. If the best judgment of qualified researchers is that a prima facie
benign treatment has a reasonable probability of succeeding, it is no less

the responsibility of behavioral scientists to test it than it is the
responsibility of physicians to do what they believe will most help their

patients.
Sometimes the physician is wrong and sometimes the behavioral

scientist is wrong. The Panel recognizes this difficulty and calls for the

utmost care in choosing treatments, selecting amenable subjects, and

structuring experiments. We believe there is an obligation to pursue the

promise of rehabilitation and an equal obligation to proceed with the
greatest respect for the people directly affected by the work. There are no
conditions that would justify the undertaking of research that could
reasonably be expected to be harmful to nonvoluntary subjects, whatever

the societal benefits, and “voluntary” has to be defined and assessed with
extraordinary care when potential research subjects are captives—a subject

this Panel will pursue in a subsequent report.
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NATURE AND THEORY OF REHABILITATION

Reliabilitation is a complex concept, embodying a number of quite

different aspects: its social purpose, its various programmatic interpreta-

tions, the behavioral assumptions that underlie it, and the many

methodological problems that have plagued all attempts to determine

whether it “works.” Some of the problems of analysis, therefore, are

definitional. Others require a delineation of the various approaches that

lave been or might be taken in order to identify a particular problem in

the more general theoretical context of such problems. Such analytical
mappingis the purpose of this section. Its three parts cover questions of
definition, a brief discussion of the theoretical bases for correctional
rehabilitation, and a description of different types of rehabilitative

techniques.

DEFINITION

The term “rehabilitation” can be defined in various ways, which causes

confusion in the scientific literature and among those who seek to evaluate
the effectiveness of rehabilitation programs. In order to arrive at a
definition that will be most helpful for the purposes of this report, it is

necessary, first, to clarify the function of rehabilitation as compared to

other societal responses to crime; and second, to distinguish the effects of

rehabilitative techniques from the effects of other forces that also act to

modify criminal behavior.

Seven reasons are cominonly given to explain why society sanctions a

person whohas violated its laws:

1. to deter the offender from offending again by punishment or fear of

punishnient (without necessarily changing him or her in any other way);

2. to deter others from behavingas the offender has;

3. to incapacitate the offender and thus deprive him or her of the

opportunity to offend again for a given period of time;
4. to forestall personal vengeance by those hurt by the offender;
5. to exact retribution from the offender and so set right the scales of

moraljustice;

6. to educate people morally or socially;
7. to rehabilitate or reform the offender.

Techniques for accomplishing this last goal are the subject of the Panel’s

study.

We initially defined rehabilitation as the result of any planned
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intervention that reduces an offender’s further criminal activity, whether

that reduction is mediated by personality, behavior, abilities, attitudes,
values, or other factors. Because precise definition of our subject is a

prerequisite to the specification of methodological improvements in

research on rehabilitation, however, it was clear that some additional

distinctions were necessary. In particular, rehabilitation must be carefully

distinguished from whatis called specific deterrence (reason 1, above) and
from the developmental effects of the passage of time on behavior(i-e.,

maturation).

Definitions of rehabilitation found in writings on the topic appear to

differ on at least three dimensions: outcome, intervening variables, and

intervention.!

Outcome: While most definitions take a reduction in recidivism as their

dependent measure, others allude to the parens patriae notion of making
the offender “better and happier” as an alternative or at least an auxiliary

goal.

Intervening variable. The appropriate targets of rehabilitative efforts are

given variously as the offender’s “intent,” “motivation,” “character,”

“wish,” “person,” “habit,” “behavior patterns,” “personality,” ‘“dynam-
ics,” “value system,” “needs,” or “attitudes.”

Intervention: The definitions also vary in how inclusive they are with

respect to the mechanisms by which rehabilitation is achieved. Some
include as rehabilitation anything done that reduces the probability of an

offender’s recidivism (e.g., Wilkins 1969, von Hirsch 1976). Others

specifically distinguish “intimidation” or specific deterrence from rehabili-
tation as two separate processes that can result in a decreased rate of

future crimein an offender(e.g., van den Haag 1975).

Not too much should be expected of definitions in resolving areas of
theoretical controversy, since any definition will involve an element of

arbitrariness in setting conceptual boundaries. Different definitions may be

required for different purposes. For the methodological purposes of this

study, the definition adopted takes a narrow view ofwhat will be measured

as the outcome ofrehabilitation and of what will count as interventions,

while allowing flexibility in the choice of intervening variables by which

changeis to be achieved.

1For a variety of definitions of rehabilitation, see Ogden (1973), President’s Commission on

Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice (1967), New York Governor’s Special

Committee on Criminal Offenders (1972, pp. 266-267), Dershowitz (1976, pp. 73-74), von

Hirsch (1976, p. 11), van den Haag (1975, p. 58), Wilkins (1969, pp. 17-18), Packer (1968, p.
53), Allen (1959, p. 226), Sommer (1976, p. 22), and Halleck and Witte (1977).
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Enoughhas been written in the past few years on the pitfalls of making
people “better” against their will that to adopt offender well-being as the

purpose of rehabilitation (outcome to be measured)—oreven as a purpose

of rehabilitation—appears a hazardous course, one likely to be opposed

not only by civil libertarians, but also by offenders, the supposed

beneficiaries of the betterment. Reduction in crime, moderated by

considerations of justice or moral desert (von Hirsch 1976), appears the

more appropriate contemporary goal. It should be added that excluding

“beneficial” treatment—that is, treatment that is intended to change an

individual in ways other than to reduce his or her offense rate—from the

definition of rehabilitation in no sense implies that such treatment, on

humanitarian grounds, should not be an integral part of the penal system
(Halleck and Witte 1977, Monahan 1977).

To distinguish rehabilitation from specific deterrence is particularly

important. The conceptualdistinction is sometimes difficult to maintain in
practice, and it may be that some formsof “punishment”? will turn out to
be appropriately rehabilitative as well as effective in modifying behavior.

But failure to distinguish, at least conceptually, between specific deterrence

and rehabilitation may lead to anomalous conclusions—for example,
identifying as “rehabilitative” an offender’s fear of returning to a prison in
which he was repeatedly homosexually raped. Similarly, one must separate

rehabilitative effects from those achieved by the simple ticking of the clock

(van den Haag 1975). The fact that a young man convicted of robbery at
19 who serves 20 years in prison does not return to prison after his release

at age 39 cannot,in itself, be taken as an index of “rehabilitation.” To do
so necessanly would lead to the conclusion that lengthy sentences are per

se rehabilitative.

Although a narrow construction of the purpose and scope of rehabilita-
tive techniques appears most appropriate, broad latitude should be granted

in defining the intervening variables that becomethe targets of rehabilita-
tion efforts. There is sufficient disagreement withm the research communi-
ty as to whether behavior change is best achieved by altering personal or

attitudinal variables, by focusing directly on extinguishing the problematic
behavior, by constructing alternative behavioral skills (e.g., vocational
skills), or by altering the individual’s social or economic circumstances so

that any attempt to resolve the issue by definitional fiat is premature.

In light of these considerations, we evolved the following definition of
rehabilitation as a guide to our study: Rehabilitation is the result of any

2The tenn “punishment” has legal, philosophical, and psychological connotations. The
discussion in this report is confined to psychological interpretations. The Panel recognizes the
important, and perhaps confounding,legal and philosophical aspects, but does not consider it

useful at this time to attempt further definitions.
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Planned intervention that reduced an offender's further criminal activity,

whether that reduction is mediated by personality, behavior, abilities,
attitudes, values, or other factors. The effects of maturation and the effects

associated with “fear” or “intimidation” are excluded, the result of the

latter having traditionally been labeled as specific deterrence. In fact, the
effects of rehabilitation, maturation, and specific deterrence are intimately

intertwined. Almost none of the attempts to measure the effects of
rehabilitation have tried to separate or control for the effects of specific
deterrenceor its interaction with rehabilitation.

This definition has three features:

1. Planned intervention. Excluded is spontaneous reformation such as
may occur with an isolated offender in the absence of any organized

program.
2. Eclecticism. The definition is free of any prior conception of the

processes by which rehabilitation may occur or of any specification of

physiological, psychological, social, or moral hypotheses.

3. Future criminal activity. Criminal behavior, rather than offender

growth, insight, or happiness, is the sole criterion against which

rehabilitation ultimately must be measured. A favorable effect of rehabili-

tation may be reflected in a selective reduction in certain types of serious

crimesas well as by an overall reduction in criminalactivity. Psychological

or economic outcomes mayserve as intervening variables in pursuit of the

goal of reducing criminal activity. Although the definition of rehabilitation

excludes treatment in prison that does not have a reduction in future

criminalactivity as its goal, there is no intent to disparage such treatment

since it certainly may be justified on other grounds.

MODELS OF CRIME AND STRATEGIES OF REHABILITATION

The empirical relation (if any) between the nature of rehabilitative efforts

and ideas aboutthe origins of crime is not yet clear. Still, ideas about the

causes and origins of crime should reasonably have some impact on

thinking about what rehabilitative techniques should be tried. Current

theories of criminal behavior are diverse, some seeking to explain why

people become delinquent and taking nondelinquent behavior for granted.

Other theories assume that people would naturally engage in crimeif not

restrained by society and seek to explain why many people do not become

delinquent. Some theories seek to explain the behavior of individuals, and

others appear directed to the explanation of differences in rates of

delinquency amongdifferent social groups (defined, for example, by social

class or by location of residence).
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These diverse theories sometimes employ concepts such as learning

(Bandura and Walters 1963), thinking errors (Yochelson and Samenow

1976), moral development (Hogan 1973, Kolberg 1964, Mowrer 1960),

attempts to alleviate feelings of oppression (Halleck 1967), or the absence

of shared meanings in groups (Mead 1934). Other theories invoke social

disorganization, social stress, or anomie as explanatory concepts (Brenner

1976, Cloward and Ohlin 1961, Merton 1937, 1968). Other theorists use

labeling as an explanation (Lemert 1967, President’s Commission on Law

Enforcement and Administration of Justice 1967), or regard economic

gain as an incentive to engage in crime (Baker and Reeves 1977, Ehrlich

1973). One group of theorists seeks to explain delinquency by reference to

the conformity to the norms of deviant subcultures (Sutherland and

Cressey 1970, Wilkins 1965). In contrast, Hirschi (1969) has articulated a

social-psychological theory of social control in which the weakening of a

person’s ties to society (family, school, career) may result in delinquency.

Finally, a numberof theorists have discussed the role of humanbiology in

crime and delinquency (Shah and Roth 1974).

These and other views of the origins of crime, diverse as they are, are

not necessarily mutually incompatible. We have not attempted to evaluate

any of these views, but each may be tenable in varying degree, perhaps in

different degree for different cases. Or some maybe useful at one level of

explanation or aggregation but not at another. If so, there are important

implications for rehabilitative efforts, for it will be necessary to match

rehabilitative efforts with the characteristics of individual cases (Glaser

1975, Palmer 1975). If the diverse theories are all at least partially tenable,

as seems likely, and especially if two or more processes are involved in any

person’s delinquency, rehabilitative efforts should, to be optimal, be
multifaceted. No onerehabilitative effort could be expected to be more
than marginally effective, and the task of rehabilitating many offenders
might require truly massive interventions.

Weshall return to this point later in the this report, but we note here
that most rehabilitative efforts that have been tested have been narrow in

scope and have involved weak or relatively minor forms of interventions.

It is possible that most offenders who are imprisoned for the first time are
never imprisoned again (see Glaser 1969, Martinson and Wilks 1977), and

issues of rehabilitation do not arise with those offenders. Other data (e.g.,
Greenwood et al 1977) indicate rather clearly that a relatively small

numberof criminals account for a large proportion of crimes. This being

the case, it should be evident that the problem of rehabilitating criminal

offenders is formidable since it often involves repeated patterns of behavior
and waysoflife that are deeply ingrained. It is the judgment of the Panel

that the rehabilitative techniques and programs that have been tested thus
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far have generally been inappropriate to the difficulty of the task. Work on
rehabilitation appears for the most part to have been atheoretical
altogether and to have been based on a rather narrow range of views about
crime. For the most part it seems correct to say that the medical modelis
dominant: i.e., present treatment programs assume that crime is a
“disease,” an individual defect, that can be cured or ameliorated. Even

some interventions directed toward improvement of the economic pros-
pects of criminal offenders are based on notions about individual

shortcomings such as educational or skill deficiencies. Drawing on a
broader theoretical understanding of the origins and nature of criminal
activity should provide useful hypotheses for the development of more
promisingstrategies for rehabilitation.

Wetake special note here of one important theoretical perspective that
is indirectly related to rehabilitation. Crime may be viewed as one of the

inevitable pathological outcomesof a defective social system, in which case
rehabilitative efforts directed toward the individual offender, or even the

offender’s family, might seem futile. Such a view of crime would lead to an

insistence on fundamental social reform such as change in the economic
system, elimination of racism or social disadvantage, and the like. Such

broad social reforms appearto lie more in the realm of prevention of crime
rather than of rehabilitation, and so fall outside the scope of the Panel’s

study. Nonetheless, the Panel does believe that continuing and serious

attention should be paid to the possiblerole of social structural variables in
fostering and maintaining criminal activity, even while efforts to rehabili-
tate individuals are further explored.

TYPES OF REHABILITATIVE EFFORTS

Rehabilitation of offenders has been the aim of a diverse lot of specific
techniques and broad programs. As a continuation of our analytical
mapping of the concept of rehabilitation, we offer in this section a brief
overview of these various approaches.

If one is to makesenseofthe wholefield of rehabilitation, it is necessary

to be able to make distinctions within the myriad of rehabilitative

techniques that have been tried. No ready taxonomy of rehabilitative

efforts has been developed and accepted, but Lipton et al. (1975) provide a
list of 10 types of treatment whose impact on recidivism has been studied.

Most of these methods stem from a view of crime as involving either a
specific individual defect or as a set of pathological behavior patterns.
Extra-institutional methods include probation and parole, both of which
are ways of managing offenders outside institutions and have aims in
addition to (or perhaps instead of) rehabilitation, e.g., reduction in costs of
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corrections and surveillance and early detection of violation. Imprison-
mentis also listed by Lipton et al. as a correctional treatment.
Methods usually employed within an institutional setting include

individual and group psychotherapy, both directed usually to alleviation of
personal problems, although group therapy may also be employed to
improvesocial skills. Skill development is another technique for reducing
some personal deficit, usually concerned with work habits and skills.
Finally, milieu therapy is a ratherill-defined approach that assumes that a
generally good and constructive environment can produce behavior
change.

It is of more than passing interest that none of these methods of
intervention involves a moral view of crime, but neither does any of them

stem in any very direct way from a social structural view of crime. Moral

views of crime have been reflected to some degree in the treatment
described by Yochelson and Samenow (1976), and the Japanese, among

other cultures, have also employed a form of moral therapy with criminal
offenders (Lebra 1976).

Nearly all the methods that have been tested to date involve either

treatments within institutions or some version of probation or parole.
Furthermore, nearly all the methods tested to date have been tested singly.

There have been few, if any, comprehensive, multiple-treatment attempts

to alter criminal behavior.
It should also be noted that rehabilitative techniques other than

probation are rarely tried with first offenders because so very few first

offenders come under the purview of the corrections system. Most of the
treatments employed within institutions, and especially those employed
with adult felons, are being applied very late in the development of
patterns of criminal behavior. Even with youths, the genuinefirst offender

is rarely subjected to more than probation and then only in cases where

there is a formal hearing.
Beyond whatare normally considered rehabilitative efforts, there is also

specific deterrence, the inhibiting effect on an individual of being detected
in crime, apprehended, and punished. As noted earlier, to some extent the

effects of specific deterrence must be distinguished from those of
rehabilitation. Although the distinction is only conceptual, it is needed as a

reminder that the horrors of prison life should not be regarded as
inherently rehabilitative even if they do deter further criminal activity.

Nonetheless, to the extent that punishment does result in a decrease in
frequency or seriousnessof criminal activity, it could be considered to have

a rehabilitative effect.
Even though punishment is sometimes thought of as a technique for

rehabilitation, however, we have only a rough idea of its specific behavioral
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consequences.Ifit is to be used effectively, a much better understanding of

just what can be considered to be punishmentwill be required, and a closer

inquiry into the specific effects it has will also be necessary. For example, it

may not be the case that prison is invariably viewed as punishment or at

least that it may not be responded to in the same way as punishment. As

unpleasant as prison might seem to most of us, it may be regarded as no

more than a normaloccupational hazard by manycareer criminals. When

oneconsiders that people regularly and voluntarily join such organizations

as the U.S. Marine Corps and the French Foreign Legion, both of which

entail occupational hazards often as bad as or worse than prison, it may be

that prison can be regarded as a mere hazard to be endured like many

others. Perhaps the occupational hazards of prison, like those of the

Marine Corps and the Foreign Legion, are morelikely to deter initial entry

into the occupation rather than performance once recruited. If so,

punishment would deserve a larger role in programs designed for the

youthful offender who is part of the population most at risk for further

crime involvement. Punishment may be less important in programs for

more seasoned offenders who may be inured to punitive methods. This

kind of speculation could turn out to be empirically false. In any case, the

issue is important and merits careful empirical testing.

The mechanism by which punishment may work to change undesirable

behavior is also poorly understood. It may be that the commonly accepted

notion that punishment works only because individuals will try to avoid it

maynot be true for all offenders. As an illustrative analogy, pain is often

said to have important survival value as a signal that all is not well with
one’s body. Similarly, punishment may have an importantvalue as a signal

to an individual that his or her relationship to society needs changing.

From that standpoint, punishment might have a rehabilitative effect

through the information it carries rather than through arousing anxiety

about behavior. Punishment maybe effective in part because it commands

attention and ensures that the message is attended to. If that is the case,

then punishinent would be expected to have maximaleffects at early points
of deviation, but it would not necessarily have to be severe; it should, on

the other hand, occur in close temporal proximity to the deviation, andits

connection to the deviation should be made obvious.
Although the very idea of punishinent is repugnant to many and

although there are reasons to suspect limitations on its effectiveness in
controlling criminal behavior, punishment as a control technique has

always been with us and always will be. Our task as a society is to achieve

a better theoretical and empirical grasp of the nature and effects of

punishmentand then to use that knowledge in humane ways to maximize

the probability that punishment, whetherinflicted out of a sense of outrage
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or ofjustice, will have whatever constructive effect might be achieved. We

do not want to end up repeatedly punishing those who transgress and in
return, and at least as often, suffering the counterblows of those persons

who feel themselves irretrievably and morally at odds with the rest of us.
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The Current State

of Knowledge:

What Works?

Although concern about the efficacy of rehabilitation goes back many
years, the formation and work of the Panel received a strong instigation

from the publication of what has come to be known as “The Martinson
Report” (Martinson 1974). This was based on work by Lipton, Martinson,

and Wilks reviewing a large body of research on the outcomes of various
rehabilitative efforts as applied to criminal offenders. Martinson’s shorter
review was published and widely read, while the larger review volume was

not published until the following year (Lipton et a1. 1975, hereafter cited as

LMW). Martinson made use of the materials collected for the book to

prepare his lengthy and comprehensive article assessing rehabilitative
efforts. There had, however, been previous reviews of a less comprehensive

nature that presaged the conclusions ultimately reached by Martinson.

The review by Bailey (1966) of 100 outcomestudies has been widely cited,

but Adams (1975) lists several other smaller or more specialized review
studies.
None of these reviews provided very much cause for optimism about

rehabilitation, and Martinson’s conclusion was also substantially negative:
“ . . . With few and isolated experiences, the rehabilitative efforts that

have been reported so far have had no appreciable effect on recidivism.” In
a more cautious form, Martinson’s conclusion might be stated: it appears

that nothing worksorat least that there have not been any consistent and

persuasive demonstrations of anything that works. The range of interven-
tions dealt with by Lipton et al. is quite wide, and it cannot reasonably be

27
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claimed that they omitted important categories of intervention efforts from
their study. Their report dealt with interventions as diverse as cosmetic
plastic surgery, psychotherapy, vocational training, work release, and

parole supervision. Therefore, while acknowledging that individual studies
may have produced the effect they were designed to show, Martinson
noted that no one intervention consistently worked when applied to the
problem of offender rehabilitation: the problem of crime and the costs
incurred by the public as a result of crime were not being reduced.

Martinson’s report, published in The Public Interest in the spring of
1974, produced considerable reaction in the corrections field, both positive
and negative. Rebuttals began to appear as soon as publication lags
permitted. A volume compiled by the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency (Matlin 1976) to satisfy the demand for a forum on the

efficacy of rehabilitation contained a reprint of Martinson’s paper along
with critiques by Palmer and Adams and two rebuttals by Martinson.

Palmer in particular insisted that Martinson’s conclusions were not
justified and were probably quite wrong. The basis for Palmer’s criticism

was that Martinson’s focus was inappropriate: instead of asking what one
treatment could work for the offender population, the question should
have been (Palmer 1975, p. 150): “ . . . Which methods work best for

which types of offenders and under what conditions or in what types of
settings?” Yet Martinson’s conclusions were seemingly widely accepted
and even welcomed, bolstered by the views of those who already believed

that rehabilitation was ineffective, and they meshed well with other

emerging views about appropriate ways ofdealmg with criminals, e.g., that
they should experience the natural consequencesof their acts and receive
their just deserts (Morris and Zimring 1969). Nonetheless, an important

segment of the corrections cominunity found it difficult to accept a

conclusion that efforts at rehabilitation were futile, and its members

insisted that Martinson was wrong.

In light of this controversy the Panel undertook its review of the
evidence on effectiveness of rehabilitation. The Panel as a whole has
considered a great deal of evidence in deciding whether Martinson’s
overall conclusions are supportable. As part of its work the Panel also
undertook to review Martinson’s work specifically. That task involved an
examination of the data base from which he operated,i.e., the annotations

and summaries provided by Lipton et al. (1975); also required was an
examination of Martinson’s use of that data base. To accomplish thefirst
task, Panel member Fienberg and his colleague Patricia Grambsch drew a

random sample of the studies reviewed by Lipton et al. and did an
independent analysis of the data to determine the accuracy and fairness

with which the original review was done (see Appendix).
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AN EVALUATION OF THE WORK OF LIPTON,
MARTINSON, AND WILKS

Because of the pivotal role that the LMw book has already played in

arguments regarding the efficacy of rehabilitation, it was important that

the accuracy of LMW be examined with care. The summaries and

annotations of prior studies made by LMw hadto be assessed for accuracy,

placing special emphasis on the research design of the studies and on the
statistical analyses reported. The LMw volumecontains both a data base
(summaries and annotations of selected studies) and a set of conclusions

derived from an integration of the components of that data base. A sample
of the data base was reexamined to determine (1) whether the conclusions

in the source articles are based on reasonable statistical analyses andtests,

(2) whether there are importanterrors or omissions in the LMW summaries
and annotations, and (3) if so, whether the errors and omissionsaffect the

conclusionsthat might reasonably be drawn from thestudies.

LMw used five methodological criteria to select studies for inclusion in

their report (1975, pp. 4-5):

1. The study must represent an evaluation of a treatment method
applied to criminal offenders.

2. The study must have been completed after January 1, 1945.

3. The study must include empirical data resulting from a comparison
of an experimental group with control group(s) or from a comparison of a

treatment group with some comparison group(s)—that is, the treatment

group may be compared with the general inmate population, matched
control subjects, base expectancy rates, or itself (a before-after compari-

son).

4. These data must be measures of improvement in performance on
some dependent variables, which include recidivism, parole or probation

performance,institutional adjustment, educational achievement, vocation-

al adjustment, personality and attitude change, drug and alcohol readdic-

tion, and cost benefits.

5. Specifically excluded are after-only studies without comparison

groups, prediction studies, studies that only describe and subjectively

evaluate treatment programs, and clinical speculations about feasible

treatment methods.

LMWgive a detailed description of the search procedure used to locate

studies for possible inclusion in their report. For studies that met the basic
criteria, annotated summaries were prepared, and a further screening of

the studies took place. This screening led to the exclusion of studies with
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major research shortcomings, such as: (1) reporting ofinsufficient data; (2)

data that were too preliminary; (3) availability of only a summary of the

actual study; (4) findings that were confounded by extraneousfactors; (5)

treatment or outcome variables that were inadequate or whose measure-
ment was unreliable; (6) conclusions that were unrelated to the data

presented; (7) failure to indicate how the sample was chosen or inadequate

selection procedures; (8) sample size that was too small; and (9) statistical

tests that were inappropriate with insufficient data available to allow

reanalysis. Those studies eliminated at this stage were listed in a separate
bibliography by LMw.

Theselection procedure used by LMW resulted in 231 “acceptable”

studies. Our evaluation of LMw focuses only on those acceptable studies.

Some have argued (e.g., Adams 1976) that the LMw criteria for inclusion
are too stringent. We disagree. In their study of social innovations, Gilbert
et al. (1975, p. 44) note:

Thereview of these studies leads us to the conclusion that randomization, together

with careful control and implementation, gives strength and persuasiveness to an
evaluation that cannotordinarily be obtained by other means. Weare particularly

struck by the troublesome record that our examples of nonrandomized studies
piled up. Although some nonrandomized studies gave suggestive information that
seemsreliable, we find it hard to tell which were likely to be the misleading ones
even with the power ofhindsight to guide us.

Others studying innovations and treatments in different contexts have
come to similar conclusions. For example, the biostatistician Muensch (as

reported in Gilbert et al. 1977) has a set of “statistical laws,” one of which
says, essentially, that nothing improves the performance of an innovation

as muchas the lack of controls. After examining several studies included
by LMw,we concluded that their criteria for methodological acceptability

were, if anything, not stringent enough. Manyof the 231 studies reported
are badly flawed and they contribute little to a proper assessment of the

efficacy of rehabilitative programs (see also Rezmovic in this volume).
A further issue concerns the criteria to be used for judging whether a

particular treatment is successful as a rehabilitative technique. In
discussing Martinson’s (1974) article, Halleck and Witte (1977) argue that

he used extremely rigorouscriteria for the success of a treatment program,

and that, considermg the type of programsevaluated, the failure to achieve
drainatic alterations in behavior is certainly not surprising. Palmer (1975)

suggests that almost half of the studies described in Martinson (1974)

show positive or partly positive results; thus, in our review we tried to
determine whether LMw downplay such positive findings in their overall
summaries. Wefind little support for the charge that positive findings were
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overlooked. In fact, as our review of a sample of studies reported by LMw

suggests, by ignoring the problems associated with multiple comparisons
and simultaneous inference, LMw and the original authors often make
claimsforpartially positive results that cannot be substantiated by the data

they report.

Note should be taken of the contention of one of Martinson’s major

critics, Palmer (1974), that nearly half of the studies cited by Martinson

show an effect favorable to rehabilitation. Palmer’s optimistic view cannot
be supported, in large part because his assessment accepts at face value the
claimsof the original authors abouteffects they detected, and in too many

instances those claims were wrong or were overinterpretations of data,
such as ignoring the risks of picking one significant finding from among a
large set of comparisons.

Thus, the work of Fienberg and Grambsch for the Panel indicates that
LMwW were reasonably accurate and fair in the appraisal of the rehabilita-
tion literature. Where LMw erred, it was almost invariably by an overly

lenient assessment of the methodology of a study or by a failure to
maintain an appropriately critical set in evaluating statistical analyses. The
net result was that Lipton et al. were, if anything, more likely to accept
evidence in favor of rehabilitation than was justified (see Appendix).

Were the conclusions of LMW warranted? Within the limits noted
below, the Panel concludes that Martinson and his associates were
essentially correct. There is no body of evidence for any treatment or

intervention with criminal offenders that can be relied upon to produce a
decrease in recidivism. Where there are suggestions of efficacy, they are
just that—suggestions. They prove to be elusive, not replicable, not quite
statistically significant, working now only with one group, then only with

another. The Panel does not believe that it would be possible on the basis

of the literature available to Martinson—and if he missed something
important, no one has stepped forward to reveal it—to put together an
intervention that could be counted on to reduce recidivism rates in any
groupofoffenders.

If the LMw review were the only work available, Martinson’s pessimistic
view mightstill be discounted. For one thing, the LMw data base extended
only to 1968, and a numberof important studies have appeared since then.

The more recent studies have received a thorough review by Greenberg

(1977). His conclusions are essentially the same as those of LMw,and his
methodological critique accords closely with that of Fienberg and
Grambsch: nothing has been shown to work. Moreover, Brody (1976) has

recently reviewed the British and American work on_ institutional

treatment of juvenile offenders and has reached similar conclusions about

the ineffectiveness of a variety of rehabilitative efforts. The other reports
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that are available from foreign countries seldom report actual research
results, but those that do indicate that no magic answer is to be found in
somefar-off place.

This negative conclusion, however, must be tempered by some impor-
tant reservations. Earlier it was mentioned that Martinson’s conclusions

were acceptable within some limits. In part those limits have to do with
issues concerning the strength and integrity of the treatments that were

tested in the studies reviewed by Martinson (see Halleck and Witte, 1976).

These issues will be explored in somedetail later in this report. Here we
simply note that many of the interventions tested seem to have been so

weak in proportion to the problem involved that it would scarcely have
been credible had any effect been found. Even when interventions of some

potential strength were tried, it is not always certain that integrity of the

treatments was maintained, i.e., that the treatments were actually

delivered as planned. Moreover, the conclusions of Martinson and others
are limited to the interventions that have actually been tested. The Panel

believes that there may be interventions not yet tested that merit attention

and that might prove effective in reducing recidivism rates. Some
potentially effective interventions might grow out of approaches now only

beginning to be developed, and tests of rehabilitation should not cease
simply because efforts to date have been found wanting.

Another limitation on Martinson’s gloomy conclusion is that there are

some suggestions in recent research reports that interventions involving
work and financial support may have a modest impact on postrelease

criminal activity. The work-release program in North Carolina appears to
reduce the seriousness, although not the amount, of postrelease criminal
activity (Witte 1977). Two California programs have also reported some

effect of work release in reducingcriminal activity (Jeffrey and Woolpert

1974, Rudoff and Esselstyn 1973), although programs in Massachusetts
(LeClair 1973) and Florida (Waldo and Chiricos 1977) have not. Reasons

for the inconsistent results are not known; they may relate to specific

details of the programs or to local employment conditions, among other
things. Mallar and Thornton (1978) have reported on a program offering
financial assistance to released offenders that. appears to reduce the

frequency of theft offenses. Although the results available to date do not
justify any policy recommendations, they point to a set of interventions
that should be thoroughly explored in a systematic research program. The
payoff could be high.

Thethird limitation on Martinson’s conclusion involves the question of
cost effectiveness of various ways of managing criminal offenders.
Although such considerations as retribution and incapacitation may be
important in decisions to incarcerate offenders, cost may not be an
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irrelevant factor. Without giving blanket endorsement to cost minimiza-
tion as a criterion for evaluating rehabilitative efforts, the Panel does think
it worth noting. Although the studies reviewed by Martinson may not
support the conclusion that we know how to rehabilitate criminals, the

very fact that so many interventions result in equal outcomes (but see

Rezmovic’s discussion [in this volume] of problems involved in accepting
the null hypothesis) meansthat different ways of treating criminals may be
interchangeable. If that is the case, then, assuming that the treatments are
equally humane, the less expensive alternative should be chosen. For

example, work-release programs should in most instances be cheaper than

continuous incarceration (Witte 1977); early release would always be

cheaper than later release; and less parole supervision would be cheaper

than more parole supervison. Thus, there is in the rehabilitation literature
a great deal of potentially useful information about management of

imprisonment, even if that information is not useful for achieving the goal
of rehabilitation.

The Panel does not wish to be taken as unmindful of the problems
involved in working in the area of rehabilitation research. The practical,
administrative, and political problems are enormous, and that so many
studies have been doneat all is remarkable, even if they have not been

done as well as is required for sound inference. But that is the point at

issue, since the studies as done do not provide a good basis for inference
about effects of rehabilitation, and consequently, their net impact is

virtually nil. The recommendations made by the Panel concerning
methodological requirements for future studies, and those made by

Resmovic (in this volume) are conditioned heavily on the realization that
the weaker methods employed to date have contributed so little to our

knowledge.
There continue to be claims in the literature about rehabilitative efforts

that have been successful. One recent report (Murray et al. 1978)
concerned the Unified Delinquency Intervention Services (UDIS) program

in the Chicago area, which dealt with delinquents with high rates of
offending. The UDIS program assigned the delinquents to various disposi-
tions, although not on a random basis. One group was incarcerated while

another received an array of services, some of which included removal of

the youth from the community. The UDIs program found a sharply lower
level of postrelease offenses for youths who were incarcerated or removed

from the community. The difference in pretreatment and posttreatment

rates was notrelated either to the judged harsliness or to the length of the

treatinent. The UDIS findings, if dependable, are fraught with implications

since they suggest that a distinct, sharp intervention, perhaps of short
duration, could markedly change delinquent behavior. However, the UDIS -
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findings are not going unchallenged. McCleary et al. (1978) believe that
the UDIS design, a before-after design, permitted the operation of a
regression artifact that could easily accountfor the findings. Murray and a
colleague replied (Murray and Cox 1979), McCleary and his colleagues

countered (McCleary et ai. 1979), and the battle was joined. The brief
history of the UDIS program illustrates very well the fate of even a fairly

strong finding in the face of an opponent armed with a methodological
sword.

To conclude, the Panel believes that there is not now in the scientific

literature any basis for any policy or recommendations regarding

rehabilitation of criminal offenders. The data available do not present any

consistent evidence ofefficacy that would lead to such recommendations,

but the quality of the work that has been done and the narrow range of

options explored militate against any policy reflecting a final pessimism.
On the basisof its review, the Panel believes that the magnitude of the task

of reforming criminal offenders has been consistently underestimated. It is
clear that far more intensive and extensive interventions will be required if

rehabilitation is to be possible; even then, there is no guarantee of success.
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Problems of

Implementation

A major obstacle to assessing the effectiveness of rehabilitation has to do
with the difficulties of translating knowledge about human behavior into
treatment programs. When one looks at actual programs—at what has
actually been tried—it turns out that much of whatis called rehabilitation

cannot reasonably be expected to effect real changes in behavior over time.
This chapter reviews these problems of implementation, including the
adequacy of program design, the difficulties involved in maintaining
program integrity, and issues related to variations in offender types and

classification schemes.

ISSUES OF PROGRAM DESIGN

There has been a wide variety of attempts to rehabilitate criminal
offenders, as reviews by Liptonet al. (1975), Brody (1976), and Greenberg

(1977) show. Yet the interventions that have been devised and tested seem

in many ways inadequate and narrow. For one thing, the interventions

that have been tested often seem inappropriate to the task to which they

are directed. They appear to be derived primarily from conventional

wisdom, scarcely from any careful analysis of the task to be accomplished

or from any carefully thought-out theoretical premises regarding either
crime or rehabilitation. Greenberg (1977) has described the theoretical

assumptions of many rehabilitative efforts as “bordering on the preposter-
ous.” For the most part, the theoretical premises of rehabilitative efforts
have remained implicit and have consequently been unexamined.

35
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The premise of many,if not all, interventions is the notion of ‘‘curing’’
criminals of their tendencies, in much the same way as one might aim to

cure a patient suffering from, say, bacterial pneumonia by a dose of
antibiotics. Such notions of cure by a specific intervention are simplistic
and misguided. Criminal behavioris likely to be the result of a complicated
set of circumstances, individual characteristics and predelictions, and
social conditions. If any analogy is to be drawn with medicine, it probably

should involve a condition for which long-terin support is required to
allow for natural growth and healing.

Viewed in another way, manyrehabilitative interventions that have been

tested seem to assume that little treatments can produce big effects,
thereby implying that with a relatively little nudge offenders can be put
back on the right track, and that, once there, inertia will guarantee a

straight course. London (1977) calls such a process cumulative conver-
gence, and it appears to be a grossly oversimplified view of the task of
rehabilitation. And yet how can one otherwise account for trying to

deterinine effects on recidivism rates of isolated treatments such as group
counseling, cosmetic surgery, or even job training?

Despite the wide range of interventions that have been tested at one time
or another, within any one study the range has been very limited, usually

involving a single type of intervention: e.g., counseling or vocational
training or more intensive parole supervision over a brief period of time.
Moreover, except for probation and parole, nearly all the tested interven-
tions have been carried out within institutions and with the offender as the
direct and sole target. Even work release can be regarded as an intramural
program, since it is prison-based. Halfway houses fall somewhere in
between intramural and extramural programs, but are oriented toward the
just-released offender. Community-based corrections are something of an

exception to the focus on intramural programs, but such programs have
not been extensively tested except in California, and descriptions of
programs that have been tested is often so sketchy that it is difficult to
determine just what was involved beyond the diversion of offenders from

the prison system (Sechrest and Redner 1979).

It is unusual to find a study in which a combination of rehabilitative

techniques has been employed, e.g., psychotherapy plus job training plus
work release. There apparently has never been a controlled study that
could be regarded as a truly comprehensive effort to achieve the aims of
rehabilitation. Such efforts have probably been made with individual
prisoners, with what successit is not possible to say.

The rangeof interventions that has been tried can only be suggested, but

the inforination in Table 1 provides support for the contention that the
range is wide and that the focus of specific studies is usually narrow.
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Perhaps the greatest lack in the field of rehabilitation has been the
failure to develop an adequate conceptual framework for rehabilitation

with criminal offenders (Glaser 1975). Such a framework would require a
better articulated theory of criminal behavior and a better specification of
the processes by which any set of interventions could be expected to

change behavior. Not only might a better conceptual framework lead to
more systematic intervention, but it might point to as yet untried
possibilities. We need as muchrigor in our thinking as is recommended for
our methods.

ISSUES OF PROGRAM INTEGRITY

In evaluating the rehabilitative techuiques that have been tried, the

weakest link in the attempt to establish a causal chain relating program to
outcome is evidence bearing on the integrity with which programs have

been implemented. Although Lipton et ai. (1975) established methodologi-
cal criteria by which they determined whether a study would qualify for

consideration in their review, no criterion related either to the strength or

the integrity of the treatment being evaluated was established. One might
argue that strength is not an issue in determining what works because
strength of intervention is inferable from the treatment description. But
treatment descriptions are frequently fragnientary (Sechrest and Redner

1979), and, furthermore, when one wishes to reach a generic conclusion
about whethercaseload, for example, is an important variable, it matters a

great deal whether the values studied extend over a great or a narrow
range. In deciding whether group counseling works, it is important to
know whether it has been tested with highly trained counselors working
for manyhours or only with ill-trained counselors and a few sessions. Few

of the interventions tested to date have been implemented at anywhere
near optimal or maximum strength.

Lacking a sound theoretical position with respect either to criminal
behavior or to the workings of a rehabilitative technique,it is difficult to
say what is optimal. For example, by what process could onearrive at a

conclusion about an optimal caseload size for a parole supervisor? Or
about the optimum conditions for a work-release program? What has been
donein planning interventions appears to have been based onintuition and
practicality rather than on a rationale stemming from concern to make the

treatment as powerful as possible. In fact, many “rehabilitative” attempts
may merely seek to make prison life more tolerable by giving offenders
something to do. In this sense, “rehabilitation” may be viewed as nothing
more than a tool for prison management. Whether any treatmenthas been
tested in its optimum form is questionable.
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TABLE 1 What Has Been Tried

 

 

Reference Research Design Intervention Outcome Locusof Effort

Quayand Love Experimental. Vocational counseling, job Significantly fewer arrests for Community.
(1977). training and placement, aca- experimental group.

demic tutoring, personal and

social counseling.

Witte (1977). Post-hoc desigr. with a Workrelease. No differencesin the recidi- Prison.

nonequivalent control vism rates of the two groups,

group. The experimental but there wasa significant de-

group was randomlyse- crease in the seriousness of

lected from releasees crimes committed by the

over two time periods. experimental group.
Reinarman and Experimental. Financial assistance to Nodifferences in the recidi- Community.

Muller (1975). parolees. vism rates of the two groups.

Data “suggest” there may be

differences for subgroups al-

though thereis no statistical

analysis to support this.

Mullen (1974). Experimental. Individual and group therapy, No differences in rearrestrates. Community.
vocational rehabilitation,

family counseling.
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Berecochoa et

al, (1973).

Sloane and

Ralph (1973).

Ricker and

Walker (1976).

Geis (1966).

6
€

(1969).

Cronin (no date).

Mandell etal.

(1967).

Experimental.

Quasi-experimental.

Post-hoc design with an
equivalent control group.

Experimental.

Robinsonet al. Experimental.

Experimental.

Experimental.

Parole (early or regular).

Behavior modification.

Therapeutic camping, survival

skills, academic tutoring,

counseling.

Parole (normalor residence

in ahalfway house).

Probation (officers given

varying case load sizes).

Employment counseling.

Surgical correction of dis-

figurement, social services.

Nodifferences in recidivism rates.

No differences in recidivism rates,

although there was a modest

gain in educational achievement.
The experimental group hadsig-

nificantly fewer court contacts

than the control group.

No differences in recidivism rates.

Nosignificant differences, al-

though smaller case loads had

slightly lower detention rates

and higherrates of technical

violations.

No differences in recidivism rates

at 6, 9, or 12 months.

Significant differences in recidi-
vism rates were found between

control and experimental groups

of nonaddicts for plastic surgery

alone.

Prison.

Prison (youth

training center).

Community.

Community.

Community.

Community.

Prison.
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The issue of treatment integrity has to do with whether the treatment

was actually delivered in a mannerclosely approximating the treatment

description (Sechrest and Redner 1979). There are disturbing indications

that treatment integrity may not always have been achieved. One of the

most widely cited studies of rehabilitation is that of Kassebaum et al.

(1971), the admiration for which seems largely based on its almost

exemplary research design. The results of the study appearto indicate that
the value of group psychotherapy in rehabilitation is nil. However, Quay
(1977) raises serious questions regarding the legitimacy of the interpreta-

tions of the study on the grounds that the treatment as described never

occurred. Quay’s critique of the Kassebaum et ai study and its

conclusionsis revealing and worth consideration in somedetail.

Noting that although group counseling had been used extensively in

corrections, its effectiveness as a rehabilitative technique had never been

established, Kassebaum et al. devised an experimentto testits effectiveness

in a California penal institution for young adult males. Inmates were

assigned randomly to either counseling or control conditions, and some

counselors were given special training beyond the sessions ordinarily

scheduled. Counseling was begun and continued for a period of from 6

months to 2 years depending on the inmates involved. Sessions occurred

once each week for “an hour or two.” Effectiveness was measured by

parole outcome at 12, 24, and 36 months. At no point were there any
significant differences between counseled and control cases by the

recidivism measure employed. The authors did a number of supplementary

analyses, addressed to issues such as faithfulness of attendance and

stability of group leadership, and they found no variable or combination of

variables that would improve upon oralter the conclusion that counseling
had no impact.
Quay lists four major issues involved in assessing the integrity of a

program:first, whether the intervention can be adequately conceptualized
and whether that conceptualization has sufficient grounding in previous
empirical evidence; second, whether service is actually delivered, whether

it is sufficient in duration and intensity, and whetherit is carried out as

described; third, whether the personnel delivering the service are qualified,
trained, and adequately supervised; and fourth, whether the treatmentis
actually appropriate for all of those chosen to receive it. Quay indicts the
Kassebaum etal, (1971) study on all four counts.
On thefirst issue, Quay notes that the investigators themselves state that

the nature of the group counseling process is not easily described and
operationalized. Moreover, only about a third of the counselors appeared

to think that group counseling might have any effect on recidivism, the

major dependent variable. Quay goes on to note that the counselors were
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not professionals and were poorly trained and supervised and that many

seemed to have little personal involvement in the counseling. The
counseling was described by Kassebaum ef ai. as often superficial, poorly
conducted, and characterized by instability in group leadership. Further-
more, participation in the groups was involuntary for some participants
and probably coerced for most others, the groups were quite heterogene-
ous, and group members did not regard the treatment as meaningful or the
counselors as competent to run the groups.

Quay’s analysis of what is often regarded as a landinark study upsets the

popular view that the Kassebaum et ai. research provides definitive
evidence concerning the effectiveness of psychotherapy for the rehabilita-

tion of offenders. He notes that the study is unusual in the wealth ofdetail

it presents, which, therefore, makes his analysis possible.

Is it likely that other studies that are silent on matters pertaining to

program integrity are in fact superior to the one analyzed by Quay? There

are at least some other reports that suggest that the question of program

integrity is one that needs to be routinely raised and answered (cf. Sarri

and Selo 1974, Sechrest and Redner 1979). Lerman (1975), for example,

has shown that the community treatment project (CTP), which was

supposed to deliver various services to probated delinquents, actually

involved extensive social control and detention,i.e., the treatment was not

adequately conceptualized. Moreover, the planners of crp had intended
for treatment to be different according to maturity levels of the youth

involved, but treatment was administered largely independently of
judgments of maturity level. Lerman points to a variety of other ways in

which the crp failed to conform to expectations, and he makes similar
points with respect to the California probation subsidy program.

In an institutional study of behavior modification and transactional

analysis, Jesness et al. (1975, p. 764) reported that:

Counselors at Close were expected to conduct at least two transactional analysis
sessions with their clients each week. In addition to the academic contracting,
Holton counselors were expected to negotiate at least one behavioral contingency
contract each week with their clients. Staff at Close fulfilled two-thirds of their
expected quota, Holton staff one-halfof theirs.

It is instructive to consider the problems involved in contingency

contracting with delinquents: Jesness et ai. (1975) noted that manyfield
officers were not very successful in implementing the training they had -
received, some officers being unable to write any contracts at all.
Ultimately, contracts were written for only 269 of 1,248 delinquents with
identified problem behaviors, and only 104 of the contracts met criteria of
adequacy. However effective the contingency contracting program might
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have been, it seemingly could not be implemented with the personnel
available.

These three examples of studies that may be questioned on groundsof

failure to maintain integrity of treatment are not the only instances that

could be found (cf. Sarri and Selo 1974). There are suggestions, for
example, in investigations of variations in parole officer caseloads, that

reduced caseloads have not invariably resulted in greater contact with
offenders (Glaser 1969).
These three examples do provide convincing evidence, however, of the

need for systematic and searching attention to this critical issue when far-
reaching policy decisions may be founded on failures of treatment to
demonstrate effectiveness.

Quay (1977) noted that one probable reason for the neglect of treatment

integrity as an issue, a reason that applies equally to strength of treatment,

is that there is no set ofcriteria, no established set of principles, by which

treatment integrity may be judged. There is not, in fact, even any

established tradition in the social and behavioral sciences for assessing and
describing treatment integrity. And strength of treatment has not been
assessed independently of outcome. What is needed in evaluating

rehabilitation outcomes is more attention to the type of evaluation usually

described as formative (Scriven 1967) or process (e.g., Bennett and

Lumsdaine 1975). Campbell (1974) has also written persuasively on the

need to document what actually occurs during the course of a program as
opposed to what is supposed to have happened.

It is difficult, then, to interpret research findings on treatmenteffects, or
_ the lack thereof. It is not clear for how many rehabilitation studies
interpretations are seriously jeopardized by failure to maintain integrity of
treatment. That some of the more widely cited evaluation studies are

flawed in this way implies that any conclusion that rehabilitation does not

work would be premature. Mark Twaim once observed that not only is the

thirteenth chime of a clock in andofitself suspect, but it also casts doubt
on the validity of the preceding twelve.

ISSUES OF VARIATION IN OFFENDER TYPES

Criminal offenders differ in type and severity of offense, in sex, age, race,
and religious belief, in family situation, and in most of the other ways

people differ from each other. It seems evident that at least some of these

differences should have a bearing both on the probabilities of achieving
rehabilitation and on the differential probabilities associated with different

methods of doing so.To point to but one example, in a study designed to
test the effects of providing discharged offenders with a financial subsidy
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while they looked for employment, the decision was made to limit the

program to offenders who had committed crimes against property, in the

seeming expectation—never stated—thata financial subsidy would be of

less importance to offenders against persons (Lenihan 1978). To the extent
that offenders could be classified in ways that would maximize treatment

effects, the interests of rehabilitation would be furthered.

Prisoners are regularly classified, but that classification is often to serve
the purpose of prison management and control rather than that of
rehabilitation. Still, it is possible, as Fowler (1977) suggests, that the very
existence of a classification system may have some rehabilitative effect

since it may separate offenders in ways that make imprisonment more

endurable and that lower the probabilities of learning new criminal ways.

As Conrad (1975) notes, the minimum goal for our prison system should

be that offenders do not come out of the prison as worse persons than
when they went in, and custody classification may operate toward the

achievementof that goal.
The major issue that inheres in the idea of offender types is that there

may be some subgroups of offenders who are especially amenable to

treatment or who can be matched to a particular treatment in such a way

that effects of treatment will be enhanced. We refer to this major issue as

the amenability issue. There are additional special questions that may be

raised about particular types of offenders and their prospects for

rehabilitation. White-collar criminals have often been singled out as a
subgroup, as offenders who may pose different problems in rehabilitation

than other criminals. The link between mental disorder and crimeis also

an issue of importance, since the existence of such a link would imply that

rehabilitative efforts might well have to focus on treatment for the mental
disorder. Within that general issue resides the additional question of
whetherthere is one or several “criminal personalities,” a type especially
likely to get involved in criminal activity and, hence, perhaps needing
personality restructuring for rehabilitative goals to be met. Finally, there is
almost universally a distmction made between youthful and adult
offenders when consideration is given to appropriate response to and
treatmentofcriminal behavior.

THE AMENABILITY ISSUE

An optimistic note for the possibility of rehabilitation lingers in the claims
of some that programs can workifthey are tailored to fit offenders who are

“amenable” to being rehabilitated (Glaser 1975, Palmer 1975). When an
examination of the research on amenability is undertaken, however, it soon
becomes clear that the issue of whether “amenable” offenders can be
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rehabilitated is really addressing the topic of whether rehabilitation itself

can “work.” The same problemsthat exist throughout the broader area of

assessing the efficacy of rehabilitation are just as prevalent when one

addresses the question of whether rehabilitation can work with an

amenable population.

The best illustration of these troublesome issues can be found in

Lerman’s critique (1975) of the most ambitious of all amenability

research—the California treatment project (cTp). In that study, the
questions of what constitutes recidivism are brought to the fore because

different criteria for parole revocation were found for the control and

experimental groups of adolescents. Furthermore, the integrity of the

program is challenged by Lerman’s disclosure that the adolescent
offenders in the experimental group did not in fact receive the treatment

that the program had purportedly delivered.

Another point of contention is that a screening process instituted by

correctional officials in California (the state where most amenability

research has been conducted) has limited the types of offenders who are

considered for the crp and other experimental programs. Theresult of the
process is that only youths arrested for property offenses have been

allowed entry to the CTP program. (In addition, studies of the California

adult offender population do not consider individuals arrested for

assaultive behavior or narcotic abuse.) The net effect of the restrictions

appears to be that only offenders considered both ‘good risks” and
“amenable” have been studied. More work such as that by Barkwell

(1977), in which “poor risks” are incorporated into the research sample, is

needed to produce confidence in research that purports to address the

question of rehabilitating amenable offenders; data currently available may

be biased because criteria other than amenability were used in selecting

research populations.

Perhaps the greatest of the problems encountered in assessing research
on amenability is definitional in nature. Althoughit is clear that the intent
is to convey the idea that certain offenders can be more readily and

effectively rehabilitated than can others, it is far from clear just who these
“amenable” offenders are. For the most part, the term “amenable” has

been attached to individuals on the basis of their performance on
psychological measures or interviews (e.g., Grant and Grant 1959, Jesness

1965, Palmer 1974, Warren 1971); but research has also dealt with the

issue of offenders who seem to take more advantage of rehabilitative

programs: criteria that have been used in describing offenders who are

least likely to recidivate range from prior offense records (including

numberandtype of offenses), through various sociodemographic charac-
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teristics (e.g., Jew et al. 1975) and even extend to whether others were with

an individual when the crime was committed (Knight 1970). Therefore,

when discussion turns to the possibility of more success if only amenable

offenders are included in rehabilitative programs, consideration should be
given to what constitutes amenability. Such consideration would be greatly
facilitated if more research comparing the various descriptive techniques
were available.

The most researched and most extensively employed system of

classifying juvenile offenders has been that used in the cTP, the

interpersonal maturity or I-level system (see Warren 1969). Proponents of

the system have contended that it is a dependable and useful way of

classifying delinquents so as to permit differential treatment with improved

efficacy. However, both the classification system and its purported effects

have been called into serious question. In a thorough and penetrating

review, Beker and Heyman (1972) have cast doubt on both the validity and

the reliability of the I-level system. They point to definitional and logical

problems in the description of I-levels that suggest that what it is
measuring is very unclear. Moreover, the inter-rater agreement on which
the notion of dependability must rest is still quite uncertain, and may well

be lower than proponents, e.g., Palmer and Werner (1973), contend.

Several writers have also questioned the efficacy of the I-level system on

the grounds that the evidence now available does not establish any clear

difference between experimental and control groups with respect to

outcome measures, and even within experimental groups the results are
inconsistent and often confusing (Beker and Heyman 1972, Gibbons 1970,

Lerman 1975). Other systemsofclassification, such as that ofQuay (1964),

havenotbeen tested for utility in increasing treatment effectiveness.

In addition to these obvious potentials for error in classification, the

topic becomes even more important when one recognizes the growing

trend in amenability research toward encompassing factors in addition to .

the amenability of the offender. Research has begun to focus on the issue

of matching the treater with the offender type (Palmer 1973) and on

providing the appropriate environment in which to conduct the treatment
(Wenk and Moos 1976). With the additional amountoferror inherent in

each of these added “matching” strategies, it becomes moredifficult to

assess treatments without a large numberof subjects. Moreover, recogni-

tion should be given to the possibly limited usefulness of amenability

findings as they increase in complexity. Even if it could be demonstrated

that rehabilitation could work if amenable offenders were offered

appropriate treatments by matched workers in environments conducive to

producing maximaleffects,is it likely that most correctional institutions or
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agencies would have the facilities to produce the desired results? The
number of permutations could become so large and unwieldy that

planning and control of rehabilitative efforts would prove virtually

impossible.
On the other hand, the amenability issue remains a continuing hope (or

excuse) in the face of failures to produce evidence of rehabilitation. A

recent instance is provided by Sobel (1978), who commented on the long-

term follow-up of the Cambridge-Somerville youth study (McCord 1978),

which provided evidence indicative of negative effects on experimental

subjects. Sobel suggested, without evidence, that perhaps some of the

experimental subjects had been affected positively and some negatively.

Certainly the amenability concept is intuitively appealing (Beker and

Heyman 1972), and there are some hints in work to date that it may be

worth pursuing. As of this time, however, the Panel does not believe that

one could with any confidence classify offenders in any way with the

expectation that treatment effects could be maximized by matching of

treatments and offenders. More systematic and careful research than has

yet been done is needed to determine whether amenability classification

and differential treatment offer any hope of rehabilitation.
If the concept of amenability is to be pursued as a tool in rehabilitation,

the Panel believes that theoretical issues will have to be developed and

resolved. The I-level system appears to have a weak theoretical rationale at

best (see Beker and Heyman 1972), and Quay’s classification system is

avowedly atheoretical (Quay 1964), as is Megargee’s (1977).

Theclassification approach for juveniles of Quay andhis colleagues was

developed out of multivariate statistical research seeking to delineate
subgroups of deviant children and adolescents in all settings (see Quay

1975, pp. 383-387). A modestinitial effort to link the system to treatment

was made by Ingram et ai. (1970). Subsequently, it was used in a large-

scale program in which an attempt was made to conceptualize different

interventions for the four groups. The results, although flawed by the
research design, did not indicate any real advantage for the experimental
groups with regard to recidivism (Cavior and Schmidt 1978). A clas-
sification approach for adult offenders (Quay 1973) was developed

expressly for use in institutions and has, to date, served primarily as a

managementtool (Smith and Fenton 1978).

WHITE-COLLAR CRIME

A major and costly area ofillegality in our society is white-collar crime;

there are few data, however, on the effects of criminal sanctions on white-

collar criminals. Intuitively, the area raises unusual questions, particularly
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about the amenability of the white-collar criminal to traditional modes of

rehabilitation. This section explores some of these questions.
Responsibility for the apprehension and prosecution of white-collar

offenders varies markedly and is lodged both with disparate regulatory

bodies (ranging from such federal agencies as the Securities and Exchange

Commission to state insurance commissions) and with more traditional

criminal justice agencies (the FBI and state and local police). The wide

range of responsible agencies means that knowledgeof the overall level or
nature of white-collar crime is extremely difficult to determine. However, a

recent U.S. Chamber of Commerce study (cited in Edelhertz 1977)

estimated the financial cost of such offenses at $41 billion annually. This

estimate did not take into account the cost to the public of price-fixing

violations or industrial espionage.
Recently, attention has focused on the nonfinancial costs of those forms

of white-collar crime that result in injury (Monahan et al 1979).

Corporate violence is defined by Monahanetai. as “behavior producing an

unreasonable risk of physical harm to consumers, employees, or other

persons as a result of deliberate decision-making by corporate executives
or culpable negligence on their part.” A similar definition could be

developed for other organizations, e.g., government, and individuals,e.z.,

physicians, who by willful negligence or positive action cause harm to
persons who are their employees or clients. While no reliable statistics

exist concerning this severe form of white-collar crime, one investigation
estimated that occupational health hazards result in 100,000 worker
deaths each year and at least 390,000 new cases of job-related disease,

many of them clearly foreseeable and preventable (Cooper and Steiger

1976).
(Thereis, of course, an additional broad category ofcivil offenses that,

although not criminal in a legal sense, raise important questions
concerning appropriate societal reaction and prospects for rehabilitation.
It is possible, for example, to be a repeat offender of civil rights or of
election laws in quite the same way as one may be a repeat burglar. This

report does not address the many questions that are broughtto the fore in
consideringcivil offenses, but the issues may not be so much different from
those that confront researchers studying rehabilitation of criminal behav-

ior.)

Appropriate punishinent for white-collar crime has been debated for a
numberof years, and innovative sanctions have often been suggested and
occasionally tried. The continuing debate stems at least partly from the

conflicting nature of the goals and beliefs of those concerned with white-

collar crime. Of the seven major sanctions for the illegal acts—general

deterrence, retribution, incapacitation, specific deterrence, moral educa-
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tion, prevention of personal vengeance, and rehabilitation—most writers

dealing with white-collar crime have deemed general deterrence as the

majorjustification for punishinent (Chambliss 1967, Renfrew 1977, Baker

and Reeves 1977). The belief in the effectiveness and importance of general

deterrence stems at least in part from the idea that potential white-collar
criminals are more aware and behave morerationally than other potential

criminals; there is little or no empirical evidence bearing on the validity of

this idea.

Attitudes toward retribution for white-collar crimes have been dispa-

rate. Many persons seem to believe that a prison sentence may be too

severe a form of retribution because of the moral stigma attached to

imprisonment in the social classes to which white-collar criminals
generally belong. Others believe that imprisonment is necessary and

desirable for equity as well as general deterrence purposes (e.g., Baker and

Reeves 1977). Still others believe that only imprisonment can expiate the

severe damage caused by somewhite-collar crime.

The need for specific deterrence and incapacitation has also been a

controversial topic, some writers feeling that both are unnecessary

(Renfrew 1977, Edelhertz 1970) and others thinking that there are benefits

involved both in specific deterrence and in incapacitation of white-collar
offenders (Geis 1973, Ogden 1973).

The sanction that is our major emphasis is rehabilitation. As in the case

of specific deterrence and incapacitation, the potential benefits of programs

to rehabilitate white-collar offenders depend upon the degree to which
subsequent criminal behavior is likely. Effective rehabilitative programs

for white-collar offenders who often need neither job training nor

' psychological counseling of the usual sort would have to be far different

from the traditional in-prison programs. As an example, one of the two

basic types of present rehabilitative programs seeks to change the

personality or attitudes of offenders so they will not want to commit any

future crime. In the case of the white-collar offender, it may indeed be

appropriate to develop rehabilitation programs that focus on such things

as attitude change, but standard psychological methods may not be

appropriate for altering amoral attitudes toward white-collar offenses;

other methods of enforcing awareness of relevant laws andtheillegality of

violating them may be more useful. As an illustration, forcing offenders to

admit their guilt and to explain the nature of their offense publicly has

been used and might be successful. As another possibility, white-collar

offenders could be assigned the positive duty of documenting the costs

resulting from their crime.

The second of the two basic types of rehabilitative programs seeks to

change the opportunities facing an offender so that it will not seem
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beneficial for him or her to commit offenses. As in the case of changing
personality or attitudes, efforts expended in altering the opportunity set

facing white-collar offenders are likely to be effective only if the programs

are of a nontraditional nature. In keeping with the view that white-collar

offenders calculate courses of action and weigh risks against expected gains

before deciding to commit a crime (Baker and Reeves 1977), programs
should focus on either increasing the relative cost or decreasing the relative
benefits of engaging in illegal rather than legal activity. For example, costs

of illegal activity could be increased by greater publicity concerning

offenders or by increasing fines or damage awards. The potential benefits of
some illegal activity could be decreased by mechanismsdesigned to limit

the amounts of money to which an employee might have access without

monitormg.
Another potentially fruitful manner in which the problem of white-

collar crime might be handled relies more on the incapacitation aspects of

punishinent than on actual rehabilitation. Since the commission of many

white-collar crimes depends upon an individual’s or firm’s occupying a

position of trust in a particular profession or industry, incapacitation could

be achieved simply by barring activity in certain professions or industries.

This prohibition might take the form of an injunction, a divestiture order,

or suspension of the right to practice a particular profession. As is

discussed below, this form of incapacitation is very similar to banishinent

in that an individual is removed from the area in which a crime had been

committed and also faces the withdrawal of reinforcements that may have

been associated with that place. Although they do not represent criminal
penalties, the practice of disbarment in the legal area, withdrawal of

privileges in medicine, and revocation of licenses in some other occupa-

tions also suggest that incapacitation might be an acceptable technique for

dealing with some white-collar crimes. Innovative programs extending this
concept to other classes of offenses and offenders may prove effective.

In summary, white-collar offenders are the group about which least is

known at present. There is a great need to learn more about this
population, for, as noted by Ogden (1973, p. 960): “in general, deterrence

has not been realized, rehabilitation has been ignored, repeat offenders
have not been removed from society, and victims have not been

compensated.” Our survey of the literature supports this view. We also

believe that programs of a rehabilitative nature may prove effective,

particularly if these programs are implemented in novel ways. Needless to

say, caution will have to be exercised in adopting such programs: they may

be opposed on equity as well as efficiency grounds, and they min the risk of

appearing to treat white-collar offenders more leniently than other types of
criminals.
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MENTAL DISORDER AND CRIME

The Panel does not believe that the evidence supports the proposition that
there is any particular relationship between mental disorder and crime

(Guze 1976, Rabkin 1979). Mental disorderis a factor in some crimes, but,

overall, it does not seem that persons suffering from mental disorders are

any morelikely than other persons to be involved in criminal activity.

Criminals often have histories of alcoholism and drug abuse, and these

problems may have a causal relationship to crime and indicate the need for

special rehabilitative efforts. Some mentally disturbed persons do end up in

prisons and others become disturbed while in prison, but there do not
appear to be any special problems in rehabilitation of criminal offenders
that relate to mental disorder.

ADULT VERSUS JUVENILE DISTINCTIONS

Offenders are almost everywhereclassified as either adult or juvenile, with

the point at which that distinction is made varying somewhat from 16 to
18 years of age. In every jurisdiction, however, it is possible for juveniles

charged with heinous crimes to be tried as adults rather than as juveniles.
The distinction between juveniles and adults is binary from a legal

standpoint, but at least limited additional age distinctions may be made in

practice, e.g., the practice in the Bureau of Prisons and in manystate
systems of distinguishing “youthful” adult offenders from older adult

offenders.
At least some of the distinctions based on age seem premised on ideas

about ease and appropriateness of treatment and rehabilitation. One
rationale, for example, for the segregation of offenders according to age is
that young offenders will thereby be spared the influence of older and more

hardened offenders and will not so readily acquire criminal attitudes and
skills. Newcomb (1978) has reported suggestive but inconclusive evidence

that youths incarcerated in large institutions with many “veterans” have

higher subsequentoffense levels. The effect of incarceration was less both
for large programs with few veterans and for small programs despite high
proportions of veterans. Noting, however, that the veterans referred to by

Newcombwereother youthful offenders, i.e., not adults, it appears that a

classification based on characteristics beyond mere age maybe called for.

Another justification for age classification and segregation is that adult
penal facilities are so hazardousto the welfare of youth that segregation is

required on humane grounds.
It may be implicitly assumed by many that age is an important element

in classification because it is, or should be, easier to rehabilitate youthful
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offenders. That seems a dubious prospect at best. By any measure

currently available, rates of involvementin criminal activity subsequent to

adjudication are at least as high for juveniles as for adults with similar

offense histories. It could be argued that given the same circumstances it
might be moredifficult to rehabilitate juveniles than adults because their
very youth is indicative that they have no prolonged periods of satisfactory

behavior patterns to which they might be restored by proper treatment. In
fact, however, very little is known about differential treatment or potential
for rehabilitation of juveniles and adults. Certainly when the treatment

methods that have been employed are examined, there do not appear to
have been any startling differences between what has been tried with
juveniles and adults. The one exception is temporary foster home
placement of juveniles, but that tactic has never been subjected to a

controlled test ofits efficacy.

LIMITATIONS OF CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES

All classification for the purpose of maximizing response to treatment
involves a predictive enterprise: the classification is a prediction that the
person classified will respond better to one treatment than another. If
classification is to be genuinely useful, the accuracy of the prediction must
be high. Unfortunately, the history of prediction of human behavior by

such meansas are usually employed in classification—psychological tests,

interviews, and biographical data—affords no grounds for optimism about
the approach. The best predictions that have been madeare in the area of
academic performance, where, after a half century of effort, the correla-

tions achieved are typically only around .50 (see Whitla 1968). The success

of predictions involving nonintellectual aspects of personality functioning
are invariably lower, and correlations of about .35 are considered evidence

of success (Mischel 1968). While correlations of .35, or even lower, can be

useful in situations in which a few persons have to be selected from a large
population and when the costs of errors are large, this is not the situation
that exists in most correctional institutions or organizations. There,
decisions are being made on a case-by-case basis; the cost of errors may not

be large, i-e., nothing muchis invested and hence nothing muchis lostif an
offender is put in a less than optimal program; and errors may be largely
reversible, i.e., if an offender is put into an unsatisfactory program, the
decision can usually be changed. The cost of errors will be small if
differences between programsare small, if the programsare themselves not
inherently expensive, or if errors are likely to be evident at an early point

in treatment. Errors will be reversible if, in case of a failure in one
program,an offendercan be assigned to another program.
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The gainsin accuracy of prediction for individual cases with a predictive

coefficient of .35 are modest at best. With that correlation, a person scoring
in the top half of the predictive scale has about a 61-percent chance of

being in the top half of responders to the treatment in question, under the
assumption that a binary decision is to be made (Peters and Van Voorhis

1940). Given that a chance level of accuracy would be 50 percent, the gain

is obviously limited. Keeping in mind that those persons scoring in the
lowerhalf of the classification scale would have about a 40-percent chance
of being in the top half of responders to treatment, one would have to be

cautious in making distinctions between offenders on such a basis. If, for

example, as is suggested by proponents of the I-level system, some

offenders respond better to community programs and others to incarcera-
tion (e.g., Warren 1969), what level of error would be tolerable in deciding

to leave some youths in the community and confine others? Or if a

treatment involved some tangible good such as money, how good would
one’s prediction have to be to justify giving money to some prisoners and

not others?

On the other hand, correlations of about .35 can be very useful for

research purposes in providing a covariate by means of which error terms

may be reduced instatistical tests. The consequenceis that the sensitivity
of experiments to program effects can be increased.It is also worth noting

that for research purposes a predictor need not have face validity or

apparent fairness, whereas for clinical use there may be distinct limits

placed on variables that may be used in classification, e.g., race, religion,
sibling position.

The Panel does not mean to deprecate work on offender types and

classification, but it feels compelled to call attention to the potential
limitations of such work in practical applications, limitations detailed

clearly by others (e.g., Gibbons 1970, Gottfredson 1972, Hodd and Sparks

1970, Waldo and Dinitz 1967). Some of these limits are inherent in the

nature of prediction, and, all predictions being in some degree in error, all

distinctions made on the basis of those predictions are in some degree
unfair. Some of the limits may, of course, lie in the treatments to which

response is being predicted. Prediction may be limited because treatments

are minimal and minimally different.
Even though the practical value of classification for day-to-day decision

making about rehabilitation programs may be limited, there are other
rationales for classification that justify continued research. One is that

classification may facilitate development both of theory and of programs.

That offenders differ among themselves in many ways and to marked

degrees is evident, and it seemslikely that at least some of those differences

should be helpful in understanding offenders and their problems. Any
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improvement in that understanding should eventually be valuable in

developing new programs to help offenders. Perhaps there are better
approachesto classification than have characterized past efforts, which

still locate the essential basis for classification within the offender, e.g.,

maturity level, personality type. Beginning instead with prisoners’ prob-

Iems and resources, for example, might be worth trying. Such a
classification scheme would have the virtue of being a bit closer to the
treatment planning process.

Improvementin classification will almost certainly have to go hand in

hand with improvement in rehabilitative techniques. Classifications are
summaries of knowledge and theory. The current impoverished state of the

art in this area reflects the poverty of our theories and techniques.

Although Kittle in the current literature provides much hope for major
advancesin classification, progress in this area may presage progress in
rehabilitative techniques.
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Evaluation

Another set of problems in assessing the effectiveness of rehabilitative

techniques concerns methodology. This chapter reviews the problems of

evaluation and measurement, including a detailed consideration of

evaluation methodology, an examination of the applicability of cost-benefit

methodology to rehabilitation, and a brief discussion of the possible effects
on crimerates of rehabilitation programs. It should be noted that there is
little agreement with respect to what criteria will be employed as a
standard for measuring success orfailure in rehabilitation.

Those persons charged with responsibility for planning and delivering
critical public services should be able to demonstrate and certify the

effectiveness of the services with which they are involved. Otherwise there

is the possibility that what is intended and proclaimed as a vital service
will be at best a waste of resources and at worst harmful rather than
helpful. Demonstrating effectiveness is as necessary for rehabilitative
services offered to criminal offenders as it is for services designed to

improve health or some other aspect of human welfare. In a June 1975
decision, the U.S. Supreme Court held that nondangerous mental patients

may not be held against their will without being treated (O’Connorvs.

Donaldson), and it seems quite possible that courts will eventually decide
that the treatment provided must be of demonstrated effectiveness. A task
force of the American Psychological Association (APA) has recently taken

a strong position insisting that in the long run reimbursement provided

under any national health insurance should be made only for services of

demonstrated effectiveness (Task Force on Continuing Program Evalu-

34
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ation Under National Health Insurance 1978). The criminal justice system

can demand noless from those efforts invested in rehabilitating criminal
offenders. Another APA task force has insisted that those psychologists

offering services to prisoners must be explicit about tle empirical basis for
their services and that they have an ethical obligation to cooperate in

research to evaluate them (Task Force on the Role of Psychology in the

Criminal Justice System 1978).
Insistence on careful, and even stringent, evaluation of rehabilitative

programs is grounded in the legitimate concerns of several constituencies
of the criminal justice system. First, there are the taxpayers, who

ultimately pay for the system andthe services it offers; they have a right to

know that tax moneyis being well spent and with a fair return. In addition

to paying for rehabilitative services, the public is implicitly promised that,

through the provision of rehabilitative services, something is being done
about the problem of crime. If there is no basis for that implicit promise,

the public is being misled and would be justified in demanding that other
measures be taken to reduce crime. Second, there is the constituency

represented by the families of criminal offenders, for they almost certainly

hope that the offender will return to them with brighter prospects for tlie
future. It is unkind, to say the least, to lead families to believe that their

errant memberwill be helped by the criminal justice system to make a new

and moreeffective adjustment when,in fact, nothing atall lielpful is being
done. Third, those persons whoare part of tlie criminal justice system—

judges, caseworkers, wardens, and guards—also have a right to know that
the things they do in the nameof rehabilitation and in good faith are likely
to be effective. It is demoralizing and leads to paralyzing cynicism for

professionals to learn that what they do is a sham. Finally, the offenders

have a right to have some confidence that their willing participation in
somerehabilitative program is not a waste of effort and hope.

The problem,then, is how to determine whether rehabilitative programs

are effective, whether they do, in balance, produce positive outcomes. The

solution will only be found in careful evaluations of intervention programs

and their elements. There is no substitute or short cut. Appeals to logic,
assertions or promises of effectiveness, testimonials, and other alternatives
to empirical verification have proven repeatedly wrong or, where not
proven, such uncertain guides as to be worthless as a basis for decision
making. Eisenberg (1977) has stated in a compelling way the social
imperative for empirical evaluation of medical interventions, and the case
would appear equally strong for rehabilitative interventions with criminal
offenders.

Nearly 10 years ago, Donald T. Campbell (1969) set forth a proposal for

ap overall societal approach to its problems that has been termed “the
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experimenting society.”” Campbell’s proposal would apply as well to

subsystems within a society, such as the rehabilitation of criminal

offenders. As applied to rehabilitation, Campbell’s approach would call for

systematic planning and testing of various interventions designed to

achieve rehabilitation, the testing being accomplished by deliberate

experiments. Programs would be proposed for testing rather than as
solutions, and widespread implementation of programs would be delayed

until there was evidence of effectiveness. Some delays in taking action
would be inevitable, and some risks would be incurred, but a compensato-

ry increase in program effectiveness should be realized.
There are, of course, objections to the concept of the experimenting

society, even whenit is limited to rehabilitation. One objection is that the

process is slow and that it much underestimates what we already know or

what we may come to know through methods other than experimentation.

Unfortunately, it is all too clear that we know very little, at least with any

certainty. The history of social intervention is replete with ideas that

seemed good at the time, but that proved in the long run to be worthless or

even harmful. Thus tlie slowness of experimentation must be weighed
agamst tlie potentially slower process of simply learning from errors. It
might be expected, for example, that an income subsidy would enable

teenagegirls to stay in school rather than drop out, but a 1969 experiment
by G. D. Robin testing that idea revealed a higher rate of dropping out in

the experimental group than in the control group (reported in Gilbert et al.

1975). For another example, intestinal bypass surgery was developed to

alleviate conditions of extreme obesity, certainly a laudable goal. A recent

study (Neill et ai. 1978) has shown, however, that an apparently frequent

but unanticipated outcome of the treatment for obesity is much marital
discord, especially in relation to sexual problems.

Very recently there have been tests of a negative income tax, on the

assumption that it would obviously be desirable to give poor families

enough money to raise their incomes above the poverty level. One
unexpected outcome was that additional family income apparently

produces a degree of instability within the family that increases the
likelihood of divorce, desertion, and other family break-up (Hannan et al.
1978).

Within thefield of corrections there are similar examples of programs

and interventions that resulted in counterintuitive negative outcomes.
Putting street workers with juvenile gangs at one time seemed an
eminently reasonable thing to do, but gangs blessed with such workers
actually increased in delinquent activity (Klein 1971). Three kinds of
volunteer programs employed with juvenile offenders in Michigan all

resulted in temporary increases in police contact, with no long-term
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positive effects when compared to a control group (Berger et ai. 1975).

Intuition, logic, and theory are fallible guides to solving social problems.

Even someofthe results of the California community treatment project
could be regarded as negative consequences, although they were antici-

pated, namely, that youths in the CTP spent more time incarcerated than

did control youths, once the latter had completed their sentences (Lerman

1975).
Even the process of research itself may have unanticipated negative

outcomes, for it must be recognized that research is usually an interven-

tion. Any program or organization that is the focus of a research effort

may have to adapt in numerous ways to the research and its demands;

some of those adaptations may become distortions. Fry (1977) has shown

how a research evaluation of a drug self-help program, by coopting leaders

of the program with financial rewards for participation, alienating

treatment staff, and fostering competition with other treatment units,
essentially destroyed what had seemed an effective program. And no one

had any butthe best intentions.
For reasons detailed below, it does not seem likely that much reliance

can be placed on methods of gaining knowledge other than experimenta-

tion. Case studies, demonstration projects, system analyses, surveys, and

the like are simply untrustworthy as a basis on which to makepolicy and

invest in prograins. Although these methods, along with intuition and
theory, may be a source of promising and testable hypotheses, they cannot

substitute for experimentation as a means of gaining the degree of certainty

of knowledge that justifies the risk of establishing an intervention or

program as a policy (Gilbert et al. 1975, Rezmovic in this volume).

A second objection to experiments is that they are expensive (Adams

1975). Experimentation may indeed be expensive, but in the long run, and

perhaps by a wide margin, unevaluated and ineffective programsare surely
expensive since large sums of money may be spent on such programs year

after year (Gilbert et al. 1975). As an example, consider the huge amounts
of money that have been spent year after year on parole supervision. There
is still so little clear evidence of its effectiveness that there are those who
recommend doing away with parole altogether (Conrad 1975, von Hirsch
and Hanrahan 1978). It is also true that weak methodology, whether by

design or by carelessness, is expensive research, at least in terms of
increments in certainty of knowledge and often on an absolute basis.
Several years ago the Urban Institute (Nay 1973) reviewed 24 separate
evaluation studies of federal manpower programs and concluded that the
methodologies wereall so weak that neither singly nor in the aggregate did

the 24 studies provide any basis for federal policy with respect to
manpower programs. Those 24 studies undoubtedly cost far more than
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would have two or three experiments, which probably would have

provided reasonably definitive findings (Gilbert et ai. 1975).

One’s views about the cost of good research will depend somewhaton

just what it is one thinks one is evaluating. It might be prohibitively

expensive to evaluate a particular program in a particular location. The

cost of a good experimental evaluation of a simple intervention can often

exceed by a good bit the cost of the intervention itself. If one regards the

focus of the evaluation as a prototype program, however, one that might

be implemented on a widespread basis if it is proved worthwhile, the cost

of the evaluation can be viewed from a more favorable perspective.
Moreover,if it seems likely that some type of intervention will continue

indefinitely if it is not properly evaluated, the costs are amortizable over a

number of years (Sechrest 1977). A case in point is provided again by

federal manpower programs, for which more than $12 billion was spent
while 24 inconclusive evaluations were being carried out (Manpower

Report of the President 1974, p. 358). Even a multimillion dollar price tag

for a good evaluation study would not seem large in the context of a

program costing billions of dollars and planned to continue indefinitely.

Another objection to experimentation is that the findings never have any

impact on policy, because the findings are never timely: decisions must

often be made within a very short time frame, while research findings

become available only after an extended period of time (Adams 1975).

Two responses can be made to this objection, one having to do with the

nature of timeliness and the other with the nature of policy making. The

reason that research results are not available when they are needed very
often lies in the fact that the research was not conceived, planned, and

funded until it was already too late for the results to be available when

needed. If evaluation research is to be of maximal value, the research must
be planned and funded so asto anticipate rather than react to information

needs. For at least some problems, good and timely evaluation research is

frustrated by the lack of more basic research, including development of

methodology on interventions that are likely to produce change and on

measurement of outcomes. Beyond the timeliness issue, however, there

may also be a fundamental misunderstanding of the processes by which

research findings becomeincorporated into policy. The researcher’s model

for relating research to policy may incorporate rather naive expectations of

quantum changes in policy contingent upon research findings; i.e., if an

evaluation showsthat a program is good, it should be adopted,andifit is

bad, it should be abandoned. That modelis almost certainly wrong. Policy

making is likely to be incremental in nature, with research findings, like

other considerations, being gradually filtered into policy (Caplan et al.

1975, Patton 1978, Rein and White 1977). It may be possible to discern the
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impact of research on policy only in the long run and maybethen only

with difficulty.
Finally, empirical, and especially experimental, program evaluations are

often regarded as impractical, if not impossible, for logistical, administra-
tive, moral, and legal reasons. Inability to control assignment of cases to
treatments, problems m maintaining control over the treatments being

administered, and difficulties in data control are among the practical

objections to program evaluation that are frequently encountered. Robert

Boruch (1974) has amassed a fairly extensive bibliography of true

experiments carried out in the field, many of them evaluations of large-
scale programs. That bibliography demonstrates conclusively that good-

quality research in the field is quite possible; the bibliography does not, of

course, suggest that such researchis easy.

Thereis probably also a lack of understanding of the results likely to be

achieved in most interventions, including those related to rehabilitation.

Whatadministrators and policy makers are looking for are large, clear-cut

results of the type labelled “slam bang”’ effects (Gilbert et al, 1975). There

are, unfortunately, few slam bang effects in any social interventions, and

perhaps none will ever be achieved in rehabilitation. Science progresses
incrementally in most cases, often in subtle ways, so that there are few

discrete effects to which one can point with a firm recommendation for

implementation. Progress may be discernible only in the long run and only

to a viewer whose conceptual grasp of a field, its problems, its methods,
and its findings, is extraordinary. When one considers that both thie
scientific and the policy-making processes are subtle, it is not all that
remarkable that research findings, including those from program evalu-

ations, are so difficult to translate into policy.

Knowledge about rehabilitation of criminal offenders will not come

easily, but such knowledge as we are able to obtain will be most certain,

mostpersuasive, andleast costly if it develops out of good-quality research

employing the strongest methods available. A critical area of human

behavior, as offender rehabilitation clearly is, demands the strongest

available methods andthe greatest care in researcl1.

CURRENT STATUS OF METHODOLOGY IN STUDYING
OFFENDER REHABILITATION

Research on rehabilitative techniques for criminal offenders has until now
been characterized by weak methodologies, with many projects and

reports on rehabilitative effects being virtually devoid of considerations of

Tesearch design. Case studies abound, comparison groups do not, and true

experiments are conspicuousby their scarcity. The best evidence of the last
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point is that the same small set of studies gets repeatedly cited when

instances of true experiments are to be adduced (e.g., Kassebaum et al.

1971, Waldo and Chiricos 1977).
Lipton et ai. (1975) surveyed theliterature from 1945 until 1968 seeking

studies meeting even minimal criteria for methodological adequacy and

managed to identify only 231 such studies, an average of only about one

per month of the hundreds published each year. And as was noted above,

Lipton et al probably erred on the side of generosity in categorizing

studies as methodologically adequate. Rezmovic (in this volume) notes

that 8 percent of the studies included by Lipton et ai used no comparison

groups and 29 percent were ex post facto studies. Even by liberal criteria,

randomization was employed in no more than 35 percent of the 231

studies.

Table 2 presents illustrations of some of the common deficiencies in

design and implementation of studies in corrections and the consequences
of tliese deficiencies for interpreting the findings.

In general, the research to date on rehabilitation tends strongly to

confirm the previous conclusion that weak methodology results in

expensive research. The thousands of extant studies on rehabilitation

scarcely add up to a single trustworthy conclusion. In short, we do not

know whether rehabilitation is possible, we do not know a dependable way

of effecting rehabilitation, and we also do not know that rehabilitation
cannot be accomplished. A great deal of money has been spent on research

on rehabilitation, and all we are left with is no conclusions, weak

conclusions, and,all too frequently but unpredictably, wrong conclusions.

Whatis now needed is research with the most rigorous design and of the
highest quality.

THE CASE FOR RANDOMIZED EXPERIMENTS

At present we do not have any alternative methodology as powerful as the

true experiment (Rezmovic in this volume), the defining characteristic of

which is that subjects or cases are assigned randomly to treatment and

comparison groups (Cook and Campbell 1966). Experiments must be

favored because of the higher degree of certainty their results provide and

because they provide thatcertainty in a shorter period of time and at lower

total cost than is usually possible with other evaluative methods. Quasi-
experimental and other methodologies leave so many unresolved problems

that they usually require a longer time and more moneyin the aggregate to

achieve what is even then likely to be a less certain conclusion (Gilbert et

al. 1975). Therefore, the Panel recommends that randomized experiments

should be the design of choice for evaluating every reliabilitation program
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or intervention and that the use of any alternative should require explicit

justification subjected to rigorous and searching examination.

Arguments against randomization in social experiments are often based

on the ethical imperative to deliver the most effective treatment or service

available to every client. The precise reason for doing the researcli,

however, is to determine what is the best treatment, and the ethical

imperative begs the question. The ethical problem stems from early
intuitions, logical derivations, or premature conclusions about the relative

value of treatments, and these have proved time and again to be quite

undependable foundations on which to base judgments about treatment

effectiveness (Eisenberg 1977, Empey 1977). As Empey points out, the

very treatments for delinquency that are today thought to be much in need

of replacement, e.g., institutional treatment, were themselves once regard-

ed as reforms replacing inadequate treatments. Even now, as evidence

gradually accumulates on newer forms of treatment for criminal offenders

(Greenberg 1977), it is becoming increasingly clear that there is little basis
for ethical concern about which of alternative researcli treatments an

offender receives. Absent the evidence that would make an evaluation of a

treatment unnecessary, the ethical objection to randomization is unsustain-

able. Every proposal for researcli within a corrections system should,

however, be guided and rigorously reviewed by guidelines for tlie conduct

of research on prisoners such as those of the National Comunission for the
Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research

(1977). The selection and assignment of specific treatments must be
ethically defensible in terms of the interests of the subject and the state of
knowledge, but a comparison of the treatments so selected must be based

on random assignmentif tlhe comparison is to be valid.
Randomized assignment of subjects to experimental or control treat-

ments does not present an issue of treatment versus no treatment, nor does

it necessarily preclude the ultimate delivery of the most effective treatment

to every case. “Control” groups will almost always receive at worst the

same treatment they would have received if the experiment were not being

conducted, and often even control treatments are in some ways potential

improvements over standard procedures. In many cases, when a baseline

against which to judge an effect is not required, two experimental

treatments can be tested against each other. Otlier research designs
combined with appropriate delivery systems can make it possible for

subjects in the least advantaged treatment group eventually to receive a

treatment that proves the better, by using waiting-list control groups. Even

if one treatmentis strongly believed to be the preferable one, it is often

impossible to deliver the treatment simultaneously to everyone, and in that

case the fairest (Campbell 1969) and probably most acceptable (Wortman
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TABLE 2 CommonDeficiencies in Rehabilitation Designs and Subsequent Influence on Interpretations of Findings

 

Reference

Vera Institute

(1972).

Moynahan

(1975).

Maiser (1969).

Research Design Intervention

Postarrest disposi-

tion to counseling

or educational or

vocational assis-

tance.
Probation (vs. fine

vs.jail).

Experimental.

Experimental.

Intensive parole

supervision and

counseling.

Experimental.

Outcome

Reduction in rearrest

tate of experimen-

tal group.

Probation group had

fewerrearrests or

reconvictions than

jailed or fined

groups.

Nosignificant dif-

ferences between

experimental and

control groups.

Design Flaw(s)

Selection bias in ex-

perimental group;

possible occur-

rence of surveil-

lance effect.

Fined andjailed

groups aggregated

when compared

with probation

group;self-selec-

tion bias oper-

ating in probation

group.
Backgrounddiffer-

ences between ex-

perimental and

control groups to

the detriment of

the experimental

group.
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Criticism

Reduction in recidivism

wasactually small or

nonexistent (Greenberg

1977).

Rearrest rate and recon-

viction rate may not

have been lower for

probation group than

jailed or fined group
(Greenberg 1977).

Nonequivalence of

groups may have con-

tributed to lack of

findings (Greenberg

1977).
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Sullivan and Experimental.

Mandell

(1967).

Burkhart Experimental.
(1970).

Q

Palmer (1972). Quasi-experimental.

Warrenetal. Experimental.

(1966).

Jesnesset al. Experimental.

(1972). :

Academic up-
grading.

Parole variations.

Placement in foster

home.

Multiservice proba-

tion, counseling,

employmentaid,

academic aid based

on I-Level classifi-

cation (interper-

sonal maturity).

Residential treat-

ment (transac-

tional analysis

vs. behavior mod-

ification).

Recidivism rates for

experimental

group weresignif-

icantly lower than

tates for control

group.
Reduction in recon-

viction rates for

both experimental
and control groups.

Reductionin recidi-

vism rate for ex-

perimental group.

Subgroups of exper-

imental group had

fewer reconvic-

tions or rearrests.

Significantly less

revocation of

parole for ex-

perimental

group.

Breakdownofran-

domization proce-

dure; selection bias

in experimental

group.

Hawthorneeffect in-

fluencing control

group.

Small sample size.

Lack ofvalidity in

classification sys-

tem; morelenient

handling of exper-
imental group by

administrators.

Selection bias oper-

ating in experi-

mental groups.
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Differences in recidivism

tates disappear when

selection bias is corrected

for (Martinson 1974).

Reduction in reconviction

tates may be dueto the

“competition” between

the two groups (Brody

1976).

Results must be viewed

with caution due to small

sample size (Greenberg

1977).

Success of I-Level typology

should be qualified by

two design flaws; experi-
mental subgroup success

may not be valid (Ler-

man 1975).

Lack of inclusion of ex-

perimental group “drop-

outs”’ may haveaffected

detection of reduction in

revocation rates (Sarri

and Selo 1974).
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TABLE 2 (continued)

 

Reference

Marvel and

Sulka (1962).

Mueller

(1964).

Barbash

(1962).

Murray etal.

(1978).

Research Design Intervention Outcome Design Flaw(s) Criticism
 

: Experimental.

Nonexperimental.

Matched samples

for control and

experimental

groups.

Quasi-experimental.

 

Parole variations.

Group counseling

with vs. without

a Stable leadervs.

no special prison

services.

Psychotherapy.

Incarceration or

sharply restrictive

residential place-

ment.

Smaller case loads

produced an in-

crease in parole

success.

Groups with a stable

leader had more

favorable parole

results.

Treatment benefited

experimental

group.

Reduction in num-

ber of postrelease

offenses.

Lack of uniformity

in administrators’

implementing

treatment; lack of

constructvalidity.

Self-selection bias;

experimental

groups consisted

of volunteers only.

Noncomparability

of experimental

and control

groups.

Subjects were se-

lected because of

high levels of

criminalactivity.
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Experimental effect was

actually a result of cer-

tain administrators’ use

of severe sanctions, not

only of smaller case loads

(Martinson 1974).

Bias due to noncompara-

bility of groups casts

doubt on the results

(Brody 1976).

Matching was on onevari-

able only: release date.

Differential success rates

cannot be considered re-

liable (Brody 1976).

Reduction in number of

offenses could have been

a regression artifact

(McCleary 1978).
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and Rabinowitz 1979) way of distributing the treatment is through some

form of lottery. There are a variety of research designs and statistical

methods available when treatments can be delivered on an “as available”

basis. Recently, the Vera Institute has reported (Baker and Rodriguez

1977) on a clever and potentially very useful variant on randomization that

may make experimentation more palatable by obviating the need to deny

treatment whenit is actually available.
Once the decision to use a randomized treatment design has been made,

it cannot be assumed that randomization will automatically take place.

Greenberg’s (1977) review of post-1968 research on rehabilitation points to

a number of instances in which randomization was planned for and

initiated, but in which the plan broke down over the course of the studies.

Given the apparent difficulties in gaining assent to randomization that

have characterized the history of research on rehabilitation, it is

disappointing when there is a failure. Reasons for failure of randomization

undoubtedly vary, and perhaps notall of them could have been avoided,

but it is very clear that every study planned as a randomized experiment

should include a formal mechanism for monitoring and maintaining
randomization.

To as great an extent as possible, everyone involved in a randomized

experiment should register assent to the experiment in writing before the

experiment begins. Especially under current guidelines requiring informed
consent from subjects participating in experiments, there is a risk of a

Hawthorneeffect, i-e., that the very knowledgeof the fact that oneis in an

experiment might produce change. The Hawthorne effect achieved early

and persistent notice as a threat to the interpretation of experiments,

affecting as it did the construct validity of experiments (Cook and

Campbell 1966). Some research indicates that the Hawthorneeffect is not

necessarily to be expected in many studies (Cook 1967) and therefore often
needs little attention; however, there are some settings in which it may be
maximized and in which it should be protected against if possible. One of

these settings would exist with a design that used one or more informed
experimental groups and either a baseline comparison or an uninformed
control group as a comparison. In such a case, only those in the

experimental groups or in the experimental phase would be aware that
they were in an experiment, and to the extent that that knowledge had an

effect in addition to that of the specific treatment, results would be biased.
A Hawthorneeffect might also occur in any study involving a particularly
dramatic intervention, any abrupt and substantial change from usual
conditions. When a Hawthorne effect seems likely, it may be necessary to

establish additional experimental groups or procedures either to control
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for or to assess the effect. If a Hawthorne effect could dependably be

produced, it would, itself, be a rehabilitative technique.

The Hawthorneeffect is actually a generic term for a number of what

have cometo be known as nonspecific treatment effects that can jeopardize

interpretations of experimental outcomes (Kazdin and Wilcoxin 1976).

Some treatments are less believable than others, some arouse greater

expectancies for change, some virtually demand a response (Orme 1962),

and some may operate more on the basis of faith in the person giving

treatment, e.g., a therapist, than by any features of the treatmentperse.

Work on nonspecific treatment effects has only barely penetrated some of

the more advanced areas of research on treatment, and it may be some

time before its potential importance is widely recognized in rehabilitation.

However,it is likely that these effects will eventually have to be taken into

account since they represent a distinct hazard to the interpretation of

findings andto the derivation of appropriate policy recommendations.

Although a compelling case can be made for randomized experiments

and although they are rarely impossible when otherwise appropriate

(Boruch 1974), there are instances in which the obstacles may be

insurmountable. But the retreatfrom randomization should be as limited as
possible. There are too many instances in which it appears that the

difficulties in mounting an experiment were responded to by abandoning

all attempts at rigor instead of by using alternative research designs and

methods that offer varying power to rule out plausible hypotheses rival to

the one of interest. These alternative designs can greatly strengthen one’s

capacity to draw causal inferences, even if the designs do not provide quite

the confidence that a true experiment would (Rezmovic in this volume).

Notall designs are appropriate for every case, but the Panelbelieves that if

a true experiment cannot be done, the strongest alternative design should

be chosen. At a minimum,there should. be some comparison set of data

with which the outcomes from a treated group can be compared, and the

comparison set should seriously weaken some hypothesis that might

plausibly be suggested as an alternative explanation for any treatment

effects.

It is the nature of manyof the evaluations in the rehabilitation field that

the intended result should ‘be acceptance of the null hypothesis. Under the

doctrine of the “least restrictive alternative” or when substitution ofless
expensive for more expensive treatment methodsis at issue, it is not

necessary that the less restrictive or the cheaper treatment be better than

the alternative, only that it not be worse. That the null hypothesis cannot

be proved and is improbably everstrictly true does not negate the necessity

for accepting it as a practical necessity when it seems reasonable. However,

because poor methodologyis one of the major factors that can lead to the
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conclusion of “no difference,” it is of critical importance that in those

studies in which the acceptance of that conclusion would be desirable, the

very strongest available methodology should be employed (Rezmovic in

this volume). For example, Witte (1977) finds that work-release programs

cost less than regular confinement; however, the evidence for any effect on

recidivism was, at best, inconclusive. In order to make the case for work

release it is necessary to conclude that work release does not produce

worse outcomes than regular confinement, i.e., the null hypothesis must be

accepted. Since small sample size, lax controls over the experimental
treatment, and inadequate measurement procedures would all tend to

increase the error term for statistical testing, the research would have to be
done with great care to be persuasive.

Research on rehabilitation of criminal offenders seems to have taken
little account of the importance ofstatistical issues involving the sizes of
probable effects and the power to detect them (Rezmovic in this volume).

Another of the major factors contributing to the conclusion that no

difference exists between treatinent groups is the size of the sample on
which the conclusion is based. Sample sizes should be set on the basis of

judgments about effects that might be produced and about the importance

of detecting them (Cohen 1977). In rehabilitation research,it is rare, if not
altogether absent, to find any rationale at all for the sample size chosen for

study. There may be a tendency to underestimate the sample size needed
to detect effects that are probable from the treatments being studied. A

careful reader of Greenberg’s review (1977) will often note a small
consistent reported difference of about 5 percent to 10 percent less
recidivism in various treatment groups when compared with control

groups. Unfortunately, even with 100 subjects in each of two treatment

groups, the probability of being able to detect a true difference of 10

percentin recidivism rates would be only about 0.40 (Chassan 1967). That
is, if there is a true difference of 10 percent in the rate of recidivism
between two populations, e.g., 55 percent and 45 percent, the actually
observed difference would be likely to be significant at the 0.05 level only
about 40 percent of the timeif a series of samples of 100 cases were drawn
from each group. (A 2 X 2 table with observed cell values of 55, 45, 55, 45

yields a x? of 2.0, with 3.84 needed for significance at p = 0.05.)

Treatment groups of 100 cases are rarely encountered in rehabilitation

research. For groups of 25 subjects a true difference of 30 percent in
recidivism rates would be detected only about 67 percent of the time (see

also Gilbert et al. 1975).
One tempting “design” for rehabilitation research involves the “iron-

bar” model of change (Campbell and Stanley 1966). Briefly, the iron-bar

model suggests that since iron bars changeso little in weight under natural
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storage conditions, if an iron bar weighing 100 g is stored overnight in a
solution and is found in the morning to weigh only 95 g, the loss can be

attributed to the solution, and the conclusion that the solution is corrosive

is warranted. If it could be assumed that some human behavior were

similarly immutable under normal conditions, then a change after

treatmentcould be legitimately attributed to the treatment. One possibility

mightbe to use “historical controls,” data based on long experience with a
phenomenon. Thus, if it were the case that detected repeated criminal
activity regularly reaches 40 percent after 1 year, then an intervention that

was followed by only 20-percent recidivism might be impressive. Unfortu-

nately, criminal behavior rates seem scarcely likely to be so dependable,

across either time or geography (Martinson 1976). Moreover, the iron-bar

modelis likely to be persuasive only if the change observed is fairly large.
A loss of only 1 g from the 100-g iron bar might be suspected to be a
reflection of an error in weighing. A change from 40-percent to 35-percent

recidivism would not be a very persuasive datum. An additional problem

with historical controls is that in few areas of human behavior can we be
assured that conditions are going to remain so constant as would be

required for correct inferences. Thus, for example, a relatively small

change in patterns of parole supervision could result in a change in
recidivism that would invalidate the concept of a dependable baseline.
The adequacyofbaseline data as a control will depend on several factors

(Glass et al. 1975). Stability of the baseline is an obvious one. It is difficult
to detect a real change against the noisy background of a widely

fluctuating baseline. It will also be difficult to detect changeif a baseline is
showing“deterministic drift,”i.e., is changing regularly and persistently in
the absence of any known intervention. An mability to introduce a

treatmentabruptly or a delayed treatmenteffect will also pose problems of

detection in comparing data. Still another problem with baseline-experi-

mental comparisons is the fact that observations within either period are
not independent of each other, as is required by moststatistical tests, but
rather, are correlated. For example, any factor influencing criminal
activity during the baseline period will tend to affect many cases or data

points and, hence, represent a bias. One example ofsuch a factor as noted

above would be a change in patterns of parole supervision. Results from

comparisons of experimental data with baseline data may be persuasive |
only if the difference is fairly dramatic. Many of the problems are the same
as those for time-series designs (Glass et al. 1975).

It is often implicitly assumed that poor research methodology can only
result in mistaken inferences that a program works. That assumption is
completely wrong: poor research methodology can also result in the

mistaken conclusion that a good program is worthless, sometimes with the
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unfortunate effect of terminating a promising line of work. In fact, there
may be less risk from an unwarrantedly favorable impression of a

program, since that favorable impression would probably be eventually
corrected as experience with the prograin belied the initial evaluation. But

a program that is erroneously dubbed ineffective may be abandoned

altogether with no chance for the error to be corrected.Still, it is true that
when a program is found to be effective, even if wrongly, it may be posed

as a panacea andstifle research for several years while the truth is only

gradually and painfully being discovered. It may be better under some

circumstances not to evaluate a program or treatment if the evaluation
cannot be done well (Campbell 1974). Any intervention should probably

be evaluated eventually, but the evaluation might best be postponed until it
can be done well.

Stuart Adams (1975) has taken aposition with respect to experimental
evaluations that is somewhat at odds with the one expressed here, and in

view of the prominence of both Adamsandhis publication in the field, his
arguments deserve a response. Adams has a rather pessimistic and

otherwise unfavorable view of experimental research on rehabilitation,

believing that it is difficult if not impossible to do and lacking in impact
whien it is done. Moreover, he believes that there are useful alternatives to

experimentation, often rendering it unnecessary. Adams proposes the

adoption of a general strategy of what he calls policy as opposed to
evaluation research.

There is no question that there are research methods other than
experiments; whether they are truly alternatives is another question. One

example given prominence by Adams (1975, pp. 12-13) is of a survey

concerning the need for a state subsidy to counties for probation
departments that was followed by a decision to provide funds for the
subsidy. There can be no objection to the proposition that surveys are

useful in revealing perceived needs within communities, and when surveys

show needs, funds may be appropriated to meet them. That, however,is

not the same as saying that the intervention installed, i.e., the subsidy,

actually does effectively meet the needs perceived, i.e, to improve

probation supervision. Most of the alternatives to experimental research

that are suggested by Adamsare useful supplements or complements to

experimental research and not substitutes for it. His conclusion that the

payoff from evaluation has been more in the area of “system improve-

ment” than rehabilitation (Adams 1975, p. 114) is revealing since it
suggests that system improvement can be achieved and assessed indepen-

dently of the outcomes that the system was designed to produce.

Adams’s doubts about the usefulness of experimental research may

often be justified and yet not constitute a genuine objection to such
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research. To consider one of his objections, it is not entirely clear to just

whatextent experimental research has been ignored by decision makers, as

Adamsclaims. As was suggested earlier, there is no particular reason to

expect an immediate and discrete impact on policy from an experimental

finding. Probably no one of the several California studies on caseloads of
parole supervisors has had any noticeable impact on policies about

caseloads, but it seems quite likely that the cumulative effect has been
toward keeping caseloadsfairly high, since the results have been consistent
in showing no substantial differences as a function ofsize of caseload. Had
the results consistently favored smaller caseloads by substantial amounts,

it is very likely that those results would have by now been detectable in

policy changes, although no one study might have been directly linked to
any change. As was noted by Campbell (Salasin 1973), there is probably

not a large store of “red hot findings” currently being neglected.
On the other hand, the arguments made by von Hirsch (1976) in favor

of “‘just deserts” sentencing are buttressed by his citation of such works as

those of Kassebaum ef ai. (1971) and Martinson (1974) on theinefficacy of

rehabilitation, and the equally pessimistic review by Greenberg (1977) was

actually commissioned by von Hirsch. Clearly, research findings can be

used to support recommendationsfor policy changes even if they do notin
themselves command change.
Some of Adams’s pessimism stems from his judgmentthat experimental

research can rarely be done under the conditions and within the time

frame required to have an impact on policy. The appropriate response to

that problem is not necessarily to abandon our most dependable research

tool. We might wish to persuade policy makers and others responsible for

planningto try to anticipate their inforniation needs so that research can

be done before the results are needed. A research capacity better integrated

into a decision-making administrative apparatus might well be able to
provide useful experimental evidence at a time when it is most needed.

Moreover, the very difficulty of doing action-oriented research instanta-

neously presents a strong argument for a more systematic program ofbasic

research that would provide a foundation of knowledge from which
recommendations about programs might be made as needed (Wolfgang
1977). Even a better capacity to review extant scientific research might
benefit decision makers. For example, a review of outcome research on
psychotherapy as tested on a wide variety of other populations (such as

that of Bergin 1971) might suggest quite strongly that its utility in
programs of offender rehabilitation would be very limited at best; there

might not be a necessity to do any large-scale tests of counseling or
psychotherapy with criminal offenders.

Finally, skepticism about the utility of experimental research in policy
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making may be warranted at present, but that lack of utility may stem in

part from a remediable lack of understanding of research data on the part
of. policy makers. What may be needed is a systematic and continuing

effort to upgrade the capacities of decision makers to comprehend and

make use of research as appropriate. As Frederick Mosteller says: “The

only alternative to experimenting with people is to fool around with

people.”

MEASUREMENT OF OUTCOMES

The commonly accepted goal of rehabilitation is a decrease in subsequent

criminal activity, often referred to as a decrease in recidivism. Unfortu-

nately, from the standpoint of its use as a scientific construct and as the
critical index of effectiveness of rehabilitation, recidivism can be and has

been defined in various ways (see Waldo and Griswold in this volume). In

essence, however, recidivism means the commission of crimes by released
offenders.

Rehabilitative interventions may be directed toward diverse goals. Such
changes as improved adjustment to incarceration, improved readingskills,

acquisition of vocational skills, enhanced self-concept, and increased

earning capacity may all be legitimate outcomes for different treatment

programs. Those who devise programs must do so with particular, and

usually limited, goals in mind. Some goals will be proximate, achievable in
the immediate future, and others will be achievable only in the long run,in

the distant future. However, as important as immediate goals may be and

as appealing as they may be in terms ofthe directness of the link they have

with their corresponding treatments, it is the longer-run outcomes in terms
of criminal activities that count in establishing policy. Therefore, we do

not see any satisfactory alternative to decrease in criminal activity as a

measure of the outcomeof rehabilitative efforts. A more literate class of

repeating offenders would not be a clear improvement, nor would more
self-confident ones, nor ones with improved vocational alternatives if they
continued in crime. Ultimately, rehabilitation programs must be evaluated

according to their capacity to keep ex-offenders from committing offenses.

The use of recidivism as an outcomevariable is replete with problems,

one of whichis that it is inherently limited in sensitivity by being assessed

as a binary variable, as it usually is, for example, if reincarceration is the
measure. A great deal of information is lost wlien something as complex as

possible criminal activity that may or may not culminate in detection,

arrest, and conviction is finally expressed as a simple dichotomy. Some

persons engage in clear-cut criminal activity, some in borderline criminal
activity, and some in no criminal activity; some persons are arrested
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without any hesitation, some are almost not arrested, some are almost

arrested, and so on. Other repeat offenders end up with civil commitments
and may not appearin criminal statistics at all. Situational factors, widely

conceded to be powerful determinants of behavior(see e.g., Mischel 1968),

are ignored in dichotomizing released prisoners into recidivists and
nonrecidivists. Some offenders commit crimes with very little provocation,

while others do so only with great provocation: such information is not

conveyed in a binary variable. Account needs to be taken of such factors as

whether a parolee is released into a high-crime or a low-crime area, levels
of unemployment, probable opportunities for crime, and the general

resemblance of the release environment to the environment of previous

criminal activity.
Moreover, there are many ways in which a parolee can fail, and the

ways have differential meaning with respect to understanding effects of
rehabilitation. Any given offender may fail on parole for technical

violations, for personal conflict with parole officer, because of vindictive
acts by associates, and for many other reasons besides the commission of

indictable offenses. Reasons for parole failure are infrequently considered

in evaluating rehabilitation programs, particularly in advance of outcomes.

Atbest there is merely the discovery after the data have all been collected

that one or another group had a higher rate of parole failure for some
reason, usually involving technical violations. More rigorous thinking and
planning of outcome measurement would probably obviate some of the
interpretive difficulties that are commonin assessing recidivism outcome
measures.

There have been, of course, attempts to assess criminal activity as a

multicategory or continuous variable (see Waldo and Griswold in this
volume). One approach has been to weight offenses by their seriousness, so
that the scales become continuous, or nearly so (Sellin and Wolfgang
1964). Another approach is to count numberof offenses, assuming that a
meaningful scale of criminal activity is thereby created. Still another

approach has been to treat extent of involyment in the criminal justice

system as an ordinal scale, with, for example, a known offense being

counted as 1, arrest as 2, indictmentas 3, and so on (e.g., Witherspoon et

al. 1973). Finally, Sclimidt and Witte (in this volume), amongothers, have

focused on total additional time sentenced as a variable, and it can be
regarded as continuous; however, additional time sentenced has the

considerable disadvantage of being in part a function of history and,
therefore, of original crime and sentence. All of these approaches warrant

study, but noneis likely to be optimal as a measure of recidivism. More

work is needed on measures of criminal activity that will capture the

essence of the deeds involved while avoiding data and measurement
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requirements that will be beyond the capacity of the criminal justice

system.
Waldo and Griswold (in this volume) have reviewed the varying

definitions of recidivism, and there is not now a way of deciding from
among them which should be preferred for evaluating rehabilitative
programs. The best course for the immediate future would certainly be to
follow their recommendation to employ multiple measures where possible
and to compare them for the conceptual and measurement advantages that
might eventually provide a basis for a recominendation about a standard
measureofrecidivism to be employed routinely.

At present, the timing, seriousness, and frequency of criminalactivity
appear to be the three measures that afford the most complete view of
criminal activity. These three measures have the additional advantage of
being compatible measures within any one study and of being very likely

the most comparable across studies. The use and reporting of these three
measures should be encouraged. The idea of working more rapidly and
systematically toward a smaller set of standard measures is appealing, and
it would be an attractive prospect if criminologists and journal editors
could settle on some set of measures to be provided regularly in every
instance possible.
An additional methodological embellishment might be the development

of formulas that would make possible the conversion of various recidivism
indices into other forms in much the same way that temperature in

Fahrenheit may be transformed into Celsius. It does not, for example,
seem impossible that recidivism measured in terms of rearrests might be
multiplied by somefraction in order to get recidivism expressed in terms of
convictions.
The Panel also believes that at the very least there could be agreement

on a set of time periods at which recidivism measures should be reported.

The problem ofthe time over which criminal behavior should be assessed
has been a source of concern for a long time, since if the time period is too
short, much criminal activity may be missed, and if the time period is too
long, criminal activity may be observed that is unrelated in any way to

earlier criminal behavior. Recent work (Maltz and McCleary 1977)
implies that if criminal activity is assessed in terms of a failure rate, the
follow-up period may not need to be as long as lias often been assumed and
feared. Follow-up periods of even a few monthsor a year mayyield useful

estimates of longer-term failure rates. Since the necessity for long-term
criminal activity measures is both expensive and frustrating, the advan-
tages of rate measures is clear. In order to calculate rate measures,
however, it will be necessary to assess criminal activity at repeated and

regular intervals rather than simply at one time. That requirement may
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not be easy to meetin all projects and circumstances. Information about

an offender’s status at the time parole supervision ends has the advantage
of being more routinely collected at present.
As in all other areas of work pertaining to offender rehabilitation, it

appears that outcome measurement, and specifically recidivism, could

benefit from a clearer and more widely agreed upon conceptual frame-

work. Thus, for example, there still appears to be no agreement, nor any
basis for arrivmg at one, on the question ofjust what violations of criminal

codes are to be counted as recidivism for what persons. Should trafficking
in drugs, driving under the influence, or illegal gambling be counted as
recidivist acts for a released burglar? What about a burglar who after
release shifts to receiving stolen goods? One’s view about such matters may
depend on whetherone accepts a moreor less monolithic, continuous view
of criminal activity or whether one views it as discontinuous. Is it merely

out of expediency that recidivism is usually defined at an operational level

by crimes known to authorities, or is there a sense that at a deeper
conceptual level that definition is satisfactory because if crimes are not
knownthen they are no different from those committed by other citizens

that are unreported or unsolved? Until these and other conceptual issues
are resolved, measurementof recidivism will surely lag. As Waldo and

Griswold (in this volume) point out, the construct validity of recidivism

measures, i.e., what they really measure, is an issue that cannot be ignored

without jeopardyto the field of corrections.

METHODS NEEDED

If adequate evaluations of rehabilitative efforts are to be achieved,

additions and improvements on our current stock of quasi-experimental

research designs are needed. It is unrealistic to suppose that experiments
will in the near future, if ever, be the only methodology used. There are
simply too many factors operating in real life that make experiments
difficult to plan and even moredifficult to carry out. That being the case,
the payoff from sound and systematic methodological developmental
research might be substantial. In rehabilitation, as in so many other

applied social science fields, methodological work is of critical importance;
it should be accorded financial and political support by all those agencies

and policy makers who support the work that is dependent upon sound
methodology.

Oneinnovation that is badly needed and that mightyield at least in part

to systematic study is a program evaluation method that permits

continuing changes during the course of the evaluation. Great difficulty is
often encountered in persuading administrators to submit a program to an
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evaluation because of the necessity to obtain a commitment to fix the

nature and processes of that program for an extended period of time.
Furthermore, that difficulty carries over into implementing an evaluation

plan with any fidelity because there are almost inevitable changes (whether

planned, inadvertent, or forced by circumstances) when an intervention is

studied over any period of time. Therefore, it appears that, for at least
some types of interventions, explorations into variants on time-series

analysis might be of value in building into the analyses some corrections

for changes in programs.
A possible evaluation model is provided by Tharp and Gallimore (1979)

in what they refer to as “evaluation succession.” Using the analogy of a
biotic community progressing toward a climax condition, Tharp and

Gallimore present an eight-step model for program design and develop-
ment that incorporates a variety of evaluation procedures or “ways of
knowing,” ranging from qualitative/personal through experimentation to

full-fledged program evaluation. An important aspect of their approach is
that programs must be carefully designed and developed in an evolution-

ary way before it makes sense to evaluate them. Although the strategy
offered by Tharp and Gallimore is as yet rudimentary, it is promising,

especially since it seems highly applicable to programs in the process of
change and development.
A second methodological innovation worth exploring is the develop-

ment of what might be termed ‘fall-back” designs, featuring built-in
alternatives to be employed should the implementation of the preferred
and planned design prove impossible. For example, when randomization
fails, an experimenter is often left with, at best, a partially interpretable

nonequivalent contro! group design. However, that fall-back position
might be much strengthened if such problems as randomization failure

could be anticipated and planned for in the original design.
If consideration were given to the inclusion of alternatives in original

designs, even those projects that “go bad” might be salvaged in part. A
first step in developing a fall-back design should probably be an analysis of

commonsources ofdifficulty in various types of designs. A compilation of
instances in which designs actually did break down mightalso be useful in

order to determine whatalternatives might be possible. At the very least,

some sort of patched-up design (Rezmovic in this volume) should usually
be possible. It should be emphasized, however, that fall-back designs can
never be as conclusive as the original experiment, and there is a risk that
the very existence of a fall-back position might lessen commitmentto tlie
original design. Any fall-back design should be regarded as a last resort, to
be avoided if at all possible.

Reference may also be made to work comparing true experiments and
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quasi-experiments (Deniston and Rosenstock 1972, Boruch 1975) that
provides someindications of ways in which quasi-experiments may be

embedded in true experiments and, hence, suggests possibilities for the

development of fall-back designs. Opportunities to embed quasi-experi-
ments within true experiments should be exploited in rehabilitation
research in order to provide a better empirical basis for estimating the

imprecision involved in quasi-experimental designs.
Sherwood et al. (1975) have developed and tested a method for

improving on the nonequivalent control group design by a system of

extensive ex post facto multivariate matching of cases in a treated group

with cases available but not selected for treatment. They contend that by

matching on a large number of variables, equivalence on the pretreatment

dependentvariable is virtually assured, and, indeed, their empirical data

suggest that pretreatment differences might be smaller than would be

produced even by random selection. The case matching method obviously

needs more developmental work before it can be recommended as a

dependable alternative to randomization, especially in rehabilitation,

whereit has not yet been tried. Still, the method would appear to be quite
adaptable to rehabilitation research, where, often, only a relatively few

persons can be selected for treatment but not on a random basis and where
there is available a large pool of additional cases from which matching

mightbe done. ;
The above three kinds of research do not begin to exhaust the

possibilities for advantageous methodological research in rehabilitation.

They are meant only to be illustrative. The papers by Schmidt and Witte

and by Waldo and Griswold in this volume are specific examples of

methodological work that can facilitate evaluation: in one case by

providing a way of constructing whatare, in effect, historical controls that
improve estimates of effects and in the other making evident the

relationships between different measures of recidivism. It is important that
our capabilities for generating programs to be evaluated not be allowed to

outstrip our capabilities for evaluating them. If that is not to happen, good
methodological developmental work will be needed on a continuing basis.

THE PROBLEM OF FUGITIVE LITERATURE

A frequent and serious obstacle to the determination of the state of

knowledge about rehabilitation is the prevalence in the field of what is

often called “fugitive” literature, ie., technical reports, unpublished

papers, or articles published in out-of-the-way places. There are two

different issues concerning fugitive literature: accessibility and quality.

Fugitiye literature is difficult to locate and even more difficult to
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retrieve. Unpublished works may notget into the information network for
considerable periods of time, if, indeed, they get into the network at all,

and articles published in peripheral journals or books may be similarly
troublesome to locate. Even when one knowsabout unpublished materials,

they may be difficult or even impossible to retrieve. Panel members have

had the experiences of receiving no reply from authorsor institutions from
whom unpublished materials were requested, of being told that the

materials are no longer available, of being sent substitute materials of
uncertain substitutability, and of being sent materials apparently quite
unlike those originally cited (see, for example, Fienberg and Grambsch

Appendix in this volume).
The secondissue associated with fugitive literature concerns the lack of

controls for quality that characterize the literature. Technical reports and
other unpublished papers vary enormously in quality, but all too often the

quality is dismal. Many reports are sketchy at best, are often preliminary,

contain little in the way of program description, involve faulty or
incomplete statistical analyses, or cannot even be deciphered. Perhapsit
would not matter if such papers were simply ignored, but they do get
cited—and probably secondarily cited—so that they become part of the

folklore and information base about rehabilitation, along with impeccable

literature.

Some measures need to be taken to improve both the accessibility and
quality of fugitive literature. The problem of accessibility could be
alleviated, if not resolved, by requiring authors who docite suchliterature

to give sufficiently complete information to enable othersto retrieve it. The

required citation might even include a mailing address of the person or
institution from which copies should be available. In extreme circum-
stances, authors might even be required to commit themselves to providing
copies of works not likely to be available otherwise. Funding agencies

might well increase the pressure on researchers to publish their materials
through regular channels, e.g., by making prior publications a more

important criterion in evaluating requests for funding. Certainly if an
agency has funded research of good quality that produced clearfindings,

the agency cannot be disinterested in the proper publication and
dissemination of the research.
The secondissueis, in almost every respect, the more importantone, for

if quality is lacking in a research report, that cannot be compensated for by

wider dissemination. The often dismal quality of research reports should
be of great concern to funding agencies. To some extent the quality

problem may stem from the way in which muchresearch gets funded by

federal and other agencies, with funding decisions being too often based on

considerations unrelated or even negatively related to the probable quality
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of the final product (e.g., see Bernstein and Freeman 1975). Even after

research is funded, however, agencies probably do less than they should to

monitor progress and to facilitate quality in the final product. When

research is submitted for publication, it almost always undergoes a rather

rigorous and searching review by readers who are experts in the field in

question. On the other hand, technical reports,final reports, and in-house
documents almost never undergo any such review, and many are probably

not reviewed at all. One obvious and not adminstratively difficult measure

that funding agencies could take would be to require outside review ofall

technical and final reports before their acceptance and certainly before

their entry into information systems. If reports cannot withstand the

scrutiny involved, that is probably a good indication that they should not

be cited.

The National Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS) is useful, and,

at the very least, cited papers should all be available through that service.

Still, inclusion in that service is no mark of quality. Papers definitely

should not be cited on the basis of abstracts alone, and some thought

should be given to screening of NCJRS papers or to grading them for

adequacy.

THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF REHABILITATION

BENEFIT-COST METHODOLOGY

Benefit-cost analysis evolved from welfare economicsand,like its parent, 1s
mainly concerned with questions of efficiency rather than of equity.

Welfare economics defines a system as efficient if, given the productive
resources and technology available, no reallocation of resources (inputs or

outputs) can improve the welfare of some persons (or other units of
analysis) without worsening the welfare of others. Benefit-cost analysis

judges a particular project as efficient if the sum of the values of the direct

monetary benefits of the project and the indirect benefits valued in

monetary terms exceed the value of the sums of the direct monetary costs

and the indirect costs valued in monetary terms. If the benefits so

calculated exceed the costs, it would be possible to make someone better
off without making anyone else worse off by fully compensating those

experiencing net costs from the larger benefit pool. For example, a new

highway mightresult in overall higher productivity in the long run by an

amountexceeding thecosts of the road, but with some persons being worse

off by having their neighborhoods destroyed. It would be possible for those

1Mishan (1976) provides a good exposition of the current state of benefit-cost analysis, and

Aldine annually publishes a compilation of current cost-benefit studies underthe title Bene/it-

Cost and Policy Analysis.
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who benefit to compensate those who lose andstill be better off after the
compensation was paid than before the highway was built. In general,
economists do not require that any potential redistribution actually be
made (see Harberger 1971), but benefit-cost analyses will often be

supplemented by a section that accounts for any incomeredistribution that
occurs as a result of the project.

Theactual process of benefit-cost analysis is not by any meansso simple

as implied in the preceding paragraph. For one thing, both benefits and
costs must be appropriately discounted when they are not incurred
immediately, for a deferred benefit is not as valuable as one obtained
immediately, nor is a deferred cost as great. But discounting is not

straightforward and can involve many assumptions. Currently, for
example, deferred costs are difficult to project in the light of inflationary
trends. Moreover, putting a monetary value on what economistsrefer to as

externalities, the benefits and costs to those not involved as direct program
targets, is almost always very difficult and can be virtually impossible.

(Externalities nearly always reflect changes in status that are not easily

expressed in dollar amounts.) One of the benefits of improved employment
prospects might be an increase in family stability, but how could one put a
monetary value on such a benefit? Or on such a cost of education as

reduced time for leisure activities? Economists do put values on such
things as family stability and leisure time but, obviously, only by making
many assumptions to which others, especially noneconomists, often object.

Another complication in many cost-benefit analyses is the need to

account for what economists call opportunity costs,i.e., the opportunities
sacrified in accomplishing an economic gain. For example, if a prison
system makes an investmentin industrial training facilities, it may have to

forgo gains that might have been achieved by an alternative investment in

a counseling program. All valuation rests on the concept of opportunity
costs: all resources used should be valued at their opportunity cost. Thus,
the labor used in a rehabilitative program should be valued at its next best
alternative use, which may be in the private sector. The opportunity cost of
labor is usually assumed to be equal to the wagerate: one difficulty in cost-

benefit analysis of a prison program is ‘what is the opportunity cost of
inmate labor?”

Aswill be shown below, benefit-cost analysis is an interesting prospect

for evaluating offender rehabilitation programs, but it is one whose

advantages are difficult to realize, as it represents a step beyond traditional
rehabilitative evaluation and requires a strong evaluative design. However,
benefit-cost analysis does provide a number of useful insights for
evaluations of rehabilitative programs, even if the full technique is not
used.
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THE STATE OF THE ART FOR REHABILITATION

Benefit-cost analysis was originally developed for the evaluation of
prospective water projects, and the use of benefit-cost analysis even in that
area is still subject to many debates. The use of the technique for
evaluating rehabilitative programsisstill in its infancy.

Most applications of benefit-cost analysis to rehabilitative programs
have sought to evaluate an ongoing program. Perhaps the earliest

application was W. D. Cooper’s (1968) benefit-cost analysis of the North
Carolina prisoner work-release program. Cooper details the historic costs
and benefits of the work-release program and compares them to an
alternative program, prison industries. He finds that the work-release
program increases efficiency—that benefits exceed costs. Specifically, he

estimates that, considering only benefits and costs accruing while an

individual is imprisoned, transferring one man from prison industries to
workrelease results in a $2,056 yearly net gain to society, assuming that

no other workers lost employmentpossibilities by being displaced by the
prisoners.

Benefit-cost analysis has not been used extensively to evaluate rehabilita-

tion programs since Cooper’s work, although the numberof applications
has increased somewhat (see the literature survey in Weimar and

Friedmanin this volume). Oneof the best uses of the technique to evaluate
a rehabilitative program and an excellent indication of the state of the art
is a recent paper by Friedman (1977). In this paper, Friedman conducts an
unusually careful and thorough benefit-cost analysis of a supported work
program conducted by the Vera Institute of Justice in New York City.

Although his follow-up period is short (an average of 4 months),
Friedman,in contrast to Cooper, attempts to quantify effects that occur
after the program is completed as well as during its operation. He carefully
estimates both the change in output that occurred as a result of the
program and the changein thelevel of externalities (e.g., reduction in the

number of known criminal offenses). Both estimates are based on

comparing the activities of a control and experimental group, a classic
experimental design. Friedman’s estimate of the change in output as a
result of the program compares the average value added, to the offender,

while participating in the program and of postprogram earnings to the
opportunity cost to program participants as estimated by control group
earnings during the period.

Friedman’s study diverges somewhat from classic benefit-cost analysis

as it mixes employment and earningseffects; i.e., the effect of increased

probability of employment is added to the effect of increased wages in

determining total economic benefit. Since lowered unemploymentrates are
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likely to be a substantial benefit of any successful work-oriented rehabilita-

tive program,it is extremely important to take such effects into account.
The generally accepted and probably most informative way of doing so is

to provide a supplemental analysis that details such effects. A separation of
the earnings and employment effect is important since one would expect
employment effects to vary directly with business cycles and with

geographic area, thus limiting the generalizability of findings related to

employment. For example, since the rate of unemploymentis currently
much greater in New York than in Houston, any employmenteffect would

be expected to be greater in New York.
Consideration of the earnings or production effects of a rehabilitative

program brings up an important factor in using benefit-cost analysis to
evaluate rehabilitative programs. Benefit-cost analysis is most easily used

and, generally, most accurate in situations in which benefits and costs are

valued in the market, as they usually are in the case of earnings or

production effects. When there is no market to establish a price or value, it
is difficult to estimate the magintude of a benefit or cost. Thus, a

psychological or psychiatric program that had as a major benefit making
people happier would be difficult if not impossible to evaluate using
benefit-cost analysis, whereas an employment-oriented program, such as

those discussed above, would be a more appropriate candidate for such an
analysis.

Changes in the level of externalities, i-e., effects on those not the direct

recipients of the treatment or intervention, are generally much more

difficult to value in dollar terms than direct earnings or production effects.
Friedman’s (1977) article provides an extremely careful attempt to value
such things as improved health and decreased crime.

Valuation of decreased crime is extremely difficult but is of major

importance in benefit-cost analyses of rehabilitative programs. The first
problem, as discussed above, is that one observes arrests, convictions, etc.,
when one wants to observe actual crimes. Victimization surveys provide
some understanding of the relationship between actual and reported crime;
they can be used to estimate actual crime if one makes some heroic

assumptions.

The second problem stems moredirectly from valuation. What is the
value of a crime that has not occurred? Using mainly insights from the

evaluation of medical programs (see Acton 1976 and otherarticles in the
autumn 1976 issue of Law and Contemporary Problems), one might arrive
at a dollar value for assaultive crimes prevented by considering earnings

and criminal justice systems costs forgone and medical costs incurred. The

valuation of property offenses avoided is much moredifficult. One cannot,

in general, value such an offense by the value of goods stolen, since the
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goods have, in general, only been transferred and not destroyed. As noted

previously, benefit-cost analysis deals with efficiency and not equity and

thus transfers, even forced ones, are not directly considered. Although

property offenses undoubtedly have both production effects, e.g., decreased

work incentive, and externality effects, e.g., fear and anxiety, such effects

are extremely difficult to value. The current state of the art is either to

disregard property offenses or to value them at the average amount, or

some multiple thereof, actually spent by society in apprehending,
prosecuting, and punishing them (see Friedman 1977 for an example).

Theoretically, a more satisfying measure would include the extra (margin-

al) costs (rather than average costs) involved in apprehending, prosecuting,

and punishing an additional offender, the value of resources destroyed, and

the extra private crime prevention costs incurred as a result of an extra
offense.

If the valuation of property offenses avoided is difficult, the valuation of

offenses agamst social mores, e.g., drug, sex, and gambling offenses, is

extremely difficult. Undoubtedly, there are both some production effects,

e.g., physical debilitation due to excessive drug use, and some externality

effects, e.g., an increase in other crime, but such effects are extremely

difficult to measure. The currentstate of the art is, as with property crime,
either to ignore such offenses or to value the prevention of such crime as
worth the average amount weas a society spend to apprehend, prosecute,
and imprison those who commit such offenses.

LIMITATIONS OF THE TECHNIQUE OF BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

Someof the more obviouslimitations of benefit-cost analysis for evaluating

rehabilitative programs, e.g., the concentration on efficiency and valuation,

have been discussed above. The technique has a numberof additional
limitations, however, some of which are unique to its application to
rehabilitation and someof which are inherentin the technique.

First, as detailed above, existing evaluations of the effect of rehabilitative

programshave, in general, used weak research designs. With such designs,
it is very difficult to determine what changes are due to the program being

evaluated. Since benefit-cost analysis requires placing a monetary value on
all changes due to a program, a necessary prerequisite to its use is
relatively firm evidence of the nature of tle changes caused by the

program. If such evidence is not available, the use of benefit-cost analysis is
not justified. Benefit-cost analysis is, thus, probably most justified when
experimental evaluation designs are possible, although it may be feasible
whenstrong quasi-experimental designs are used.

Second,benefit-cost analysis is useful only if a program has been shown
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to have benefits. As discussed previously, the benefits of many rehabilita-

tive programs are unknown. Such programs are not potential candidates
for a benefit-cost analysis unless, as in the case of work release, there are

substantial in-program earnings or productioneffects.
As discussed in some detail by Weimer and Friedman(in this volume),

one of the greatest strengths of benefit-cost analysis is also one ofits

greatest weaknesses: it provides a final dollar figure that indicates whether

a program is socially beneficial. This fact often makes program directors
shy away from such analysis. Dollars and cents are the language of many

legislators and administrators, and programs that are shown to have net

costs are highly vulnerable to being terminated.
In addition, the size of many of the costs and benefits and their

valuation will not be exact, but rather best guesses. The uncertainty
inherent in such estimates would be more accurately represented if a range

of likely benefit-cost ratios were provided or if the probability that the
benefit-cost ratio exceeded somefigure (e.g., 1) were given.2 A recently

reported benefit-cost study of a Baltimore program oftransitional financial

aid to released prisoners (Mallar and Thornton 1978) reported upper- and
lower-bound benefit-cost ratios derived from making different assumptions
about probable benefits and costs. Even moreinteresting, however, is the

fact that Mallar and Thornton actually did four benefit-cost estimates by
looking at the problem from different perspectives. Thus, for participants
in the program, increased tax payments was a cost, while for nonpartici-
pants (taxpayers) increased tax payments by the participants was a benefit.
The lower-bound benefit-cost ratios were as follows:

Social benefit = 4.02, meaning that society in general received 4 times
as much benefit as the program cost to administer, there being no need
from a societal perspective to consider benefits merely redistributed.
Budgetary benefit = 0.49, meaning that the program cost twice as much

in moneyas it produced in monetary benefits.
Nonparticipant benefit = 0.78, meaning that taxpayers got about $3 in

benefit for every $4 in cost, the major difference between this perspective
and the budgetary one being that averted losses from theft are counted as a

benefit and reduced earnings from displacement are counted as a cost.
Participant benefit = 1.94, meaning that participants got about twice as

muchoutofbeing in the programas it cost them to be init.

The point should be reiterated that the estimates given above are the

?In the field of transportation, it has been suggested (Duhs and Beggs 1977) that an ogive of

benefit-cost ratios be presented.
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lower bounds and may minimize program worth. Upper-bound estimates
ranged up to 53.73 for overall social benefit. The variability in the
estimates makes very clear the fact that estimating benefit-cost ratios is no

simple matter and that the perspective from which one starts is of great
importance.

Friedman (1977) provides an example of how benefit-cost analysis might
be conducted from the following points of view: (1) the taxpayer, (2) the

administering departments, and (3) the program participant. Such limited

benefit-cost analyses are often more policy relevant than are the more

global analyses advocated by most economists.

Another problem with classical benefit-cost analysis is that it assumes
that the primary objective is efficiency. As anyone who has studied

organizational behavior will recognize, efficiency is not always the goal,

and hence benefit-cost analysis may seem, if not irrelevant, at least not

particularly interesting.

In order to do a benefit-cost analysis, one must specify the time span

over which benefits may be expected and assessed. Evaluations of

manpower programs have often assumed beneficial earnings effects for 10

years or more (Goldstein 1973). If one views rehabilitative programs as

experiments, it may well be the case that one should only realistically

expect benefits in the relatively distant future. The appropriate rate of
discountto use in a benefit-cost analysis has been vigorously debated in the

literature (see Weimar and Friedman in this volume). Whatever discount

rate is used, an important insight of benefit-cost analysis is that benefits

that occur in the future are not as valuable as those that occur today. This

fact is, of course, not considered in traditional evaluations.

Finally, in conducting benefit-cost analyses (or indeed traditional

evaluations) of rehabilitative programs, the researcher must be careful to
evaluate any effect that the program under consideration may have on the

other goals of the criminal justice system, e.g., specific and general

deterrence, retribution, and incapacitation. For example, in conducting a
benefit-cost analysis of a work-release program, one should consider the

lowered level of incapacitation and perhaps specific and general deterrence
that may occuras a result of the program.

Economists, like most other scientists, have to make a lot of assump-
tions in doing their work; sometimes those assumptions make noneconom-

ists quite uncomfortable. For example, assummg that there is no loss

involved in transfer of property by theft may make good sense from the

®The classic example ofthis is, of course, Griliches’s (1958) study of hybrid corn research. He

documents the fact that while the experimental programs may have costs that exceed benefits
for manyyears, their long-term overall effect may be highly beneficial.
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perspective of a theoretical economist, but it is not an assumption most

citizens would like to see built into analyses of the benefits and costs of

rehabilitative programs. Compounding economists’ problems is the fact

that the quality and dependability of the data with which they must work

are often distressingly poor, so that the values that are estimated may be

well off the mark. Police departments and the judicial system do not have

accounting procedures that makeit simple to determine how inuch money

might be saved if a burglary were averted, and any estimates nade might

not even be in thefigurative ballpark.

COST REDUCTION AS A CRITERION

In addition to benefit-cost analysis, economics offers a number of other
techniques such as cost and cost-effectiveness analysis that could be

valuable adjuncts to moretraditional evaluative techniques. All too often,
when one has finished reading an evaluation report, one will have no

information on the price at which any benefits achieved have been bought.

Costs are important and must be considered. Unfortunately, the state of
cost accounting in agencies responsible for running rehabilitative programs

is not good. A recent survey (Witte et al. 1977) of eight states and the

federal prison system found that only the federal system included

depreciation of buildings and equipment in its cost data. Many state

systems have no data available at the prison unit or program level, and

muchof the data that are potentially available are difficult to obtain and

use. Correctional systems and other agencies administering rehabilitative

programs should be encouraged to do better. While resources are scarce

and should be effectively utilized, even simple reporting of total program

cost would be a valuable step forward.

Once cost information is generally available, it will be possible to

compare the relative costs of alternative programs through <ost-

effectiveness studies with much greater ease and on a continuing basis.

Cost-effectiveness analysis involves selecting a program that will achieve a

targeted level ofoutput at the lowest possible cost. The cost effectiveness of
different programs can only be compared if they are very similar. In

particular, for rehabilitative programs where number of individuals
“rehabilitated” is the goal, the levels of incapacitation, deterrence, and

retribution must be similar. Costs should reflect the opportunity costofall

resources utilized and should not be merely expenditure figures. The
general availability of such information should make program directors

more cost conscious and will provide valuable information for analyses
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requiring cost data, such as cost-effectiveness studies and studies of the
determinants of averagecosts.*

Webelieve that a numberof insights of benefit-cost analysis, e.g., the

importance of discounting, should be reflected in evaluations of correction-

al programs. Webelieve, however, that the utilization of the full technique

is only appropriate in certain types of evaluations. First, as was stated

earlier, we recommend thatintensive benefit-cost analysis be utilized only

when experimental or strong quasi-experimental designs show that
substantial postrelease benefits exist or when substantial in-program

production or externality effects are present. Second, we believe that.

benefit-cost analysis is most appropriate when at least some program

effects are explicitly valued by the market. For example, programs

explicitly designed to affect the labor market performance of participants

are better candidates for benefit-cost analyses than are programs designed

to improve psychological or social adjustment. Finally, we recommend

that evaluators carefully consider the appropriate point of view to assume

in conducting benefit-cost analysis. The results of analyses that assume a

social viewpoint are very valuable, but may be less policy relevant than

analyses that take the viewpoint of the organizations funding or adminis-

tering the program.

IMPLICATIONS OF REHABILITATION FOR CRIME RATES

In a response to a critique by Palmer (1975), Martinson (1976) urges that

we would do well to adopt the economists’ viewpoint, since they have the

scope to enter the epoch ofsocial planning research with the crime rate as
their dependent variable. He then comments(p. 190):

The addition of isolated “treatment” elements to a system (probation, imprison-
ment, parole) in which a given flow of offenders has generated a gross rate of
recidivism has very little effect (and, in most cases no effect) in making this rate of
recidivism.

Since such a focus on crime rates has both public appeal and public policy

implications we feel compelled to address this issue here, if only briefly.

Thereis a sense in which lookingat the effects of rehabilitative efforts on

crimeratesin specific jurisdictions, such as states, is an eminently sensible

activity. At the outset, we would need a portfolio of proven rehabilitative

techniques to deal with a wide variety of offenders in many different

‘The potential fruitfulness of the latter type of analysis is illustrated by a recent study
(McGuire and Witte 1978), which found that rehabilitative expenditures in the federal prison

system actually reduced average costs, as a result of improved morale and lessened guard

costs.
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settings. Then we would examine the implications of various levels of
“success” on the flows of offenders through the criminaljustice system for

the state in question and then how these changes would ultimately be

reflected in actual crime rates. Since most offenders are not caught, and of

those caught only a small proportion are actually tried and convicted, even

powerful rehabilitative techniques, when implemented in the context of a

state prison system, may havelittle impact on crimerates, at least in the

short term. The question is in part a moot one, since, as we have noted

elsewhere, we have found little evidence of proven rehabilitative tech-

niques ofwidespread applicability.

Unfortunately, we believe that Martinson hasin minda different form of

analysis than the one just mentioned. His reference to the economists’

approachandtheuse of crime rates as dependent variables is suggestive of
the regression-like approach used by Ehrlich (1973, 1975) and others to

assess the deterrent effect of criminal sanctions on crime rates. That
literature has been recently examined by another panel. Its report

(Blumstein et ai. 1978) points out the many errors and biases inherent in

the work onthis topic to date andthedifficulties associated with crude and

often inaccurate aggregate data on crime being used. It notes (p. 7) that
“none of the evidence available thus far provides very useful guidance” on

“the magnitude of the effects of different sanctions on various crime
types.”” Our Panelsees little hope that this form of analysis will provide

_ any usable information on the effects of rehabilitative efforts, and we

strongly discourageefforts in this direction.
The preceding commentsrelate primarily to the short-term implications

of rehabilitation for crime rates. The long-term implications are another
matter and are extremely difficult to assess. If we distinguish between adult
and juvenile offenders, and if we consider the possibility of differing

degrees of successful programs for rehabilitation, we might well discover
that the cumulative long-term effects on specific categories of crime within
restricted jurisdictions may be substantial. How one models such effects is

not clear to the Panel, and we believe that workable rehabilitative

programs need to be developed and tested before one can sensibly go about

the task of assessing their impact on crimerates.
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Before concluding definitively that rehabilitation does not work, or even

that its effects are limited, one should consider whether there may be

techniques or even programs that have not been tried, but that offer

promise. The morerestrictive form of the question is whether there are

things that have not been tried and tested, for there have clearly been

many morestrategies and tactics tried at some point or other than have

been empirically tested. Enthusiasm for these untested interventions can

often run high.

ONGOING PROGRAMS

In addition to considering innovative possibilities, some current efforts on
which evidenceisstill coming in should be noted, along with trends in the
criminaljustice system that might have implications for what has been and

is being done.
One ongoing program that shows promise, alluded to above, involves

providing economic subsidies to released offenders wlio committed crimes
against property, enabling them to survive without having to turn to
criminal activities while seeking legitimate employment. Early results from

a test of the program in Baltimore were encouraging. Involvement in
crimes of theft was lower for ex-offenders receiving both the subsidy and
vocational counseling than for those receiving either subsidy or counseling
alone or neither (Lenihan 1977). Moreover, the subsidy program was

judgedto be cost-beneficial within a rather wide range of benefit estimates

88
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(Mallar and Thornton 1978). Mallar and Thornton also reported that

there seemed to belittle fading of results over a 2-year period; in fact, the
control groups seemed to be diverging from the experimental group as
reflected in increased frequency of subsequent incarceration.' The subsidy
program is now being tested on a much larger scale in Texas and Georgia,
and the results are anticipated with great interest. The Panel is aware,
however, that recently presented data (Rossi 1978) indicate that the

findings reported by Mallar and Thornton maynot be very robust.

Anotherstudy of interventions designed to increase employmentrates of
released felons is being carried out in Chicago. With support from LEAA,
the SAFER Foundation (1977) is carrying out a randomized experimental
test of three interventions evaluated against a control group. All three
interventions are aimed at increasing the employment prospects and
community stability of released adult felons. Essentially, the three

interventions involve provision of services, such as counseling and support,
by three types of service providers: volunteers from the community,

including ex-offenders; VISTA volunteers; and trained paraprofessionals
who are ex-offenders. No data are yet available from the project.

A movement that now seems to be gaming momentum in the United
States is toward fixed or determinate sentencing for felons, greatly
reducing the discretion of judges in sentencing. The idea of fixed
sentencing is associated closely with the philosophy ofjust deserts, that a
prisoner should receive a punishnient deserved for the crime committed.
Underthis philosophy, the role of prisons is seen as retribution, pure and
simple. On other grounds, however, most adherents to a just-deserts
philosophy believe that rehabilitation and ameliorative services should be
available in prisons, but not even implicitly required by conditions of
confinement. Under the assumptions of just-deserts sentencing, a pris-
oner would have no external or inappropriate instrumental motive for
participating in a therapeutic or rehabilitative program since participa-
tion would have no bearing on release date. Just what impact that phi-
losophy would have on rehabilitation is difficult to say with certainty,
but Morris (1974) has suggested that we would not be worseoff by ad-
hering to such a philosophy. The effects of fixed sentencing certainly
should be studied carefully as opportunities to do so become available.
Whatappeared to be an excellent opportunity to study fixed sentencing

1This finding could be considered an example of London’s (1977) concept of cumulative

convergence in that an initially small push toward normalization of the experimental group

growsover time. Of course, that depends on whether the experimental group is considered to
be converging on normal or the control group is diverging even further, for there is a
counterpart concept of cumulative divergence. An example of the latter might be the

consequences of labeling juveniles as delinquent.
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occurred with the opening of the federal correctional facility at Butner,
North Carolina. Although not planned to test the effects of fixed sentences,

changesin philosophy represented in the prison administration turned the

plans in that direction. The research provided for random assignment of a

group of federal prisoners to the Butnerfacility, where they would serve a

sentence with a known date for discharge. Unfortunately, crowded

conditions in the federal prison system when combined with knowledge of

empty beds at Butner and a rather slow rate of selection of prisoners for

the study led to seemmgly inexorable pressure to permit transfer of

prisoners to Butner without regard to needs of the study. Thus a

potentially important and informative study was aborted.

The Panel met at the University of North Carolina with Dr. Lee Bounds

and several research staff members associated with the Butnerfacility.

Plans to maintain Butner as a research facility within the Bureau of

Prisons have not been abandoned, but when asked what the really

distinctive feature of Butner is that might makeit of research interest, the

research staff replied “its architecture.” Apparently, however, there is a

renewed effort at Butner to evaluate the effects of fixed parole dates on

prisoner behavior and future criminal activity (Bounds 1977). If that study

is successful, it could be of great value.

Implementation of just-deserts sentencing would presumably result in

the intertwining of volition and rehabilitation, i.e, prisoners would be

involved in rehabilitation only on their own volition. Whether that might
make rehabilitation more effective remains to be seen. Given that they

participate voluntarily, prisoners in rehabilitation programs should be

more motivated to take advantage of program activities, and so rehabilita-
tion might be more effective. On the other hand, if all participants are

highly motivated, and there is a large gap between what a program offers
and what it delivers, there might be an adverse reaction. Very careful

experimentation will be required to determine the consequences ofoffering
completely voluntary rehabilitative services to imprisoned felons.

Much about the relationship of rehabilitative efforts to just-deserts

sentencing will depend on specific schedules of sanctions developed: there
might eventually be fewer or more personsin prison for longer or shorter
times. In the context of the corrections system, fixed sentences may have

far-ranging effects for rehabilitative programs. The characteristics of
people in prisons and those on parole may shift gradually, but over a

relatively brief period of time, with prison populations consisting more and

moreof hard-core offenders while parole and probation caseloadsinclude

fewer and fewer of such offenders. Just how this change may affect
rehabilitative programs and their effectiveness probably cannot be fore-
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seen, but must be anticipated in a general sort of way so that early findings

are nottotally misleading.

INNOVATIVE POSSIBILITIES

It is clear that no ideal combination of treatments, no really massive

intervention, has ever been empirically tested for its capacity to produce

rehabilitation. Consider, for example, even a limited prescription such as

might be derived from research reviewed by Glaser (1975) concerning
juveniles with a commitmentto criminal careers: they appear to respond

better to incarceration in a traditional institution (Palmer 1974); with

typical institutional prograins rather than psychotherapy (Carney 1969);

with release on a graduated basis from a halfway house (Hall et al. 1966);
and with exposure to intensive programmed education within the

correctional program (Odell 1974, Cohen and Filipczak 1971). Aside from

the dubious methodological adequacy of the studies cited to support the

conclusions, the fact that each conclusion is supported by a separate study

demonstrates the fragmented nature of efforts to test rehabilitative
programs. There is no assurance that the coinbination of techniques would
be cumulatively efficacious, but if that is the prescription, then that is what

should be tested initially, not the separate treatment elements. Once a

treatment effect is established, subsequent research can decoinpose the
treatment into its elemnents to determine which are essential and why.

Even the combination of treatinent elements just described barely begin

to exhaustthe logical possibilities for interventions that might be imagined
for youthful offenders with serious criminal tendencies. For example,

extensive family interventions? might be desirable in some cases, e.g., to
alleviate poverty, reduce drunkenness, improve social surroundings, and

cope with runaways. Although family interventions have been attempted

experimentally and show some promise (Alexander and Parsons 1973),

they have not been attempted in the context of a whole program of
rehabilitation in which one can have confidence. The Community Justice

Project in Kinnebec County, Maine (Blazek 1977), was to be an attemptat

providing comprehensive services (in a community context) to criminal

offenders andtheir families, but the program was neverfully implemented,

and the evaluation never took place. The older Cambridge-Somerville
Youth Study (McCord 1978, Powers and Witmer 1951) is another

"Family therapy is supposed to have been a component of some Community Treatment

Program interventions (Warren 1967), but it is not clear how much family treatment

occurred nor how appropriate it may have been.
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example of a comprehensive plan that was never implemented as intended
(Gonzalez 1975).

Another innovative program that should be explored is truly early
intervention. Glaser (1975), on the basis of evidence presented by England

(1957), states that with adult first offenders, probation success rates are

very high, a conclusion partially supported by recent evidence of small

positive correlations between ageatfirst arrest, age at release, limited prior
criminal involvement, and favorable parole outcome (Gottfredson et al.

1977). However, England’s data are now more than 20 years old, and there

have been many changesin the criminal justice system in that time. There

have been assertions in recent years that probationis failing, that fewfirst

offenders are ever apprehended, and that nothing much happens to
offenders until they are finally incarcerated (e.g., Fishmian 1977). It does

seem likely that many offenders, perhaps especially juveniles, can develop

impressive criminal credentials before they are ever exposed to any real
sanctions from the criminal justice systein. One reason may be that the

alternatives available to the system are so limited, often requiring fairly
drastic first steps. Expanding those alternatives through systematic
experimental tests may provide a basis for better interventions and
decision making.

Oneintervention that has been suggested sporadically and that is now
apparently being systematically tested (Friday and Peterson 1973), is the

“quick dip” sanction in which offenders apprehended for the first time are
given a brief exposure to a maximum security penal environment. The
intervention is based on the idea thatif first offenders get a good idea of
whatis in store for them, they will be deterred from further criminal

activity. There has already been a report on a “shock parole” program in

Ohio in which adult felons are given early and unanticipated release from

prison on the theory that any deterrent effects will be achieved quickly

(Vaughan et al. 1976). In the Ohio program, however, the time served

prior to release ranges from a very few months to 2 years: to the extent
that whatis provided is more in the way of information than punishment,
the quick dip intervention could be regarded as rehabilitative rather than
as specific deterrence.
Most current rehabilitative efforts do not begm—and perhaps do not

even have a chance to begin—until a person’s case is fully adjudicated and
often not until the person is incarcerated. But by the timeof incarceration,
most of the targets for rehabilitative interventions will either have
committed such serious crimes that they will be facing long sentences, or
they will have such well-developed criminal careers that the concept of
rehabilitation may be scarcely applicable to them. While ways may have to
be sought to avoid the potentially bad effects of labeling and ofits
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detrimental effects on self-image, interventions that can be applied on the

occasion ofthe first apprehension of either juvenile or adult offenders may
have a high payoff.

Restitution is a concept that has been more talked about than

implemented in dealing with criminal offenders, and it has not been the

subject of much research to date. The rehabilitative rationale for

restitution would, presumably, include such propositions as avoidance of

incarceration and disrupting of family and community ties, necessity of

admitting guilt, enhancingofself-respect, and continuing reinforcement of

socially responsible behavior. A current project to implementrestitution as

a sanction in Minnesota may produce useful information and a basis for
more systematic tests (Minnesota Department of Corrections 1976). There

is, of course, a rationale for restitution other than rehabilitation, but it

would seem that rehabilitation would have to be one goal of a restitution
program: it would not do to have a burglar continumghis or her criminal
activity and makingrestitution occasionally when caught.

Mostof the interventions that have been empirically tested have been
designed to be carried out within institutions. The vast majority of

interventions tested to date on non-inmate samples have been probation
and parole and variants on them. The most salient exception is the
financial subsidy program tested in Baltimore (Lenihan 1977, Mallar and

Thornton 1978). Certainly there are many other possibilities for interven-

tions that might take place outside prisons and other correctional facilities.
One source of hypotheses for developing innovative programs might be the

variables related to success on probation and parole. As an example, one of
the variables seemingly associated with such success is strength of family

ties. A potential element in an intervention program, then, would be some

way of maintaining or even strengthening family ties. One of the services

of the Kinnebec County project (Blazek 1975) was transportation of family

members ofincarcerated inmates to facilitate visitation.

Prison furloughs may be another way of maintaining family ties. There

is no evidence on their rehabilitative effect, but the concept is a reasonable

one to test. Recent evidence suggests that furloughs are highly successful

in the sense that few of the inmates selected fail to return and few commit

knowncrimes while on furlough (Ostrow 1978). Interestingly, Norman A.

Carlson (quoted by Ostrow 1978, p. 38), director of the federal Bureau of

Prisons, suggests that one of the reasons for the success of the furlough

program is that there is “tremendous amount of peer pressure inside
institutions. Inmates exert pressure on their peers to respond to things they

want to preserve.” The idea of mobilizing prisoners’ interests in support of
rehabilitation is ofmore than passinginterest.
The Baltimore study of financial subsidy of released offenders suggests
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that more thought should be given to the possibility of providing more
substantial supportive services and treatments to released offenders than
typical parole programs now provide. For example, the best time to
provide counseling and psychotherapy to offenders may be after they are
released rather than while they are in prison. Substance abuse programs

might also be more effective when provided after release rather than
during imprisonment. Even job training might better be given in the
community than within the prison walls, e.g., with prisoners being released
for job training (as they are for work) or with job training being a

condition of parole and subsidized. Naturally, such job programs would
have maximum chancefor success if they prepared persons for good jobs

for which workers are needed. Quality job placement efforts beyond those

typically available to parole agencies (such as through the U.S. Employ-

ment Service) may also be worth experimental testing. The Panel really

has no idea whether such programs wouldbeeffective in reducing criminal
behavior; they merely illustrate some of the interventions that perhaps

ought to be tested empirically since they seem more reasonable than many

of the interventions that have been tested and found wanting.
Alternative and innovative sentencing and confinementpossibilities have

also not been explored to any extent, and no actual evaluation of

innovative sentencing or confinement has been carried out. As an instance
of innovative confinement, it is worth considering the fairly radical

suggestion of David Clement (1977, also Horn 1978)thatlie calls “‘in-and-
out jail therapy.” It is said to be based on the well-established behavioral

principles of making punishment for undesirable acts as specific and
inevitable as possible and of offering immediate rewards for good behavior.
Under Clement’s scheme, offenders would be given sentences proportional
to the seriousness of their offense, and the proportion of the sentence
served would depend on their behavior during the sentence. But Clement
would require an offender to serve a relatively brief period of continuous

confinement, followed by a period in the community, followed by an even

briefer period of confinement, followed by another release into the

community. Over time, the confinements would be briefer and less

frequent and the release periods would be longer. If, however, the offender

did anything wrong, he would be returned to jail immediately for a brief

period of confinement, and the confinement schedule would be stretched

out in response to bad behavior. Since jail sentences could be highly

flexible, relatively small offenses such as loitering or public drunkenness
could be responded to at an appropriate level without the necessity for

revoking parole and returning the offender to serve the remainder of a long
sentence. The in-and-out confinement would also facilitate the maintaining
of family relationships and even employment and education in somecases.
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Moreover, the relatively brief periods of continuous confinement would

remove someof the pressures to makejail a less unpleasant experience so
that time actually spentin jail would be a meaningful punishment.

Clement’s idea of in-and-out jail therapy is clearly intended to have a

rehabilitative rather than simply a deterrent effect since the intent is to

reward good behavior as well as punishmg bad. The Panel does not wish to
endorse Clement’s idea, but merely to call attention to it as one of many

types of innovations that perhaps should be considered for empiricaltrial.

It might not be as radical as it would appear to some. In the Community
Treatment Project (CTP) in California, youths released into the community

were frequently placed in detention for brief periods for minor offenses on
the sole authority of their probation officer. In fact, the community youths

experienced more detention than the youths whooriginally had been

confined once the latter had been released (Lerman 1975). Interestingly,

the proponents of the crP claim that the community placement group has
a better subsequent outcome than the group continuously confined. The
treatment of the former group was not unlike that proposed by Clement

except for the fact that they never experienced an initial short imprison-
ment.
One suspects that the choice of interventions to be tested and the

conditions of their test have been dictated more by practicalities than by

logic. Similarly, simply because an inmate population is captive, it is

probably easier to administer a program within the prison walls, andit is
simpler to put together a group counseling program than a program of
work release, and it may be cheaper to study parole supervision than to
study financial subsidies. But rehabilitation research is going to have to

attempt some of the more difficult thimgs if it is to achieve any real
progress. Probably the easy interventions do not work very well.

Some might argue that the kinds of interventions mentioned for testing
could be impossibly expensive, akin to a $1 million treatment for cancer,

impossible for any system to afford. Such an argument can be answered in

two ways. First, the criminal justice system as it now operates could be

regarded as both almost impossibly expensive and not working well. The

costs involved in keeping prisoners in the style to which we have become
accustomed—and which the courts demand—amount to thousands of

dollars per prisoner per year. An intervention that costs, say, $10,000 per
prisoner might well be cost effective if it resulted in 1 year’s less

imprisonment andnoincrease in crimerates.

The second answerto the $1 million treatment argumentis that it would
be worth a great deal of money to show that, in principle, rehabilitation

can work. If we as a society knew that it is possible to achieve

rehabilitation, even at great cost, we could makea rational decision about
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what to attempt and with what expectations. Moreover, if we knew of a
treatment that worked dependably, we could initiate research to decom-

pose the treatment into its elements to determine the essential, and

presumably cheaper, ones, and wecould try to find ways of delivering the
treatmentat lower cost. To return to a medical example: in the early days

of kidney dialysis the treatment was extremely expensive, $50,000 per year

or so, but it was important to have discovered, even at that cost, a way of

cleansing the blood through artificial kidneys. Subsequent research and
engineering technology have produced kidney dialysis machmes that make
hometreatment possible, in many cases at a cost of $6,000 per year or so,

quite a dramatic decrease, especially given the enormouscost increases

associated with other aspects of medical care. The Panel believes that even
near-heroic measures to achieve rehabilitation dependably would be
worthwhile at this time, especially in view of the growing belief among
manyobservers that it may not be possibleatall.

LEGAL LIMITATIONS

There are legal constraints on what may be done with prisoners, with
respect to both the treatments they may be exposed to and the conditions
under which they may becomeresearch subjects. Deliberate account must

be taken of legal and constitutional constraints in planning interventions
and in evaluating those interventions. Thereis no point in recommending a
course of action that will be impermissible, and it may even be desirable to

try to anticipate whatis likely to produce controversy.

Two recent papers set forth manyofthe legal issues and provide a sound
basis for further work when that becomespossible. Specifically, Wexler
(1973), in the general context of work on behavior modification, has

reviewed a sizable body of law bearing on manyofthe issues surrounding
treatments to which prisoners may be exposed, and Singer (1977) has
written a paper raising many of the issues concerning what conditions of
research may be imposed upon prisoners. Of great importancealso is the
report of the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects
of Biomedical Research (1977), Research Involving Prisoners. The Com-

mission suggests that standards for research designed to benefit prisoners
may be less rigorous than for research about, or merely on, prisoners.

The Panel is not able at present to do a great deal more than describe
some of the issues and point to some unresolved problems. Careful work
on legal issues in the treatment of and experimentation with prisoners is
muchneeded.
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LEGAL LIMITATIONS OF TREATMENTS

Wenotefirst that in the eyes of the law, treatments may notbe justified by

their effects. For example, a rehabilitative effort could be efficacious in

every respect and be prohibited by the constitutional provision against
cruel and unusual punishment. A more subtle and complex legal problem
stems from the proposition that prisoners share in certain human rights
that may call into question the legitimacy of some forms of treatment

involved in behaviorally oriented programs, such as token economies.

Wexler (1973) cites a number of cases in which it has been ruled that

persons confined by the state are entitled to a nutritious diet, a regular bed,

reasonable privacy, sufficient and acceptable clothing, and other things or

aspects that are thought to be minimal requirements for human comfort.
Somejudges have even ruled that confined persons have a right not to be

bored, on the grounds that prolonged boredom and lack of stimulation

may result in actual deterioration rather than maintenance of desirable

behavior. Recently, two prisoners in Florida have sued the state over their

claimed right to have access to television. But for certain types of

rehabilitative programs, good food, desirable clothing, a soft bed, and

access to television are employed as rewards for desired behavior and,

hence, are temporarily withheld from prisoners, perhaps for relatively long

periods for inept orrecalcitrant inmates. Wexler notes that one study
(Glicksman et ai. 1971) found that narcotics offenders treated by a token

economy program actually spent less time in confinement than those

treated by usual standards; yet the withholding of the “rewards” needed to

operate the token economy might be ruled unconstitutional. Thus,

presumably, if we do not have any other ways of reducing the period of

confinement, prisoners will experience longer confinement in greater
comfort to meet constitutional requirements. Is there a way out of this
dilemma? The Panel does not know. But careful legal thought needs to be

given to the situation in which desirable outcomes must be traded off
against eacli other, e.g., greater comfort versus early release.

Many writers, e.g., Hirschi (1969), Morris (1974), and von Hirsch

(1976), have questioned whether the state has any right to force

rehabilitation on criminal offenders, which, it is contended, is what the

state does when it plans prison programs with the aim of producing
rehabilitation and then arranges prison conditions in such a way that

participation in rehabilitative programs is all but mandatory. When the

only prison programsavailable are for rehabilitation and whenprisonlife

is otherwise excruciatingly boring, when release dates are contingent upon

participation in programs, or when prisoners are simply assigned to
activities that have a rehabilitative intent, then treatment is being imposed
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uponprisoners, and many would contend that the imposition is unjust and

perhaps even unconstitutional. In principle,it is argued that people have a

right to behave badly and to suffer the consequencesoftheir actions if that

is their desire; the state has no right to attempt to enforce behavior change.

Although some who object to enforced treatment by the state have in mind

a Clockwork Orange type of inhuman reprograming of prisoners, and
perhaps of political as well as criminal prisoners, other writers (e.g.,
Morris 1974, von Hirsch 1976) discern a principle that applies in absolute

form, under which prisoners may not be seduced, let alone coerced, into

even the most benign therapies.
Obviously, though, the matter is by no means so simple, since the

question of when a prisoner is exercising free choice is a difficult one, and

there is a continuum rather than a dichotomy between voluntary and

coerced behavior. Treatments can be made so attractive that prisoners

desire to be in them for reasons beyond their inherent purposes, a prison

administration can allow to exist a prevailing belief that program
participation will facilitate early release or promote better prison condi-

tions, and therapies may be oversold to prisoners desperate to straighten

out their lives. The Panel believes that careful legal scholarship and

thinking need to be applied to the question of conditions under which
treatment programs maybe offered to prison inmates.

Nor dothe problemsof coerced or enforced treatment end at the prison

boundaries. There are manysimilar problems facing those who deal with

offenders outside prisons. To what extent maytlie state require treatment,

e.g., therapy or treatment for alcoholism, as a condition of probation and

parole? If offenders perceive that a promise to seek treatment may affect

their chances to remain outside prison, then the constitutional problem

becomes the same as for inmates. Andif the state has no right to coerce a

change in behavior, does it have a right to rehabilitate by enticement,e.g.,
by offering released offenders special economic benefits that are for the sole

purpose of enticing them into a law-abiding wayoflife?

Similar issues also may arise from the special interest the state has in
children and the consequent interest of the state in intervening when
children are poorly reared. Under what circumstances may the state

intervene to remove children from the influence of their families? Is

persistent delinquent behavior a sufficient justification for placement of a
youth in a foster home? Maythestate intervene with a family known to

have criminal propensities to protect younger children not yet delinquent,

or must any intervention await actual delinquent beliavior? Would it be
constitutional for the state to require treatment of family members,e.g.,

for alcoliolism or child abuse, as a condition for keeping children in the
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home? Again, careful legal scholarship needs to be applied to these and
similar questions.

LEGAL LIMITATIONS ON EXPERIMENTATION

Notonly are there legal constraints on the treatments to which prisoners

may be exposed, but there are also legal and constitutional constraints on

the ways in which the evaluations of treatments may be carried out. These

constraints seem to involve four major issues: due process, equal treatment
under the law, voluntary participation, and informed consent. For none of

these issues does there seem to have been a complete and satisfactory
resolution of legal and constitutional questions.
Due process may becomeinvolved in the conduct of research when the

research design calls for assignment of subjects to experimental or other

treatment conditions on any automatic basis that precludes an offender’s
presentation of his or her case before a court for disposition according to

its merits. For example, assignment of juveniles to treatment conditions

without adjudication would be open to question on due process grounds.

Thus, the desire to avoid the stigma associated with labeling of a youth as

delinquent could run afoul of the requirement that a youth not be
punished or otherwise treated without court hearings to determine
culpability.
A closely related issue is the principle that persons of equal standing

should be treated equally under the law. Under this principle, two
offenders carefully matched by offense and other characteristics could not

be randomly assigned to different treatments, e.g., probation versus

institutionalization. The Provo experiment (reported in Empey and Rabow

1961) had to be terininated because of this issue, since it was declared

unacceptable that two boys equally culpable should receive treatments so

disparate as probation with counseling and confinement in the state
reformatory (Glaser 1965). Morris (1969) has suggested that constitutional

requirements might be metif a “not worse off” doctrine were adhered to,

that doctrine being that no offender should be worse off because of an

experiment than he or she would be were no experiment being conducted.

Itis not known whether this doctrine would actually be held constitutional.

Whether there is any way in which it might be constitutional to assign

: equivalent offenders to different treatments needs to be explored. It would
seem that if penal sanctions are imposed without rehabilitative aims and if °
participation in programsintended to be rehabilitative were voluntary,it
should be possible to effect random assignment for research purposes.

Since the reason for doing the research would lie in the uncertainty about
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the advantages of any of the treatments in question, there would be no
obviousethical or legal restriction on allocating treatments.

An additional question relates to the standing of those who turn outto
have been in the least favorable treatment, especially when the treatment

may have been severe and protracted in time. It is not possible to undo
treatments that have resulted in unnecessary time in confinement—orin

an increased propensity to criminal activity resulting in an increase in the

probability of confinement. It has been proposed in connection with
biomedical research that the state might be obliged to recompense those

persons actually damaged byparticipation in an experiment.

The third major legal issue has to do with whether prisoners, or even

those threatened with imprisonment, can ever be free to decide whetlier or

not to participate in an experiment. Singer (1977) has addressed this
question at some length and concludes that the argument that prisoners
can never be considered voluntary participants in research is unjustified.
Nonetlieless, the proponents of the other side are many and vociferous.
Perhaps voluntary participation is a question for empirical research, since
it would seem quite possible to do experiments in which the independent
variable was represented by different levels of pressure to participate in
research and the dependent variable was degree of participation. As an
example of the type of work that might be done, Rosen (1977) developed
the hypothesis that applicants for mental health services in a public clinic
were coerced into signing a forin permitting release of personal mforma-
tion to other state agencies by the implicit belief that if they did not sign

the form, they would not receive services. In a quasi-experimental study,

some applicants were given the usual instructions used in the clinic and
others were told that they would receive services whether they signed the

release forin or not. With the usual instructions, virtually 100 percent of
applicants signed the form; with the special instructions, the percentage
was as low as 20 percent in one group and nolarger than 60 percent in any

group. Research ofthis type, in which special experimental procedures are
compared to standard or usual procedures, is not difficult to justify even
though the “rights” of some participants may appear to have been

slighted. The importance of the knowledge gained is great. Obviously,
mechanismsfor the review of such research that will prevent abuse but not
drastically impede the research should be developed. Although someof the
questions involved in voluntary participation might be resolved by

empirical research, there are likely to be other questions that will require
legal study.

The final major issue to be mentioned here is mformed consent, a

difficult and controversial issue in every area of treatment and research.

Informed consent, like voluntary participation, is in part an empirical as
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well as a legal issue. One extremely difficult question to resolve is whether,

or at least under what circumstances, it is possible to get truly informed

consent. Given, for example, the generally low educational and literacy

levels that obtain in offender populations and the often complex nature of
social science research, it is open to'‘serious question whether most

prisoners could completely understand the explanations that would be
necessary in order for them to be informed about the nature of the

experimental treatment and the balance of risks and benefits they might

face. Obviously, “informed consent’’ does not constitute one alternative in

a dichotomy, but rather is one end of a continuum: at what point on that

continuum “partially inforined” becomes “sufficiently informed” is most

difficult to say. Perhaps an applicable legal standard might reflect general

community consensus about sufficiency, in which case the issue would

becomein part empirical.
A second problem with the principle of informed consent surrounds the

question how that consentis to be documented. Merely to obtain a signed

form may not be sufficient, either ethically or legally, for people may be

coerced or cajoled into signing things they do not wantto sign or things

they do not understand. Moreover, the experience of the large-scale

clinical trial of mastectomy surgery shows that even when people have

seemingly been well instructed and have signed an informed consent form,

there is no guarantee that the consent is truly informed. Some of the
women in the mastectomy study were exposed to lengthy and detailed

explanations by their surgeons of the nature of the experiment and the

treatment options to which they might be exposed, explanations that could

be docuniented by tape recordings. Yet, apparently because of the shock
and stress of learning they were at high risk for cancer, many women could

remembernothing of those explanations and could scarcely be regarded as

having given inforined consent. Very likely, similar conditions of stress

could prevail in a criminal justice setting and make it quite difficult to

deliver information effectively and to obtain, in return, a truly informed

consent to be assigned to a treatment condition in an experiment. The
problem involved has both empirical and legal ramifications, empirical
research being needed on ways of delivering information effectively and

legal scholarship being needed on the question of just when informed

consent may be considered to be effective.

A final problem related to informed consent to be considered here, but

one that does not exhaust the possibilities, is the problem of getting

informed consent on behalf of persons who, themselves, are legally or

otherwise unable to give it. In criminal justice, this problem applies most

often to consent for juveniles, but it may also arise in relation to mentally
limited or incompetent offenders. Courts have already ruled that parents
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may not consent to medical experimentation on their children if that

experimentation has no direct therapeutic intent with respect to the child:

e€.g., parents may not consent to have tissue biopsies taken from their
children if the tissue is to be used solely for research purposes (Shirkey
1968). Under what circumstances, then, can parents agree to their

children’s becoming subjects of research on offender rehabilitation? The

basis for limiting medical experimentation presumably is the risk, however

small, to the child from being a participant in any medical research study.

Is there a comparable risk in rehabilitation studies that might also be a
basis for limiting participation of children even if their parents consent? It
is clearly possible to envision distinctly risky interventions to which some

desperate or uncaring parentsofjuvenile offenders would be willing to give

consent for participation. Clear legal and scientific thinking on this
problem is needed.
The Panel recommendsstrongly that high-level legal scholarship be

brought to bear on these legal and constitutional issues and that such study

be supported appropriately and expeditiously by funding agencies with an

interest in offender rehabilitation.*

RECOMMENDATIONS

Theresearch literature currently provides no basis for positive recommen-

dations about techniques to rehabilitate criminal offenders. The literature
does afford occasionalhints of interventions that may have promise, but to

recommend widespread implementation of those measures would be
irresponsible. Many of them would probably be wasteful, and some might

do more harin than good in the long run. The strongest recommendation

that can be made at the present time is that research on ways of
rehabilitating offenders be pursued more vigorously, more systematically,

more imaginatively, and certainly more rigorously.

Paradoxically, there is a basis for a recommendation of a negative sort:

given our current state of knowledge about rehabilitation of criminal

offenders, no recommendations for drastic or even substantial changes in

rehabilitative efforts can be justified on empirical grounds. At the present
time, no recommendations about ways of rehabilitating offenders could be

made with any warranted confidence, and, therefore, no new major

rehabilitative programs should be initiated on a widespread basis. At the
same time, neither could one say with justified confidence that rehabilita-

8The Federal Judicial Center took a strong step in this direction in 1978 with the
establishment of the Advisory Committee on Experimentation in the Law. This committee,
which includes legal scholars, social scientists, and judges, was created to evaluate ethical and

legal issues arising from research involving innovationsin the justice system.
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tion cannot be achieved, and, therefore, no drastic cutbacks in rehabilita-

tive effort should be based on that proposition.
As a prerequisite for more extensive change, a major and continuing

research and developmenteffort is called for. That effort must begin with
more careful and systematic formulation of treatments based on the best

current thinking about the nature of crime and the ways in which

criminals may be changed, without harm to them andfor society’s benefit.

The theories within which treatment plans are formulated must be
explicated so that it can be determined that there is an a priori reason to
believe that a given treatment or program might work.

An example of a broad framework that encompasses both treatment
planning and evaluation methodology is provided by Tharp and Gallimore

(1979). Their strategy of beginning with a fairly standard and reasonable

treatment and then iteratively changing it toward accomplishment of

desired goals is appealing. It is important to note, however, that the

program by Tharp and Gallimore, which was designed simply to teach
reading, required implementation of an extensive intervention into the
school-day lives of the children who were involved. It seems improbable
that criminality will yield to intervention more easily than poor reading,

and future efforts to develop and test rehabilitation methods should move
toward total programsrather than the testing of isolated, and often weak,

techniques.
Every proposed intervention or program to be tested should be

accompanied bya research protocolreflecting the strongest possible design

to permit causal inferences. Of equal importance is the requirement that
every proposed intervention be accompanied by a protocol indicating in
detail the ways in which the strength of the treatment will be assessed and

the ways in which the integrity of the treatment will be monitored and

maintained. We note that the successful program reported by Tharp and
Gallimore (1979) required constant monitoring of the behavior of teachers

to determine that they were meeting the requirements of the intervention

and also required planned interventions to improve teacher performance
whenit began to lag. Treatments should not be evaluated, nor their success

reported upon, when there can be no assurance that the treatment is
reasonably strong and delivered accordingto plan.

It is also essential that every intervention tested be fully documented so

that it can be implemented and fully replicated in any setting comparable
to the one in which the development and testing took place. Theliterature
on rehabilitation is characterized by descriptions of treatments that range

from sketchy to nonexistent, so that it would be virtually impossible for

any other administrators or researchers to replicate the treatment.
Funding agencies should require that one of the products of every
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intervention study should be a manual detailing the treatment involved.

(Recently, Klerman [1978], the head of the Administration on Drug
Abuse, Mental Health, and Alcoholism, indicated that such a manualwill

be required as a condition of funding of research on psychotherapy.)
Information provided should include descriptions of the following: (1)

personnel and their training, with careful description of any special

training given; (2) samples exposed to the intervention with special note of
populations for which the treatment is deemed optimal; (3) protocols
followed in conducting treatment sessions or in providing services; (4) the

nature of outcome measures and the exact schedule for obtaining them; (5)

extent and sources ofattrition to be expected in treatment groups. It would
even be desirable to have at least estimates of staff attitudes toward the

intervention and their judgments of its chances for success. Such

information is now only infrequently available.

Boruch and Gomez (1977) have shown thatit is almost inevitable that

when a treatment is taken from the site of its development and initial
testing to be implemented elsewhere, it will be weakened. Staff attitudes

are likely to be less favorable, seemmgly inconsequential but important

aspects of the treatment will be deleted, staff training will be neglected,

protocols will not be followed exactly, different outcome measures may be

used, and the intervention may be applied to samples of populations
different from those originally studied. The net result is almost certain to

be a disappointing failure of the intervention to meet expectations. There is
probably no way of avoiding some degree of degradation of treatment, but

a carefully developed treatment manual should at least help, and it could
greatly facilitate the interpretation of failures of replication, even when
only partial.

Careful documentation of the costs associated with a treatment program
should also be required by funding agencies. The documentation should

include both the procedures by which costs were established and explicit
statements of the cost factors considered and how tliey were allocated.

Lerman (1975) las shown how easy it is to reach seriously wrong

conclusions about the costs of interventions, and those who would

implement seemingly successful interventions at new sites need to know

quite precisely how to estimate probable cosis. Consideration should be
given to the developmentofstandard cost-accounting. methodology for use

in rehabilitation research so that interpretation across studies might be
facilitated.
As discussed above, a serious obstacle to determining the state of

knowledge about rehabilitation is the prevalence of fugitive literature, i.e.,

technical reports, unpublished papers and articles published in little-
known or not widely circulated journals. Such literature is difficult to
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locate and retrieve and of widely varying, but frequently abysmal, quality.

Both the accessibility and the quality of this material need to be improved.

Much moreattention needs to be paid to the needs and opportunities for
rehabilitative programs outside prisons. As was noted earlier, a prison may
be an inappropriate place for many interventions such as job training and
counseling. These interventions might better be implemented when a
prisoner is nearly ready for release or has actually been released. More

emphasis should be put on job counseling and other programs for
probationers rather than for incarcerated felons. A variety of supportive
services could easily be imagined and planned for implementation outside
institutions. Moreover, these supportive services might well need to
continue for varying, but in some cases protracted, time periods for
postrelease or postprobation criminal activity to be reduced. While the

time limits on the legitimate intervention of the state in the lives of
convicted offenders will probably be determined by sentence length, which
may pose an obstacle to effective treatment, no such limits would apply to

purely voluntary participation in treatment, and developmentof appropri-
ate safeguards to ensure the voluntary nature of postsentence rehabilita-

tion services should be pursued as energetically as the developmentof the
services themselves.

There are still serious gaps in our knowledge about how to evaluate
specific treatments and, especially, complex programs. Our ability to
measure phenomena of vital interest, e.g., criminality or degree of
rehabilitation, is still very limited at best. Although in eagerness to get on
with the task of solving critical social problems, work on methodology
often seems mundane and is given low priority, such a reaction is
shortsighted. Methodologies are the critical tools of the scientist, and just
as no one, save for in an emergency, would try to build a house with only a

brick for a hanimer, so should scientists not be asked to contribute

important knowledge without the opportunity to develop their methodolo-
gies. Researchers should be bolder in their requests for funds to develop
and improve their methods, and funding agencies should both insist on the
best methods available and give priority to support the development of
better ones. The impatience for answers that leads to short-circuiting the
research and evaluation process also leads to disappointment with the
results. ,

Agencies concerned with the rehabilitation of criminal offenders should
set aside funds for research on rehabilitation. Given the amount of money
spent on the corrections system,let alone the criminal justice system as a

whole, the amounts of money that have been spent on research are

minuscule in almost all areas. It seems unlikely that the correctionsfield

now has the wisdom, the administrative capabilities, or the research
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methodologies to be able to absorb and spend well any really massive

increases in funding. Butit is also clear that if progress in understanding

the processes of reliabilitation is to be made, steady and dependable but

gradually increasing levels of funding for research will be required (see

Tharp and Gallimore 1979). Moreover, it is of greatest importance that

those who provide funds for research insist on the highest standards of the
design and execution of that research.

Responsibility for the unimpressive and inconclusive body of work on
offender rehabilitation that now exists belongs as muchto the agencies that

funded it as to the investigators who carried it out. Funding agencies have

accepted proposals with weak designs, have paid little attention to
theoretical premises, and have not insisted on provisions for monitoring
the integrity of either the treatments or the research. Also responsible,

however, are practitioners who administer corrections progranis and who
are so confident of their professional judgment that they will not tolerate
the penetrating questions of a researcher or who are so cautious that they

will not permit the interventions necessary for meaningful study. To indict

the research process, as many have done, for its failure to deliver clear-cut

evidence on important questions is to single out a set of participants who

have often been powerless to do the very things that need to be done to

obtain that clear-cut evidence. At best, the developmentofscientifically

sound evidence bearing on the effectiveness of interventions into human

problemsis never easy. The task should not be made moredifficult than
necessary. The research enterprise only occasionally bears fruit in the best

ofcircumstances;it withers and is barren wlien neglected or abused.

Practical problems have strewn boulders in the path of research on
rehabilitation. Considerations of justice, equity, and legal tradition have

provided extraordinary constraints on the conduct of research. Any effort

to evaluate long-term treatment programs, for example, will face limits
based on sentence lengths. Random assignmentto correctional alternatives

routinely runs afoul of efforts to avoid the appearance of capriciousness.
Furthennore, research takes place within a criminal justice system that is

riddled with discretionary decisions that are difficult to trace and in which

muchofthe relevant information is simply hidden. To make research even
inore difficult, research designs are continually corrupted by events,

including administrative or budgeting changes that make orderly program

implementation, monitoring, and evaluation exceedingly difficult. Added

to these difficulties are constraints on research with human subjects,

especially with vulnerable populations of subjects such as incarcerated
offenders, and the general poor morale inherent in a poorly funded system

attempting to cope with difficult problems. Under these circumstances, the
ambiguousstate of the literature is understandable and perhaps unavoid-
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able. Under these circumstances, methodological and theoretical critiques

are easy. Good research will be difficult, perhaps requiring Herculean

effort. Better resources and renewed effort, rather than resignation, will be

required to make progress in developing knowledge about the rehabilita-
tion of criminal offenders.
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Appendix: An Assessment of

the Accuracy of

The Effectiveness of

Correctional Treatment

STEPHEN FIENBERG and
PATRICIA GRAMBSCH

This appendix gives the details of an assessment of the accuracy of the
evaluation of studies on the effectiveness of rehabilitation by Lipton,

Martinson, and Wilks (1975)—hereafter referred to as LMw. Chapter 3 of

the report details the methodological criteria used by the authors in
selecting studies for inclusion in their evaluation. This assessment is based
only on those studies. The LMw evaluation covers 231 studies, while the

LMwbibliographylists 174 entries. There is overlap in both directions;i.e.,

some bibliogtaphic entries cover more than one study, and somestudies

have more than onebibliographic entry.

METHODOLOGY

For this assessment, we chose from the LMw bibliography two simple

random samples of 17 works (each approximately 10 percent of the whole)

using a table of random numbers. A detailed listing of the sample itemsis
given below.

Of the 17 works in the first sample, 11 were available from the

University of Minnesota library or directly from the authors. Consultation

with the author of two others (Ericson 1965, 1966) revealed that they no

longer existed in his files, but he made available what he said wasa suitable

substitute. Of the 5 studies that we could not locate, 4 are unpublished

dissertations, and 1 is a mimeographed report. In the second sample, 9 of

the 17 works were available from the University of Minnesota library or

119
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from the authors. Of the 8 studies that we could not locate, 1 is an

unpublished dissertation, and 7 are unpublished or mimeographed reports.

To avoid potential bias, each study was read before examining its

summaries and annotations in LMW. (The exception to this was the long

book by Glaser, for which the annotations were consulted to discover

which portions of the book were relevant.) For each study, a written

summary was prepared in the format of a LMW annotation. The research

design was described by an extensive commentary in addition to the

alphanumerical rating scheme employed in LMw. Further, reanalyses of

the data were done wherever possible, and all pertinent critical comments

were recorded.

The LMw annotations and summaries pertaining to each reference were
then read, and a brief summary on the accuracy of each was written.

Further data analysis or critical commentary was often carried out at this

point, especially in those cases where sufficiently detailed data were

reported. Also, if any annotation or summary appeared to involve more

than the reference or study selected for inclusion in this assessment, the

additional studies listed in the LMW bibliography were traced and

reviewed.

Finally, a brief discussion was written for each bibliographic entry,

summarizing the important problems with each study and describing how

well the LMw summaries and annotations handled that study. (Six

summaries were prepared for the Glaser book, one for each LMW

summary,since different, although occasionally interrelated, projects were

involved.) Although Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks claim to rely on the

annotations for the preparation of their summaries, results reported in the

summaries were often not mentioned in the annotations, and vice versa. As
the assessment progressed, it became apparent that the LMw summaries
were often more accurate and more readable than the annotations.

Therefore, the summaries are emphasized in the discussions.
We donot attemptto point out every single error made by LMw or by

the original authors, but rather to concentrate on major problems in

experimental design andstatistical analysis.

Because we were unable to locate several source documents, our

conclusions are somewhat weaker than we had hoped they would be. On

the basis of the works we examined, we find that LMw gives reasonably
accurate summaries and annotationsof the cited documents.

Atleast two studies they have chosen to include do not, in our opinion,

meet their own criteria and thus should probably have been excluded.

These studies claim to show positive or partially positive results.
The summaries and annotations in LMw often contain minor errors and

omissions, and they occasionally either report inappropriate statistical
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tests or overinterpret reported data. These infelicities, however, only

detract a small amount from the overall assessment provided in LMw.In

only one instance did we feel that LMw did not give enough attention to a

well-designed and properly implemented study.

Wediscovered several instances wherestatistical analyses in the original

works were incorrect or mappropriate, and LMW almost always reported
on these analyses without correction. The net effect of these occasionally

serious analysis and reporting problemsis to make rehabilitative treatment
appear more successful in special circumstances than we believe to be

warranted.

The LMW summaries of studies are often difficult to read, and

comparative conclusions involving multiple studies are not as clear as we
would like. Yet our overall impression is that, despite the errors,

omissions, and infelicities noted above, LMW gives a reasonably accurate

portrayal of the source documents we have examined. Moreover, the

errors and omissions do not provide evidence of a systematic attempt to

distort the assessmentof the efficacy of correctional treatment, in either a

positive or a negative direction.
The studies that we have been unable to obtain, according to LMw,

rarely involved the use of rigorous methodologies. Given the unpublished

and elusive nature of those studies, we doubt that, had we been able to

review them, we would have changed our view regarding LMW’s
assessment.
The next section of the Appendixlists the items in the random samples;

the final section presents our discussions of those items we located and our
comments on the LMW annotations and summaries,

THE TWO 10-PERCENT SAMPLES OF SOURCE WORKS

This section lists the references that were part of our 10-percent samples of
all references in LMw. All information in each reference is taken from

LMw.Those references preceded by an asterisk (*) are additions to the two

original lists of 17 that were required because annotations involved
multiple works or were ambiguous. Those references preceded by a dagger
(t) were not obtained and examined.

SAMPLE |

1. Stuart Adams. Effectiveness of the Youth Authority Special
Treatment Program: First Interim Report. Research Report No. 5.

Mimeographed, Califorma Youth Authority, March 1959.
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2

*+5.

+6.

+7.

+8.

710.

fll.

*12.

13.

*14.

REPORT OF THE PANEL

Sir George Benson. Prediction methods and youngprisoners. British
Journal ofDelinquency9(3)(1959):192-199.

. Cambridge University, Department of Criminal Science. Detention

in Remand Homes. London: Macmillan, 1952.

. Richard C. Ericson and David O. Moberg. The Rehabilitation of
Parolees: The Application of Comprehensive Psychosocial Voca-

tional Services in the Rehabilitation of Parolees. Minneapolis
Rehabilitation Center, 1967.!

Richard C. Ericson et al. The Application of Comprehensive

Psycho-socia] and Vocationa] Services in the Rehabilitation of

Parolees. Period covered by report: October 1, 1964, through

February 28, 1965. Mimeographed, Minneapolis Rehabilitation

Center, March 1965.

Richard C. Ericson et al. The Application of Comprehensive
Psycho-social Vocational Services in the Rehabilitation of Parolees.

Period covered by report: January 1, 1965, through December 31,

1965. Mimeographed, Minneapolis Rehabilitation Center, January

1966.
D. M. Friedland. Group Counseling as a Factor in Reducing
Runaway Behavior from an Open Treatment Institution for

Delinquent and Pre-Delinquent Boys. Unpublished Ph.D. disserta-

tion, New York University, 1960.

A.Froelich. The Contribution of Probation Supervision toward the

Modification of Certain Attitudes toward Authority Figures.
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, New York University, 1957.

. Daniel Glaser. The Effectiveness ofa Prison and Parole System. New

York: Bobbs-Merril], 1964.

Frank Jacobson and Eugene McGee. Englewood Project: Re-
education: A Radical Correction of Incarcerated Delinquents.

Mimeographed, Englewood, Colo., July 1965.
Marvin E. Ketterling. Rehabilitation of Women in the Milwaukee
County Jail: An Exploratory Experiment. Unpublished master’s

thesis, Colorado State College, 1965.
Jerome Laulicht et al. Recidivism andits correlates: the problems of

statistical research. Berkshire Farm Monographs 1(1)(1962):23-36.

Jerome Laulicht et al. Selection policies, recidivism, and types of

rehabilitation programs in a training school. Berkshire Farm
Monographs1(1)(1962):37-48.

Jerome Laulicht et al. A study of recidivism in one training school:

Mtem 4 was substituted for items 5 and 6; see below.
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15.

16.

+17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

*22.

implications for rehabilitation programs. Berkshire Farm Mono-

graphs 1(1)(1962):11-22.
Joseph L. Massimo and Milton F. Shore. The effectiveness of a
comprehensive vocationally oriented psychotherapeutic program

for adolescent delinquent boys. American Journal ofOrthopsychiatry

33(4)(1963):634-642.
Martin J. Molof. Forestry Camp Study, Comparison of Recidivism

Rates of Camp-Eligible Boys Randomly Assigned to Campand to

Institutional Programs. Research Report No. 53. California Youth
Authority, October 1967 (Processed).

Howard Martin Newburger. The Effect of Group Therapy upon

Certain Aspects of the Behavior and Attitudes of Institutionalized
Delinquents. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, New York Universi-
ty, 1952.
Emest L. V. Shelley and Walter F. Johnson, Jr. Evaluating an

organized counseling service for youthful offenders. Journal of
Counseling Psychology 8(4)(1961):35 1-354.
Shlomo Shoham and Moshe Sandberg. Suspended sentences in

Israel: an evaluation of the preventive efficacy of prospective

imprisonment. Crime and Delinquency 10(1)(1964):74—-83.

Marguerite Warren. The Community Treatment Project After Five

Years. California Youth Authority, 1966a (Processed).
Marguerite Warren et al, Community Treatment Project, an

Evaluation of Community Treatment for Delinquents: Fifth Prog-

ress Report. crp Research Report No. 7. California Youth
Authority, August 1966b (Processed).

Marguerite Warren et al, Community Treatment Project, an

Evaluation of Community Treatment for Delinquents: Sixth Prog-

ress Report, Part 2: The San Francisco Experiment. CTP Research
Report No. 8, Part 2. California Youth Authority, September 1967
(Processed).?

SAMPLE 2

23. Stuart Adams. Development of a Program Research Service in
Probation. Research Report No. 27. (Final Report, NIMH Project
MH009718) Los Angeles County Probation Department, January
1966 (Processed).

Item 22 was added initially but then not evaluated; see below.
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24.

25.

$26.

$27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

$32.

$33.

34.

$35.

$36.
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LaMay Adamson and HWarren Dunham.Clinical treatment of
male delinquents: a case study in effort and result. American

Sociological Review 21(3)(1956):312—320.
Harry Brick, W. H. Doub,Jr., and W. C. Perdue. A further study of

the effect of meprobamate on anxiety reactions in penitentiary

inmates. Journal ofSocial Therapy 5(1-3)(1959):190-198.
California Department of Corrections. Intensive Treatment Pro-
gram: Second Annual Report. Prepared by Harold B. Bradley and

Jack D. Williams. Mimeographed, Sacramento, Calif., December
1958.
California Department of Corrections. Parole Work Unit Program:
An Evaluation Report. A memorandum to the California Joint
Legislative Budget Committee. Mimeographed, December 1966.
Charles Gersten. Group therapy with institutionalized juvenile
delinquents. Journal ofGenetic Psychology 80(1)(1952):35—64.
Charles Gerstenlauer. Group therapy with institutionalized male

juvenile delinquents. American Psychologist 5(1950):325.

J. Douglas Grant and Marguerite Q. Grant. A group dynamics
approachto the treatmentof nonconformists in the Navy. Annals of

the American Academy of Political and Social Science
322(2)(1959):126—135.
Charles L. Hulin and Brendan A. Maher. Changes in attitude
toward law concomitant with imprisonment. Journal of Criminal
Law, Criminology and Police Science 50(3)(1959):245-248.
Bertram Johnson. An Analysis of Predictions of Parole Perfor-
mance and of Judgments of Supervision in the Parole Research
Project. Research Report No. 32. Mimeographed, Califormia Youth
Authority, December 1962.

Newton McCravy, Jr., and Dolores S. Delehanty. Community

Rehabilitation of the Younger Delinquent Boy, Parkland Nonresi-
dental Group Center. Final report, Kentucky Child Welfare
Research Foundation, Inc. Mimeographed. September 1967.
H. S. McWalter. A preliminary comparative study of E.C.T. and
chloropromazine in the treatmentof certain prison neuroses. British
Journal ofCriminology 2(4)(1962):38 1-385.
Robert Martinson and W. J. O’Brien. Staff Training and Correc-
tional Change: A Study of Professional Training in Correctional
Settings. Mimeographed, School of Criminology, University of
California, 1966.
New York State Department of Corrections. Educational Achieve-
ment Research Report on Male Adolescent Offenders, June 1957-
May 1958. Mimeographed. April 1961.
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137. Ruth Ochroch. An Evaluation of Comparative Changes in Person-
ality in Adolescent Delinquent Boys and Girls in a Residential

Treatment: Setting. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, New York

University, 1957.

38. Roy W. Persons. Psychotherapy with sociopathic offenders:
an empirical evaluation. Journal of Clinical Psychology
21(2)(1965):205—207.

139. John M.Stanton. An empirical study of the results of the special

narcotics project. Part II of An Experiment in the Supervision of
Paroled Offenders Addicted to Narcotic Drugs. Final report of the
Special Narcotics Project, L. Stanely Clevenger, Administrative

Director. New York State Division of Parole, 1956.

DISCUSSIONS OF THE LMW SUMMARIES
AND ANNOTATIONS

lL Adams 1959 (summary, pp. 211-212, 281; annotation, pp. 214-215,

291).

Adamsstudied the effect of a psychiatric treatment program on the re-
cidivism of disturbed juvenile delinquents at Los Giulicos Schoolforgirls.
The LMW summary and annotation are insufficiently critical of this

study, failing to mention even the problems Adams himself discusses. The
experimental group was poorly defined: 14 of its 47 members had received

their psychiatric treatment independently of the treatment program whose

effectiveness the study was to assess. The control group was even more

poorly defined: from among those released the previous year, prior to the

inception of the program, the investigators chose a group of girls whose
clinical records revealed a severe or very severe need for treatment. The

inter-rater reliability for judgmg the need for treatment was low; the

highest « coefficient for any pair of raters was 0.76, and for somepairs of
raters it failed to differ significantly from zero. When the members of the

treated group were themselves rated on their severity. of treatment need,

only 76.6 percent fell into the categories of “severe” or “very severe.”

Therefore, it is apparent that the makeup of the control group was rather
arbitrary and that the control and experimental groups were not really
comparable. The LMw summary does not mention these problems, and the

annotation’s rating suggests a high-quality design.

The LMW annotation and summary accurately report the findings of the
study, but uncritically accept Adams’s statistical analyses. In addition to

the main finding of no difference in parole suspension rate between the

treated and the untreated girls, Adams reports a number of ancillary
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conclusions restricted to the treatment group itself. He examines the
relationship between parole success and such variables as length of

treatment, type of therapy, type of therapist, estimated progress in
therapy, use of tranquilizers, age, and race by means of two-dimensional

contingency tables. Therefore, he is examining only the marginal distribu-

tions of a multidimensional relationship and not allowing for interactions.

Although he frequently reports mean severity of need for treatment score

for each cell of the tables, he does not include this important risk variable

as a third category in the analyses themselves. Therefore, the influence of

need for treatmentis difficult to assess. Neither the LMw annotation nor
the summary mentionsthese problems.

2. Benson 1959 (summary,p. 85; annotation, p. 89).

Sir George Benson compared Borstal training with imprisonment to
determine their effects on recidivism for male youths in Great Britain. The
study is ex post facto. Its major problem is the lack of comparability

between the two samples: those sentenced to imprisonment were 2 years

older on the average than the Borstal group, and their records were

considerably worse. The two samples were obtained by different individu-

als for different time periods (1951-1952 for the prisoners and 1946-1947
for the Borstal trainees). Neither the LMW summary northe annotation

mentionsthis problem.

Benson controlled for risk level using five categories from the Mann-
heim-Wilkins Borstal formula, which is based on such factors as the kind
and number of previous sentences, the longest period on one job, and
whether or not the boy was living with his parents. Despite these
controlling factors, no differences in recidivism were found between the

imprisoned group and the Borstal group. Unlike the LMw annotation, the
LMW summary fails to mention the control forrisk level.

Both the LMW summary and the annotation emphasize that the

imprisoned group served shorter terms than the Borstal group. There was,
however, much overlap in the distributions of time served for the two

groups, and Benson’s comparison of the Borstal group with those
prisoners whose terms wereofsimilar length failed to reveal any difference
in recidivism. The LMwW summary and the annotation are misleading in
their failure to report this finding. This failure is a minor matter
considering the fact that Benson presented nostatistical analyses. and LMw
reports none.
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3. Cambridge University 1952 (summary, p. 84; annotation, p. 92).

The Cambridge University Department of Criminal Science studied the

effect of detention in remand homeson recidivism for male youths. The

book summarizes data on all male youths committed to remand homesin

four cities (Birmingham, London, Liverpool, and Manchester) in Great

Britain in 1945-1946. There is no control group of boystreated differently,

and no before-after treatment comparisons are given. All comparisons are

internal to the one group,i.e., younger versus older youths, first offenders

versus recidivists, etc. Therefore, the study does not meet LMw’scriterion

3, and we questionits inclusion.

There is great variability in the role played by remand homes in the

correctional system among the four cities; the LMW summary and

annotation ignore this variability (see Cambridge University, Part II, pp.

29-40). Thecities differ in the relative emphases placed on training and

punishment, in their view as to which offenders are best served by remand

homes,andin the relationship between detention in the remand home and

subsequent probation when both are necessary. We carried out a log-

linear-model analysis of the data in Table 45 (p. 38) of the source

document(a four-dimensional contingency table involving recidivism,city,

age of offender, and previous record), and we found that the age

distribution of offenders, the distribution of number of previous offenses,

and, most importantly, the success record differ from city to city. The

significant three-way interaction—success by city by previous offenses—

reveals that the cities have differential strengths in dealing with the various
categories of offenders.
The great city-to-city variability suggests that meaningful (although

confounded and hard-to-interpret) comparisons could have been made
among the cities. This variability also means that the presentation in the

LMW summaries and the annotations is not the best possible: LMw
neglects city-to-city differences and gives only overall percentages.

The LMwW summary and the annotation are accurate in relation to that

part of the source-documentinformation they present.

4. Ericson and Moberg 1967.
5 and 6. Ericson et al. 1967 (summary, pp. 176-179, 336, 427; annotation,

pp. 181, 338-339, 430).

In the Ericson et al. study, the population was male parolees from a state

prison. The treatment was a comprehensive flexible program providing
social services, vocational counseling and placement, and psychological
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services. The dependent variables were recidivism, employment adjust-
ment, and personality change. It was impossible to locate the two articles
dealing with this project listed in the LmMw bibliography, and after
consultation with Ericson, another paper (item 4) was substituted.

Because of the three dependent variables, the study is summarized in

LMW three times. The project was well designed. It used random

allocation of subjects to treatment or control (standard parole supervision)

conditions and was fairly large, involving 82 experimental (E) and 82

control (C) subjects.

The dependentvariables had some weaknesses that the LMW summaries
and the annotations do not discuss. Ericson and Moberg felt that the
‘recidivism measure based onofficial data was potentially contaminated by

the fact that the E’s were under greater supervision than the C’s during the
period of treatment and were, therefore, more likely to be caught if they

engaged in any illegal activity. The employment measure was based on

self-report information obtained in an interview with the experimenters.
The authors worried that the more favorable orientation of the E’s toward
the project could have affected their interviews. The information obtained

in the interview was used by two panels of raters to score each man’s
vocational adjustment in terms of his personal potential as measured by IQ,

previous training, employment record, etc. The LMW summary emphasizes

the fact that these ratings were blind, but it neglects to mention that they

were based on potentially biased self-report data gathered in a far from

blind manner. Personality adjustment was measured by pretreatment and

posttreatment MMPI scores. The article does not mention whether either

administration or scoring of this instrumentwas blind.

The LMW summary onrecidivism was fairly accurate. It pointed out the

lack of significant difference between E’s and C’s. The information it

presented on elapsed time to reimprisonment was not available in the

paper reviewed here. The LMW summary fails to mention the high quality

of the basic design.

The LMw summary on employment outcome is somewhat misleading.It

does not mention the lack of statistical significance of the slight difference
between E’s and C’s. This LMw summary discussed at some length set of

minor ancillary findings on the influence of some prerelease factors on

recidivism and employment. In the paper reviewed here, the findings are

merely stated and no data are given to support them. Since these findings

refer to the E’s and C’s considered as one group, they are not relevant to

the variables manipulated in the study, and it is not clear why they are

allotted so much space. The LMw discussion of anxiety and of elapsed time

to recidivism is not available in the paper reviewed here.

The LMwW summaryon personality adjustment is very good. Unlike the
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other two LMW summaries, it emphasizes the strength of the study and

points out the lack of difference between E’s and C’s. It has one minor

flaw: it implies that two institutions were involved, Minnesota State Prison
and Minnesota State Reformatory for Men, whereas only one was used,

the Minnesota State Reformatory for Men.

The LMw annotationsall appearto err in the time of treatment and time

of follow-up. They stated that the time in treatment was “up to one year.”

In fact, it was 1 year with the exception (not noted by LMw)of a small

group of 18 E’s, who, owing to special circumstances, received a minimal
amount of treatment. The time in follow-up was not 1 year, as stated by

LMW,but varied, depending on the time of randomization, and wasas long

as 19 monthsin somecases.

9a. Glaser 1964—Study pp. 302-330 (summary, p. 83; annotation, pp. 95—

96).

To study the effect of time served on recidivism, Glaser used a 10-percent

systematic sample of all men released from federal prisons in 1956,

obtaining data on recidivism rates for several sentence lengtlis and for

various categories of offenders.

As the LMW summary points out, the ex post facto nature of the study

meansthat sentence length is hopelessly confounded with other variables,

such as risk level. In reporting, Glaser controls separately for prior
commitment, for age at release among those with no prior commitment,
and for prison adjustment among those with some prior commitments.
This collapsed form of the data makes a proper analysis impossible to
carry out, although analyses of one three-way marginal table and two

internal three-way tables are possible.

Glaser reports no formal analyses, and his discussion of these data is

limited to observations such as “older mmates without previous incarcera-

tion were good risks regardless of how long they were confined, while
those young inmates without previous incarceration who werereleased late

were worse risks than those released early.” This iniplied second-order

interaction is not supported adequately by the data, as our own statistical

analysis showed. The LMW summary and annotations repeat the misin-

terpretations and overinterpretations of the Glaser study and so are in a
limited sense accurate. They do suggest a further misinterpretation of the
data (not borne out by a more careful statistical analysis that we

performed) to the effect that the curvilinear relationship between length of

sentence and recidivism is more pronounced for those without than for
those with prior commitments.
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9b. Glaser 1964—Study pp. 162-163, population described pp. 19-20

(summary, p. 86; annotation, pp. 94-95).

In this study, Glaser considered the effect of custody grading on recidivism

for young and adult U.S. federal prisoners.

The adult prisoners were a 10-percent systematic sample ofall federal

prisoners released in 1956. The young prisoners consisted of the first 322

cases completing full sentences under the Federal Youth Correction Actof

1954. The study is ex post facto. The effect of custody grading is

confounded with risk level, since the lowest risk prisoners would be

selected for the lowest level of custody.

The LMW summaryreports these problems and accurately summarizes

the findings. For both youths and adults, the level of custody is inversely

related to success on parole.

The LMw summary and the annotation fail to report the special nature

of the youth sample.

9c. Glaser 1964—Study pp. 277-279, sample described pp. 22-23 (sum-

mary, p. 188; annotation, pp. 200-201).

Glaser studied the effect of prison academic education on recidivism for a

sample consisting of the first 322 juvenile males sentenced under the

Federal Youth Correction Act of 1954. The study was ex post facto. The

LMW summarypoints out the ex postfacto nature of the study, but not the

special nature of the sample. The data are presented in the form of two

interrelated three-dimensional contingency tables. One shows how dura-

tion of prison school attendance relates to recidivism, controlling for time

served. The other shows how achievementin prison education relates to

recidivism, again controlling for time served. These tables are the two

three-dimensional marginsofa four-dimensionaltable.

Neither Glaser nor LMw reports any careful statistical analyses of the

data) To fully understand the effects of attendance and education on

recidivism, controlling for time served, one should analyze the full four-

dimensional table. Since this was unavailable, we carried out separate log-

linear-model analyses on the two three-dimensional marginal tables to

explore the two effects of interest. The first table (Table 12.3 in Glaser)

shows a significant (at the 0.05 level) effect linking time confined and

recidivism and a margiually significanteffect (p is just slightly greater than

0.05) linking prison school attendance and time served. The chances of

success on parole are greater the less the time confined. The relationship

between the duration of prison school attendance and success on parole is

not significant, however. The discussion ofthis table in the LMw summary
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and annotation is confusing, and it is difficult to determine if the

statements there are even consistent with the relatively simple findings of

our analyses.

The second table (Table 12.4 in Glaser) shows the same relationship

between time served and recidivism as the first, but, unlike the first, this

table shows a significant effect linking the education variable, academic
achievementor failure, and recidivism. Those youths improving academi-

cally were less apt to recidivate than those who did not improve. We note

that the LMW summary devotes less space to the second table, which

showsa significanteffect, than to the first, which does not.

The analyses carried out by Glaser on these two tables are not really

appropriate because they involve collapsing over the intervening variable,

time confined. One fact that neither Glaser nor LMw points out directly is
that the data involve youths from five different federal institutions, and any

serious analysis must control for institution. This fact is alluded to in

Glaser and in the LMW summary, but detailed data were not reported by

Glaser and thus we could not carry out a proper analysis controlling for

institution.

The LMW summary and annotation are reasonably accurate in relation

to the information reported in the source.

9d. Glaser 1964—Studies p. 256, sample described Appendix D and p.

257, sample described pp. 19-20 (summary, pp. 190-191; annotation,

p. 199).

Glaser studied the relationship between recidivism and work andtraining
experiences in prison in two separate studies on two very different

populations. The LMw summaryand the annotation give the impression

that only one study was involved. They are both ex post facto studies.

Thefirst study was intended to compare a sample of returned violators

released from federal prisons with a matched sample of successful

releasees. Difficulties were encountered in matching, and thefinal group of
successful releasees differed from the returned violators in several respects.

They were older (median age 29.8 versus 26.4 for the returned violators),

had much longer sentences (103 months versus 42 months), and had

served longer time on those sentences (33 months versus 25 months).
Many moreof them were auto thieves (46 percent versus 27 percent). The

two groups were similar in marital status, racial composition, and previous

criminal record. (A full comparison is given in Table D.1, p. 546, in
Glaser.)

This first study involved an interview in which the subjects were asked

about their prison work and training experiences and their postrelease jobs
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to find out which prison experiences were useful later. The LMw summary

accurately reports the findings from Glaser’s Table 11.5 (p. 256), which

shows the percentage of each group using various categories of prison

experience on postrelease jobs. It fails to point out that the two groups
differ in other ways than the success-failure dimension, as discussed above.

It neglects to include the first three lines of Glaser’s table, which show

that, compared to the failures, relatively more of the successes had

postrelease jobs that required training and relatively fewer were unem-

ployed. The first three lines put the rest of the table in perspective.

Unfortunately, none of Glaser’s statistical tests can be repeated because of

the form in which the data are reported. The LMw annotation is equally

remiss in its failure to point out other differences in the two groups and in

its neglect of the first three lines ofthe table.

The LMw summary then describes the second study. It involved a 10-

percent systematic sample ofall federal prison releasees in 1956. This is the

sample that the LMW annotation improperly describes as cominon to both

studies. Table 11.6 (p. 257) in Glaser shows the failure rates of these

teleasees for each of seven categories of the final prison work assignment.

If one treats these data as a two-way contingencytable, recidivism by work

assignment, one finds no reason to assumeanyrelationship between work

assignment and failure rate. Glaser’s contention that the lowest failure

rates were associated with semiskilled work assignments and the highest

failure rates were associated with influential jobs is not justified. (The

statementis based on only one out of a set of multiple comparisons that

need to be carried out with the data. Unless one treats this comparison in

the context of the set of possible comparisons, one will mistakenly think it

is justified.) The LMW summary and annotation repeat the Glaser

contention andso in that limited sense are “accurate.”

Se. Glaser 1964—Study pp. 275-279 (summary, p. 192; annotation, p.

200).

Glaser studied the relationship between enrollinent in a prison academic

education program and recidivism, using a 10-percent systematic sample

of all men released from federal prisons in 1956. As with the other Glaser

studies, this one is ex post facto. A major weakness hereis that one does

not know what factors may have been confounded with enrollment in

prison education. Neither the LMW summary northe annotation mentions
this problem.

Glaserpresented his findings in two tables (Table 12.1, p. 276, and Table

12.2, p. 277) that related recidivism and enrollmentcontrolling for various

factors. He performed a separate analysis for each level of each factor and
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the LMW summaryconcurred with his analysis. The data could better have

been analyzed as five different three-dimensional contingency tables. We

carried out such analyses, and we note that, since each of the tables

contains the same data, the five analyses are not independent. In three of
the five tables, the relationship between enrollment and recidivism is not

significant at the 0.05 level. In the two tables in which the relationship is
significant, recidivism by previous commitment by enrollment and

recidivism by type of institution by enrollment, enrollment is found to

have a small negative effect on success. (Strictly speaking, the significance
of the effect of enrollment on recidivism can be evaluated only in the first

of these tables, since in the second table the second-order interaction term

involving the joint effect of enrollment and type of institution was

significant at the 0.05 level.) The most reasonable conclusion to be drawn
from these data (ignoring the ex post facto caveat) is that the effect of
prison education on recidivism is either nonexistent or slightly negative.

The LMW summary and annotation err in emphasizing specific

comparisons from Glaser’s tables. With the exception of the data on
institution type, there is no second-order interaction and, therefore, no
reason to single out specific comparisons as important. This is again a
reasonably accurate job of reporting the statements and analyses in Glaser.

The one exception to this reporting accuracy in the LMW annotation is the

test on the marginal negative relationship between enrollment and

recidivism and the emphasis on this in the summary.

Of. Glaser 1964—Study pp. 250-252, sample described Appendix C, pp.

534 ff. (summary,p. 342; annotation, pp. 344-345).

By interviewing a panel of men recently released from US. federal prisons,
Glaser’s research team studied the relationship between prison work
experience and postrelease work experience. The interviews dealt with the
influence of prison work on postrelease employment: the researchers tried
to determine to what extent and in what manner prison work experience
was helpful after release.

This study does not fit the LMw definition of a study: the data
summarized come from only one group, those men who had both prison
work experience and postrelease jobs, and so the study is not a comparison
of several groups treated differently. It is also not a before-after
comparison within a group because there is no dependent variable that is
measured both before and after the treatment, which is work experience in
prison. The LMW summary and annotation ignore this problem, but are
otherwise accurate.
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12, 13, and 14. Laulicht et a/. 1962 (summary, p. 248; annotation, p. 261).

Laulicht and his coauthors compared the recidivism rate at Berkshire

Farm,an institution for male juvenile delinquents, at two different time

periods with two different treatment regimes.Initially the institution had a

child-care program stressing rehabilitation and education services. In

1954, it adopted a milieu therapy program emphasizing group therapy and

individual counseling. This study was, therefore, ex post facto, and

treatmenteffects are confounded with time trends and with the differences

in the subject populations.

The LMW summary and annotation are slightly misleading regarding

both the quality of the study and the advantages of milieu therapy. Neither

mentionsthe finding that the child-care program success rate (60 percent)

wassignificantly lower than the milieu therapy success rate (75 percent).

Of course, this comparison of overall success rates is difficult to interpret
because the length of the follow-up period tends to be shorter for the
milieu therapy group. The findings that are reported in the suminary and

annotation are the success rates given in the published articles for
comparable follow-up periods.

The LMW summary and the annotation neglect to mention the many

differences the authors found between the two populations at the two time

periods. Although thestatistical problem of multiple comparison makes

the differences between the two populations difficult to evaluate, it is
probably safe to conclude, as did Laulicht et al., that the milieu therapy

delinquents were at greater risk for recidivism. They tended to be older at

admission, to have received treatment for shorter periods of time, and to

be released at a younger age. These last two factors were associated with

higher risk of recidivism. The milieu therapy program also treated more
youths with prior records or more severe offenses. The lack of difference

between the two treatment periods should be seen in this context, as
Laulicht et al point out. The ex post facto nature of this study is

ameliorated by the fact that the authors examined manyrisk factors in

their two populations to see which ones might be confounded with the
treatmentdifferences.

With the exceptions noted above, the LMW summary and annotation of

this study are substantially accurate, although they do not quite do justice

to the complexities explored by these authors.
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15. Massimo and Shore 1963 (suminary, pp. 212, 247-248, 369, 439-440;

annotation, pp. 220, 349, 369-370, 441).

The Massimo and Shore article describes a study of the effects of an

individual multidimensional counseling program on juvenile-delinquent,

school-dropout males in three suburban areas of Boston. Because ofits
four dependent variables—recidivism, vocational adjustment, educational

achievement, and personality adjustment—this study has multiple annota-

tions and summaries in LMW.
The major strength of the study wasits rigorous design. The assignment

to treatment or control (no treatment) group was random, and a

postrandomization check revealed that the two groups did not differ

significantly on age, 1Q, or socioeconomic level. The administration and

scoring of the personality and educational achievement tests, both

pretreatmentand posttreatment, were done by an experienced psychologist

who knew neither the treatment group of any boy nor the aims of the

study. The high quality of this experiment was mentioned in the first LMw

summary only.
The study has two weaknesses. First, its size was small: there were only

20 subjects in all. Second, the treatment involved many different facets—

job placementand counseling, insight psychotherapy, remedial education,

an informal, flexible, noncompulsory approach, and the enthusiasm and

personality of the single therapist. Therefore, one cannot know which

factors induced the changes that occurred. The small size was mentioned

in the first LMW summary only and the multidimensional nature in the

third only.
The experimental (E) subjects did better than the control (C) subjects on

all four measures. The first two LMW summaries accurately report the
findings; the third LMwW summary points out the significant improvement

made by the E’s in educational achievement, but does not mention the fact

that the improvement of the E’s was significantly greater than the

improvementof the C’s on all four measures of educational achievement.
In fact, the C’s significantly declined on three of the four measures. The

fourth LMW sumunary indicates that the E’s improved in personality
adjustment as measured by the TAT,but the C’s did not. This conclusion is

subtly misleading. Massimoand Shore’s analysis (see p. 638) slowed that

the E group contained significantly more individuals who improved than

did the C group. The LMw annotation corresponding to this summary (p.

441) gives an interpretation similar to that of Massimo and Shore.
All LMw summaries except the third (and all annotations) discuss a 2-

and a 3-year follow-up. These are not mentioned in the Massimo and

Shore article as given in the bibliography.
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16. Molof 1967 (summary, pp. 251-252; annotation, p. 265).

Molof compared the effect of placement in a forestry camp with the effect
of placementin an institution on recidivism in male youths; he found no
difference. The LMW summary and annotation accurately describe this

study, but are misleading in their discussion of its implications and its
experimental quality.

The LMW sumunary considers simultaneously two studies of forestry

camps, this one by Molof and another by Roberts. It states that the “total

camp population was not representative of the institutional population and
may, in fact, have been made upofslightly higher-risk” offenders than the
institutions, and it concludes that the lack of difference in recidivism rates

may therefore “indicate a positive contribution by the camps.” Molof’s
introduction, however, emphasized the low-risk nature of the camp

population. In his description of his own study samples, he pointed out the
lack of difference in expected rates of recidivism (based on variables related
to risk level) between those assigned to camp and those assigned to
institution, although he did not perform statistical tests. Roberts’s study

has a separate annotation, and his forestry camp group may have been at
higher risk of recidivism than his institutionalized group; this was not the
case in the Molofstudy.

The experimental design of Molof’s study does not deserve the high
rating it receives in the LMW annotation. Although assignment to camp or
institution was random, the assignment to the specific institution or camp
was determined by a panel of one or two members of the Youth Authority

Boardor their representatives. Because the panel members were aware of
the nature of the study, there were opportunities for biased selection. The
LMwWannotation does not mention this problem, but is otherwise accurate.

18. Shelley and Johnson 1961 (summary, pp. 174-175, 225, 426, 428, 448;

annotation, pp. 182, 240, 430, 464).

Shelley and Johnson studied the effect of organized counseling services in
two prison camps on personality change and the effect of the resultant
personality change on recidivism. The study is annotated and summarized

four times because of its two independentvariables, individual counseling

and group counseling, and its two dependentvariables, personality change
and recidivism.
The study had several major weaknesses. First, of the two prison camps

studied, one had the organized counseling program andthe other did not.
Therefore, the treatmenteffect is confounded with intercamp differences,

and it is not safe to ascribe the differences between E’s and C’s to the
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counseling program. The authors do notstate the method of assignmentto

the two camps; presumably, it was not random. The authorsstate that

they matched the E’s and C’s on age,intelligence, offense, and criminal
history, but give nostatistics as to how good the matching was.

Second, the “writer” (whicli one is not mentioned) administered the

personality test, the TAT, himself (both pretreatment and posttreatment)
and must have known who the E’s and C’s were. This lack of blindness

mayhavebiased the results.

Third, the influence of the treatment on recidivism cannot be inferred

from this design. The authors measured the effect of the treatment on
personality change and then the relationship between personality change

and recidivism.

Noneof the LMw summaries mentionsthe first two weaknesses. In fact,

the fourth summary gives the misleading impression that the counseling

program took place at both camps. The first two summaries do note the

third weakness, but the third summary calls the effort “a well-designed
study”(p. 426) and indicates that it “warrants replication” (p. 428).

The timein treatment is 6 months. The article, however, states that the

amountof counseling is equivalent to 52 hours ofgroup counseling and 38

hours of individual counseling per year. All of the LMw summaries but the

first give this information in such a way as to convey the idea that the

treatment period was 1 year. The LMW annotations give the correct 6

monthsfigure. LMw is modestly accurate on this study, but it attributes a

considerably higher quality to the study than it should have.

19. Shoham and Sandberg 1964 (summary,pp. 52, 54-55; annotation, pp.

72-73).

Shoham and Sandberg studied the effect of probation on recidivism in

Israel using an ex post facto design. The experimenters compared a

systematic sample of those receiving a suspended sentence during 1955-

1956 with a random sample of offenders convicted during that time period

whose sentences were not suspended. The two groups were not compara-

ble. Without reporting statistical tests or significance levels employed, the

authors claimed that the groups did not differ in age, sex, or occupation,

but did differ in national origin. Israeli courts tend not to impose
suspended sentences on Israeli Arabs, and they tend to impose suspended

sentences more often on Oriental and Sephardic Jews than on Ashkenazi

Jews: the LMW summary recognizes this problem. But there is an

additional problem, not mentioned in the LMW summary or annotation.

The two groups may have differed also in the extent of their previous

cnminal records. At one point (p. 79), the authors stated that there was no
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Significant difference in the two groups in the distribution of previous
convictions. They also state (p. 83), however, that of those with four or

more prior convictions, the median number of convictions for those

receiving suspended sentences was five, less than that for the control
group, seven. This statement would imply that the controls had worse

criminal records, but is somewhatdifficult to interpret.

The main finding of the study is that recidivism did not differ

significantly in the two groups. The annotation reports that a p-value

greater than 0.05 is associated with a x” statistic for this finding. Such a
statistic is not available in the original paper. In fact, the number in the
control group is not even given. A table (p. 82) gives the success rate for

each of a numberof categories of age and numberof previous convictions

for the control group and for the suspended sentence group. There appears
to be little difference between the groups, but insufficient information is
provided to allow us to judgestatistical significance.

The LMW summarygives an accurate summary ofthe table and points

to the lack of information forstatistical significance. It fails to point out
that the higher success rate for those receiving suspended sentences

compared with the controls in the category of offenders with more than

four prior convictions may be misleading, as noted above. In that category,

those given suspended sentences had fewer prior convictions than those

sent to prison. The annotation also fails to mention this point.

20, 21, and 22. Warren et al. 1966a (summary, pp. 421-422, 548;

annotation, p. 425) 1966b (summary, pp. 29-37; annotation, pp. 73-80)

1967 (see below).

Thefirst two articles (1966a, 1966b) are reports on the same study, the

California Community Treatment Project. Delinquent youth, both male
and female, were classified into one of nine groups, based on their
interpersonal maturity level, and then randomly assigned to either
institutional treatment followed by standard parole orto one ofa variety of

community-based treatments, differentially adapted to maturity level, and

small case load parole supervision. Various measures of recidivism and
changes in personality test scores were the dependent variables. The
community-based treatment was found to be superior and cheaper for
many maturity-level categories.

The LMW summaries and annotations for this study are the longest and

most detailed we examined, and they are quite accurate. In particular, they

point out the two major flaws of the study. First, the recidivism measure

was contaminated because the correctional officials were aware of the
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identities of control and experimental subjects. Thus their decisions on
parole revocation, suspension, discharge, etc., could be biased. Indeed, as

is noted by LMw,the experimental subjects committed more offenses and

moresevere offenses prior to revocation or unfavorable discharge, and the
control subjects had their parole revoked or were unfavorably discharged
for less serious offenses than the experimental subjects.

Second, the study design makes the findings difficult to interpret. No
delinquents were assigned to community-based treatments thought inap-
propriate to their maturity level. Therefore, it is impossible to tell to what
degree differences between control subjects and experimental subjects are

due to differences between institution and community-based treatment and

to what degree to the selection of an “appropriate” treatment for the
experimentalsubjects.
The major failing of the LMw summaries, and, to a lesser extent, the

annotations, is that they present the data in an oversimplified fashion.
Because the study took place in two communities, Sacramento and

Stockton, and used both boys and girls, an appropriate analysis would
involve data in the form of a five-way breakdown—community by sex by

maturity level by treatment (experimental or control) by outcome.

Although the source documents do not show ananalysis based on such a
breakdown, they usually present broken-down frequencies so that readers
may draw their own conclusions. The LMW summaries and annotations

present the maturity level by treatment by outcome table of findings and

emphasize overall treatment differences. Such collapsing may well be
inappropriate, and LMW seems unawareofany potential problems.
Warren (1966b) contains some information on a closely related

experiment in San Francisco, which is not discussed by LMw. Thus our

initial examination of the materials suggested the potential relevance of

Warren (1967), which deals solely with the San Francisco study. Since this

material is summarized and annotated separately, however, we chose not

to include an evaluation as part ofthis entry.

23. Adams 1966.

Adams(1966) describes “Project 00718,” a set of research projects done at

the Los Angeles County Probation Departmentstarting in 1962. The LMw
review annotates and summarizes three of the studies described therein.

All the studies are reported in detail in other publications, and Adams’s

article presents only summaries. Therefore, the information it gives is
frequently insufficient for an adequate critical assessment, but the LMwW
summaries and annotations accurately reflect the available information.
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23a. “Experimental Assessment of the Las Palmas Program” (summary
pp. 242, 244; annotation, p. 254).

Adams compared detention in Las Palmas, a multidimensional milieu-

therapy institutional prograin for female juvenile delinquents, with a

control treatment (detention in Juvenile Hall) and found a slight and

statistically insignificant reduction in recidivism.

The LMW summary and annotation are basically accurate. Although

recognizing its ex post facto nature, the annotation categorizes the design

as having neither matching nor randomallocation of subjects to treatment.

In fact, however, the article states that the project staff employed group

matching procedures in finding a suitable set of control subjects. The

nature of these matching procedures, however, is not specified. A

comparison of previous detection records in the two groups was made, but

no differences were found. The LMW sumunary and annotation do not

mention this comparison.

23b. “Community Program for Girls’ (summary, pp. 26, 27, 29;

annotation, p. 62).

Adamsstudied the effect of probation case load size on recidivism in

delinquent girls and found that case loads of 15 were more successful and

less costly than the usual case loads of 50girls.
The LMW sumunary and annotation are basically accurate. Neither,

however, discusses the poor quality of the design of the control group.

Matching, rather than randomization, was used in assignmg thegirls to

the two levels of case load, and the two groups differed in age, ethnic

characteristics, number of detentions, total days detained, and the average

duration of detention, albeit in different directions in terms of risk on

different variables. The size and the statistical significance of these

differences were not mentioned, nor were data provided from which they

could be assessed. The LMW summary and annotation report the basic
findings and, in addition, give sometest statistics not reported in the article

itself.

23c. “Intensive Probation Services for Boys” (summary, pp. 26, 27, 28,

29; annotation, pp. 62-63).

Adams studied the effect of case load size on recidivism in juvenile
delinquent males and found that 15-boy case loads resulted in less

recidivism than 75-boy case loads.

The LMw summary and annotation are basically accurate, but contain
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minorerrors. First, neither mentions that this study was still in progress at
the time of writing and the findings were therefore preliminary. Second,
this study did use randomization in assigning boys to the case load
conditions; the LMW summary mentionsthat five of the studies involving
youthful offenders used randomization, but does not indicate which ones.

The LMW annotation gives this project’s design a high rating but does not
explicitly mention the randomization. Third, Adams reports only summa-

ry statistics on the recidivism measures. Nostatistical assessmentis given,

and the LMw annotation and summary reflect this omission.

Two of the measures given, the proportion of each group ever redetained
in Juvenile Hall (41.2 percent of the experimental group and 44.2 percent
of the control group) and the proportion of each group placed outside their
homes in camps or institutions (26.1 percent of the experimental group
and 42.5 percent of the control group), may be analyzed by categorical
data methods. When that is done, one finds that the former is not

significant (x? = 0.22, df = 1, p > 0.50) but thatthelatter is (y? = 7.18,

df = 1, p < 0.01). Insufficient information is available on the third

measure, length of time of detention, to assessits statistical significance.

Otherwise, the LMwW summary and annotation are accurate.

24. Adamson and Dunham 1956 (summary, p. 212; annotation, p. 218).

Adamson and Dunham attempted to answer the question: Does referring a
juvenile delinquent to a court-affiliated clinic for treatment influence the

probability that he will be rearrested when he becomes an adult? They

based their conclusions on data from a random sample of cases treated by
the Wayne County Clinic in each of four years: 1930, 1935, 1940, and

1948. The three major findings are discussedin the LMW summary andin

the annotation.
First, despite increases over time in the number ofclinic staff per

juvenile referred, there were no significant differences in recidivism rates

among the four years studied. Both the LMw summary and the annotation

handle this finding adequately.

Second, a comparison of those receiving psychiatric treatment with
those not receiving psychiatric treatment revealed no significant differences
in recidivism rates.
Both the LMW summary and the annotation state that this was a

comparison of treatment with no treatment. The clinic, however, con-

tained social workers and psychologists as well as psychiatrists, and it
seems unreasonable to assume that those who received no psychiatric
treatment received no treatmentatall. The originalarticle is ambiguous on
this point. The table from which the recidivism rates were taken (Table 4,
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p- 318) treated all four years as one sample. The potential dangers in this
collapsing of data are mentioned neither in the LMw summarynorin the

annotation. Adamson and Dunham discuss the problem of the ex post
facto nature of the comparison of psychiatric treatment with no treatment.
They recognize that treatment condition and risk level were confounded,

since the poorest risks were most likely to receive treatment. The LMw
summary does not mention this problem, but the annotation does label the

study as ex postfacto.

Third, among those receiving psychiatric treatment, the recidivism rate

was inversely proportional to the amount of treatment, classified as

“none,” “limited,” “moderate,” and “intensive.”

Table 6 (p. 319) presents the recidivism rates for various categories of
treatmentlevel. Like Table4,it treats all four years as one sample. Neither
the LMW summary nor the annotation mentions this problem. The
comparison is ex post facto. Quite possibly, different types of delinquents

receive different amounts of treatment and confounding has occurred, as

Adamson and Dunham point out. The LMW summaryis silent on this
point, but the annotation correctly describes the research design. About 50

percent of the cases receiving “moderate” and “intensive” psychiatric care
come from the most recent sample, 1948, and many of them were not old
enough at the time of the study to have adult rearrest records. Therefore,

the recidivism rates quoted for those groups receiving more psychiatric

treatment may be artificially depressed. Neither the LMW summary nor

the annotation mentionsthis fact.
The LMW treatment of this study is reasonably accurate but not

sufficiently critical.

25. Brick, Doub, and Perdue 1959 (summary, p. 477; annotation, p. 482).

Brick, Doub, and Perdue did a series of studies to investigate the effect of

chemotherapy on prison inmates. Their 1959 project dealt with the effect
of meprobamate on neurotic inmates. Personality change was measured by

pretreatment and posttreatment administration of the Rorschachtest.
The LMw summary describes the study as notclassically designed but

methodologically sound. Since it involved random assignment of subjects

to treatment or control groups, the use of a placebo for control, and
pretreatment and posttreatment personality testing, it should meet the
definition of a classically designed study. Our assessment of the research

design agrees with the rating in the LMw annotation.

But the study has a serious methodological problem mentioned in

neither the LMW summary nor the annotation. Counter to the authors’

contention, the study was not double-blind because the meprobamate and
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placebo pills were of different colors. This procedural error may well have
contaminated the results of the experiment.
The LMW summary and annotation accurately report the findings of this

study, namely a greater reduction in neuroticism among experimental than

amongcontrol subjects. (They neglect to mention that this difference was
Statistically significant.) The LMW treatment of the study was too

uncritical.

.28. Gersten 1952 (summary,p. 443; annotation, p. 458)

Gersten studied the effect of group therapy on personality adjustmentin

institutionalized male juvenile delinquents. The personality adjustment

was measured by pretreatment and posttreatment administration of the

Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale, the Stanford School Achievement

Test, Maller’s Personality Sketches, the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behav-

ior Rating Schedules, and the Rorschach Test.

The LMW summary and annotation contain two flaws. First, the

research design is not of sufficiently high quality to warrant the

commendation given in the LMW summary orthe high rating given in the

annotation. Randomization does not appear to have been used. Instead,
each experimental subject was paired with a control on age and IQ, and the
two groups were matched on educational, socioeconomic, racial, and
family background variables. The author does not state how these

variables were defined, nor does he present any information on the
composition of the resulting groups relevant to the matching variables.

The author does not directly discuss the question of the blindness of
administration and scormg of the tests, but his description of his
experimental methods leads us to believe that none of the tests were

treated in a blind fashion.
Second, the LMW summary and annotation accurately report the major

conclusions of Gersten’s article, but our reanalysis of the original data does
not support all of these conclusions. Table 1 (pp. 4445) presents the
pretherapy and posttherapy scores for all the experimental and control
subjects on all measures but the Rorschach Test. When we used the

difference between pretreatment and posttreatment scores as a measure of
improvement and compared the two groups via a series of t-tests, we found
no significant differences (at the 0.05 level) in improvement on any of the

four measures, The original data may not have been presented accurately,

however,. since several averages we calculated do not agree with those

reported by the author. Gersten claims to have found a significant
difference in improvementin 1Q (p < 0.05) and Stanford Test scores (p <
0.01), but no significant differences on the other two measures between
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the groups. The LMW summary and annotation accurately repeat the

results reported by Gersten.
The LMw discussion ofthis article was basically accurate but uncritical.

29. Gerstenlauer 1950 (summary, p. 443; annotation, pp. 458-459).

Gerstenlauerstudied the effect of group psychotherapy on institutionalized
juvenile delinquent males, measuring changes in 1Q, educational achieve-

ment, and personality. The LMw summary introduces this as one of two

studies (of a group offive) in which “‘most confidence can be placed”since
“subjects were matched with controls.” Thearticle itself, however, is a

brief (four-paragraph) abstract of a talk given by Gerstenlaueratthefifty-
eighth annual meeting of the American Psychological Association. It

merely outlines the study. Insufficient information is given for any

confidence to be placed in the study. The LMw annotation describes the
group therapy as “traditionally oriented” and the LMW summary calls it

“dynamically oriented,” but the article itself merely states that it was

“activity-interview group therapy.” The LMW annotation claims that
independent experts rated the Rorschachtests, and the summary says that

experts did so, but the article itself does not mention who did the rating.

Both the LMwW annotation and the summary give an unwarranted

impression of high quality for this study, but accurately report the actual

findings. (It would be hard to misreport a total of four paragraphs!)

30. Grant and Grant 1959 (summary, p. 504; annotation, pp. 507-508).

Grant and Grant studied the effect of a milieu therapy program for adult
Navy and Marine male offenders on “later duty success.” They examined

three factors: the maturity level of the therapy group (high, low, or mixed

high and low), the effectiveness of the therapy group leader, and the

condition of a stable or a changing group leadership.
Thestudyis seriously flawed by the absence of a control group. All the

subjects were given milieu therapy in some group under some combination

of the three factors described above. Thereis therefore no waytotell if the

milieu therapy itself had any effect. The LMw summary and annotation do

not mention this point, but do ‘accurately convey the major findings

reported by the article. But Grant and Grant made two errorsin their data
analysis: they employed analysis-of-variance techniques for categorical

data, and they treated the individual subject as the unit of analysis whereas

the therapy group itself forms the more natural unit. Our reanalysis of
their data reproduces none of the effects they discuss. Specifically, the
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much-emphasized interaction between supervisory effectiveness and sub-
ject’s maturity level disappears. The LMw summary and annotation do not

mention thesestatistical errors.

The LMw discussion of this study is accurate, but fails to be critical of

serious shortcomings and faulty analyses.

31. Hulin and Maher 1959 (summary,p. 11; annotation, p. 417).

Hulin and Maher studied the relationship between time served and
attitudes toward the law, both personal and abstract, in a group of

maximum security state penitentiary inmates. They founda significant (p

< 0.05) negative correlation between time served and positiveness of

attitude for both personal and abstract attitudes.
The LMW summary handles this study very well. It points out the

dangerin trying to assert a causalrelationship on the basis of a correlation.

The study is ex post facto and therefore possibly confounded. It is also

quite probable that the inmates with more negative attitudes served more

time because of those attitudes (i.e., they may have been denied parole)

rather than vice versa. The summary concludes with a few pages of well

thought-out criticism of the general area of attitude research on prison

inmates.

The LMW annotation is also quite accurate. It errs only in the “time in

treatment”category. It reports the rangeof the set of means of time served

for the four different groups of offender types. The range of actual time

served, however, must be greater than the range of the means.

The LMw treatmentofthis study is accurate and thoughtful.

34. McWalter 1962 (summary,p. 330; annotation, pp. 331-332).

McWalter compared the effect of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) with the
drug chlorpromazine on Scottish prison inmates with anxiety-depression.
The LMW summaryand annotationgive the study a better rating thanit

deserves. The summary calls it “carefully executed.” The annotation

suggests that the research design involved either randomization or

matching: actually, however, alternate patients were allocated to ECT or

chlorpromazine treatment. The dependent variable, length of stay in the
prison hospital, has several problems. Nurses, the prison medicalofficer, a

psychiatrist, and the patient himself all provided input into the decision on
patient improvement, which determined time of release. Because all of

them knew the treatment used on the patient, there is the possibility of

bias. Since ECT treatment is considerably more unpleasant than chlorpro-
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mazine, a patient receiving that treatment might “recover” more quickly
simply to avoid the treatment. The LMW summary and annotation do not
mention these confounding influences on the dependentvariable.
McWalter categorized each patient as an introvert or an extrovert. His

data lend themselves to a two-wayfactorial analysis of variance (treatment

by personality type) with unequalcell sizes. When we analyzed the data in

‘this way, we found that both main effects were significant, but that the

interaction was not. Patients receiving ECT spent significantly fewer days
in the hospital than patients receiving chlorpromazine (p < 0.01).
Extroverts were hospitalized a significantly shorter time than introverts (p
< 0.05). McWalter’s analysis was based ona series of f-tests, and he came

to substantially the same conclusion as we did. The LMW summary

accurately reports these findings. The LMw annotation reports a reanalysis

of the data that disagrees with ours regarding the significance of the
personality variable.
The LMwtreatmentofthis study was accurate but uncritical.

38. Persons 1965 (summary, pp. 308, 438; annotation, pp. 310, 441).

Using a sample of inmates in a federal prison, Persons studied the effect of
individual psychotherapy on personality change and on institutional
adjustment.

The study was well designed. The subjects were a random sample of the
prison population and were randomly assigned to one of the two treatment
conditions: experimental, which was individual psychotherapy, or control.
The personality tests, the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, the Delinquency

Scale, and the Personal Experience and Attitude Questionnaire, were

administered both pretreatment and posttreatment to both groups.
Although the high quality of the design is not specifically mentioned in
either LMW summary, both annotationsgive it a top rating.
The study has several flaws, however, and these are mentioned neither

in the LMW annotations nor in the summaries. First, the treatmentis
insufficiently described. There is no description of the nature of the
individual psychotherapy, other than the fact it occurred twice a week for
10 weeks and used an eclectic approach. Second, after each interview, the

experimental subjects completed Snyder’s Client Affect Scale. Presumably,

the control subjects did not do so. Therefore, it is possible that the

‘experimental subjects showed greater improvement in the personality
Measures not because their personalities actually changed more, but
because they had had greater exposure to personality-type tests during
treatment. Third, Persons does not mention whether the scormg and the
administration of the personality tests was blind. The pretreatmenttesting
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occurred prior to randomization and therefore was necessarily blind.
Presumably, posttreatment testing was notblind.

The measureof institutional adjustment, numberof disciplinary reports

issued by theinstitution’s staff, was presumably not blind. The summary

deals well with this problem.
The LMW treatment of this study was basically accurate but

insufficiently critical.
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Assessing Outcomes of

Medical Care:

Some Lessons for Criminal

Offender Rehabilitation

ALLYSON ROSS DAVIES

INTRODUCTION

Many reviews of the literature on the effectiveness of programs to
rehabilitate criminal offenders suggest that such programs have had
little or no effect on reducing criminal behavior following imprisonment
(see, for example, Bailey 1966, Conrad 1975, Lipton eft al. 1975,
Lundmanet al. 1976, Robison and Smith 1971). When evaluationsyield

such results, three explanations, perhaps not mutually exclusive but

very different in their implications for future policy in criminaljustice,
may be offered.

Thefirst explanationis that rehabilitation programs, almost irrespec-
tive of their different intervention strategies, settings, or prisoner

 

Allyson Ross Davies, M.P.H., is a health services researcher, The Rand Corporation.
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comments, and helpful suggestions as to appropriate citations in the criminal justice
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populations, actually have failed to achieve their intended outcome,'
namely, restoration of the criminal’s ability to function in a society that

does not condone criminal behavior. Those that take this position are
likely to reject the ‘‘medical model’’ of criminal behavior, which holds
that such behavior is akin to disease and can be effectively treated by
some intervention designed to restore the criminal to noncriminal
behavior patterns. Having abandoned the treatmentoption of rehabili-
tation, advocates of this interpretation may argue in favor of some type
of punishment that will remove the criminal from society for a ‘‘just”’
and specified length of time, through such means asflat-term or
mandatory sentencing (see Fogel 1975, Twentieth Century Fund, Inc.
1976, von Hirsch 1976).

The second explanation for the lack of positive results in criminal
offender rehabilitation is that the types of interventions tried thus far
have not been successful, but that others not yet tried may proveso.

Those that espouse this interpretation may argue, for example, that
rehabilitation programs should be morecarefully matched to the types

of offenders ‘‘most likely to benefit’? from them, muchlike medical

treatments are tailored to the specific characteristics of a particular
patient and disease.” Thus, advocatesof this position have not given up
the ‘‘medical model,’’ nor the treatment option, but are searching for
new types of rehabilitation.
The third explanation for the lack of positive results in criminal

offender rehabilitation may be that the evaluation techniques were
themselves faulty, and therefore no conclusions should be drawn.

Proponents of this viewpoint may argue, for example, that an evalua-
tion did not take into accountall aspects of the rehabilitation effort in
measuring its effectiveness, did not control for differences within the

' This discussion assumes throughout that the primary objective, and therefore the
primary outcome measure, of criminal offender rehabilitation programs is reduction or

elimination of further criminal behavior on the part of the offender. The variety of
rehabilitation programs that have been attempted imply a variety of ‘‘secondary”
outcomes for measurement. For example, appropriate outcomes for measuring the

effectiveness of a vocational training program mounted aspart of a rehabilitation effort
would include acquisition of new job skills, finding and holding a job following release

from prison, and manyothersin addition to a measure of reduction or elimination of
further criminal behavior.

? Researchis being carried out at The Rand Corporation in Santa Monica, California (Joan
’ Petersilia, principal investigator) on the issue of tailoring rehabilitation programstofit
the characteristics of the offender by identifying ‘‘those most likely to benefit’’ from

specific types of programs.
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prisoner population that might have confounded the measurementof
actual outcomes, or (more seriously) did not appropriately define or
measure the outcome or outcomes of interest. Advocates of this
interpretation are likely to propose a policy of finding or developing
better or more appropriate methods of evaluating the effectiveness of
rehabilitation programs. Such methods would enable them to obtain
empirical evidence of the success or failure of different types of
rehabilitation programs in achieving the desired outcomes. Depending
on the natureof the evidence, results of such evaluations could be used
to guide policy decisions regarding whether the ‘‘medical model’’ of
criminal offender rehabilitation should be abandoned, what types of
rehabilitation programs are effective and should be promoted, and
whatnew rehabilitative techniques might be tested. For one side of the
issue, see Adams (1975, 1976); for the other side, see Martinson (1976).

This paper was prepared for those who want to develop potentially
better or more appropriate methods of evaluating the outcomes of
criminal offender rehabilitation programs. It describes a method of
evaluating the quality of medical care interventions that is based on
information about patient outcomes? and highlights certain features of
the method that might make it relevant to problems of measuring
outcomesof criminal offender rehabilitation programs. The authoris a
health services researcher with only cursory familiarity with the litera-

ture on criminal rehabilitation and specific problems associated with
evaluation of such programs. The paper is directed to an audience
composedof thosein the criminal offender rehabilitation field who are
familiar with such programsand their evaluation; the way in which the
method described herein mightbe translated to thatfield is left open to
those with the greater familiarity.

In its broad outline, the outcome evaluation model describedin this
paper is similar to the comparative evaluation model termed ‘‘real
outcomes versus expected outcomes,’’ by Adams (1975). Briefly, the

model involves developing expected standards of performance—onthe
basis of data from previous interventions, expectations defined by
professionals or society at large, or some combination of these—
against which to compare the performance of the program being
evaluated.

3 Developmental research on this method was done by The Rand Corporation under

Contract No. HRA 230-75-0112, National Center for Health Services Research, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The description is based on the final
contract report (see Brook e¢ al. 1976).
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BACKGROUND

Prior to describing the evaluation method itself, some background
information and definition of terminology are necessary. Assessments

ofmedical care traditionally rely on one or moreofthree basic types of

information about medical care: structure, process, and outcome.
Structural measures are concerned with innate characteristics of
facilities or providers in the medical care system. Process measuresare
concerned with what a provider does to and for a patient and how well
a patient is moved through the system. Outcome measures concern what
happened to the patient as a result of care, in terms of treatment,
palliation, cure, or rehabilitation. In criminal offender rehabilitation,
structure might refer to characteristics of the parole, prison, or proba-
tion systems and their personnel; process to what these systems are
designed to do to and for criminal offenders; and outcomes to such
variables as recidivism, vocational success, and the offender’s adjust-
ment to the outside community.*

Information on outcomesis generally considered to be the mostvalid
for purposes of quality assessment, given that the purpose of medical
care is to maintain or improve health status. Thus, judging quality in
terms of outcomes achieved is considered the most direct way to

evaluate medical care. To date, however, most attempts to evaluate
. quality have focused on the structure or processof care, particularly
the latter. These studies share the common assumption that adequate
resources and technology (structure) contribute to adequate treatment

(process) that in turn results in favorable health status (outcome). But

there is a major problem in measuring quality through use of process
variables alone: the relationship between the medical care process and
health status is not always direct. In many cases, it may be so

confounded by intervening variables—such as patient compliance—
that adequate treatment maynotresult in good outcomes. On the other
hand, apparently poor treatment may result in good outcomesif the
process measuresselected are invalid or incorrectly measured. There-
fore, those in medical care evaluation have turned their attention to
developing methods of evaluation that rely directly on information
about the outcomes of care. As will be seen, there are also problemsin
determining how much of the outcomes achieved can beattributed to
or explained by the quality of medical care intervention.

4 See Adams(1975) for a more extensivelisting ofoutcome criteria that have been used

to evaluate rehabilitation programs.
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USES OF THE OUTCOME METHODIN QUALITY
ASSESSMENT

In general, three ways in which the outcome methodis used in quality
assessmentare relevant to evaluation of criminal offender rehabilitation

programs:®

1. To monitor prospectively the quality of care within a single
program asit is delivered, both to arrive at a value judgment about
current quality and to intervene and change the care process when
necessary to avoid adverse outcomesfor present patients; and

2. To monitor retrospectively the quality of care:
a. to identify problems within a delivery system (or, for example,

a single rehabilitation program) in outcomes that result from poor
process and to change those processes to achieve closer-to-optimal
outcomesfor future patients; or

b. to do a comparative evaluation of different aspects of the
delivery system (or, for example, of two different approaches to
rehabilitation of criminal offenders) in order to make value statements

that will support policy decisions.

Although their purposes are dissimilar, both monitoring and policy-
relevant quality evaluation use the outcome methodin essentially the

same way. Only one distinction must be made: the stringency with

which effects of factors outside the influence of the medical care

system (or rehabilitation system) on outcomesare controlled for when

outcome data are analyzed. Depending on the purpose, sometype of
control is necessary to concludethat differences in outcomeare actu-

ally attributable to differences in type of care delivered, rather than to

differences in patient- and disease-related characteristics (or offender-

and offense-related characteristics) that cannot be altered by theinter-

5 A major use ofoutcomeinformation in medical care, not discussed here, is in studies to
determine the efficacy of various types of treatment interventions (e.g., drug efficacy
studies, comparative evaluation of surgical procedures in treatment of breast cancer,

etc.). The use ofoutcome information to evaluate the quality with which the intervention
is applied presumesthatthe efficacy of the intervention has been tested or thatthere is at
least some level of agreement among clinicians as to what outcomes can be expected

following a particular intervention. Medicine, like criminal offender rehabilitation, has

not yet documented the efficacy ofall its interventions; hence, determination of ‘‘ex-

pected outcomes”’ based onprofessional opinion becomesa major factor in development
ofoutcome-based evaluation designs.
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vention being evaluated, such as case-mix, sociodemographic charac-
teristics, prior severity of disease (or offense), etc.

For monitoring purposes, constraints of time, budget, and expertise
usually makeit difficult to control for external factors, and the evalua-

tion methoditself, without such controls, is probably sensitive enough

to detect major problems in quality and indicate where changes are
necessary to achieve better outcomes. If the purpose of outcome
evaluation is to reach policy-relevant conclusions (e.g., that certain
types of physicians provide better care than others, or that extra-
institutional rehabilitation programs are more effective than those in
corrections institutions), far more careful control of external factors is

required.
To control for such factors and make fair comparisons and value

judgments, two things are necessary. First, the factors that affect
outcomesand arenotinfluenced by quality of the intervention must be

identified. A major problem in this step is deciding whatis and what is
not within the purview of the medical care (or rehabilitation) system.

Identifying these factors requires knowledge or expert guessesas to the
strength and direction of their effects on outcomes. Second, appropri-
ate statistical techniques must be selected to make necessary adjust-
ments for differences among populations being compared. Twodiffer-
ent techniques have been recommended. Thefirst is to attempt to
divide the population into homogeneous groups using as grouping
variables those factors knownorbelieved to be predictive of prognosis.
This is the method most commonly used in medical care quality

assessment when suchcontrols are employed. A major problem is that
there are few widely accepted systems for grouping patients according
to prognosis. The second techniqueis one of a variety of multivariate
Statistical techniques, such as linear multiple regression, Tobit, and
Logit. These techniques seem to be the most promising because they
require no a priori hypotheses concerning how multiple external fac-
tors should be aggregated to produce valid and reliable prognostic
grouping systems.

DETAILS OF THE METHOD

Once the outcome method has been chosen as appropriate for a
quality-of-care assessment, the disease condition for study must be

selected, outcome criteria identified, and standards of care estab-
lished. Outcomesofcare are than measured and a value judgment made
as to whether the care is of good or poor quality in relation to the
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standardsestablished. For purposesof this discussion, a ‘‘criterion’’ is
the variable that is measured as an outcome(e.g., mortality), and a

‘*standard’”’ is a statement of the expected level of attainment on a
given criterion, assuming a specified level of quality of care (e.g.,
assuming care of optimal quality, the mortality rate should be no higher
than x percent).

SELECTION OF CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

The outcome criteria chosen for measurementcan be either selective
concepts(e.g., mortality, morbidity) or a more general concept such as
overall health status. Most studies of quality of care to date have used
specific outcomecriteria rather than general health status indices. In
part, this approach reflects the still preliminary conceptual develop-
mentofoverall indices andin part, the traditional focus of medical care
process on specific aspects of disease rather than a patient’s general
health.

Whentheselective approachis taken in developing outcomecriteria,
measures of mortality and incidence of surgical procedures are most

commonly used; when measures of morbidity are used, they are most

frequently measures of one or more aspects of physiological function-
ing (e.g., blood pressure). This is similar to the state-of-the-art of
measuring outcomesof rehabilitation programs for criminal offenders:
as noted, the most common measureis one of recidivism (although

definitions vary widely). In developmental work on the outcome

method, the bias has been to recommend use of a broad range of
outcomecriteria, including indicators of physical, mental, and psycho-
social health in addition to physiologic status, based on the belief that
medical care is (or should be) directed at improving the overall health

of the individual, and that assessment of its quality should hold it
accountable for overall health (Brook ef al. 1976). Use of multiple

outcomecriteria also allows the evaluator to see what types of out-
comesare affected positively and negatively by the intervention, thus

providinginformation useful to later evaluators in their selection of
outcome criteria. Following similar reasoning, the use of multiple
outcomecriteria may well be essential to the success of evaluations in

criminaljustice.
Because few outcomestudies have used a broad rangeofcriteria to

assess quality of medical care, however, there is little information
available to determine the relative usefulness of either the selective or
the comprehensive approach. Should efforts be concentrated on
Measuring a narrow range, or should resources be used to measure a
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comprehensive range of criteria at a less detailed level? The answer
will depend to some extent on whetherthe intercorrelations between
the criteria selected are high or low. Given the paucity of knowledge of
the efficacy of medical care (and of rehabilitation programs), it cannot

be assumed that achievement of optimal outcomes on one dimension
will necessarily mean that all possible outcomes are optimal. For
example, will a program that produces a low recidivism rate also assure
that former offenders will be successful vocationally or adjust satisfac-
torily to the outside community? Unless this assumption holds, mea-

surement of only a few outcomecriteria may bias results. If many

criteria are used, however,it may increase the likelihood of including
those that are actually unassociated with the effects of the intervention

(or increase the numberofdeficiencies found in care), thus complicat-

ing the decision as to which is most important to changefirst.
Lack of experience with the use of a comprehensive range of

outcomecriteria in quality assessment, however, contributes to prob-
lems in setting standards for a comprehensive set of criteria. For
example, because mostcriteria (other than physiological criteria) have
not been studied frequently in relation to specific diseases, the only
information available for standard-setting is a physician’s feeling as to
whether and to what extent medical care can affect such outcomesas
psychosocial health. Until greater experienceis available, the range of
outcomecriteria should probably be limited to those for which enough
is known regarding whether to attribute outcomes to the level of
quality of care (or rehabilitation), to the natural history of the disease

(or criminal behavior), or to some proportion of both. Othercriteria,

for which there is less available information, might be used astrial
criteria, to obtain further information for subsequent evaluations.

TIME OF MEASUREMENT

A major consideration in applying the outcome methodis the pointin
time during or after the intervention at which standards should be
applied and outcomesactually measured. The time chosen will depend
on the use of the outcomeinformation:if it is used for both prospective
monitoring and quality assessment, the time must be as close to the
intervention as possible so problems can be identified and rectified
quickly. If outcomes are to be usedin retrospective evaluation, con-
sideration of the specificity of the measure mustalso guide the choice
of time. For example,if recidivism were to be the criterion, it should be
measured whenthe effects of the rehabilitation program are likely to
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explain more of the variance than could be explained by the effect of
maturation.

Other factors that will guide choice of time in certain cases are the
criterion itself and what is known about the problem underconsidera-
tion and its treatment. For somecriteria, the effects of treatment or
rehabilitation in achieving optimal outcomes are cumulative. Thus, if
the effect of an intervention of optimal quality is to prevent occurrence
of some adverse outcome (and an intervention of average or poor
quality does not preventit), the later the time chosen, the greater the
likelihood of detecting significant differences in outcomes among pa-
tients treated by interventions of different quality. In other cases, the

purpose of an intervention is to achieve an outcomeas rapidly as
possible, and an intervention of poor quality may not achieve this
outcome as promptly as would one of optimal quality. In such cases,
the earliest time at which maximum benefits should be achieved by an

intervention of optimal quality should be chosen time.

Such considerations have infrequently been taken into account,at

least explicitly, in measurement of outcomes for quality-of-care as-

sessment.In any case, there are obvious problemsin both medical care
and criminal offender rehabilitation, related to lack of documentation
of maximum benefits, adequate control of intervening variables, and
obtaining agreement of those who set standards. Estimates of the
sensitivity and specificity of outcome criteria and times at which

maximum benefits can be expected must be subjected to rigorous
pretesting prior to their use in an actual quality-of-care assessmentor

in evaluation of rehabilitation programs.

IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT STANDARDS

Standards used in outcome assessment can be either implicit or
explicit. If they are implicit, the outcomes to be examined are generally

agreed to, but not established a priori. In medical care evaluations,
physician-judges are asked to determine whether patient outcomes
were improvable or unimprovable; their own unenunciated opinions of
what optimal medical care can achieve thus becomethe standards.If
they are explicit, specific outcome criteria are agreed to and estab-
lished a priori for the population as a whole or defined subgroups(e.g.,
groups within specific prognostic categories). Depending on the avail-
able clinical literature, the amountof prior research on outcomes of
interest, and the degree of consensus regarding what optimal care can

achieve, explicit outcome standards can be based on empirical find-
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ings, estimates derived from clinical experience, or a combination of
both. This approach can be time-consuming,butit has the advantage
that the standards can be subsequently applied by nonphysicians to

make the quality assessment by comparing documented outcomesto a

priori standards.
The difference between implicit and explicit standards in rehabilita-

tion assessment can be seenin the following example: in one assess-
ment program, judges would examinerecords of treated offenders to
determine whetherin the judges’ opinions offenders had been rehabili-
tated; in another program, rehabilitation would be defined as staying
off welfare, earning as much or more than people at the thirtieth
income percentile, and avoiding convictions for at least 2 years, and
treatment records would be reviewed against that definition. As in
medical care, application of implicit standards requires at least a
modicum of expertise, while application of explicit standards is more
nearly a clerical task.

Quality-of-care studies are using explicit standards more frequently
now than 5-10 years ago, although there is still noticeable
reluctance to publish the actual standards used. This is a problem,
becauseifthe standardsare notvalid, studies that demonstrate someor
no deficiencies in care may not have reachedvalid conclusions. In part,
this reluctance mayrelate to hesitation on the part of the profession in
promulgating and being held accountable for specific standards of care.

JUDGMENTS

After criteria and standardsare selected, outcomes are measured using
information from medical records or patient interviews and compared
to standards. The results of this comparison must be analyzed and
some judgment made aboutthe relative level of quality observed. In
many cases, the value of achieving any particular outcomeis implied in
the criteria and standards selected. Thosecriteria selected presumably
represent those outcomes(from a range of possible outcomes) that are
the most important to achieve, for which medical care intervention can
make the mostdifference, and that tell the most about the quality of
care delivered. Standards thus contain an implicit definition of what
medical care of optimal quality can be expected to achieve.

Thevaluesthat are implied in selected criteria and standards need to
be madeexplicit, both in assessmentsofthe quality of medical care and
in the evaluation of criminal offender rehabilitation programs. This is
particularly true becausethe professionals whosecare or programsare
being assessed are probably the same people who will be involved in
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setting criteria and standards. These criteria and standards may not
reflect public priorities and values or may prove too expensive in terms
of the public’s willingness to pay for achievement of such standards.
For example, it might be found that the public does not value extra-
institutional rehabilitation programs more thaninstitutional programs
and that optimal quality may not be that which avoids imprisonmentfor
the criminal offender. If the professionals who set the standards do not
share the public’s values (and they may not), quality assurance of

rehabilitation programs based on such standards will not prove cost-
beneficial in the public’s eyes. The issue of consonance between
professional and public values is an important one in evaluating the
effectiveness of criminal offender rehabilitation programs. This is
particularly true because while society may view reduction ofdisability

(rather than complete cure) as an acceptable outcome of medical care

intervention, it may beless willing to accept anything short of elimina-

tion of criminal behavior as the outcomeof a rehabilitation program.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described, in brief outline, a method of evaluating the
quality of medical care based on information about patient outcomes
that appearsto be relevant to the problems of measuring outcomes and
effectiveness of programs designed to rehabilitate criminal offenders.
Its basic features are common to most evaluation techniques, although
the labels applied to them maydiffer: definition of goals and objectives
(criteria and standard setting), measurement of outcomes, comparison

of actual to expected outcomes,and value judgments aboutthe results
of that comparison. Several aspects of the method may makeit
particularly useful to evaluative research on criminal offender rehabili-
tation programs, including: (1) use of multiple outcomecriteria to

- evaluate a program;(2) the opportunity to make explicit the expected
standards of program achievement; (3) consideration of the sensitivity

and specificity of outcome variables being measured in choosing the
times at which to measure them; and (4) emphasis on making values
used in judging the worth or quality of the actual outcomesexplicit and
consonant with those held by the public. These aspects of the evalua-
tion method described are important ones in assessing quality of
medical care; because manycriminal offender rehabilitation programs
are based on the ‘‘medical model,’’ the method may prove adaptable
and useful to their evaluation.
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Methodological

Considerations in Evaluating

Correctional Effectiveness:

Issues and Chronic Problems

EVA LANTOS REZMOVIC

Thecriminal justice system of the late 1970s is in the midst of growing
debate overits ability to rehabilitate offenders. Some people, including
63 percent of the nation’s top prison administrators, contend that
correctional programs can reduce recidivism (Serril 1974). Research,

however, has failed to find convincing evidence for this claim. Con-
comitantly, the research itself has been the subject of controversy:

Do treatment programsfail to rehabilitate or has low-quality research
precluded the detection of rehabilitative effects?
Twelve years ago, the President’s Commission on Law Enforcement

and Administration of Justice (1967, p. 273) reported that, although
more than # billion is expended on the criminal justice system annu-

ally:

The expenditure for the kinds of descriptive, operational, and evaluative
research that are the obvious prerequisites for a rational program of crime
control is negligible. .. . There is probably no subject of comparable concern
to which the Nation is devoting so many resources and so mucheffort with so
little knowledge of whatit is doing.

Seven years ago, based on a review of 100 correctional research
studies, Logan (1972, p. 380) concluded:‘‘none of these studies can be
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described as adequate. There is not one study that meets all of the
criteria. . . as the minimal methodological requirementsof a scientifi-
cally sound test of effectiveness.”

Today, the vital need for conducting sound evaluationspersists. In
response to the need for knowledge of program effects, funding agen-
cies at the federal, state, and local levels are now applying increasing
pressure on correctional agencies to evaluate the extent to which their
program goals have been achieved. But attempts to form a coherent
body of knowledge on the effectiveness and lack of effectiveness of
correctional rehabilitation programs continue to be impeded, largely
because of the shortcomings of the evaluative studies undertaken.

This paper discusses some of the methodological problems that have
beset evaluations of correctional programs. Of particular interest are
those methodological problems that can jeopardize the interpretability
of findings from such evaluations. Implicit in this discussion is the
realization that optimal conditions for scientific study of social
phenomenaalmostneverexist. As Rossi and Wright (1977, p. 13) note:
‘*Indeed,the art of evaluation research may be appropriately described
as an effort to make do with considerably less than one ideally would

desire.”’ Nevertheless, investigators should be able to formulate better
research hypotheses, design more valid and powerful tests of experi-
mental programs, use more sensitive dependent measures, implement
better quality controls for monitoring programs, and draw more war-
ranted conclusions than those evidenced in many reports of summative
correctional program evaluations. Reasons these aspects of research

are important and the implications of ignoring them are addressed in
the following sections.

EVALUATION DESIGNS

TRUE EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF TREATMENT EFFECTIVENESS

In designing evaluations of rehabilitation programs, investigators can
exercise varying degrees of control over the experimental situation.
The more control investigators have in designing and executing an
evaluation, the greater their ability to make causal statements about
program impact. In general, strength of methodology varies directly
with extent of experimental control. Sound evaluations of correctional
treatment programs require, in basic terms, that one administer treat-
ment to one group of offenders and make outcome measurements of
posttreatment behavior, and withhold treatment from (or provide al-
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termate treatment to) a comparable group of offenders and secure
outcome measurements on them.
Under the most favorable conditions, a treatment is available to a

limited number of offenders. Since the value of the treatment is
unknownandsince the supply of eligible offenders exceeds the treat-
ment’s availability, a random procedure for assigning offenders to
treatment may bejustified. Some situations allow for random assign-
ment even when there is no excess of ‘‘treatable offenders’’—for
example, if two or more treatments are available and the relative
effectiveness of these treatments is of interest. When these types of
situations arise, a true experimentaltest of the program’s effectiveness
should be undertaken.

True experiments, involving random assignment of subjects to ex-
perimental and control conditions, provide the most secure and valid
meansofassuring that the results of a study are due to the manipulated
variables, rather than to systematically biasing factors. Randomization

accounts for the fact that people differ in many ways and that these
differences can affect the outcome variable under study. By relying on

chance to determine experimental or control group membership, the
probability that all relevant characteristics will be evenly distributed

across groups is maximized. It is because of this equalizing effect that
randomized experiments increase the confidence one can have in the .
causal relationship between treatment and effect and reduce the
plausibility of alternative explanationsfor this relationship. That failure
to randomize can result in extraneous sources of variance accounting
for the findings has been substantially documented by Boruch (1975b),

Campbell (1969, 1971), Campbell and Boruch (1975), Campbell and

Erlebacher (1970), Campbell and Stanley (1966), and Gilbert et al.

(1975), among others. Primarily because there are many more threats

to the validity of nonrandomized experiments than randomized exper-
iments (see Campbell and Stanley 1966 and Cook and Campbell 1976
for a list of these threats), results from randomized studies provide a

framework for obtaining the least equivocal evidence for estimating
program effectiveness.
Given the inferential persuasiveness of their results, randomized

experimentsare too infrequently done, although there have been some
at each stage of the criminal justice process. For example, some recent
experiments have been conducted in schools (Reckless and Dinitz

1972); in courts (Bergeret al. 1975, Stapleton and Teitelbaum 1972); on

probation (Lohmanef al. 1965); in institutions for juveniles (Adams

1970, Jesness 1971); in prisons (Kassebaum ef al. 1971); on work

release (Waldo and Chiricos 1977); on parole (Havel 1965); and in the
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community (Empey and Lubeck 1972, Lenihan 1977, Palmer 1974). By
randomizing, these studies maximized their ability to control for at
least seven of the most commonthreats to internal validity: history,
maturation, testing, instrumentation, regression, selectics, and attri-
tion. Randomization assured the pretreatment equivalence of the ex-
perimental and control groups so that conclusions about posttreatment
differences would be robust to competing explanations of outcome.

Despite their infrequent use, true experiments are generally agreed
to be the best evaluation model available. It must be pointed out,
however, that randomization is not a panacea. While the importance of
having comparable experimental and control groups cannot be over-
stated, failure to attend to other methodological requisites can under-
mine the power afforded by the experimental model. Some of these
other methodological considerations will be discussedlater; the salient
point here is that randomization is most often a necessary, but not
sufficient, precondition to deriving valid conclusions from program
evaluations.

QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF TREATMENT EFFECTIVENESS

Whenconditions preclude the use of true experiments, some quasi-
experimental techniques may be practical alternatives for assessing
program effectiveness. The advantage of quasi-experimental designsis
that they seem to beeasier to implement—whetherforlegal, ethical,
political, or logistical reasons—than true experiments; their disadvan-
tage is that they areless efficient and produce more equivocalresults.
When an experiment is not randomized, a decrease in experimental
control is accompaniedbyanincreasein the need to make assumptions
about the underlying nature of the data. Since these assumptions are
often unverifiable, results from quasi-experiments are often vulnerable
to dispute. Findings from many nonrandomized evaluations are subject
to competing explanations that are not discountable on the basis of
either empirical data or common sense (Boruch 1975b, Bernstein and

Freeman 1975). Therefore, the tradeoff between ease of implementa-

tion and inferential strength of results must be carefully weighed.

Nonequivalent Control Group Design

One of the stronger quasi-experimental designs is the nonequivalent
control group design. This design is appropriate if randomization is not
feasible, if randomization fails to produce equivalent comparison
groups (which can always occur by chance,butis unlikely if sample
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sizes are large), or if randomization breaks downafter the beginning of
an experiment (as in the Provo experiment [Empey and Erickson
1972]). In such situations, the aim is to find a nontreated group of
offenders, maximally similar to the treated group, with which the
posttreatment behavior of the experimentals can be compared. De-
pending on the research question, the comparison group mayconsist of
other offenders in the same institution (e.g., work release versus

non-work-release clients), offenders in other institutions (e.g., voca-

tionally trained versus untrainedclients), or noninstitutionalized of-

fenders (e.g., probated versus imprisoned clients).

To ensure that the treated group is as similar as possible to the
comparison group, a matching techniqueis frequently employed. The
two groups are usually matched on variables presumed to berelated to
outcome in an attempt to maximize their pretreatment equivalence.
Offenders’ age, race, sex, education, socioeconomic status, and of-
fense history are some of the more commonly used matchingvariables.
If a comparison group is found for which the variables correspond to
those of the treated group, it becomes easy to believe that the only
remaining difference between the two groups is that one received
treatment and the other did not. This, however, is a fallacy. If the
matching techniquesfail to accountforall initial differences that have a
bearing on treatment outcome,a study’s findings will be systematically
biased. The only instance in which estimates of treatmenteffects will
not be biased is when the residual differences between comparison
groups are unrelated to the way that treatment affects offenders’
behavior. This is often a moot point, however, because we generally do
not knowall the attributes on which offenders should be matched.
Therefore, we cannot know whether matching has succeededor not in
accountingfor all relevant a priori differences between groups.
The major problem with matchingis that it can introduce regression

effects into research results. ‘‘Regression effect refers to the

phenomenonthatthe valuesof variables tend to move toward the mean
on subsequent evaluations’’ (Andersonet al. 1975, p. 321). One situa-

tion in which this occurs is when experimental and control groups are
selected on the basis of extreme pretest scores. For example, if the
most corrigible offenders are selected for treatment (as determined by
scores on a personality test) and a comparison groupis selected by
matching the pretest scores of its members with those of the treated
group, regression effects will bias the results. If the comparison group
is somehow ‘“‘better off’ (e.g., more motivated and less crime-prone)

than the experimental group, the treatmentwill appear to have exerted

a harmful effect whenit actually may have had noeffect. This spurious
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result will occur because of measurement error on the pretest. The
posttest scores will contain less measurementerror, and the groupswill
regress toward their respective means on the second test. Con-
sequently, the experimental group will appear to be less corrigible than
it really is, the comparison group will appear to be more corrigible than
it is, and a pseudo-negative treatment effect will be observed.

While the regression problems produced by matchingareless intui-
tively clear when groups are matchedon qualitative variables and when
recidivism is the criterion of effectiveness, the same logic applies. In
such a case,the variables on which groups are matched are thosethat
are believed to predict recidivism (i.e., age, race, sex, offense history,
etc.). Since the dependent variable is recidivism, the aim of the

matching is to control for the probability of recidivating without
treatment. Again, however, if not all attributes that correlate with
recidivism are included in the matching, regression effects will appear.
The two groupswill differ in probability of recidivating, and due to the
matching on selected variables, the recidivism rates of the groupswill
regress toward their respective means. (See Campbell and Erlebacher
[1970] for a detailed discussion of how regression effects may occur
and how they may bias evaluation results.)
The direction of bias produced by regression is readily apparent in

some evaluation reports. For example, as part of the evaluation of
Southfields, a milieu therapy program for delinquents, treated youths
were compared with probated youths (Miller 1970, p. 310):

In an attempt to compensate for the lack of random assignment, . . . control

groups [were restricted] to boys who metthe basic criteria for admission to
Southfields. Furthermore, [an effort was made] to match . . . by race and by

numberof previousarrests.

That the research results disappointingly revealed the probated group
to have lower recidivism rates than the treated group should not have
been surprising. Ifjuvenile court judges succeeded in placing the more
disturbed youths in Southfields, which appeared to be the case, then
matching introduced regression biasesinto the results. Clearly, match-
ing on only two variables was inadequate to controlforall pre-existing
group differences. Because of the imperfections of matching, the
observed outcome waspartly a function of the treated youths’ regres-
sion toward their higher recidivism level and the probated youths’
regression toward their lower recidivism level. Even if the treatment
had had somerehabilitative value, regression effects could have af-
fected the findings to show an advantagefor the nontreated group.

Variousstatistical techniques are used almost as often as matching to
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equate nonequivalent groups. Partial correlation and multiple regres-
sion analyses are sometimes employed; analysis of covariance is used
most frequently. It is often not recognized, however,that thesestatis-
tical techniques are subject to the same biases that are present in
matching. Because of imperfect measurements, statistical analyses,
like matching, yield biased estimates of treatment effects. (The prob-
lems associated with covariance analysis are discussed below, in
‘*Statistical I[ssues.’’)

Whatcan be doneto alleviate the interpretation problems caused by
regression artifacts? The best procedure is to select a natural, intact
comparison group that is similar to the treated group, and avoid
matching. Even if the groups differ, the comparison group can be very
useful in ruling out most hypotheses that compete with treatment as
explanations of outcome. Certainly, if a treated group outperforms a
comparison group that has a higherinitial probability of success, the
argumentthat the treatment was rehabilitative would be persuasive.
The nonequivalent control group design, if used properly, can pro-

duce meaningful evaluation results. Despite some problems, using a
nonequivalent control group is highly preferable to not using a control
group. The design certainly allows one to rule out a numberof threats
to validity, and extra efforts can be taken to be aware of and to measure
uncontrolled sources of variation.

Interrupted Time-Series Design

Theinterrupted time-series design also ranks among the more powerful
quasi-experimental techniques. This design, which involvesa series of
periodic measurements before, during, and after a treatment has been
introduced, has two very good features: it controls for most of the
commonthreats to internal validity, and it necessitates less interfer-
ence with ongoing program operations than do most other evaluative

techniques. While there are few instancesofits application in criminal
justice, it has potential as a meaningful evaluative device when more
rigorous control cannot be exercised.

Schnelle and Lee (1974) evaluated the effects of a change in prison

policy using interrupted time-series analysis. The intervention in this
study consisted of a new typeof disciplinary action whereby prisoners
who were behavioral offense problems in a medium-security prison
were transferred to a maximum-security prison after a given date. The
dependent variable was the mean number of daily offenses for 7
months before and 23 monthsfollowing the intervention. Schnelle and
Lee’s time-series analysis indicated that the intervention did exert a
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behavioral effect; that is, the percentage of prisoners who committed
two or more offenses per month was lower for the entire 23-month
period following the policy change. The investigators interpreted this
as supporting the hypothesis that the intervention exerted a behavioral
effect, but there were many threats to the validity of the Schnelle and

Lee study. For example, external events that coincided with the
intervention posed as a historical threat to internal validity; the
possibility of unreliable record keeping posed as an instrumentation
threat; and the introduction of the intervention during a month in
which offense rates were unusually high posed a regression threat. Such
threats to the validity of conclusions from time-series designsare fairly

common. To reducetheir plausibility, the evaluator should be very

familiar with the experimental setting and attuned to external events
that mayinfluencethe study’s results. Through substantive knowledge
of the experimentalsetting, alternative explanations for outcome may
be rendered less plausible.
When only one time-series is being analyzed, history is the major

threat to validity. If two series are being analyzed, however, with one

serving as a control series, all major threats to internal validity are
controlled. The multiple time-series design, consequently, may be the
quasi-experimentthat is the closest approximation to the true experi-
ment that is currently available. Given its inferential strength and its
unobtrusive nature, program evaluation using time-series methodology
should be more frequent. Correctional institutions and agencies regu-
larly maintain records on offender populations, and these are veritable
storehouses of information. To date, the information contained in such
archival records has been virtually untapped by correctional
evaluators.

Recurrent Institutional Cycle Design

Another potentially useful quasi-experimental design—but one that
has received verylittle attention—is the recurrent institutional cycle

design. Campbell and Stanley (1966) refer to this as a patched-up
design because it combines the features of several weak designs into
one that has fewerthreats to validity than its weak constituents. The

patching-up process can involve any number of makeshift operations
and comparisonsthatwill buttress the weak foundationsof a study. As
Campbell and Stanley note (1966, p. 57): ‘‘The result is often an

inelegant accumulation of precautionary checks, which lacks the in-
trinsic symmetry of the ‘true’ experimental designs, but nonetheless
approaches experimentation.’’ Patching up an originally weak design
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offers two benefits: specific threats to validity may be ruled out

through a conceptual reformulation or extension of the study design,
and treatment effects may be tested in several different ways instead of

only one.

A patched-up design is particularly appropriate for settings in which
the same programs are repeatedly presented to new groups of of-
fenders. Suppose, for example, that a prison is interested in determin-
ing the ameliorative effects of psychotherapy on inmate behavior.It is
hypothesizedthat if psychotherapyis effective, the rate of rule infrac-
tions amongtreated offenders should decrease. To test this hypothesis,
the rule infraction rates of a group that has completed psychotherapy
may be compared with those of a second groupthat is about to begin
treatment. The claim that psychotherapy is effective would be sup-
ported if the posttreatment behavior of group 1 compared favorably
with the pretreatment behavior of group 2. This conclusion would be
tenuous, however, because several alternative explanations may also

be able to accountfor the findings. For example,if rule infraction rate
were correlated with change in seasons, growing older, or administra-
tive changesin the prison, improved behavior may be caused by these
external sourcesof variation instead of by the treatment. To strengthen
this study’s design, the posttreatment infraction rates of group 2 could
also be measured. Now we would beable to test the treatment’s effects
in three different ways: (a) group | following treatment versus group 2
prior to treatment (group | should be superior); (b) group | following
treatment versus group 2 following treatment (infraction rates should
be the same); and (c) group 2 prior to treatment versus group 2

following treatment (infraction rates should have declined). Compari-

son (a) strengthens the study’s conclusions by eliminating administra-

tive changesas a rival explanation of treatment effects: such changes
would affect all inmates in a prison, not just those involved in treat-
ment. If comparison (b) yields a significant difference between the

posttreatment behaviors of the two groups, however, selection effects
may be biasing the results. That is, initial differences between the
groups, such as age, may moderatethe effectiveness of the treatment.
If this were a realistic threat to validity, the investigator could testits
plausibility through the addition of new comparison groups. For exam-
ple, among those inmates who have not yet received.psychotherapy,

two groups could be formed: one whose ages correspond to those of
group |, another whoseages correspondto group 2. If age, instead of
psychotherapy, accounted for the posttreatment differences between
groups | and 2, then comparisons between treated and untreated
corresponding age groups should show nodifference.
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Thebasic strength of this design is that several nonequivalent groups
may be patched on to a study in order to rule out specific threats to
validity. The inelegance of the resulting design is more than compen-
sated for by the gain in inferential strength afforded by multiple
exemplars of the treatment. Given that most rehabilitation studies
involve poor study design (Lipton et al. 1974, Logan 1972), the general
methodological quality of many evaluations may be enhanced simply
by ‘‘looking around’’ for confirmatory evidence. While each piece of
evidenceis inadequate byitself, a combination of them can produce a
convincing finding.

Regression-Discontinuity Design

Finally, correctional researchers are advised to consider the
regression-discontinuity design when randomization is not feasible.
This design is particularly appropriate in settings in which meritocratic
rather than democratic criteria must dictate who will receive a treat-
ment (Riecken ef al. 1977, p. 121):

The basic situation is a common one: An ameliorative program is in short
supply; a basic decision that it should go to the most needy; a desire to see the
program scientifically evaluated. For this situation, if random assignment
among equally eligible subjects is ruled out, the Regression-Discontinuity
design is probably the best one available and thus should frequently be used.

Theessential requisite to using this design is an explicit ordering of
eligibility on a continuous measurement scale. For example, when
juvenile institutions receive Title I funds to create special education
programs, the ‘‘most needy’’ youths are generally those who are
furthest behind in academic achievement. Evaluating the effects of a
Title I program maythen proceedby:(1) obtaining a pretest measure of
achievement ontheinstitution’s youths; (2) setting an explicit cutoff
point for treatmenteligibility (e.g., youths who score 2 or more years
behind expected grade level receive the Title I program; youths who
score less than 2 years behind receive the standard program); and (3)
obtaining a posttest measure of achievement for both recipient and
nonrecipient groups. While the posttest need not be identical to the
pretest, it must be a valid measure of program effects and must
correlate with the criterion of eligibility. Program outcome will then be
evaluable as a function of the discontinuity in regression lines at the
cutting point.
The logic of this design can best be illustrated graphically, as in

Figure 1. If there were no difference in the effectiveness of the Title I
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FIGURE | Regression-discontinuity analysis.

program versusthe standard education program, there would be no
discontinuity in the regression lines of the treated and untreated
groups. Underthe null hypothesis, those who performed worse on the
pretest would also have performed worse on the posttest (this condi-
tion is indicated by the extrapolated dashed line). But if the Title |

program had a greater ameliorative effect, then the type of discon-
tinuity depicted in Figure 1 would occur: the intercept of the treated
group’s regressionline is lower than that of the nontreated group. The
magnitudeof this effect is reflected by the magnitude of discontinuity
in the intercepts of the regression lines.
According to Campbell (1969, p. 422):

it is the dimensionality and sharpness of the decision criteria that is at issue,
not its components or validity. The ratings [eligibility] could be based on
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nepotism, whimsey, and superstition and still serve... . [I)f the decision
criteria is utterly invalid, we approach the pure randomnessofa true experi-
ment.

Oncetheeligibility criterion is set, however,it is important to adhere to
the specified cutting point. If cases are admitted to the program on any
other basis, those cases should be eliminated from the data analysis in
order to control for selection bias. Quantitative ordering ofeligibility
and maintenanceof the integrity of the design are the two key ingre-
dients to applying this design.

CASE STUDIES, ONE-GROUP BEFORE-AFTER DESIGNS, AND EX POST FACTO

ANALYSES

These three designs are the weakest forms of evaluation. For generat-
ing hypotheses about the nature of treatmentandits effects, they have
heuristic value. For providing meaningful evidence on the causal
relationship between treatment and effect, they are almost wholly

inadequate. They are mentioned briefly here because they are widely

used in correctional research and becausethis use should be discour-
aged.

In a case study approach, treatment is administered to a group of
offenders and outcome measures of behavior are taken later. What
these ‘‘outcomes’’ mean, however, is unclear. Without a pretreatment

measure of behavior, we cannot know whether posttreatment behavior
improved, worsened, or remained unchanged. Whateverthe findings,
it is impossible to gaugetheir directionality. Case studies ‘‘have sucha
total absence of control as to be of almost no scientific value”
(Campbell and Stanley 1966, p. 6).

In a one-group before-after design, the dependent variable is meas-
ured at two times: prior to and following treatment. While this
improves on the case study by allowing the evaluator to determine
amount and direction of change, its weak features far outweigh this
strong point. The majorfault ofthe design is the absence of a compari-
son group. Without a comparison group,it is impossible to determine
what the outcome would have been without treatment. Unless the
posttreatmentbehavior of treated offenders can be compared with that
of a nontreated group, thereis little confirmatory evidence to support
the claim that treatment caused outcome. Seasonal changes, aging,

staff turnover, and changes in record-keeping procedures are only
some of the external variables that have been found to masquerade as
treatmenteffects with this type of design.
Ex postfacto studies also suffer from highly inadequate experimental
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control. As the name suggests, these studies are undertakeneitherafter
a treatment program has begun orafter it has ended. Evaluators who
must resort to employing this methodology are well advised to recog-
nize its limitations, however. Knowledge of what, besides treatment,
transpired between the onsetof a program and the measurementofan
outcome will almost always be incomplete. Archival records, which
maybe in error, incomplete, or only marginally relevant to research

interests, must often be relied on. Finding an adequate comparison
group is also a chronic problem, since belated efforts to generate
equivalent sources of comparison rarely succeed. Again, matching and
covariance analysis cannot adjust the bias inherent in comparisons
between nonequivalent groups. The well-known Highfields experiment
(McCorkle et al. 1958) on the effects of milieu therapy on delinquent

youths is one study that has been amply criticized on these grounds

(Sherwood and Walker !959). In sum, ex post facto studies allow so

little control over the experimental variables that inferences based on
them must be treated with strong reservations.

NATURAL EXPERIMENTS

Opportunities to conduct rigorous evaluations of treatment programs
can arise even in the absence of planned randomization. In particular, a
researcher mayfind instances in which offenders are normally assigned

to treatment on a randombasis. In such situation, useful information
can be gained by conducting a ‘‘natural experiment.’’ According to
Boruch (1975a, p. 35): ‘‘[I]t is intuitively appealing to regard some
processes in society as naturally random, and to capitalize on the
intuition to develop procedural approximations to true experiments.”’
The natural experiment is a procedural approximation to the true
experiment becausetheleastfallible way of ensuring randomnessis to
use a predetermined random methodology for assigning subjects to
experimental and control groups. The natural experiment, however,

can have one advantageoverthe true experiment: because the experi-
mental setting is in no wayartificial or contrived, the possibility that
the study’s findings are mediated by subjects’ reactivity to the experi-
mentitself is minimized.

Shelley and Johnson’s study (196!) of the impact of individual and

group counseling on antisocial! attitudes and recidivism exemplifies a
naturally randomized process. They describe the following situation

(p. 351):

A combination of special circumstances offered an unusual opportunity to

evaluate the effects of a counseling program in changing social attitudes.
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Temporarily there were two campfacilities for youthful offenders, essentially
similar as to program, with the difference that for a period of six months one
had an organized counseling program andthe other did not.

Since the criteria for assigning offenders to the two camps were
identical, a natural experiment could be undertaken. Unfortunately,
the investigators undermined the powerof the design afforded them by
matching a subset of offenders in the two campson age, intelligence,
offense, and previous criminal history. By matching, a natural experi-
mental design was transformed into a nonequivalent control group
design with all its accompanying threats to validity. For example,if
race affects magnitude of antisocial attitudes, the observed outcomes
mayhave been dueto differences in the racial composition of the two
groups rather than to the counseling service; but race was not included
as a matching variable. Therefore, while the populations of the two
camps may have been equivalent,it is questionable whether the study
sampleswere.(It should be noted that matching prior to randomization
is an asset becauseit increasesthe statistical powerof the analyses.It
is when matching is done after random assignment, orin placeofit,
that biased estimates of effects can result.) Natural experiments can

provide powerful tests of program effects if evaluators take advantage
of inherently natural processes.

INDIRECT EXPERIMENTS

Theflexibility of the experimental model of evaluation is generally not
well understood. It is commonly thought that unless individuals are
randomly placed in experimental and control groups, a true experiment
cannot be implemented. Althoughthis is often the case, a randomized
design may sometimes be employed even when randomization cannot
be done directly. In such cases, an indirect experiment may befeasible

(Zeisel 1968). The methodologyofthe indirect experimentcan beeasily

understood through the example set by the Manhattan bail bond
project (Ares et al. 1963, Botein 1965, Sturtz 1967). The hypothesis of
the Manhattan bail bond study was that criminal defendants with

substantial ties to the community could be released on their own

recognizance (ROR) andstill appear for trial on their appointed court
dates. Whether bail was more effective than ROR in ensuring court
appearance wasnotdirectly testable, however, since random assign-
mentto bail and nonbail conditions would have been unlawful. Instead,
the following procedure was adopted: On the basis of interviews and
reviews of records, project staff identified 363 defendants as suffi-
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ciently rooted in the communityto be eligible for RoR. This sample was
then randomly divided into experimental and control groups. All
membersof the experimental group were recommendedto the judge
for ROR; members of the control group were not recommended. While
the staff's recommendations were accepted in the majority of cases,it
was the judge who determined whether bail should be set. Based on
this design, the experiment was able to show conclusively that ROR
did not increase the likelihood of failure to appear for trial. The
Manhattan bail bond studyis noteworthyfor at least two reasons: since

the program is currently operating in numerousjurisdictions across the

country, the experiment is an exemplary case of a rigorous evaluation

that exerted policy impact; also, the experiment demonstrates how
a problem that is not amenable to formal, randomized experimentation
can be reformulated to accommodate a more tractable, high-quality
methodology.

STATUS OF CORRECTIONAL EVALUATION

Reviews of the correctional research literature tend to confirm Bern-
. Stein and Cardascia’s conclusions (1975, p. 4): ‘‘If past evaluation

efforts are any guide, future evaluations are likely to be inadequate in

design, inept in execution, and uninterpretable in the findings
produced.”’

In a near-exhaustive investigation of correctional rehabilitation re-

search, Lipton et al. (1975) reviewed more than 900 studies of treat-

menteffectiveness. Covering the period from 1945 to 1967, only 231 of
the studies were considered sufficiently interpretable even to be in-
cluded in the survey. Yet, despite this winnowing out of more than 75
percentof available research, serious methodological flaws werestill
rampant in the remaining 231 studies. For example, 8 percent of the
included studies used no comparison groupand 29 percent were expost
facto analyses. Random assignmentof subjects was used in less than 35
percent of the 231 studies—and this is a very liberal estimate since
distinctions were not always made between randomized and nonequiv-
alent control group designs. Considering all of the more than 900
studies initially examined by the authors, the opportunity for making
maximally valid judgments about treatmenteffects was jeopardized in
over 90 percent of the studies before they were even completed.

Since earlier, less extensive surveys of correctional program evalua-
tions had alreadyindicated the use of randomized experimental designs
to be infrequent, the findings of the Lipton et al. review are not
completely surprising. Based on a survey of 100 studies of treatment
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effectiveness, Bailey (1966), for example, reported that 22 percent of the

studies used experimental designs. Since the 22 percent included any
kind of design that incorporated a control group (e.g., random,
matched, nonequivalentcohort, and retrospective control groups), it is
likely that the percentage of true randomized experiments was much
smaller. In a separate survey of 100 evaluations of treatment programs
(which include a 41 percent overlap with Bailey’s sources), Logan
(1972) found that 23 percent used a true experimental design. Perhaps
most interesting about Logan’s survey is that, while his period of
coverage extended from 1934 to 1967, more than half of the 23 studies
cited as using randomized designs were conducted in California during
one 10-year period, 1957-1967.
Most recently, Dixon and Wright (1974) reviewed some of the

post-1965 research literature in the areas of delinquency control,
prevention, and treatment. They found (p. 11):

Ninety-five of these (350) articles and reports contained some form of empirical
data about project efforts. Fifty percent of these studies used some form of
comparison groups,of which abouthalf (28% of the total) used a randomized or
matched subjects design.

Thestate of the art of correctional evaluation may be characterized

as tenuous and confusing. Reviews of the literature have not only
reported the bulk of research to be nonexperimental, but also to
provide disappointingly little and inconsistent evidence for the effec-
tiveness of rehabilitative programs (Bailey 1966, Bennett 1973, Kasse-
baum et al. 1971, Martinson 1974, Robison and Smith 1971, Slaikeu
1973, Ward 1973). In light of the methodological deficiencies inherent
in the designs of many studies, it is not surprising that attempts to
identify effective methods of rehabilitating offenders continue to foun-
der. Clearly, the design of an experiment is directly related to the
interpretability of its results. Interpretability is also affected by

measurementissues.

MEASUREMENT OF OUTCOME

OPERATIONALIZATION OF THE RESPONSE VARIABLE

A recurrent question in correctional research concernsthe evaluative
criteria necessary for reliable and valid measurement of treatment

outcome. Dependent variables can and have been defined in such
different ways that interpretation ofprogram effects is confounded bya
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diversity of measurements of the samecriterion. This problem is most
salient in studies of recidivism, but it also affects other outcome
variables. For example, exactly what does ‘institutional adjustment”
mean? It has been variably defined as the absenceofrule infractions,

disciplinary lock-ups, or criminal behavior. Cooperating with institu-
tional staff, becoming involved in prison activities, and scoring well on
attitude tests are other indices of institutional adjustment. It is clear
that use of such diverse measures can obscureinterpretation oftreat-
ment effects. Two studies can draw very different conclusionsif they

use differerent combinations of these measures as the responsevari-
able. Certainly, it is not incongruous to expect that offenders who
commit rule infractions may not commit criminal offenses; that of-

fenders who cooperate with staff may not want to engage in prison
activities; and so on. Even if two programs are equally effective, this
fact can be easily camouflaged by differences amongstudies in how the
dependentvariable is defined.

Thereis little doubt that inconsistencies in defining and measuring
outcome have affected attempts to integrate a meaningful knowledge
base of correctional research. In discussing the problems of measuring
recidivism reliably, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals stated (1973, p. 529): ‘‘Unless . . . meas-

urements are based on standard criteria, reviews cannot be valid, nor
can comparisons be made when necessary.”’ The extent to which such

standardcriteria have been absentin correctional research is readily
apparentin even cursory perusalof the Lipton et al. (1975) volume.
While numerouspractical and methodological impediments to conduct-
ing meaningful evaluations may sometimes be beyond the control of an
evaluator, defining the criterion to be measured should not. There is
needfor greater agreement on the operationalization ofcriteria and not
simply on the labels attached to them.

SENSITIVITY OF RESPONSE VARIABLE

Beyondthe issue of defining the outcome variable lies another one
concerning the sensitivity of its measurement. There is considerable
variability of the extent to which different studies measure program
impact. Differential sensitivity of outcome measurescanleadto differ-
ent conclusions about program effects, so that even if two studies
define a criterion identically, there is still no assurance that their

conclusions about a program’s worth would be the same.In evaluating
a vocationaltraining program, for example, one study may use em-
ployment as the dependent variable, while another study may use
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both employmentand percentage of time employed as the dependent
variables. The two studies mayagreethat the experimental and control
groups do notdiffer in employment rates, but the second study may
also find that experimental subjects retain jobs for a longer period of
time than control subjects. The consequent conclusion of ‘‘no detecta-
ble treatment effect’’ by one study and‘‘partially successful treatment

effect’’ by the other would be due to the nature of the measurement

processes rather than to the program.

The problem of using differentially sensitive outcome measures has
been one of the chronic obstacles to obtaining reliable estimates of
treatment effects. In the quest for discovering large effects, many
researchers have neglected the potential benefits of measuring effec-
tiveness in terms of what everyonereally knowsit to be—a continuous

variable. Offenders have been dichotomizedinto recidivists and non-
recidivists, adjusters and nonadjusters, achievers and nonachievers,
etc. Similarly, programs have been dichotomized into successes and
failures, despite the multidimensionality of all of the criteria. Such a
dichotomousclassification scheme has very limited value for yielding

precise measurements of correctional results.
Perhaps the current despair over not knowing what works to re-

habilitate offenders is due more to a failure to perceive what works
than to the fact that nothing works. It seems axiomaticthatif the extent
and nature of changes resulting from a program are crudely measured,
there is little basis on which to improve overall program effectiveness.
To make measurement and evaluation moresensitive to true program
effects, there need to be more systematic attempts to focus on both
primary and secondary research goals, to use multiple dependent
measures for assessing multiple program outcomes, and to detect
offender-treatment interactions in addition to main effects. Although
the results of such attempts may not answer the comprehensive ques-

tion, ‘‘What works?’’, they could certainly help administrators and
researchersturn their efforts in more appropriate directions.

LENGTH OF FOLLOW-UP PERIOD

One of the most difficult questions for correctional researchers to
answerhas been simply stated by Glaser (1973, p. 99): ‘‘How long a
period suffices for adequate observation?’’ Desire for immediate
knowledge of program effects, limitations of time and resources, and
difficulties in keeping track of the individuals under study are some of
the factors that have precluded long-term follow-ups on offenders.
Althoughthere is evidence that some treatment effects dissipate over
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time while others are manifested only after a latency period, the length
of follow-up is often determined by two practical considerations: data
accessibility and program funding. The problem thatthis raises is that
estimates of the magnitude and direction of treatment effects can be a
direct function of when the measureofthe dependentvariable is taken.
While most researchers probably believe that long follow-up periods

are likely to produce moreaccuratefindings than short ones,oneof the
biggest problems accompanyinglong follow-upsis attrition. Especially
in correctional research,it is not unusualto lose track of 30-60 percent
of the subject sample within 2 years. The question that arises is: What
is the use of doing long follow-ups when attrition may produce such an
unrepresentative final sample that a study’s findings may be uninter-
pretable? Unfortunately, there are no ready answers to this question.
Nevertheless, some constructive steps can be taken, including: (1)

devising better techniques for minimizingattrition in the first place; (2)
ascertaining the reasonsfor attrition whenit occurs; and (3) developing
better statistical methods for estimating the size and direction of
attrition-produced bias (Riecken and Boruch 1974).

These steps will help in getting good follow-up data—regardless of
how long the follow-up period is. There is also the more fundamental
need for better theory. The literature is replete with pleas for devel-
oping theories that can link short-term effects to long-term effects.
Until such theories are developed and tested, both short-term and
long-term follow-ups are needed. Short follow-ups can provide
immediate feedback, while long follow-ups can check on the durability
of early effects. In the absence ofgood theories, such repeated testing
of program effects may be ourbest available default option.

STATISTICAL ISSUES

Decisions abouttreatment effectiveness and ineffectiveness ultimately
rest on the results of statistical analyses. However, just as threats to
internal validity becloud meaningful interpretation of research results,
so do threats to statistical conclusion validity (Cook and Campbell

1976). The extent to whichstatistical results are to be believed as

reflecting the true relationship between treatment and outcome de-
pends on the appropriateness with whichstatistical tests are applied.
Because of a variety of oversights, statistical tests have not been
sufficiently sensitive to detect the existence of treatment effects. The
resulting biases of inference have greatly undermined the accumulation
of knowledge aboutthe effectiveness of rehabilitation programs. This
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section discusses some of the majorstatistical considerations that are
generally ignored in correctional research.

POWER

If statistical analyses fail to reject the null hypothesis (the working
hypothesis that posits that the posttreatment behavior of experimental
and control groups will not differ), the finding may mean that the
treatment had no rehabilitative effect. But failure to find statistically
significant treatment effects may also be due to low statistical power.
The power of a significance test is the probability of detecting a
treatment effect given that the treatmentis, in fact, effective. Despite
its critical influence on estimates of treatmenteffects, statistical power
is ‘‘infrequently understood and almost never determined’’ (Cohen
1977, p. 1). The implication of failing to determine whetherstatistical
tests have sufficient poweris that we often cannotdistinguish programs
that do not rehabilitate offenders from programs that are too weak to
yield significant results even if the treatment works. Some of the
factors mediating statistical power are significance levels, sample size,
and experimental control.

Significance Levels: Type I and Type II Errors

The significance level of a statistical test is the probability level that
prescribes the point for rejecting the null hypothesis. As a matter of
convention, researchers are accustomedtosetting significance levels
at 0.05. If the significance level of a statistic exceeds 0.05, it is

generally concluded that the treatment had noeffect (i.e., the null
hypothesis is not rejected). If the significance level is equal to or less
than 0.05, it is generally concluded that the treatment was effective
(i.e., the null hypothesis is rejected). In corrections, as in other areas of
research, thereislittle indication that evaluators recognize that there is
nothing sacred about 0.05 (Skipperet a/. 1970). In fact, using a 0.05 test
maybeantithetical to the purposes of the research. For example, if
exploratory studies that seek to identify promising rehabilitation tech-
niquesseta stringentlevel of significance,the likelihood of discovering
effective treatments is minimal. By setting higher significance levels,
say 0.15 or 0.20, the power to discern effective programs can be
increased. Since increased power is accompanied byan increasedrisk
of accepting an ineffective program, however, there can be no unilat-
eral rules for setting significance levels. They must be determined by
the expected costs of drawing incorrect conclusions. In particular, the
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evaluator must weigh the relative costs of committing Type I versus
Type II errors of inference. (A Type I erroris the rejection of a null
hypothesisthatis true, and the probability of its occurrence is equal to
the signficance level; a Type II error is the failure to reject a null
hypothesis thatis false.) Since Type I and TypeII errors are inversely
related to one another, ‘“‘it is the nature of the problem under study

whichoughtto dictate which typeoferroris to be minimized’’ (Skipper
et al. 1970, p. 157). If the costs are high of erroneously concluding that
a treatmentis effective, the evaluator must safeguard against Type I
errorsbysetting low significance levels (e.g., 0.05, 0.01, or even 0.001,

depending on the magnitudeofrisk allowable). Conversely,if the costs
are high of erroneously concluding that a treatment is not effective,
Type II errors should be reduced bysetting higher significance levels.

Viewed in the context of statistical power, the prevalent ‘‘nothing
works’’ doctrine in corrections is based on weak foundations. Just as
programs have been dichotomized into successes and failures and
offenders into recidivists and nonrecidivists, so we have come ‘‘to
internalize the difference between .05 and .06 as ‘right’ vs. ‘wrong,’
‘creditable’ vs. ‘embarrassing,’ ‘success’ vs. ‘failure’ ’’ (Skipperet al.
1970, p. 156). Through blind reliance on arbitrary levels of significance,
a continuum ofpossible conclusionsis generally reduced to rejecting or
not rejecting the null hypothesis. In an unknown numberofcases,
correctional evaluators have sacrificed the power to detect useful
rehabilitation programs by being overcautious to avoid a mistaken
inference that a treatment was effective when this was not true. In

studies such as Lenihan’s (1977), where the consequencesof a Type I
error could result in vast expenditures of financial assistance to ex-
offenders, the need to protect rigorously against chancefindings was
justified. With less expensive, nonthreatening correctional programs,
however,it may be worseto fail to detect a worthwhile program than to
implement an innocuous one. While the information accrued in this
way would not be conclusive, it could be of great heuristic value in
providing some much needed direction to correctional research. For
those rehabilitation methods that survive the rigor of subsequenttests
and replications, correctional knowledge will be richer.

Sample Size

The need to weigh Type I errors against Type II errors becomes
pointless if research studies are based on sample sizes that are too
small to.yield meaningful conclusionsin the first place (Chandler 1970,
Meehl 1970). There is a direct relationship between small samplesize,
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low statistical power, and inability to obtain statistically significant
treatment effects. When study samples are small, ‘‘a difference reflect-
ing a genuine effect might not bestatistically significant, or might even
be reversed by sampling fluctuations’’ (Riecken et al. 1977, p. 117).

Again, the ‘‘nothing works’’ doctrine in corrections can be faulted
for failing to discriminate between high- and low-powerstudies. While
errors of measurement and sampling preclude perfect power, the
results of small sample studies are particularly imprecise and easily
produce spurious results. Determining the pervasiveness of ‘‘no ef-
fect’’ findings due to small research samples would be a major contri-
bution to correctional knowledge. It is suspected, however, that the
experience of Bergeret al. (1975) in evaluating a volunteer program for
juvenile probationers is not unique. Thefinal evaluation report con-
cluded (p. VII-1):

The dataindicate that the program did not accomplish general reductions in
delinquent behavior among those probationers it served. Noneoftheliterally
hundredsof analyses of data suggest that the delinquencyofthe participants in
the program declinedrelative to the controls. One would have expectedthat,if
only [by] statistical chance, some apparently reliable data would indicate that
some set of participants became less delinquent in some way under some
conditions. But even while weare certain that someofthe reliable results that
we report mustbestatistically spurious just by chance, still none of the results —
in hand point to a positive change in participants relative to the controls.

Contributing to the perplexity of these results was the additional
finding that experimental youths actually increased their delinquent
behavior. Taking this report at face value, it may be thought of as
contributing evidence for the ‘‘nothing works’’ doctrine. Upon closer
scrutiny, however, it may be seen that the purported reliability of
results is highly questionable. There were 94 subjects in the final study
sample: Can a program bereliably evaluated on the basis of 94 subjects
who are divided among three comparison groups? What, if anything,
do research results signify when some analyses are performed on
subgroups of only three, four, and five people? Assuming that the
volunteer program actually had a small rehabilitative effect on delin-
quent behavior, the probability of detecting that effect with 94 subjects,
using an F test, was less than 0.20. That is, the probability that the

investigators committed a Type II error, if there was actually a small,

positive treatment effect, was more than 80 percent. When the beneft-
cial effects of a treatment are very small, a study with three groups

requires approximately 160 subjects in each to have a 50-50 chance of
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correctly rejecting the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level of significance
(Cohen 1977).

The importance of conducting research with large enough samples to
be able to detect treatment effects cannot be overstated. Correctional
researchers should, as standard practice, incorporate power analyses
into the design stage of program evaluations. Methods are nowavail-
able for easily determining the powerofstatistical tests for a given level
of significance, sample size, and magnitude of expected treatment
effect (see Cohen 1977). If the number of offenders available for a

particular research study is too small to permit powerful tests of
effects, every effort should be madeto increase the sample size. Even
if this temporarily increases researchcosts, the resulting increase in the
validity of the results will make it a worthwhile investment. If nothing
can be done to increase a sample size, researchers should at least
report the power of their statistical tests along with the results.
Minimizing the drawing of unwarranted conclusions from research
findings should be the responsibility of the individual researcher.

Experimental Control

Having little control over experimental variables can also produce
highly equivocal results, regardless of how large the study sample is.
Lack of experimental control may be a function of several factors:
variations in treatment implementation, unreliable outcome measures,
heterogeneous subject samples, and extraneous influence operating in
the experimental setting (Cook and Campbell 1976). Each of these
factors contributes to statistical instability by inflating the error vari-
ance associated with research results. And as error increases,statisti-
cal power decreases.

It should be noted that these threats to statistical conclusion validity
are unrelated to evaluation design. The best designs are vulnerable to
these threats and cannot compensate for tests that are low in power.
Until issues of statistical power are adequately dealt with, the
chancesoffinding that something works will continue to be mediocre.

**PROVING’” THE NULL HYPOTHESIS

The purposeofstatistical tests is to test the null hypothesis (Ho). When
a treated group of offenders is compared with an untreated group, the
null hypothesis postulates a no-effect outcome of treatment. The aim of
an experiment, however, should be to reject the null hypothesis and
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conclude that treatment was effective. If no treatment effects are
found, the only legitimate conclusion that can be drawn from the
researchis that the data do not warranta rejection of the null hypothe-
sis. It is not legitimate to conclude that the null hypothesis is true.

Despite the fact thatthe logic of statistical inference clearly indicates
that the null hypothesis cannot be proved, some correctional research
studies are deliberately designed to accept the null hypothesis. For
example, pretrial diversion is less expensive than court trials, and
probation is less expensive than imprisonment.If it can be shown that
these less expensive programs do not result in higher rates of re-
cidivism than the traditional programs, why not replace the old pro-
grams? The reason is that statistics cannot confirm the validity of a
no-difference finding. The conclusion ‘‘that there is no difference is
alwaysstrictly invalid, and is functionally invalid as well unless power

is high. The high frequency of occurrence ofthis invalid interpretation
can be laid squarely at the doorstep of the general neglect of attention
to statistical power . . .”” (Cohen 1977, p. 16).
The potentially harmful effects of attempting to prove the null

hypothesis can beillustrated via the matrix presentedin Figure 2. Cells
A and C represent the conventional experimental approach in which,
even though the null hypothesis assumes no difference, the study
hopes to show that the new program is superior to the old: thatis, it
hopesto reject Ho and concludethatthe alternative hypothesis, H1, is

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

 

 

Ho: New = Old Ho: New = Old

Hy: New better H,: New worse

than old than old

(Underlying assumption: | (Underlying assumption:

H, is true) Hp is true}
1 0

Accept Hy A B
z
Oo

a
oO
w
a

Accept Hy c D    
FIGURE 2 Decision alternatives in hypothesis testing. (Note: The
author wishes to acknowledge the help of Paul M. Wortman in

developing this figure.)
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correct. If the new program is not found to be superior (A), the old
programis retained. If the new program is found to be superior(C),it
replaces the old program.Neitherofthese decisions has harmful policy
implications. Similarly, decisions arising from cell D are innocuous
because a new program thatis less effective than the old one will not be
adopted.

It is programmatic or policy decisions based on cell B that canposea
threat. If the new program is assumedto beaseffective as the old and
Ho is accepted, the old program maybe replaced by the new,less-
expensive one. Butif the experimental tests used to decide that the two
programs are equivalent havelow statistical power, the consequences

of implementing the new program are unknown.Possibly, the experi-
mentfailed to detect that the new program wasactually harmful(e.g.,
produced an increase in crime rate when offenders were probated
rather than imprisoned). The long-term costs of committing such a
Type Il error may be high. In situation A in Figure 2, accepting Ho
would not be harmful, except in the sense that a mediocre program may
be retained when better programs, as yet unknown,exist. In situation
B, however, there is the risk of replacing a mediocre—and even a
workable—program with one that may be damaging.

Since even nonsignificant findings can have policy implications in
corrections, program evaluation must minimize errors of inference.
Experimental control and statistical power must be clearly and demon-
strably high before a finding of no difference is deemed adequate
justification for program changes.

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

Because randomization has not been feasible (or not attempted) in

manyresearchstudies, evaluators have relied heavily on the nonequiv-

alent control group design. Usually, treatment effectiveness is meas-

ured in terms of the observed outcomesplus a number of background

variables (i.e., covariates) that are presumed to affect the outcome.It

is generally thought that these covariates can be used tostatistically
control for sources of variation that would not have been presentif the
experimental and control groups were equivalent to begin with. The
belief is that if the right covariates are selected (i.e., those that

correlate with treatment outcome) and if the effects of these

covariates are partialled out, then treatment effects can be estimated
without bias because the comparison groups will have been equated.
But the comparison groups will not be equivalent if either of the
following conditions obtain: the groupsdiffer significantly on some (or
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all) of the measured covariates; or the groups are equivalent on the
measured covariates, but there are unmeasured covariates related to
treatment outcome on whichtheydo differ.

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)hasoften been usedtostatistically

adjustfor initial differences between nonequivalent groups. A fact that
is generally ignored, however, is that ANCOVA was designedfor use in
randomized experiments for greater precision in estimation of treat-
menteffects. In these situations, ANCOVA can reduce the magnitude of
experimental error, thereby providing a more powerful test of treat-
ment effects than does the conventional analysis of variance. When
ANCOVA is used without random assignment, however, adjusting for
pre-existing group differences may not be possible.
The major problem with the use of ANCOVA in nonrandomized

experiments is that covariates contain errors of measurement. Thatis,
the variables are not measured with perfectreliability. The reliability of
offense history, for example, is often questionable becauseself reports
may be inaccurate, records maybe incomplete, and offenders may not
be apprehended for all the crimes that they commit. The effect of
the unreliability is often to underadjust for pre-existing differences,
thus making the treatment appear worse than it really is (Campbell
and Boruch 1975, Campbell and Erlebacher 1970, Reichardt 1979).

The ANCOVAestimatesof treatment effects are incorrect because the
least-squares estimators of the regression slope are biased when there
is measurementerrorin the covariate. Although this problem has been
recognized, there is little agreement on how to deal with it. At one
extreme, practitioners such as Nunnally (1975, p. 134) argue that ‘‘at
the present stage of knowledge about the use of COVARAN [covariance
analysis], it is adistinct mistake to employ this methodofanalysis with
quasi-experimental designs.’’ A more optimistic approach is taken by
Porter (1967), who argues that the bias in ANCOVA can be corrected.

Porter suggests using a measure of within-group pretest reliability to
correct for the bias in the regression slope estimate.
A numberof other techniquesfor statistically correcting for pre-

existing group differences have also been recommended. For example,
Kenny (1975) suggested using standardized gain score analyses, Sher-
woodet al. (1976) suggested a multivariate matching technique, and
Magidson (1977) suggested using structural equation models.

While alternative strategies are being developed, ANCOVAislikely to
remain a widely used technique for analyzing data from nonequivalent
control group designs. But disagreement persists about the type of
correction that should be applied to ANcovato enable it to fully adjust
for group nonequivalence. Currently, the only concensusthat exists is
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that the available corrections are applicable for specific situations in
which the true score variance of the covariates is known. In summary

then, evaluators must be aware that conventional ANCOVA produces
biased estimates of treatment effects in nonrandomized studies, that
corrections to ANCOVAare not generally applicable, and that data from
a nonequivalent control group design must be analyzed with great care.
(See Campbell and Boruch [1975] for a discussion of conditions under

which statistical biases can appear; see Reichardt [1979] for a general
review of ANCOvaA-related problems andthe strengths and weaknesses
of the suggested alternatives.)

STATISTICAL VERSUS PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Given a large enough samplesize,statistical significance can be found
in practically any research study.It is likely that small treatment effects
will be statistically significant with large study samples and that large
treatment effects will not be significant with small study samples.
Discovering that rehabilitative treatments producestatistically signifi-
cant results, therefore, is insufficient for concluding that rehabilitation
works—just as insufficient as using nonsignificant results to conclude
that rehabilitation does not work.
A treatment effect that attains a desired significance level ‘‘is only

one link in a chain of methodological evidence that the results are
substantially as claimed; to offer it as the only piece of evidenceis

misleading”’ (Selvin 1970, p. 100). Despite such cautions, the mistake
of equating statistical significance with practical significance is fre-
quently made. That these two are not interchangeable has beenre-
peatedly observed in studies that use multiple regression analyses.
With a large numberof subjects, it is almost certain that the independ-
ent variables will account for a significant portion of variance in the
dependent variable. For example, with 300 offenders, one may easily
find that treatment, age, race, and yearsof incarceration combined are
significant predictors of success on parole. If the mutliple correlation
(R) is .4, however, only 16 percent of the variance (R?) in parole

successis explained by the predictors; 84 percent is not. This may be a
Statistically significant finding: Is it also of substantive importance?
This is a matter that only decision-makers, not statistics, can address.

The problem of failing to distinguish between the two types of
significant results is pervasive. We generally find that evaluation
results are reported in terms of f, F, and x? values along with their
associated degrees of freedom and levels of significance. These statis-
tics provide a statement of the conditional probability that experimen-
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tal and control groups differed on the dependentvariables. Less often
reported is the strength of the relationship between independent and
dependent variables or the magnitude of difference between groups.
Even if these are reported, the question of how substantively signifi-
cant these findingsare is usually bypassed. Yet answering this question
is one of the major purposes of research. As Lykkenstates (1970, p.
279):

[T]he finding ofstatistical significance is perhaps the least importantattribute of
a good experiment:It is never a sufficient condition for concluding that a theory
has been corroborated, that a useful empirical fact has been established with

reasonable confidence—orthat an experimental report ought to be published.
The value of any research can be determined, not from the statistical results,

but only by skilled, subjective evaluation of the coherence and reasonableness
of the theory, the degree of experimental control employed, the sophistication
of the measuring techniques, the scientific or practical importance of the
phenomenastudied, and so on.

If correctional theory were better developed, it could guide evalu-
ators and decision makers in determining whichstatistically signifi-
cant results have little practical relevance and which statistically
nonsignificant results can have important practical relevance. Even
without fully developed theories, however, researchers, program ad-
ministrators, and treatment personnel usually have someidea of what a
‘*good’’ outcome would be. Expectations of what constitutes trivial
or important treatment effects should be stipulated before research is
undertaken. Researchers should state in advance what job retention
rates should be in work-release studies, what court appearance rates
should be in ror studies, the extent to which treatment should reduce
recidivism, etc. Only when such substantively determined criteria are

set can the confusion betweenstatistical and practical significance be
disentangled and a coherent synthesis of correctional knowledge be
formed.

TREATMENT SPECIFICATION AND MONITORING

Before we can legitimately conclude that a method of correctional treatment
has been shown notto work, there is a great deal we need to know beyond

experimental design and outcomecriteria. This third face of evaluation in-
volves the assessment of the integrity of the treatment program itself (Quay
1977, p. 1).

To manyevaluators charged with discovering treatment effects, the
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contents of the program being evaluated are a black box.In part,thisis
due to a failure to recognize (or if recognized, a failure to act on) the

need for treatment specification as a mechanism for understanding
evaluation results. In part, it is also due to the difficulty of describing
programs that are complex,variable, or vague. In either case, the study
that fails to describe the nature of the treatmentseriously truncatesits
owninformation yield.

If a treatment is inadequately specified, it can be of little use in
linking effective and ineffective program elements to outcome. A case
in point is the experimental study by Bergeret al. (1975) of a volunteer

program for juvenile court probationers. In a report of more than 400
pages of text and appendixes, no more than a few paragraphs are
devoted to describing the program. Consequently, despite an 18-month
evaluation effort using an exemplary research design, the nature of the
relationship between the program’s characteristics and its inability to
reduce delinquent behavior remains unknown.Slaikeu’s review (1973)

of 23 evaluation studies on group treatment of offenders found thatall
of them lacked adequate description of treatment practices and, further
(p. 89), that ‘‘beyond labeling the treatment as psychotherapy or
counseling, few researchers go on to say precisely what this meansto
them. Thestudies are notably lacking in clear definition of treatment.”’
A related important factor in understanding evaluation results is the

intensity of the treatment. Rarely is there sufficient monitoring of

treatment implementation to be able to gauge the treatmentintensity.
In fact, some studies provide no empirical evidence that the treatment
was implementedatall. In looking at 236 federally funded evaluations,
Bernstein and Freeman (1975) found that 22 percent of the studies took

no steps to determine whether program specification and program
implementation corresponded with one another. There are also reports
of failure to implement treatment. Berger ef al., for example, report
(1975, p. VII-2) that ‘‘from a quarterto a third of the probationers who
were supposed to receive someservice neverdid. For various reasons,
they were never contacted by a volunteer probation officer, or they got

no tutoring, or they never participated in counseling.’’ Even among
those who did receive service, some youths met with their volunteers

immediately after referral, while others met up to 4 months later.
Clearly, such variations in the treatment delivery directly affect the

overall findings of an evaluation. The mere existence of a treatment
says nothing about how well, how often, and to whom it is adminis-
tered.

Reckless and Dinitz’s (1972) experimental evaluation of a delin-

quency prevention program wasalso confronted with the problem of
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howto interpret treatment outcomeas a function of treatment input.
The results found the program to be ineffective, but the question of
‘‘why”’ was not answerable. One hypothesis suggested that the treat-
ment program maynothave beenintensive enough to impel attitude or
behavior changes in the youths. Had there been periodic monitoring
and measurementof treatment delivery, the reasons for the program’s
inability to produce the expected changes may have been better
understood.
The experiment by Kassebaumet al. (1971) on the effectiveness of

group counseling with prisoners found nosignificant treatmenteffects,
but did provide a wealth of information on treatment components. This
substantive information was then able to provide valuable insight into
the reasons for the nonsignificant findings. Some of the factors that
characterized treatment in this study were as follows: counseling

sessions were often superficial and ineptly handled; the sessions bored
someparticipants; staff and client turnover was high; offenders were
less interested in the program than in impressing the parole board with
their participation; offenders distrusted the motives of the program and
considered groupleaders to be incompetent (Quay 1977). Given these
types of conditions, can a treatment program realistically be expected
to work?

If treatment integrity is lacking, conclusions about the value of
rehabilitative techniques can be anartifact of the particular experimen-
tal setting in which the study was conducted. Thatis, if the program is
an incomplete, diluted, or corrupted representation of the concep-
tualized treatment, it is not valid to conclude that the treatment is
ineffective: the treatment has not really been tested. At present, it is
impossible to know how often correctional studies have concluded that
treatment wasineffective when they should have concluded that short-

comings in treatment implementation precluded the drawing of
conclusions about its value. One suspects that the current despair
over ‘‘nothing works’’ could be alleviated to some extent if we could
distinguish program failures from treatment failures through sub-
stantive knowledge of program events.

Finally, description and monitoring of control conditions are also
necessary to meaningful interpretation of evaluation results. As Rieck-

en and Boruch note (1974, p. 142):

Statistical tests of program effectiveness will, in the last analysis, be made

relative to the control conditions; without good specification of what those
conditions are, neither the experimenter nor the program managercanattach
much substantive meaning to program effects.
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There are at least three reasons for specifying what the treatmentis
and for monitoring its implementation. First, knowledge of intended
and actual program operations is an aid to asking the right research
questions. Second, a well-specified and adequately monitored treat-
ment program provides a more powerful experimentaltest. It facilitates
answering the question ‘‘why’’—whether the program succeeds or

fails. (See Bernstein and Cardascia 1975, Hall and Loucks 1977,Quay

1977, and Riecken and Boruch 1974 for the types of information
necessary to describe treatment and assess the integrity of its im-

plementation.) Third, if a treatmentis found to be effective, sufficient

documentation of program elements will facilitate its replication at
other sites. Although the current concern of correctional evaluators is
that ‘‘nothing works,’’ an important question is what they would do if
something did work. It is likely that they would be hard-pressed to
repeat past performances if there is little accurate and coherent
description of what treatment wasdelivered.

EXTERNAL VALIDITY

Implicit in the evaluations of most treatment programsis the desire to
generalize the research findings to persons and situations not included
in the study. In order for such findings to apply to offenders in other
prisons, or even to the rest of the offenders in the institution in which
the study was conducted, an experiment must possess external valid-
ity. External validity is the extent to which experimental results are

generalizable to different offenders, settings, staffs, and times.
Meaningful assessment of rehabilitative effectiveness requires not

only that evaluation results be internally valid, but also that these

results be generalizable. For example, if a psychotherapy program is
evaluated on the basis of a highly select sample of offenders (e.g.,
middle-aged rapists) and if the program is foundto be ineffective, little
would be learned about psychotherapy as a rehabilitative technique.It

would be invalid to conclude that psychotherapy does notrehabilitate

offenders because the treatment was given only to rapists. It would
also be invalid to conclude that psychotherapy fails to rehabilitate

rapists, since only middle-aged rapists were included in the study.
Even the conclusion that psychotherapyis ineffective for middle-aged
rapists would be tenuous. Idiosyncratic characteristics of the study

sample, general prison morale, or the personalities of the psychiatrists
may have interacted with the treatment in ways that could disallow
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generalizing the study’s results beyond the narrow, confined setting in
whichthe treatment took place.
To implementa study that will be externally valid, there is one basic

methodological requisite: the sample used in the research must be
representative of the target population to which generalizations will be
made. To demonstrate that a study is externally valid, there is an

additional methodological requisite: the study must be repeated in
another setting on another sample of offenders and the same findings
obtained. Unfortunately, correctional research studies rarely fulfill

either of these criteria. Instead, correctional programs have been
evaluated in a diversity of institutional settings with a diversity of

subject samples, and there has been almost no attempt to replicate
research findings.
Given that circumstances, rather than research questions, often

determine the composition of the sample in criminal justice research, it
is not generally possible for evaluators to sample representatively from
the target population. Therefore, researchers must be particularly
attuned to factors that may threaten their study’s external validity.

Among the most commonthreats to external validity are: the interac-
tion of offender characteristics and treatment; the interaction of setting
and treatment; the interaction of history and treatment; the interaction

of treatments when there are more than one; andtheinteraction of the
time of measurementand treatmenteffects.

Interaction ofoffender characteristics and treatment If atreatmentis

more effective for some types of offenders than for others and if the
study does not look for such differential effects, research results may

be generalizable only to subgroups in the target population. The
importance of focusing on offender by treatment interactions was
clearly demonstrated in Adams’s Pico study (1970). In this randomized

experiment,the effects of individual psychotherapy were evaluated on
delinquents judged to be ‘‘amenable’’ or ‘‘nonamenable’”’ to treatment.
The results showed that treated amenable delinquents not only recidi-
vated less than treated nonamenable delinquents but also that the
treatment had an adverse effect when administered to nonamenable
delinquents. Had Adamsnotdifferentiated his sample in these ways, a
finding of ‘‘no treatmenteffects’’ and a serious delimitation of external
validity would have been likely.

Interaction of setting and treatment If treatment effects obtained in

one correctional setting cannot also be obtained in other correctional
settings, then research findings must be very narrowly construed.
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Evaluators must be aware of features of the experimental setting that
are unique to a particular study site to determine if these unique
features canaffect research findings. If they can,this threat to external
validity should be stipulated in the final report and considerable
caution should be exercised in using the study’s results to make
inferential leaps.

Interaction of history and treatment If treatment effects obtained at

one time cannotalso be obtained at another time, then external events
that coincide with the experiment may makethe results unique. Beyond
being alert to extraneous factors that might producethis interaction,
evaluators should conduct reviews of the relevantliterature. If earlier
findings support present ones, then the plausibility of a history-and-
treatment interaction is diminished.

Interaction of treatments and treatments If multiple treatments are
administered to offenders (e.g., vocational training, academic educa-
tion, and counseling), research results may not be generalizable to
situations in which only one of the treatments is given. Often, there is

little that the evaluator can do to control for this threat to external
validity. If the multiple treatments are given sequentially, however,its
components should be analyzed separately so that the effects of the
first treatment could be estimated separately from those of subsequent
ones (although this presumes that treatment effects are immediately
observable).

Interaction of time of measurement and treatment effects If treat-

ments have differential effects over time and if the measurementlag is
not in synchrony with the causal lag, then generalization of treatment
effects to other times may be invalid. This threat may be lessened if

outcome measuresare taken at several times.
While there are numerousotherthreats to external validity, the five

noted aboveillustrate some of the factors that researchers andpolicy
makers should be cognizant of in interpreting research results. More
thorough reviewsof factors that can jeopardize the externalvalidity of
experimental results have been provided by Bernstein et al. (1975),

Bracht and Glass (1968), Campbell and Stanley (1966), and Cook and

Campbell (1976).

Some threats to external validity can be ruled out on empirical or
logical grounds; others cannot. Therefore, replication of studies is the
single most conclusive wayof verifying the generalizability of research
findings. Replication, however, requires that administrators and re-
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searchers know exactly whatit is that is being replicated: this empha-
sizes again the need to have accurate descriptions of rehabilitative
treatments. While the retrospectively evaluated Highfields program
wascited earlier as a poor example of research methodology, and while
the Southfields evaluation was also criticized on methodological
grounds, both experiments are notable: the Highfields study because
its detailed description oftreatment components enabledits replication
and the Southfields study because it capitalized on an opportunity to
evaluate a replica of the Highfields program. Such replications areall
too infrequent. That too few replications have been undertaken in
corrections to be of use in identifying consistently effective and nonef-

fective rehabilitation techniques is highly regrettable.

THEORY

Well-developed theories of correctional treatments could have tremen-
dous potential for upgrading the quality of rehabilitation research.
Unfortunately, while much has been written about the need to base

research on a moretheoretical framework (Adams 1975, Cressey 1958,

Glaser 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1975, Gottfredson 1972, Lejins 1971, Lejins
and Courtless 1973, Lipton et al. 1975, Nelson and Richardson 1971,
Reed 1974, Schulman 1961, Wilkins 1964), little has been done aboutit.

In fact, little has changed since Cressey’s observation (1958) that the

labeling of a program as rehabilitative is less grounded in theoretical
expectations of effective practices than in the tautological belief that
rehabilitation is whatever it is that the program does. As to which
program is selected as a rehabilitative model in a particular setting,
intuition plays a major role. For example, Cressey writes (1958, p. 760):

In our society, education is a Good Thing, and schools must be maintainedin

prisons and justified as corrective (‘‘good’’ men are educated; therefore, to
make bad men good, educate them), whether or not there is any scientific

evidence of their effectiveness.

Inadequate theory developmenthas been cited as the key deficiency

in correctional research (Glaser 1974a, p. 144):

The primary cause ofa pooryield from criminaljustice evalution may well bea
poverty of theory more often than a dearth of methodological skill. Because of
atheoretical formulation of questions, our research answers are useless, or

their utility is not recognized, or the reasonsfortheir utility or non-utility are
not discerned.
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Theoriesof crime causation and rehabilitation do exist. For example,
delinquent and criminal behavior can be conceptualized within the
framework of psychogenic, social, physiological, constitutional, or
economic theories (Gottfredson 1972), and at least some rehabilitation

techniques can be conceptualized within the framework of behavior
modification, symbolic interactionist, or sociocultural relativity

theories (Glaser 1974a). The major problems, however, are that (1)

theories are often insufficiently developed to be of practical use in
guiding correctional practice and research, and that (2) even when
there are well-developed theories, research fails to capitalize on them.
To date, thereis little evidence that correctional research proceeds in a
theory-testing, knowledge-building direction. Therefore, while ‘‘[wJe
are not wholly ignorant of the precursors to anti-social conduct or of
requirements for its modification ... the needed comprehensive
system, building upon presently available knowledge and earlier
theory, has not yet been developed’’ (Gottfredson 1972, p. 69).

If theories were used to guide correctional research, they could have
significant impacts on almostall aspects of research methodology.
Research questions could be formulated in terms of testable hypothe-
ses suggested by theory as plausible areas of investigation; outcome
measurements could focus on program subgoals that are posited by
theory as directly affecting final outcome; length of follow-up meas-
urements could be based on theoretical assumptions of when treat-
ment effects should appear; and the expected relationship between
short- and long-term effects could be better stipulated and tested.
Perhaps more importantly, theories could help point out what depend-

ent variables should be measured. Despite the heavy emphasis on
rehabilitation as a recidivism-reducing technique, and the prevalent
findings that treatments do not affect recidivism, we cannot blanketly
dismiss these treatments as nonrehabilitative. With little a priori theory
of what treatment outcomes should be observable, positive effects on
attitudes, prison adjustment, job earnings, job retention, family rela-
tionships, or offense latency and seriousness may be easily over-

looked. Whether recidivisia is to be the criterion of effectiveness or
not, theory-based testing of rehabilitation strategies would provide a
much more efficient way of accruing knowledge than the current

trial-and-error procedures.
Partly due to its atheoretical orientation, much of correctional

research can be characterized as dealing in circumstantial evidence
(Levine 1973). Failure to specify the links between program input and
program outcome, when combined with inadequate monitoring of
treatment implementation, strongly detracts from the meaningfulness
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of studies that claim to have directly tested treatment effectiveness.

These studies do yield data, but, as Kaplan states (1964, p. 268):

[tlhe word ‘‘data,”’ . . . is an incomplete term,like ‘‘later than’’; there are only

datafor some hypothesis or other. Without a theory, however provisionally or
loosely formulated, there is only a miscellany of observations, having no
significance either in themselves or against the plenum of fact from which they
have beenarbitrarily or accidentally selected.

CORRECTIONAL POLICY VERSUS KNOWLEDGE

It may besaid that correctional research has two goals: to discover what
works; and to have an impacton the correctional process by effecting
changein the operations of the system or the behavior of offenders.
Except when administrators and researchers have common purposes,

as in administrative experiments (Campbell 1967, Thompson 1974), the
accomplishmentofthe first goal has been in the domain of evaluators
while the accomplishmentof the second goal has been in the domain of
administrators and legislators.

Whenit comes to formulating program policy decisions, evaluation
results are clearly only one of many sources of input. Furthermore,

what weightwill be attached to evaluation findings in future decision-
making processes is an empirical question. According to Rossi and
Wright (1977, p. 6): ‘‘As techniques improvein quality and timeliness,
and as policy makers’ understanding ofthe activity increases, evalua-
tion research will become an increasingly important element in the
policy process.”’ The question that we are now confronted with is:
Whatis the soundest way for evaluators to assess and effect changes in
the corrections system? =

It has been a tenet of this paper that strong experimental design,
based on qualitative knowledge of the processes under study, is a
necessary tool for discovering what programs workand for estimating
the size and direction of program effects. Once the data are in,
interpretation of their meaning, the writing of a coherent, noncryptic
report of findings, and the dissemination of results become important
extensions of the evaluative effort. At present, there is an obvious need
to develop effective methods for communicating evaluation results and
for persuading administrators to at least consider these results (Weiss
1972). According to Gottfredson (1972), improving research utilization

is one of the major challenges confronting correctional evaluators.
While discussion ofutilization per se is tangential to the concerns of
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this paper, the interface between research methodology and decision
making does merit some. attention. In particular, it is relevant to
consider Adams’s (1975) views on why rigorous evaluation results may

be less appropriate as input to policy decisions than as input to a
scientific knowledge base. According to Adams, not only has correc-
tional research been largely nonexperimental, but studies with weak
designs seem to have greater impact than those with strong designs.
These considerations, when combined with the present nature of

_ decision making and the application potential of different research
methods, suggested to Adamsthatthe utility of experimental designs
may be overrated (p. 16):

There are obviously types of questions that can best be answered by experi-
ments, but they maynotat this time be the most important questions. It would
appear that in the next decade or two,at least, evaluative research in correc-

tions maycall for greater flexibility and resourcefulness than for rigor and
certainty.

The arguments that suggest an advantage to research that lacks
‘‘rigor and certainty’ are debatable, and there have undoubtedly been

many reactions—both pro and con—to these arguments. Recognizing
that Adams’s main interest was to stimulate thought on an important
topic and that a useful service has been performed by doing so, the
premise and expediency of advocating weak research methodology
should be questioned.

Atthis time, there is no empirical evidenceto either refute or affirm
the notion that ‘‘level of impact correlate[s] negatively with strength of
design’? (Adams 1975, p. 15). Adams’s suggestion was based on
judgments about the two most extremecases(i.e., a field survey and a
randomized experiment) in a selective review of six studies. The

impactof studies that fell between these two extremes did not seem to
contribute to the concluding inference. Hence,aside from questions of
statistical power if analyses are based on small sample sizes, there is
the problem of no analysis having been performed to substantiate the
assumption of negative correlation. In order to perform this type of
analysis, it would be necessary to define ‘‘impact’’ and to develop a
schemefor rank ordering the ‘‘strengths’’ of the experimental, quasi-
experimental, pre-experimental, and nonexperimental methodologies
currently in use.

If it is true that weak designs have greater impact, how could this be
explained? It is difficult to believe that nonexperimental studies have
moreinfluence on policy makers becausetheir designs are nonexperi-
mental. It would seem more likely that, given the relative scarcity of
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carefully controlled experimental studies in corrections, evaluators
havehadlittle to offer as formal input to policy decisions other than the
equivocal inferences drawn from weakly designed studies. Probabilis-
tically, with a short supply of rigorous studies and an abundant supply
of weak studies, weak studies would be expected to be more widely
used and to have hadgreater effects in policy decisons.

Again, assuming that weak designs have greater impact, what should
the implications of such a finding be? Should it impel evaluators to
jettison the experimental method in favor of techniques that produce
equivocal, but influential, results? Or should it rather signal the need to
know whyfindings from controlled experiments fail to be used in the
decision-making process? It may be that experiments are too slow in
yielding information that is useful to decision makers, that experiments
addressirrelevantissues, that final reports are too long or too complex
for administrators to be able to use, that administrators are unaware of
the specific advantages of experimental results, or that administrators
are simply not informed about the findings of experimental research.
While any of these possibilities may be true, it is true that a dearth of

information on the subject precludes their verification, and that none of
themis intrinsic to the experimental method. (Boruch [1975b] provides
an excellent discussion of some of the commonly encountered objec-
tions to controlled field experiments.) Before resorting to doing low-
quality research, we needto first know whatfactors inhibit the useful-
ness of high-quality research, and we should also be convinced that
these problemsare untractable.

Lobenthal’s (1974) position on the issue of impact takes a more

political perspective (p. 72):

{It is unfair to) retrospectively [judge] intrinsic research qualities according to
outcomes which are later determined by political vagaries and other interven-
ing or extraneous forces. . . . [IJt is plainly a matter of clout rather than a
scientific attribute inherent in the research when someone whois well placed in
the agency or thelegislature picks up the cudgels and goes to bat for a
programmatic reform consonant with the research findings or recom-
mendations.

Because evaluation takes place in a context where methodological,
bureaucratic, and political forces act together to produce a given
decision, the basis for reliance on weakly designed studies may appear
to be methodological when it is, in fact, ideological (Williams and
Evans 1969).

It has also been argued that despite their flaws, weakly designed
studies are better able to deal with the important problemsin correc-
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tions and so they should have greater impact. In considering this
argument,it should be noted that bibliographies have been compiled on
hundredsof social programsthat have been evaluated with randomized
designs (Boruch et al. 1978) including programs in the economic,
judicial, mental rehabilitation, education, law enforcement, communi-
cations, medical, and offender rehabilitation areas. In criminaljustice,
the Manhattan bail bond experiment (Ares ef al. 1963, Botein 1965,

Sturtz 1967) and Lenihan’s (1977) LIFE project on the recidivism-

reducing effects of financial assistance to ex-offenders are exemplary
cases of rigorous evaluations that addressed important issues and
exerted considerable influence on decision makers. At the very least,

such findings indicate that a blanket dismissal of experiments as being
unable to deal with important problems is not substantiated by the
available evidence.

Finally, let us briefly consider alternatives. Adams suggested that
field surveys, case studies, and time-series experiments may beprefer-
able to controlled experimentation becauseoftheir greater influence on
the operations of the corrections system. Certainly, there is no reason

to fault such studies if legal, ethical, political, or logistical factors
preclude the use of studies with stronger designs. When rigorous
methodologies can be employed to assess program effectiveness, how-
ever, the value of relying on such approachesis questionable.

Field surveys can be very useful as screening devices to indicate

which programsare worthyof further study (Rossi 1971). Experimen-
tation, after all, is a confirmatory procedure that is appropriate when
there is reason to believe that a program is effective. If used as thefirst
of a two-stage process, surveys can help avert the wasteful expenditure
of time and money on experiments that are probably unnecessary. If
used as a confirmatory method by itself, however, a survey has so

many sources ofvariation left uncontrolled that heavy reliance on its

results becomes a precarious exercise. For example, the California
probation subsidy program (California Youth Authority 1974, 1975)
was a large-scale, high-impact study based on a field survey. The
program wasfoundto be highly successful in diverting offenders from
State correctional facilities and, consequently, in reducing the operat-
ing costs of correctional agencies and the amountspenton incarcerat-
ing offenders. There have been questions, however, about the extent to
which the subsidy program wasthe causal factor in reducing institution
commitments. Several other factors have been cited as competing
explanations for the findings of the study: (1) In some counties,
diverse social pressures to restrict commitment rates within upper
and lower bounds may haveexerted a stronger influence on commit-
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ments than did the subsidy program; (2) commitment rates were

decreasing even before the introduction of the subsidy program; (3)

population growth was changing; (4) crime rates were changing; (5)
community alternatives to imprisonment were becoming more popular;
and (6) sentencing policies may have been affected by increasing
collaboration between judges and correctional administrators and the
use of presentencing diagnostic reports (Bennett 1973, Kuehn 1973).

There is no question that the subsidy program had an impressive
effect on the California corrections system. The question is: If an
experimental test of the program had been feasible, should it not have
been carried out in order to produce less equivocal evidence on the
program’s effects and greater confidence in the raison d’étre of
the resulting policy decision? If Adamscanbeinterpretedliterally, the
answer quite possibly may be no. But to implement weakly designed
studies for the sake of having an impact on policy decisions—when a
better procedure is available—has very limited ultimate value for
either furthering our knowledge of correctional programs or enhancing
ourcredibility.

Residual uncertainty stemming from other, high-impact, loosely
designed studies can be equally great. Time-series analyses, though
they can be powerful quasi-experimental techniques, may leave several
questions about program effects unanswered, as described earlier.
Case studies are most susceptible to rival explanations, and as
Campbell and Stanley (1966, p. 7) note: ‘‘the many uncontrolled

sources ofdifference between a present study and potential future ones
which might be compared with it are so numerousas to makejustifica-
tion in terms or providing a bench mark for future studies . . . hope-
less.’’ Thus, while it is true that experimental research cannotat this
time answer the most important questions, neither can its quasi-
experimental and nonexperimental counterparts.

CONCLUSIONS

The problems involved in conducting correctional research are multi-
faceted and complex. There exists as Adams hassaid (1975, p. 3):

a great deal of confusion over objectives, criteria, and methods, disagreement

over whether evaluative research shows programsto be ‘‘efficacious”’ or not,
and in the latter case, controversy over whether the inefficacy should be
attributed to the research or to the correctional program.
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Differential lack of rigor in applying methodological tools has re-

sulted in a vast, confusing literature on the effectiveness of correctional
rehabilitation programs. There are many problems with drawing
reliable conclusions about ‘‘what works"’ given the disparity of
methodological approaches to the same problem, differences among
researchers in defining their criteria, and differences in measuring
the same criteria—all under varying conditions and with different
populations.
Weak experimental designs and lax methodologies are among the

strongest obstacles to determining which rehabilitation methods are
effective. Because of this, evaluators need to strive for as much
scientific rigor as possible under the constraints of a given situation.
Obviously, when there is pressure for immediate action, it makeslittle
sense to undertake rigorous program evaluation. But many of the
questions to which correctional administrators seek answers have
existed for a long time, and they defy any ready solutions. Given that

there is no imminent panacea to major problems, controlled systematic
study has much to contribute. The advantages of randomized experi-
mentaltests should be particularly considered. If an experimentis not
randomized, conclusions about treatment effects are frequently
jeopardized by plausible alternative explanations, and arguments for
the causal relationship between treatment and effect must too often
rely on unsubstantiated assumptions. If an experiment is randomized,
the probability of nontreatment variables accounting for the outcomeis
minimized, and so the validity and credibility of the results can be

much greater than those obtained from quasi-experimental and non-
experimental studies.

Advocacy of randomized studies has met with a number of objec-
tions. One is that it is inappropriate or impractical to conduct true
experimentsin field settings. The available evidence, however,fails to
support that contention. In corrections, as well as otherfields, there
have been successful randomized experiments. Boruch’s continuously
expanding bibliography of true experimental evaluations points to the
validity of his conclusion (1975b, p. 110): ‘‘Given the number, quality,

and variety of field experiments which we have been able to identify,

the general contention that experiments are impractical is a bit under-
whelming.’’ Conversely, however,a general contention for the feasibil-
ity of randomized studiesis also unjustified, since we know that they

cannot always becarried out (see, for example, Clarke and Cornish

1972). But there has been very little examination of factors that may be

associated with where, when, and why strong evaluations can be
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undertaken. At present, we need information on what conditions
enable andprohibit the implementation of strong evaluations. We may
well find that Glaser was correct when he observed (1971, p. 39) that

“rigorously controlled experiments are possible in corrections more
often than is usually assumed.”’

Another objection often raised against randomized studies is that
they are costly and slow. In considering the validity of this argument,

weare again faced with a dearth of information. Reports on the relative
costs of different methodologies are so scarce that there is little
evidence to either affirm or refute this contention. True experiments
need notbe either costly or slow if the treatment program is short andif
the treatment has immediate effects. They can be time-consuming and
expensiveif programs are of long duration and if long-term effects are
of interest—butthis is true for any evaluation, experimental or other-
wise.

Finally, Boruch (1975b) and Gilbert et al. (1975) have written about

the inadequacyof considering only absolute costs. According to these
investigators, the costs of conducting weak evaluations are likely to
be higher, in the long run, than those of strong evaluations, because
**. . . the cost of wrong decisions (or no decisions) based on equivocal

data can be high’’ (Boruch 1975b, p. 113) when moneyis repeatedly
invested into programs whoseeffectiveness is not clearly established.
When conditions prevent randomization, quasi-experimental tech-

niques are definitely useful alternatives. It is a fallacy, however, to

think that statistical control can compensate for experimental control.
Regardless of what type of evaluation design is used, statistics cannot
compensate for deficiencies in theory, measurement, power, or treat-
mentintegrity. As Glaser says (1965,p. 6): ‘‘It is a statistical maxim,in

most behavioral science problems, that with strong data you can use
weak[statistical] methods; the strong methods. . . are useful primarily
to squeeze a suggestion of relationship out of weak data.”’

Clearly, a strong experimental design cannot stand alone—it needs
to be followed by careful implementation, measurement, analysis, and

interpretation of the treatment program. The valid and clear conclu-
sions that can be derived from well-designed and well-executed pro-
gram evaluations have much to offer for both offenders and policy
makers.
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PETER SCHMIDT and ANN D. WITTE

INTRODUCTION

Evaluations of correctional programs, as well as many other types of
social programs, have been greatly hindered in the past because of
the costs and often the impossibility of using classical experimental
designs. In many, if not most, correctional settings, random assign-
ment of individuals to programs is not feasible because of moral,
legal, and administrative considerations. In addition, in the rare
situations in which random assignment has been possible, the costs of
following up both a control and an experimental group have often
proven substantial.!

In order to overcomethefirst difficulty, researchers in corrections
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' In one evaluation (Witte 1975) that used a quasi-experimental design in an ex post facto
setting, the average cost of interviewing once and collecting information on the activities
of arandom sample of released inmates for an average period of 37 months was $250 per
person.
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have often resorted to quasi-experimental techniques. (For an excel-
lent discussion of a number of quasi-experimental techniques, see
Campbell and Stanley [1966]). Although such techniques are extremely
valuable, they do not, in general, reduce the cost of evaluating correc-
tional programs.(Indeed, they often increaseit.) In addition, the use of

such techniques makesit difficult to attribute any changes observed to
program participation, since the group of individuals whoparticipated
in the correctional program usually differs significantly in a number of
important ways from the comparison group that did not participate.
With such designs, it is necessary to control for these other differences
that may lead to changed behavior before one can attribute an
observed change to program participation.

In order to adequately control for ‘‘other differences,’’ the re-
searcher requires two things: a model that indicates the factors that are
likely to affect the outcome of interest; and a statistical technique
that will allow control for the factors identified.

There are a numberofdifficulties in correctly using quasi-experi-
mental designs. Correctional evaluators have tended to measure
the outcome of correctional programs in simple dichotomous ways.
For example, the most common measure of correctional outcome,

recidivism, has usually been simply an indicator of whether or not an

individual has returned to crime, measured in many ways (for exam-

ples, see Lipton et al. [1975]), by some set time after release. More
complex measuresof this correctional outcome, such as measures of
the seriousness and frequencyofcriminalactivity, have not, in general,
been used because they tend to be either qualitative or limited (trun-

cated or censored) in nature. Such variables make control for ‘‘other

factors’? much more difficult. But the concentration on simple
dichotomous measures of correctional outcome has meantthat the
models of correctional outcome that have been developed deal with
only such outcome measures: for example, there are relatively good
models of simple dichotomous measuresof recidivism, but poor mod-
els (or noneatall) of more complex measuresof criminal activity.

The authors in this paper develop models for a more complex
measure of criminal activity, specifically, the length of time after
release until reimprisonment. In addition, the authors show how the
models developed can be used to evaluate correctional programs
without use of a comparison group. The technique illustrated, the
predicted versus actual technique, should help administrators of large,
diverse correctional facilities, such as state prison systems, obtain
more frequent and less costly evaluation than has been possible in the
past.

M9
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The next section of the paper develops models of the length of time
after release until return to prison, using the truncated lognormal
distribution. The subsequent section evaluates an innovative voca-
tional evaluation program for youthful offenders by using the models to
predict expected recidivism and to compare this expected level with
the actual level of those who participated in the program. Thefinal
section of the paper contains our summary and conclusions.

THE MODELS

The data set used to estimate the models described below consists of
information on all individuals released from the North Carolina De-
partment of Correction during the first 6 months of 1975 (January 1 to
July 1). Information on the personal characteristics of these individuals

was taken from the computerized inmate histories of the department.
The postrelease criminal activity of these individuals was determined
by a search of North Carolina Department of Correction records in
February 1977.

There were 4,881 men and womenreleased from the Departmentof
Correction during the first 6 months of 1975, but the records of only
2,216 (45 percent) contained information on all major factors found to

be related to participation in criminal activity in the past. Unfortu-
nately, when one comparesthe characteristics of those for whom all
information was available and those for whom it was not, one finds
manysignificant differences. In general, more information tended to be
available for those who had beenin prison for shorter periods of time
prior to the release. Fora detailed comparison of intergroup charac-
teristics, see Schmidt and Witte (1978). The difference in amount of

information available reflects a (historic) increase in the quality and

completeness of the department’s inmate records. Fortunately, as
described below, we were able to expand the sample and greatly
increase its representativeness of groups normally participating in
correctional programs.
The dependent variable considered in these models is the length of

time in months from release until reincarceration in the prison units of
the North Carolina Department of Correction.” This variable is denoted

2 While a more geographically comprehensive measure of recidivism would be desir-
able, information on such a comprehensive measureis not regularly available, and hence
the measure proposed seemspractical and relevant to policy.
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LTFPCV. From statistical point of view, the unusual features ofLTFPCV
are that it is nonnegative (by definition) and positively skewed. The

positive skewness results from the fact that most individuals who
return to prison do so quite quickly, although some do not return for
long periods, if ever. A further complication is that we cannot observe
a value of LTFPcv longer than the length of the individual’s follow-up
period. Indeed, for individuals who do not return to prison in North
Carolina during their follow-up periods, we do not observe any value
of LTFPCV. Thus, an appropriate distribution for this dependent vari-
able must be nonnegative, positively skewed, and truncated from the
right by the length of the follow-up period.

In an earlier paper (Witte and Schmidt 1977), this dependentvariable
was analyzed using a different data set; comparison of a number of
possible distributions indicated that a truncated lognormaldistribution
was most appropriate. We will therefore use the truncated lognormal
distribution in our present analysis. The basic assumption is that
LTFPCV follows a lognormaldistribution whose meanis a linear function
of various explanatory variables and that is truncated by the length of
the follow-up period. The model is estimated by maximum likeli-
hood. An explicit statement of the model and methodofestimation can
be found in Witte and Schmidt (1977) or Amemiya and Boskin (1974).

In order to check on the predictive accuracy of the models, we
randomly divided our sample of 2,216 individuals for whom all informa-
tion was available into two groups. The first group, containing | ,616
individuals, was used to estimate the models and constitutes the
estimation sample. The second group, containing 600 individuals, was
used to test the predictive accuracy of our models and constitutes the
validation sample. Prediction outside the sample used in estimationis
considered a rigorous test of model specification and is particularly
appropriate here since the models are intended to be used for predic-
tive purposes.
On the basis of past research on the determinants of criminal

recidivism (see Service [1972] for a survey ofthis literature and Witte

and Schmidt [1977] for previous work on this particular dependent
variable), we hypothesized that the mean of LTFPCV was a linear

function of 14 variables:
(1) a constant term (CNST);

(2) adummyvariable equal to one for nonblacks and equal to zero

for blacks (RACE);

(3) a dummy variable equal to oneif the individual’s record indi-
cated a serious problem with alcohol and equal to zero otherwise

(ALKY);
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(4) a dummy variable equal to one if the individual’s record indi-

cated use of hard drugs and equal to zero otherwise (JUNKY);

(5) a dummyvariable equal to one if the release from the sample

sentence (the sentence prior to release during the first 6 months of
1975) was supervised and equal to zero if it was not (SUPER);

(6) the numberof convictions prior to the one leading to the sample
sentence (CONVBS);

(7) a dummy variable equal to one for males and zero for females

(SEX);
(8) age (in months) at release (AAR);

(9) a dummyvariable equalto one if the sample conviction was for

a crime against property and equal to zero otherwise (PROPTY)’;
(10) a dummyvariable equal to oneif the sample conviction was for

a crime against a person and equal to zero otherwise (PERSON);
(11) a dummyvariable equal to oneif the sample conviction was for

a felony and equal to zero otherwise (MF);

(12) a dummyvariable equal to oneif the individual was married at

the time of release from imprisonment and equalto zero if not married

(Ms);
(13) a dummyvariable equal to one if an individual participated in

the North Carolina work release program and equal to zero otherwise

(wr); and

(14) the numberof years of schooling completed (sc).

The first step in our analysis was to estimate thespecification
containing all of the above variables on the 1,616 individuals in our
estimation sample. When this was done,four variables were found to
be insignificantly related to LTFPCV: ALKY, JUNKY, PERSON, and MS.
The asymptotic ¢ ratios—which are asymptotically distributed as

N(O, 1) underthe null hypothesis that the associated coefficient is

zero—for these four variables were —0.83, 0.61, —1.04, and 0.71,
respectively, none of which is close to the usualcritical points. Also,
the likelihood ratio test of their joint significance yielded a teststatistic
of only 3.4, which does not approach the usualsignificance points of

3 This crime category includes such offenses as robbery, breaking and entering, and
larceny;it is as defined in Witte (1975, Appendix G) except that robbery is included in the
property rather than the persons offense category.

* As defined by Witte (1975, Appendix G), with the exception noted in footnote3.

> Workrelease, a program that allows men and womento workin the free community by

day and returm to prison at night, is the major rehabilitative program of the North
Carolina prison system.
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the x,? distribution. We therefore felt justified in dropping these four
variables from our analysis.

While only 2,216 of the 4,881 individuals who were potential mem-
bers of our sample had information onall the variables used above, an
additional 1,632 individuals had information onall the variables used
except ALKY or JUNKY. Since ALKY and JUNKY had now been dropped
from the analysis, we expanded our usable sample from 2,216 to 3,848
individuals. This numberis equal to 70 percent of the men and women
released from prison during the first 6 months of 1975. This is an
important improvement because the expanded data set is far more
representative of the population of all releasees than the original data
set was.In fact, the individuals who were excluded from the expanded
data set tended to be short-term (mean value of time served during

sample sentence was only 5 months), misdemeanant offenders, who

would not normally have participated in correctional programs. Thus,
the expandeddata set should be quite representative of those releasees
whoare potential participants in the correctional programs that our

models will be used to evaluate.
The 3,848 individuals in the expanded sample were randomly split

into an estimation sample of 2,848 individuals and a validation sample
of 1,000 individuals. In order to estimate our basic model, we randomly

selected 1,000 individuals from the estimation sample. This was done
because a sample of 1,000 is quite adequate to obtain reliable estimates
and because estimation using 2,848 data points would have exhausted
our budget for computertime.

Using this data set, we estimated the model containing all the
explanatory variables used previously, except ALKY and JUNKY.® When
this was done, the variables RACE, SUPER, MF, WR, PROPTY, and SEX
turned out to be insignificantly related to LTFPpcv. None of these
variables had an asymptotic ¢ ratio of more than 1.0 in absolute value,
and thelikelihood ratio test statistic for theirjoint significance was only
2.10, which is far less than the usualcritical points of the x,” distribu-
tion. Therefore, these variables were dropped from the analysis.
The variables remaining in our specification are CNST, RULE,

6 Note that the variables Ms and PERSON werere-entered into the specification to see if
the expansion of the data set might make them significant; it did. This points out the
difference in using the expanded data set and the importance of using the most
representative data set possible. It is even quite possible that if we had had values of

ALKY and JUNKYfor all the individuals in our expanded data set, these variables, too,

would besignificantly related to LTFPcv. Unfortunately, there is no way to check this

possibility.
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TABLE1

COMMISSIONED PAPERS

Truncated Lognormal Analysis of LTFPCV
(Sample of 1,000 Individuals from Enlarged Sample of
2,849 Individuals)
 

 
Variable Coefficient t Ratio

CNST — 179.1967 —1.58

RULE — 10.4744 -2.31

CONVBS — 12.0640 —2.09
AAR 0.8102 1.95

sc 25.8254 2.74
MS 131.0160 1.94

PERSON 291.4832 1.62

 

Estimated variance (co?) equals 2.6471.

source: Schmidt and Witte (1978, Table 3.2, p. 80).

CONVBS,AAR, SG, MS, and PERSON. Theresults for this specification are
given in Table 1. These results indicate that the type of individual who
is likely to return to prison soonest is young, single, and uneducated,
has had many previous convictions and rule violations, and was in
prison for a crime (the sample crime) that was not a crime against a
person.
To test the predictive accuracy of our final model, we used it to

predict the probability of recidivism during the follow-up period for the
1,000 individuals in our (new) validation sample. For the formula used

to make these predictions, see Witte and Schmidt (1977, Appendix).
Summing these predicted probabilities, one obtains the predicted (ex-
pected) numberof individuals who will return to prison during their
follow-up period. For the 1,000 individuals in our validation sample,
the expected numberof new prison convictions was 178.658; the actual
number was 169. This is an overprediction of 5.7 percent. Using the
appropriatetest,’ one obtainsa test statistic of —0.82 for the difference
between the actual and the predicted number reimprisoned. Under the

7 Let R, = 1 if the ith individualis arecidivist and R, = 0 if not. Let P,; be the (predicted)

probability of recidivism for the ith individual. Then, underthe null hypothesis that these

probabilities are correct, the central list theorem implies that

yR2-d P,

> P,(l -P) | "

— N@, 1)
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null hypothesis that our model is correct, the asymptotic distribution of
this test statistic is N(O, 1), and a value of —0.82 is clearly insignificant

at normallevels of statistical significance. This is encouraging evidence
as to the adequacy of the model.®

AN EVALUATION USING THE MODELS

As pointed out in the introduction, the models can considerably
strengthen quasi-experimental designs used to evaluate correctional
programs. Theyindicate what variables need to be controlled for in
order to accurately attribute changes in criminal behavior to program
participation and illustrate the use of statistical techniques that will
allow this control for more complex measures of recidivism. The
models can also be used directly to evaluate correctional programs;
this use of the models is illustrated in this section.

THE PROGRAM

The program evaluatedin this section began in January 1975 at Sand-
hills Youth Center, a unit of the North Carolina Division of Prisonsthat
houses approximately 160 minimum-custody, honor-grade boys who
are 16-18 years old. The program has been conductedbythestaff of
Sandhills Community College under grants from the U.S. Department
of Labor.

Inmates are transferred to Sandhills Youth Center during the later
stages of their incarceration in order to prepare for their release. The
North Carolina Division of Prisons has two such prerelease centers for

* We also estimated separate models for five race-sex-age groups: (1) females; (2)

nonblack male adults (=21 years); (3) black male adults; (4) nonblack male youths; and

(5S) black male youths. We found that the overall model presented here predicted best for
groups (3), (4), and (5), while the group specific model predicted best for groups (1) and

(2). As we are concerned only with groups (4) and (5) in the evaluation presented here,

we presentonly the overall model. For nonblack male youths,the test statistic for the
accuracyofprediction of the overall model was —0.35, while that for the model estimated
specifically for this group was 0.74. For black male youths, the comparabletest statistics
were 0.91 and —1.08.

To further test predictive accuracy, we predicted the numberofrecidivists in our

validation sample for follow-up periods ranging from 2 to 25 months. In no case was the

prediction generated by our models significantly different from the actual number of
recidivists. Indeed, for only three follow-up periods (months 15, 16, and 17) did the test
statistic for the accuracy of prediction exceed 1.00 (Schmidt and Witte 1978, p. 88).
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youthful offenders, Sandhills and Burke, and inmates are assigned to
the two centers on the basis of their expected county of release.
Inmates expected to be released in the eastern part of the state
(generally Charlotte and east) are generally assigned to Sandhills, and
those expected to be released in the western part of the state are
generally assigned to Burke. All inmates assigned to Sandhills Youth
Center with 60 days or more remaining to be served on their sentences
have participated in the Sandhills Vocational Evaluation and Job/
Educational Development program since February 1975.
The program consists of three phases. During the first phase the

inmate goes through a 3-week period of evaluation. The first week
begins with an orientation to the program’s purpose, facilities, person-
nel, and objectives. Next, the individual is given a numberof tests
(academic, personality, dexterity, interest surveys, etc.) designed to
determinehis level of academic achievement, vocationalinterest, and
personal development. In addition, basic client data are collected. For
examples of typical client and test data sheets, see Schmidt and Witte
(1978, Chapter 5, Appendix A).
The second week of this evaluation phase includes counseling,

interviews, and work sample endeavors. The work samplesare a vital
and unique portion of the program. They allow the program participant
to sample a typical vocational situation. For example, in the auto
mechanics work sample, an inmate is provided with an auto engine,
mechanic’s tools, and an illustrated manual. He is asked to perform
various tasks with the engine, such as removing and gapping the spark
plugs. He is observed to determinehis ability and is asked about his
interest after completion of the work sample. Work samplesin machine
shop work, drafting, electronics assembly, welding, carpentry, electri-
cal work, auto mechanics, and drawing were available under the
Sandhills program.
The third week of the evaluation phase consists of intensive inter-

views and counseling designed to develop a plan of action to remedy
academic deficiencies, solve personality problems, and prepare the
youth for an appropriate vocation. By the end of the third week, the
vocational evaluator and the individual agree on an adjustmentplan for
services, and a formal evaluation meeting is held. In addition to the
youth and his evaluator, the youth center psychologist, a local voca-
tional rehabilitation counselor, and a job developer from the program
are present. Theselatter individuals will be responsible for aiding the
youth in carrying out his plan. For an exampleof a typical vocational
evaluation resume and plan, see Schmidt and Witte (1978, Chapter5,
Appendix B).
Phase two consists of implementation of the adjustment plan and
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preparation for release. During this phase the youth worksclosely with
the program’s job developer in order to obtain an appropriate job or
school placement on release. In addition to developing a job or school
plan, the job developer checks to see that the young man makes
satisfactory progress in completing his adjustment plan. The continual
coordination and follow-up by the job developer are probably the
reasons that most program participants received the recommended

services (whichis not usually the case in prisons); more than 90 percent
of the recommendedservices were received (see Schmidt and Witte

(1978, Table 5.1] for details). At the end of this phase the individual is

released.
The final phase of the program consists of a follow-up for 90 days

after release. During this phase the youth or a close associate is
contacted once a month to determine if he is adjusting properly.
Unfortunately, the follow-up phase usually consists of nothing more
than monthly phone contact. For a typical case progress record, which
illustrates better how the program operates, see Schmidt and Witte
(1978, Chapter 5, Appendix C).

THE DATA

The data set used to evaluate the program at Sandhills Youth Center
consists of information on 489 individuals who participated in the
vocational evaluation and job/educational development program and
who werereleased between February 21, 1975, and February 21, 1977.

We were unable to obtain information on an additional 25 individuals
whoparticipated in the program and werereleased during this period,
either because computer data could not be found or because the
Department of Corrections’ alphanumeric identifier could not be de-
termined. We have no reasonto believe that the omitted individuals
differ systematically from those for whom we were able to obtain

information.
Information on the personal characteristics of the 489 individuals

was obtained from the computerized inmate histories of the North
Carolina Department of Correction. The postrelease criminal activity
of these individuals was determined by a search of North Carolina

Department of Correction’s records in June 1977.

METHOD OF EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the program, the numberof individuals who would
be expected to return to prison in North Carolina at various times after
release is predicted for individuals who participated in the vocational
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training program using the (final) model of Table 1. We obtain our
sequential predictions as follows. For any program group of size N
under consideration, with varying follow-up periods, the predicted
numberof recidivists within m monthsafter release is

N

Ss Pim«

i=]

where, for each individual, m* is the lesser of m or the length of the
individual’s follow-up period. The predictions for each month obtained
by the above formula are compared with the actual numberof re-
cidivists for each monthof the follow-up period, R,,, using the follow-
ing test statistic:

N

Rn _ S Pm

[> paras)
f=]

Underthe null hypothesis that the predicted probabilities are correct,
the test statistic is asymptotically distributed as N(0, 1).
Assuming that our models are adequate, which the previous section

supports, any significant difference between predicted and actual re-
cidivism maybe attributed either to program participation or to some
otherdifference in Sandhills Youth Center. For purposes of evaluation,
the above method of sequential recidivism prediction is preferred to
calculating a single test statistic for the group by considering only the
maximum number of months each individual’s activities were fol-
lowed. Ourreason for preferring the above methodis that it allows us
to explore potential effects on the timing as well as the rate of
recidivism.

Table 2 showsthe actual and predicted numberof recidivists for the
476 program participants (of the total of 489) for whom all necessary
information to use our model was available.®

® For the 13 individuals excluded, we lacked information on the number of previous
convictions, CONVBS. The exclusion of these individuals, rather than, say, the use of an

estimate of CONVBs, increased the appropriateness of our model, since this exclusion
makes the group for whom recidivism is predicted quite like the group for whom our

models were estimated.
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TABLE 2 Actual and Predicted Numberof Recidivists for All

Sandhills Program Participants (VN = 476)

 

 

Months Actual Number Predicted Number Test
After Release of Recidivists of Recidivists Statistic

2 3 9.741 —2.18

3 8 17.188 —2.26

4 17 24.902 — 1.63

5 20 32.372 —2.26

6 25 39.418 —2.40

7 36 45.634 — 1.50

8 49 51.200 —0.32

9 61 56.400 0.65

10 69 61.140 1.08

11 72 65.486 0.87

12 76 69.252 0.89

13 81 72.533 1.09

14 84 75.386 1.09

15 89 77.854 1.40

16 90 80.040 1.24

17 93 82.023 1.35

18 96 83.716 1.51

19 96 85.080 1.33

20 99 86.229 1.55

21 99 87.110 1.44

22 99 87.683 1.37

23 99 88.055 1.32

24 100 88.314 1.41

25 100 88.471 1.38

26 100 88.538 1.38

27 100 88.556 1.38

 

source: Schmidt and Witte (1978, Table 5.3, p. 128).

As can beseenin Table 2, participants in the vocational evaluation
program hadsignificantly lower (two-tailed test, 10-percent level)
recidivism rates than predicted by our models for months2, 3, 5, and 6.
But there were nosignificant differences between actual and predicted
numbers of returnees beyond 6 months. Indeed, what difference does
exist is in the direction of more returnees than predicted, which,if
significant, would indicate deleterious long-term effects of the pro-
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gram. While predictions for less than 3 or 4 months should be treated
with some caution as they are to some extent strongly influenced by the
form ofdistribution used, the prediction for months 5 and 6 should not
be very muchaffected by that distribution, and the superior perform-
ance for Sandhills program participants can be attributed to some
aspect of the Sandhills experience.
One question remains:Is this favorable performance due to program

participation or to some otherfacet of the Sandhills experience? Unfor-
tunately, this question cannot be unambiguously answered using the
presentevaluative technique. Indeed, this ambiguity points up a weak-
ness in the present technique whenapplied to a prison unit or group
specific program. If either the prison unit or the group differs signifi-
cantly from the system norm in a way not controlled for by our model,
unambiguousattribution is not possible. But favorable results are
useful even in such situations, as they may, as in the present case,
indicate the possible length of program effect and point up programsfor
which morecostly experimental designs may be merited.
The results obtained above do not seem unreasonable. Considering

the relatively perfunctory nature of the follow-up effort and its termina-
tion after 90 days, one would expect the maximum program effects to
occur in the period immediately after release. Later atrophy of favor-
able effects could be dueeitherto failure to find jobsin fields of training
or failure to keep jobs that are obtained.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have developed models of a measure of the extent and
timing of criminal recidivism. Specifically, we have developed models
of the length of time after release until reimprisonment (LTFPCV), using
the truncated lognormal distribution.

Our available data set was randomlysplit into samples usedforesti-
mation and validation, respectively. Results for our final specification,
as given in Table 1, indicate that the type of individual whois likely to
return to prison soonest is young, single, and uneducated, had many
previous convictions or rule violations, and a sample crime that was
not a crime against a person. This model was tested by using it to
generate predictions for the 1,000 individuals in our validation sample.
Wepredicted that 178.7 individuals would return to prison during their
follow-up periods, while 169 actually did so. This is an overprediction
of only 5.7 percent, andisstatistically insignificant (asymptotic N(0, 1)
statistic equals 0.82) at usual significance levels. This is encouraging
evidence as to the adequacy of the model.
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The models developed in this paper can be used for a number of
purposes. They can be used to explore the effect of changing offense
mix, such as the recent dramatic rise in property offenses, on both the
rapidity of return to prison and the numberofoffenders returning. Such
predictions mayallow correctional planners to more adequately predict
expected prison populations.
The mostlikely use of such models, however,is to improve correc-

tional program evaluation.If it is possible to use a quasi-experimental
evaluation design, such models can be usedto indicate the factors that
it is necessary to control for and the way in which these factors may be

controlled so that a change in behavior may be accurately attributed

to program participation. If a quasi-experimental design is not possible,
the models developed provide an alternative method of evaluating
correctional programs. This alternative method of evaluation uses the
models developed to predict the rate of recidivism (for various lengths
of time after release) expected for a group that participates in a
program and comparesthis prediction with the actual recidivism expe-
rienced by the group. If the models are accurate, any significant
difference between predicted and actual recidivism maybe attributed
to program participation. The first phrase is important since this evalua-
tive technique is only as good as the models on whichit is based. We
believe that we have presented convincing evidence for the adequacy
of the models developed here, based on the accuracyof their predic-
tions for random samples of individuals not included in the estimation
of the models. This technique is most appropriate for evaluating
programs that are in operation throughout a system. For programs
specific to a unit or group,it is impossible to unambiguously attribute
favorable performance to program participation, since other unit or
group differences not reflected in the models may cause the observed
effect. Even in this instance, however, the results of using this tech-
nique areuseful to indicate potentially effective programs for which the
expense of a true experimental design may be justified.

Asanillustration of the use of the models developed in this paper,
we evaluated an innovative vocational evaluation program for youthful
offenders. As can be seen in Table 2, our modelpredicts significantly
higher rates of recidivism than actually experienced for individuals
whoparticipated in the programsfor the second,third,fifth, and sixth
months after release. There are no significant differences between
actual and predicted rates of recidivism beyond 6 months. Indeed,
whatdifference does exist is in the direction of more returnees than
predicted, which, if significant, would indicate deleterious long-term
effects of the program.

Since the program evaluated was specific to a unit, we could not
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unambiguouslyattribute differences between actual and predicted re-
cidivism rates to program participation. But the results obtained are
useful in two ways. First, the marked increase in the difference
between actual and predicted recidivism for 6 and more monthsafter
release indicates a rapid fall-off of any beneficial effects. This would
seem to point up the desirability of strengthening and perhaps lengthen-
ing the follow-up phase of the program. Second, given the favorable
results for the second,third, fifth, and sixth monthsafter release, our
results indicate that, particularly after implementation of a
strengthened follow-up phase, the Sandhills vocational evaluation pro-
gram may merit the expense and administrative and legal difficulties
involved in conducting a full-scale experimental evaluation.
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Issues in the

Measurement of Recidivism

GORDON WALDO and DAVID GRISWOLD

Before definitions and measures of recidivism are discussed, several
preliminary remarks are in order. First, the problem of measuring
recidivism is fraught with all the hazards anddifficulties that face the
criminologist in attempting to measure ‘‘crime.’’ There are numerous
definitions and measuresof crime, and thusfar, the field of criminology
lacks consensus on the questions of what is crime and how it is
measured. There is no reason to assume that questions related to

definitions and measures of recidivism can be more readily resolved.

Second, the criminal justice system has various goals that are
frequently in conflict; the reduction of recidivism represents only one
of those goals. For example, the goals of incapacitation and rehabilita-
tion call for quite different strategies in approaching the problem of
crime (see Governor’s Special Committee on Criminal Offenders 1968,

pp. 281-285).

Third, recidivism has traditionally been viewed as an important
measure of the success of correctional programs, but additional mea-
sures have been used to evaluate the success of programs. Those other
measuresinclude personality change, attitudinal improvement, institu-
tional adjustment, the development of vocational skills, employment

 

Gordon Waldois a professor, School of Criminology, Florida State University. David
Griswold is an assistant professor, Department of Criminal Justice, University of
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success, family stability, community crime rates, reduced costs, etc.'
In some instances, these variables have been used as substitutes for
recidivism whenit could not readily be measured; in othersituations
these variables have been viewed as proximate variables to determine a
program’s ability to achieve stated goals. But if the overall program
goal is rehabilitation (or specific deterrence), it would seem that the

reduction of recidivism should be a long-range goal of any correctional
program;it becomes, perhaps, the most impotantindicatoroffailure or
success. For these reasons,indicatorsthat are not specifically designed
to measure reinvolvementin crime will be largely ignored.

Fourth, the concept of recidivism has tended to becomereified. We
should notlose sight ofthe fact that we are concerned with recidivism, _
at least in the context of evaluative research, only to the extent thatit
serves as a proxy for the success or failure of programs. The measure-
ment of recidivism does not permit us to conclude that a program was
successful for X percent of the population, but only that it was
unsuccessful for Y percent. Since manyotherfactors affect recidivism
data, it is fallacious to conclude that nonrecidivism demonstrates
rehabilitation or success (see National Advisory Commission on Crim-

inal Justice Standards and Goals 1973, pp. 513-514).
Fifth, critics of the concept of recidivism argue thatit is an inappro-

priate indicator since it is as much, or perhaps more,a measure of the
response of the criminal justice system as it is a measure of the
behavior of ex-offenders. This is a valid criticism if the intent is to
establish a ‘‘true”’ recidivism rate for a group or to predict recidivism.
It is permissible to use recidivism to measure success, however,if it is
used as a relative or comparative measurerather thanasan absolute or
‘‘true”’ indicator of the proportion of successesor failures. If our pur-
pose is to evaluate the efficacy of the programs by comparing experi-
mental and control groups, there is little reason to assume that the
response of the criminal justice system will be different for the two
groups. Any error in the measurement of recidivism should have a

comparable effect on each group if the treatment did not generate a
differential response pattern for the two groups, thereby producing an
interaction effect between the treatment and the measure of recidi-
vism. This is an important assumption andonethat should be examined
in any evaluative research, although it is seldom considered. An

1 For example, in the studies evaluated by Lipton et ai. (1975), less than half used

indicators designed to measure further involvement in crime (National Advisory Com-
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 1976). :
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illustration for this point is found in a review of the Community
Treatment Project in California (Lerman 1968, p. 224):

This important study may have exercised excellent control over the random
selection of boys; unfortunately, the ideology of treating boys in the commu-
nity spilled over into the post-experimental phase. The experimental and
control groups appearto differ in the behavior of the parole agents with respect
to revocation of parole—not in the delinquent behavior of the boys.

As important as this assumption is in the use of recidivism data for
evaluation purposes, we are not able to dwell on it at any length at
this time.

In contrast to the above arguments, other writers, such as Kom
and McCorkle, see recidivism data as representing very important
measures (Korn and McCorkle 1966, p. 24):

The analysis of recidivism rates is an extremely important function of the
criminologist. They provide the most objective over-all basis for evaluating the
effectiveness of law-enforcement programs .. . they are to the criminologist
what the Geiger counteris to the geologist.

The National Advisory Commission stated (1973, p. 512): ‘‘Unlike any
other social service system, corrections possesses in recidivism a
criterion whose salience is universally agreed upon.”’

Finally, we would like to note that a large numberof related topics
are not addressed in this paper. Cost-benefit analysis, cost-
effectiveness analysis, base expectancy rates, and predictive tech-
niques all represent important topics in correctional evaluation, but
they are beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that since these techniques typically use recidivism data as a
starting point, all of the measurement problemsdiscussed in this paper
have important consequencesfor these techniques as well.

DEFINITIONS OF RECIDIVISM

Asis the case with any other conceptusedin scientific research, we are
concerned with at least three levels of definition—the real definition,

the nominaldefinition, and the operational definition (Hempel 1952). If

the real definition refers to a ‘‘statementof the essential characteristics

of some entity’’ (Hempel 1952, p. 2), then we are ultimately concerned

with this definition of recidivism. Unfortunately, this level of meaning
defies verbalization, much less measurement, but as DiRenzo noted

(1966, p. 14), it is ‘‘a genuine proposition which must be either true or
false.”
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NOMINAL DEFINITIONS

As we begin to communicate what we mean byrecidivism, we move to
the nominal level of definition, which reflects ‘tan agreement . .
concerning the use of verbal symbols’’ (Hempel 1952, p. 2). Broadly
speaking, recidivism meansreturn to crime. But even with this defini-
tion, there is little consensus. The American College Dictionary de-

fines recidivism as ‘‘repeated or habitual relapse into crime”’ or ‘‘the
chronic tendency toward repetition of criminalistic or antisocial behav-
ior patterns’’ while Webster’s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary

definesit as ‘‘a tendency to relapse into a previous condition or mode
of behavior.’’ Unsatisfted with these dictionary definitions, we turned
to introductory textbooks in criminology and corrections; surprisingly,
there were few nominal definitions of recidivism. A haphazard sam-
pling of 14 textbooks revealed that whereas all used the term re-
cidivism, only three made any attemptto define it. Barnes and Teeters
(1959, p. 58) definedit as ‘‘the pronenessofmany criminals to continue
a life of crime.’’ Korn and McCorkle (1966, p. 24) stated: ‘‘offenders

who relapse are known technically as recidivists.”’ Johnson (1974,

p. 611) said: ‘‘The recidivist usually is defined as a person who, having
been convicted, imprisoned, and released, again commits a crime.”’
One of the most popular textbooks in corrections did not define the
term but contained phrases such as: ‘‘The problem of recidivism or
repeaters ...”’; ‘‘Recidivism, or repeated arrests, ...’’; and ‘‘Re-
cidivism or repetition of crime . . .’” (Fox 1972, pp. 73, 209).

Others frequently fail to define recidivism. For example, the Presi-
dent’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice
(1967) did not define recidivism or address any of the difficulties

involved with the concept. The National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (1973) had a discussion. of

recidivism, but the definition provided is an operational rather than a
rominal one. Lipton et al. (1975) focused primarily on the measure-
ment rather than the meaning of recidivism, although they include a
definition (p. 12): ‘‘. . . the return of a person with a criminal record, or

the commitmentof a probationer to a penalinstitution for violation of
the conditions of parole or probation or for the commission of a new
criminal offense.”’ It is not clear how a person on probation violates
conditions of ‘‘parole,’’ but that is perhaps a moot point for the
moment. Wilkens provided a clearer definition (1969, p. 43): ‘‘The term
recidivist ... will simply mean that the offender, once treated-
punished, has offended again andthat the subsequent offense has been
placed on his record.”’ This last phrase concerning placement on the
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record undermines Wilkens’s definition. Probably the most satisfac-
tory nominal definition is in the Preliminary Report, Governor’s
Special Committee on Criminal Offenders for the State of New York
(1968, p. 287), which defined recidivism as ‘‘an offense committed by a

person who has previously been convicted or adjudicated for an
offense.’’ Becauseofdifficulties associated with other definitions, we
use this definition here.
The implications of several of the definitions mentioned go beyond

the manner in which recidivism hastraditionally been studied. For
example, if the term ‘‘habitual’’ is used, it clearly implies something
more than the definition we are using. Additionally, the terms ‘‘tend-
ency toward repetition’? and ‘‘proneness’’ imply something other
than a behavioral referent for recidivism. A person might be considered
a recidivist by these definitions if the individual had a ‘‘tendency”’ or
was ‘‘prone”’’ to commit crimes, even though a criminal act had not
actually been committed. Returning to Wilkins’s definition, it is not
suitable because it excludes criminal behavior that is not recorded.
While we may be forced to accept such a definition for operational
purposes,it is an unacceptable nominaldefinition.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS

At the level of operational definition, there is even greater disparity
concerning the measurement of recidivism. There is considerable
variation in terms of how it has been measured as well as disagreement
over how it should be measured. The National Advisory Commission

on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals stated (1973, p. 512): ‘‘The

paradox of correctional measurementis the existence of a criterion
variable that is easily recorded, simple to measure, and logically
relevant but that also obscures research.’’ The measurementof re-

cidivism has varied in terms of the level of contact in the criminal
justice system, the sources of data, the way the data are manipulated,
the kinds of crimes (or rule violations) that are counted, and the length

of the follow-up period.
In termsof the level of contact, some of the more common measures

are: rearrest (Levin 1971, Waller 1974); reconviction (Glaser 1964,

Greenberg 1975); reincarceration (Baer et al. 1975, Cowden 1966,

Laulicht 1963); and technical violations of probation or parole rules.
Also, individuals reincarcerated for a new crime andtechnical parole
violators returned to prison are frequently combined andtreated indis-
criminately as recidivists, although this is not necessarily the case

(Metzner and Weil 1963, Trudel ef a/. 1976).
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The sources of data include institutional records for those reincar-
cerated in the sameinstitution or in the samejurisdiction, rap sheets of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FB1), police and court records, and

self-reports of arrest, conviction, etc. For instance, Waldo and
Chiricos (1974) used state institutional records, FBI rap sheets, and

self-reports as sources of data. In examining several early recidivism
studies, Glaser (1964) found that recidivism information was obtained

from local, state, and federal records. Arrest data have provided
additional recidivism measures, such as timeto first rearrest, number
of charges, arrest rate per month, and seriousness of crime for which
arrested. Incarceration data have yielded similar measures,i.e., time

prior to reincarceration and seriousness of new offense. Seriousness of
new offenses has been measured by seriousnessof crime indices (Rossi

et al, 1974, Sellin and Wolfgang 1964) and in a cruder mannerbylength
of sentence received.

The question of what infractions to include also creates measure-
ment problems. The data range from the commission of any new crime
(even the most minor misdemeanor)to the extreme of reincarceration

for the exact crime for which the person was previously imprisoned.
The medical analogy has provided the basis for the latter position.
Johnson argued (1974, p. 613): .

The evaluation ofprisonsas failures on the basis of recidivism is rather unusual
when compared with other people-processing institutions. The medical pa-
tient’s later appendectomyis not viewedas a failure of medical treatment fora
broken arm,although the sources of criminal behaviorare at least as varied as

the formsofillness and injury requiring medical attention.

Tittle also spoke to the issue (1975, p. 402): ‘‘Being arrested for
gambling cannot be accepted as evidence of recidivism for a burglar.”
The medical analogy has some merit, but evidence on plea bargaining
suggests that we cannot look at the crime for which a person is
convicted to determine whether or not the individual has committed
the samecrimeagain.
The problem is to decide which crimes are serious enough to

constitute recidivism. The National Advisory Commission on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals stated (1973, pp. 512-513):

Anoffense abovea determinedlevel of seriousness must be charged against the
system as a failure because the problem has not reduced the burdenof crime.
The problem lies in prescribing a level of seriousness that separates those
criminal acts so minor or non-serious as not to merit public attention from
those major or serious enough to be reported. . . . Ideally, some factor that

combines the offense category and the sentence received should be utilized.
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A related issue involves the treatment of technical violators of parole
as recidivists. This is such a pervasive problem that it deserves
separate comment. It is reasonably clear that a person whofails to
report to his or her supervisor on time or who drinks alcoholic
beveragesis not a recidivist in the sense that the term has been defined
above. The individual may representa failure on parole, but the person
is not a recidivist.
As Greenberg notes (1975, p. 554):

It appears for male parolees, and even more so for female parolees, the

proverbially high rate of recidivism (as defined by returnsto prison, the usual
measure)is in large part an artifact created by the parole system itself, since
many of the returnees were sent back to prison for behavior that is not
forbidden to the general public, for suspicion of an offense where guilt was not
provided in court, and at least sometimes when the parolee had already been
tried and acquitted, or whenthe offense was minorand would not have resulted
in imprisonmenthadthe offender not been on parole.

The National Advisory Commission recognized this problem whenit
suggested that both kinds of information should be recorded but that
they should be maintained separately.

The mannerin which technical violations are defined confuses the
issue even more. There is variation across jurisdictions concerning
whatconstitutes a parole violation. In some instances, a person may be
reincarcerated for a technical violation when the parole officer thinks
the parolee is involved in a more serious crime. A more extremecaseis
one in which a crime has been committed that could be proved in court,
butofficials decide it is not worth the time andeffort involved since the
person could be reincarcerated as a parole violator for a longer period
of time than if convicted of the new crime. In this case, the person is
recorded as a technical violator and, therefore, not defined as a
recidivist. It would appear, however, that the risk of misclassifying
these kinds of cases is less than the error involvedin treating all parole
violators as recidivists.”

2 Juvenile recidivism can also be distinguished from adult recidivism in several ways.

One fundamentaldifference is that youths subsequently adjudicated delinquentfor status
offenses (acts that would not be defined as criminal if committed by adults) are

sometimesdefined as recidivists. Another marked differenceis that juveniles referred to
juvenile court are frequently considered recidivists, but perhapsreinstitutionalization in

either a juvenile or an adult correctional facility is the most commoncriterion (Baere¢al.

1975, Cowden 1966, Cymbalisty e¢ al. 1975, Laulicht 1963).
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LENGTH OF FOLLOW-UP

The length of the follow-up period has also varied considerably for
different studies. Follow-up periods have beenforas little as 6 months
(Venezia 1972) and for as long as 10 years or more (England 1971,

Unkovic and Ducsay 1969), although generally they have ranged from |
to 5 years.? Some have suggested that 1 year may be sufficient because
recidivism can be predicted with some accuracy; more recently, a
3-year time period has been recommended (National Advisory Com-
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 1973). Others have

argued thatvirtually all individuals are reconvicted within 5 years and

that a longer follow-up period may be unreasonable (Hood and Sparks
1970, Mandelet al. 1965).

Theissue of the appropriate period offollow-up is both an empirical
and a logical one. Generally, it has been noted that the greatest risk of
recidivism is during the first year or two. The proportionsof recidivists
over time are a function of the method used to computethe percent-
ages. Manystudiesinflate the proportions of early recidivists because
inappropriate methodsare used to computethe rates (Berecochea etal.
1972). For example, if the interest is in determining at what point in
time the risk of failure is greatest, the survivor cohort method best
addresses this question.*
The question of follow-up is logically related to the issue of delayed

treatmenteffect (versus the opposite condition of the extinction of a
treatment effect). One argumentis that the impact of a program may
not be observedinitially for it may take several years for the difference

between the two groups to emerge. Anotherpossibility is that an initial
difference in favor of the treatment groups maydisappearovera period
of time (Lerman 1968). Both of these arguments suggest that a rea-
sonably long follow-up period,at least 3 years, is necessary in order to
determinethe true impact of a program.
At least one writer (Kantrowitz 1975) suggests that for policy deci-

3 The National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (1976) has

noted that 85 percent of the studies considered by Lipton et ai. (1975) had follow-up
periods of 3 years or less. In 25 percent of the studies, the follow-up period wasless than
the period of treatment, so these studies maytell us little about the performance of
ex-inmates subsequent to treatment.

4 Berecochea et al. (1972) compared three methods—the survivor method, the total

cohort follow-up method, and the failure base method—and found that the proportions

recidivating over time varied according to the method employed. They emphasize that

the method used should be dictated by the question being addressed.
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sions a 6-month period might be sufficient. He reanalyzed data from a
parole violation study and concludedthat the same decision could have
been made at the 6-month interval as was reached at the 3-year

interval. A shorter follow-up period would have the advantages of
reduced cost and time in conducting evaluative studies. It is obvious
that the ‘‘true’’ rate of recidivism will continuously increase as the

follow-up period is extended because,by definition, it cannot decrease,
only increase. For evaluative purposes, it is the comparative rather
than the ‘‘true”’ rate of recidivism that is important. The data from an
earlier study (Waldo and Chiricos 1974), however, do not clearly

support Kantrowitz’s conclusions (see Table 1). At the end of a

6-month period,the control group had a recidivism rate that was almost
three times as great as that of the experimental group (4.3 versus 1.6
percent), but by the end of a 12-month period, the two groups had
virtually identical rates (7.4 and 7.5 percent), and they varied slightly

from period to period over the next 2 years. While the 6-month period
for these data would have been grossly misleading, the 12-month
period does produce the same conclusions aboutthe relative effective-
ness of the two programs as would be reached by the end of the
thirty-ninth month. The problem, however, is that it is difficult to
determine in advance the proper time for follow-up. Glaser addressed
this time issue whenhestated (1973, p. 100): ‘‘One clue that a short-run

follow-up is significant in these cases is a progressive improvementin
the success rate of the treated group as compared with the control or

comparison group, with each additional interval of follow-up period’’;
however, he also said (p. 99): ‘‘There are no single answers to the

above questions, because the answers depend upon the people-
changing problem,thecriteria of effectiveness, and the treatments to
be compared.”’

Stollmack and Harris (1974) addressed a different issue concerning

the follow-up period by using what is referred to as ‘“‘failure-rate
analysis.”’ In most correctional programs, the membersof the treat-
ment group are exposed to the treatmentat different times rather than
at the sametime.In order to standardize the length of time after release
from prison and the exposure to risk of recidivism, researchers are
usually forced to use the least common denominatorfor time out of

prison.If the first person in the experimental group was released from
prison on June 30, 1974, and the last person was released on June 30,

1975, then a 2-year follow-up would involve counting recidivism as of
June 30, 1976, for the first case and June 30, 1977, for the second case.
Stollmack and Harris argue that this forces one to ignore some of the
data as well as to expose the twocases to different contemporaneous
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TABLE 1 Numberof Months Between Release and Return to the Division of Corrections for Experimental and
Control Groups—Florida Sample
 

 

 

Experimental Control

hy Numberof Cumulative Cumulative

I Months Frequency Percent Percent Frequency Percent Percent

0-3 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0
4-6 3 1.6 1.6 4 43 43

7-9 4 2.1 3.7 1 1.0 5.3
10-12 7 3.7 7.4 2 2.2 75
13-15 2 | 8.5 2 2.2 9.7

16-18 1 5 9.0 2 2.2 11.9

19-21 8 4.3 13.3 4 4.3 16.2
22-24 4 2.1 15.4 3 3.2 19.4
25-27 0 0.0 15.4 0 0.0 19.4

28-30 2 1.1 16.5 2 2.2 21.6

31-33 2 1.1 17.6 0 0.0 21.6

34-36 0 0.0 17.6 0 0.0 21.6
37-39 3 1.6 19.2 0 0.0 21.6

Not reincarcerated within

39 months 152 80.8 100.0 73 78.4 100.0

TOTAL 188 100.0 93 100.0
 

SOURCE: Waldo and Chiricos (1974, p. 239).
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events occurring in their environments. Their method overcomes these
difficulties and also avoids bias from disparate exposure times; how-
ever, the issue they have addressedis relatively minor in comparison

with some of the other measurement problems.
It is relatively easy to determine how recidivism has been measured;

it is more difficult to determine how it should be measured. There has
been a continuing debate between law enforcement and correctional
personnel concerning whether arrest or conviction data are more
appropriate. The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals attempted to resolve the issue (1973, p. 512):

... the use of arrests as the data for recidivism is subject to the objection that
neither the behavior of the offender norits significance has been verified by
court action. . . . Recidivism should be measured byreconvictions.

The Commission wenton to note (p. 513):

... the following definition should be used. Recidivism is measured by(1)
criminal acts that resulted in conviction by a court, when committed by
individuals who are undercorrectional supervision or who havebeen released
from correctional supervision within the previous 3 years, and by (2) tech-
nical violations of probation or parole in which a sentencing or paroling
authority took action that resulted in an adverse changein the offender’s legal
status.

Other social scientists, such as Lerman (1968), have argued for a

position similar to that advocated by Sellin over 25 years ago (1965, p.
64):

It is still assumed by manycriminalstatisticians . . . that convictionstatistics
alone can furnish the basis for measuring criminality, but during the last two
decadesanincreasing numberof scholars . . . have cometo the conclusion that
a more satisfactory basis is to be found in the statistics of ‘‘crimes
known’’.. . . The value of criminalstatistics . . . decreases as the procedure
takes us further away from the offenseitself.

Glaser suggestedstill a different strategy (1973, pp. 22-23):

Successis too often measured as thoughit were an all-or-nothing matter. . . .
Recidivism, for example, is measured in terms of one rearrest reconviction, or
imprisonment. ... Any measure .. . [that] classifies all research subjects as
either successes or failures, is thereby limited in its sensitivity as an index of
variations in the effectiveness of alternative programs and policies. . . . Prob-

ably the most sensitive criterion of the effectiveness of correctional endeavors
with any group of offenders is the percentage of time they are confined during a
follow-up period. . . . By reflecting severity of as well as numberof penalties,
the total amount of subsequent confinement time provides a crudeindex of
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differences in the extent of societal outrage at the conduct of various groupsof
released offenders.

The use of confinement rather than sentence imposed introduces an
inadvertent source of bias that has been addressed by other researchers

(Hopkins 1976). If a person is incarcerated for a portion of the follow-
up period, this makes the individual a recidivist, but it also has the
effect of removing the person from the ‘‘population at risk’? when
something other than a dichotomous measure ofrecidivism is used. If
this position is combined with that advocated by Stollmack and Harris
(1974), the complexity of handling the follow-up period is increased.

Anotherissue involves the probability of Type I and Type II errors
because these errors vary according to the point in the criminal justice
system at which recidivism information is obtained (Blumstein and

Larson 1971). If Type I errors are those persons who have not commit-

ted a crime but are erroneously arrested or convicted and Type II

errors are those persons who have committed a crime but are not
arrested or convicted, the later the stage in the system at which
recidivism is measured, the lower the probability of Type I errors and
the higher the probability of Type II errors. In other words, using
rearrest as a criterion would involve more Type I errors and fewer
TypeII errors than reconviction. To a large extent, then, the question

becomes: Should Type I errors or Type II errors be minimized? While
this may representan alternative way of conceptualizing the problem,
it fails to resolve the issue. The question concernstherisks attached to
making each of the types of error. How much do welose, and which
risk are we willing to maximize? The criminaljustice system operates
on the basis of Type I and Type II errors when the question of guilt or
innocence of the accused is considered and has presumably opted for
increasingthe risk of letting the guilty go free rather than increasing the
risk of convicting the innocent (Feinberg 1971).

Inspite of the National Advisory Commission’s concern for adopting
one clear and universally acceptable measure of recidivism, it is
doubtful thatit will be forthcoming in the nearfuture.It is clear that the
various operational definitions provide different proportions of re-
cidivists;it is less clear that they lead to drastically different outcomes.

For the moment, we might entertain the possibility that perhaps (to
paraphrase Wilkens) when we knowsolittle, we should not be overly

hasty in restricting ourselves to one, and only one, measure of re-

cidivism. A better strategy might be to use several different measures
until we have a better understanding of the implications involved in
using alternative measures.
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NONTRADITIONAL MEASURES OF RECIDIVISM

At least two studies have sought to develop indices of recidivism
(Mandel et al. 1965, Moberg and Ericson 1972). In the first study, a

nine-item index was developed to measure the seriousness of re-
cidivism (Mandelet al., p. 60):

L Convicted for commission of a felony.

II. Returned to custody as violator of parole for commission of an alleged
felonious offense (not convicted).

IlI. Returned to custody as violator of parole rules for commission of a
misdemeanor(convicted or not).

IV. Returned to custody as violator of technical parole rules only.
V. Convicted and sentenced for one or more misdemeanors (other than

traffic), but not a parole violator.
VI. Convicted of one or moretraffic violations resulting in fines of $100 or

more,or jail or workhouse sentences of 30 days or more,or both.
VII. Charged or fingerprinted or ‘‘wanted’’ for a felony, even though no

record of conviction is available.
VIII. Charged or fingerprinted for one or more misdemeanors (other than

traffic), even though no record of conviction is available.

IX. Nofinding of recidivism.

A basic problem with the indexis that no distinction was made between
the behavior of parolees and that of expirees. (The index was de-
veloped from a study of parolees and expirees in Minnesota.) Spe-
cifically, an individual in category II was defined as a recidivist, while

one in category VII was considered nonrecidivistic. Clearly, these two

items are similar, and perhaps category VII could be interpreted as
indicative of more serious behavior than category II. There is an
additional problem of confusion between recidivism of releasees and
parolees in the index. Separate classificatory schemes are necessary
for the two types of offenders.

Mobergand Ericson (1972) expandedthis classificatory schemeto 10

items, but their index applied only to parolees. A fundamental problem
with both of these indices is that the ordering of items from most
serious to least serious has a logical rather than an empirical basis.
(They are not true scales because seriousness is based only upon the

judgments of the authors and others.) It is questionable whethereither
of these indices even has face validity, not to mention predictive,
concurrent, or construct validity.

Instead of relying on a dichotomy of success and failure, Glaser

(1964) created several categories of relative success and failure, and he

also included elements other than indicators of criminal behaviorin his
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continuum. At one extreme there is clear reformation as evidenced by

no further criminalassociations;at the otheris clear failure as indicated
by return to prison for the commission of a felony. Marginal failures
and successes fall between these two extremes.*® Further refinement
of Glaser’s work would probably be of limited value because some
of the variables are intended to measure behavior other than criminal
activity.

The use of a seriousness-of-offense scale similar to that developed by
Sellin and Wolfgang (1964) has also been advocated (Unkovic and
Ducsay 1969). Such a scale has at least two advantages over dichoto-
mous measures. Theseriousnessof offense for different individuals can
be compared as well as the seriousness of offense for which a person
wasinitially imprisoned and later reimprisoned. Still, there may be

several drawbacksto a seriousness-of-offense scale (Moberg and Eric-

son 1972); forexample, there may be inadequate information with which

to score an offense. Such a scale is also primarily concerned with
scoring offenses rather than offenders.

A COMPARISON OF RECIDIVISM MEASURES®

Traditionally, criminologists have observed that there may be prob-
lems with relying on official measures. As Erickson notes (1972,
p. 389):

First, data derived from police and/or court records of arrests, court appear-
ances may beless directly related to actual lawbreaking than to patterns of

differential law enforcement, methods of gathering and reporting statistics and
definitions of criminality. Second, any research which attempts to differentiate
between delinquents and nondelinquents, criminals and noncriminals, which
utilizes arrests, court appearances or convictions as the sole criterion of
criminality may be biased in a numberof ways andtherefore, fail to distinguish
‘‘real’’ delinquents from nondelinquents.

Further, there is a paucity of research on the relationships between
unofficial and official crime and delinquency. Erickson (1972) found

that the gammacoefficients for the relationships between court rec-
ords, self-reports, and estimates of future delinquency ranged from 0.6

5 Actually, we have simplified Glaser’s classificatory scheme, for he devised about a
dozen gradations of success and failure.

® Muchofthe discussion, as well as the tables, in this section is from Griswold (1977).
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to 0.9. In a similar study, Farrington (1973) found that self-report

measures have somepredictive validity, concurrentvalidity, and inter-

nal consistency butthat their retest reliability was not great. Neverthe-

less, comparisons of measures maytell uslittle about the validity of a

particular measure because there are no known valid measuresto use

as criterion variables (Nettler 1974).

In addition, there has been minimal effort in the comparison of
various recidivism measures, although multiple measures are some-
times utilized. Data collected for an evaluation of work release by

Waldo and Chiricos (1974) used 15 measuresof recidivism. Variationis

greatest between categories of data and least within categories. For
example, with the FBI measures,all of those reincarcerated have also
been recharged and rearrested; likewise, all of those recharged have
also been rearrested.
The correspondence between reincarceration measures of the FBI

and Florida Division of Corrections (FDC) are also of interest. About

69.7 percent of those reported reincarcerated by the FBI were also
included in the FDCstatistics. This is not surprising because the FBI
collects information nationally, whereas the FDc can only accountfor

those reincarcerated in Florida.
Using the Florida reincarceration measures as the baseline, we note

that approximately 70.7 percent of the offenders have also been re-

ported as being reinstitutionalized by the FBI. (It should be noted that
the numbersofrecidivists for the two measures are almost the same: 75
and 76.) Although thefirst finding of only 69.7 percent overlap was
expected, this second finding was not. Theoretically, the FBI measure
should be more comprehensive, but the figures show that only 70
percent of the people reincarcerated in the Florida prison system
showed up asreincarcerated on the FBI rap sheets.

The senior author’s experience on anotherproject is relevant to this
issue. Waldo and Chiricos (1970) attempted to develop a uniform data

system in corrections across four states and decided to use the FBI

numberrather than generate a new identification number. They were
somewhatsurprised to find that (varying by state) 5-15 percent of the
inmates did not have an FBI number. These findings tend to indicate
that the Florida measure may be more valid, even thoughit is restricted
to those whorecidivate in Florida. In view of these findings, different

- measures of recidivism were examined to compare several different
operational definitions. Three general types of data are compared—
FBI, FDC, and self-reported contact with the criminal justice system.
The FBi data were obtained from rap sheets for a follow-up period of 39
months, which gives someindication of whether or not the individual
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TABLE 2 Comparisons of Percentages of Persons Recidivating Using Different Baseline Measures

 

Comparison Measures

 

 

Baseline Measures n ! 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FBI 3112

1. Reincarceration 76° 100.0 100.0 69.7 50.0 63.2 68.4

(only felons)

2. Reincarceration 105 100.0 100.0 53.3 38.1 57.1 61.0

(for more than 30 days)

3. Recharged 208 100.0 46.2

4. Rearrested 208 46.2
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5. Reincarceration

(only felons)

Self-report

6. Reincarceration

7. Rebooked

~~ 8. Rearrested

Percentage of recidivists

311

75

146

104

11

70.7 74.7

79.1 83.3

24.4 33.8

78.7

93.8

80.2

78.7

93.8

80.2

86.5

72.9

24.1

46.7

32.9

60.0

93.8

71.2

65.3

100.0

100.0

76.0

 

* Total in sample under consideration.
> Numberrecidivating.
souRCE: Griswold (1977, p. 96).
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had recidivated anywhere in the United States during that time. In
addition, reincarceration data were obtained from the Fpc for the same
follow-up period. Lastly, self-reported recidivism data from interviews
of former inmates were collected about 2 years following release from
prison; approximately half of those in the original sample were inter-
viewed.

The percentages of recidivism vary considerably for the different

measures (see Table 2). Proportions of those recidivating range from
about one-fourth and one-third reincarceration—using FBI and FDC
(felons only) and self-report measures—to about two-thirds and three-

fourths for rearrest—using FBI and self-report measures.
Rather than correlate recidivism measures with one another, only

percentage comparisons are made in this analysis. Percentage com-
parisonsallow us to determine how closely two measures correspond,
given a particular baseline measure. Simple correlations do not permit
this kind of comparison. (For example, if FDc reincarceration is the
baseline measure and 80 percentof the individuals are also reincarcer-
ated according to the FBI, this maygive us different information than an
associational measure.)

As Table 2 shows, there are substantial discrepancies among the
measures. Which measure is most appropriate? This question cannot
be readily answered, but the findings do indicate that various measures
havetheir limitations and that they are not necessarily equally valid or

reliable.
The findings also demonstrate that recidivism measures are hier-

archial. For example,if the FBI reported that an individual was reincar-
cerated, in all cases the individual wasalso included in the rearrested
and rechargedstatistics. To a lesser extent, this same generalization
applies to the self-report measures. In addition, as expected, a slightly
larger proportion of individuals are defined as recidivists if we rely on

the self-report rearrest or reincarceration measures rather than the FBI

measures even though the follow-up period is shortest for the self-
reports.

Table 3 illustrates the differences in results when models whose only

difference is in reincarceration measures are compared. We have used
log-linear regression because of the problem associated with ordinary
least-squares regression when the dependent variable is dichotomous
(Hanushek and Jackson 1977, Nerlove and Press 1973). Although it

would also be possible to use multiple dimensional contingency table
analysis (Bishop et al. 1975), Zahn and Fein 1974), we haverelied on

log-linear regression because we are only concerned with main effects
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TABLE 3 A Comparison of Two Models When Only
the Dependent Variables Are Different (N = 261)

 

 

Model I,” ModelII,?
FDC, FBI,
Log-Linear Log-Linear
Coefficient (8)° Coefficient (8)

Constant — 1.802 — 1.549

(3.08) (2.61)

Ethnic origin 0.251 0.394
(1.61) (2.43)°

Grade completed 0.306 0.063

(1.10) (1.94)°

Age 0.043 0.024
(3.21)° (1.98)*

Marital status 0.090 0.235
(0.53) (1.36)

Working when arrested —0.262 —0.085

(1.64) (0.51)

Ageoffirst arrest —0.025 0.009

(1.68)° (0.66)

Legalself-concept 0.321 0.130

(2.59)° (1.07)

 

@ Values in parentheses are asymptotic T ratios.
>’ Comparable to b for ordinary least squares if multiolied by

(p( — p)] where p equals the probability of recidivating.
© Significant at0.05 level.

source: Griswold (1977, p. 144).

and mostof the variables have been measuredatthe intervallevel. The
signs, significance, and magnitude of the coefficients vary to a large
degree. (Unfortunately, a dummyvariable for whether the individual

was in the control or experimental group was not included in the
models.) Regardless of whether the interest is in prediction or
hypothesis-testing, the findings vary radically.’ Clearly, one solution to

the problem in this instance is simply to combine the two reincarcera-
tion measures.

7 For example,ifwe compare coefficients for the two models, wefind that for every year
of school completed, the predicted probability of recidivating decreases by about 0.04
for ModelI, but the coefficient for Model II is over 0.06.
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PROPORTIONSOF RECIDIVISTS

As indicated above, it is difficult to discuss the proportions of re-
cidivists in particular studies without specifying the characteristics of
the sample understudy, the length of follow-up, and how recidivism is
measured; for these reasons,it is not possible to talk about an average
recidivism rate. Glaser (1964) has argued that while studies often report

that two-thirds of those released from prison return to crime, the
proportion is probably closer to one-third. The overestimates result
from two mistakes in computing rates. Frequently, offenders presently
imprisoned are studied; this leads to overrepresentation of recidivists
because recidivists are more likely to receive longer sentences andless
apt to receive parole than first offenders. Inflation of recidivism rates
mayalso be a consequence ofselecting prisons where recidivists are
concentrated.

Rates of recidivism have ranged from estimates of 5-8 percent for a
sample of federal male parolees for whom recidivism was defined as
reinvolvement in serious criminal activity within 1 year (Greenberg

1975) to over 80 percent reported by Canadianofficials (Waller 1974).

Some confidence may be placed in Glaser’s estimate if the universe
consists of studies of former inmates wherethe follow-up period varies
from 1 to 5 years. And even Glaser’s estimates maybe inflated because

someof the studies he cited used partial or total samples of parolees
who could have been reincarcerated for technical violations; con-

comitantly, however, the proportion of successes in Glaser’s study
may beinflated because his sample consisted of federal inmates, who
generally commitless serious offenses than state inmates (Levin 1971).

A tentative conclusion about the proportion of ex-inmates who
recidivate does not seem warranted unlessthe definition of recidivism,
the sample, and the follow-up period are specified, and such speci-
fications would restrict the generalizability of such a conclusion.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although this discussion represents only an overview of some of the
issues involved in the measurementof recidivism, several preliminary
conclusions and recommendations can be made. Probably the greatest
needis for the developmentof more uniform definitions and measures
of recidivism, and several of our suggestionswill focus on this point. It
is only through such an endeavorthat future recidivism studies will be
more comparable than they have beenin the past.
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Recommendation One At a minimum,future recidivism studies
should use FBI indicators of recidivism.
At present, there are no commondefinitions or operational measures

of recidivism, and it may be prematureto arbitrarily accept any single
definition as the best one. Whatis necessary is empirical analysis of the

risk attached to the use of different measures. Clearly, different mea-

sures alter the probabilities that individuals will be defined as re-
cidivists, but the effect that diverse measures have on program evalua-
tions and policy decisions is less clear. Nevertheless, at the veryleast,

future recidivism studies should use FBI rearrest and reincarceration
information. Not only are these data readily available, but they have

the advantage of allowing greater comparability among future studies.
This suggestion does not preclude thefurther use of local or state
information on recidivism; it does meanthat for comparative purposes
it may be preferable to include data on recidivism collected at the
nationallevel.

Recommendation Two An appropriate group of experts should be
convenedto determine whatkindsofoffenses to include when measur-
ing recidivism.

Although many might argue that the seven FBI index crimes should
be incorporated in any recidivism measure, deciding what other types
of crimes should be included is more problematic. Recidivism mea-
sures have ranged from those that incorporate only felonies to those

that include all crimes except the most petty misdemeanors. One
possibility would be to restrict the measure to only felonies, but a

-problem with this suggestion is that crimes are not always defined
uniformly across jurisdictions (such as possession of marijuana). Tech-

nical violators of probation or parole should not be defined as re-
cidivists, although they can be legitimately treated as failures in
another context. Deciding upon what kindsof crimesto include is more
difficult. Regardless of what crimes are included, the decision will
probably not satisfy all researchers, but it is essential that there is a

resolution to this issue in order to avoid continued confusion in
comparing results. The National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals (1973) recognized this problem but offered

no solution.It is necessary to establish a separate panel, subcommittee,
or task force to resolve this issue and to offer future guidance for
research.

Recommendation Three The use of continuous measures of re-

cidivism should be more fully explored.
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Although there have been several attempts to develop indices of
recidivism,it is questionable whether those currently available offer an
improvement over dichotomous measures. This is not to suggest that
attempts to measure recidivism as a continuous quantitative variable
should be abandoned, but it is not clear that (for certain policy

decisions) a continuous measureis preferable to a dichotomous one

becausethe final decision maylead to a dichotomous outcome.In spite
of these qualifiers, a continuous recidivism measure might allow de-
termination of the relative success or failure of particular individuals
and it might take advantageof available information that is ignored by
dichotomous measures.Theseriousness ofan event couldinclude such
characteristics as: the level of involvement in the criminal justice
system (rearrest, reconviction, etc.); the seriousness of the offense, the

numberof acts, and the sentence imposed. This type of index runs the
risk of becoming so convoluted and complex that it might compound
some of the problems discussed above, but it does have the advan-
tage of allowing consideration of degrees of recidivism.

Recommendation Four Follow-up periods in studies of recidivism
should range from a minimum of 3 years to a maximum of 5 years.

A numberof researchers have indicated that virtually all ex-inmates

recidivate within 5 years. Some limit must be placed on the length of
follow-up because at some point in time it is unreasonable to define
individuals who commit further crimes as recidivists. In some in-
stances a follow-up period of less than 5 years may be dictated by
monetary or other constraints. Although it is known that the greatest
proportion of individuals recidivate within a year or two following
release, follow-up periods of less than 3 years may maskthe extinction
or delay-of-treatment effects. Until it has been demonstrated that

shorter follow-up periods are adequate for evaluating programs, 3-year

periods should be used. This, too, will permit greater comparability of
various programs.

Recommendation Five There should be a continued reliance on offi-
cial measures, although self-report measures should be used when

possible.
Whenself-report and official measures are compared, there are

considerable variations in the proportion of people who recidivate, but
self-reports do not appear to offer more constructive measures at
present. While self-reports should be explored further before dismiss-
ing them completely, the experiences of the senior author are not
encouraging. In addition to the problems of self-reports in general,
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some difficulties may become magnified in recidivism studies. Ex-
inmates are not usually very cooperative, and they may perceive

themselves as being in a more vulnerable position than other individu-
als. Coupled with these drawbacksarethedifficulties of locating and
gaining accessto a ratherelusive client population. One obviousbias is
that those who are easiest to locate and interview are currently

reincarcerated individuals. In spite of these shortcomings, self-reports
should be employed when feasible.

Recommendation Six Greater attention should be focused on the
reliability and validity of recidivism measures.

There has beenlittle consideration of the comparative reliability or
validity of recidivism measures. In part, this is a reflection of the
difficulties associated with the measurementof crime and thelack of
adequatecriterion variables that can be used to establish predictive or
concurrent validity. (Unfortunately, social scientists have frequently

focused on the development and utilization of more sophisticated
statistical techniques rather than on problems in measurement, such as
measurementerror.) With regard to construct validity, findings con-
cerning the failure of theories to explain and programsto rehabilitate
may primarily reflect the lack of construct validity in operational
definitions. In other words, it is unclear whether the problem lies in
theory or in measurement. It will be difficult to place greater confi-
dence in researchfindings until researchers can agree that recidivism
measures are reasonably reliable and valid.

Recommendation Seven Ata minimum,studies of recidivism should
only be compared within a context that considers: the sample, the
length of follow-up, the quality of the research design, and how
recidivism is measured.
The indiscriminate comparison of studies with diverse subjects,

variable follow-up periods, research designs reflecting a wide range of
quality, and disparate measuresofrecidivism will probably not advance
understanding of the efficacy of correctional programs. The develop-
ment of more uniform measures of recidivism is necessary in order to

overcome someofthe difficulties with past studies.
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Efficiency Considerations

in Criminal

Rehabilitation Research:

Costs and Consequences

DAVID L. WEIMERand
LEE S. FRIEDMAN

Ourobjective in this paper is to suggest areas of economic research
offering a potential for improving criminal justice policies that have
rehabilitation as a major goal. We have been asked specifically to
review the potential of benefit-cost analysis and cost-effectiveness
analysis. While these tools of applied economic research can and
should be used more frequently than they have been in the past, they

have substantial limitations and, more importantly, only begin to
scratch the surface of the potential contributions of economic think-
ing for correctional research. We begin by reviewing the basic purpose
for such tools as benefit-cost analysis: to increase efficiency in resource

allocation decisions. We will describe how benefit-cost analyses have
been, and could be, applied to the institutional settings in which correc-
tional resource allocation decisions are made. We hopethis section
will makeclearthe limitations as well as the conditions for more fruitful
application of these tools. Then wewill go on to discuss other methods
of economic research that we believe offer potential for increasing the
performance of the correctional system. Because someof the latter
methods are less well developed, quick results with strong policy
implications should not be expected; however, we believe it is essen-
tial that research of this type be encouraged.
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EFFICIENCY: BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS AND
RESOURCE ALLOCATION DECISIONS

Despite the current debate overthe effectiveness of correctional pro-
grams aimed at the rehabilitation of convicted criminals, rehabilitation
remains a philosophically appealing goal for our correctional agencies.
How might greater success be realized in the achievement of the
rehabilitation goal? Three general approaches to improving decisions
based on the notion of scarce resources can be envisioned. First,
correctional agencies can alter their internal resource allocation pat-
tern, i.e., the way they use the resources currently available to them.

Resources maybeshifted within an agency so that units of one correc-
tional activity, such as security, are given up in order to concentrate on
achieving more rehabilitation. Second, the level of resources available
to correctional agencies can be increased so that they can attempt to

produce more rehabilitation (and perhaps more of other outputs as
well). Each of these two approachesdepends onthe possibility of using
resources according to established methods, or what economists call
technologies, to produce rehabilitation and other correctional outputs.’
Thatis, it is known from experience that inputs X, Y, and Z can be
combinedin a particular way to produce outputs A and B.
The third approach for achieving more rehabilitation is to find and

introduce new technologies that allow more to be produced at the same
level of resource costs. The search for new correctional technologiesis
an economic investment in research and development. Such invest-_
ments are typically characterized by a high risk of failure and are
undertaken because of the possibility of a very large payoff. These
investments include, for example, the contributions of academic re-
searchers who develop and propose application of behavioral theories
to the problem of rehabilitating criminals, as well as theinitiation of
actual demonstration projects and their evaluation.

There is no way other than one of these three methods to increase

the rehabilitational output of the correctional sector. The fundamental
concern of economicsis thatall these resource allocation decisions be
made efficiently. While public attention has been focused on the
definition of the problem as inadequate technology (‘‘nothing works’’),
questions about the appropriateness of decision making given the state

' Nelsoneral. (1967) define the economic concept of technology simply: ‘‘Technologyis
the operational part of a production function. If used with the inputs it specifies, the

result will be an output of specified characteristics.”
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. of knowledge about rehabilitational technology have been generally
ignored. In other areas of public policy, the latter set of questions has
becomea central economic research focusas the limitations of tradi-
tional tools like benefit-cost analysis have become apparent. To under-
stand the reasonsfor this (and the implications for research on correc-

tional resource allocation decisions), we mustfirst review the meaning

of economic efficiency and the potential for benefit-cost analysis to
help increaseit.
Economists formally recognize resource allocations as being ineffi-

cient if and only if one or more individuals could be madebetteroff (by
another allocation) without making any other individuals worseoff.
Whena moreefficient allocation could be undertaken without harm to
the equity of society’s distribution of wealth, eliminating such ineffi-
ciency is clearly desirable to all but the malevolent. One of the

economic rationales for the formation of governments with coercive
powers is to reduce inefficiency in resource allocation: the entire

government system of civil and criminal justice can be seen as an
attempt to make usall better off than would be the case if we relied
solely on private economic activity.
How can wedetermine if governmentalactivity is actually reducing

inefficiency? Assume that we could measure the value to each

individual of the outputs that would result from a particular government
activity. Assume also that we could measurethecosts of the activity to
each individual in society. A necessary condition for the government
activity to reduce inefficiency is that the sum of the value of the
benefits that accrueto all individuals exceeds the value of the sum of
the costs to all individuals. If the sum of the benefits exceeds the sum of
the costs, it would at least be possible to make someone better off
without making anyone worse off by fully compensating any whose
costs are increased from thelargertotal benefit amount.”
The comparison of the anticipated aggregate costs with the antici-

pated aggregate benefits of an activity comprises the simplest descrip-
tion of benefit-cost analysis. Economists have devoted mucheffort to

2 A sufficient condition for the activity to lead to a reduction in inefficiency is that the

transfers to those realizing net costs actually be made. Some economists have recom-

mendedthat activities be conducted if only the necessary condition for a reduction in

inefficiency holds. One rationale for this recommendation is that each of many govern-
mentactivities will have a different set of winners and losers, so that as long as each

activity gives more in the aggregate to the winners than it takes from the losers, the
cumulative effect of all activities will make everyone better off. Harberger (1971)

advances this recommendation as a basic postulate for benefit-cost analysis.
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the developmentof systematic methods for measuring those costs and
benefits. Methods for valuing inputs and outputs in the absence of
competitive markets and methods for aggregating costs and benefits that
accrue over time have been developed to permit the calculations of the
net benefits (or costs) expected from the adoption of a project or
program. Prest and Turvey (1965) provide a review of the major issues
underlying the aggregation of costs and benefits for investment proj-
ects. Issues related to the application of the benefit-cost methodology
specifically to correctional programs are presented by Holahan (1973)
and Mahoneyand Blozan (1968).

Oftenit is not possible to place a dollar value on somedesired project
or program output. Instead of attempting to analytically determine the
efficient level of a particular output, we depend upon the political
process to set the target level. To attempt to achieveefficiency, cost-

effectiveness analysis is used to select the program that will produce
the target level of output at the lowest cost. A variant of cost-
effectiveness analysis involves choosing the program that produces the
highest level of some output subject to cost constraints set by the
political process. Blumstein (1971) provides a clear exposition of
cost-effectiveness analysis in the context of the allocation of police
resources. Singer and Bloom (1977) apply cost-effectiveness analysis to
correctional programs in their comparison of the efficiency of the
extensive inmate treatment programs provided by Maryland’s
Patuxent Institution with the efficiency of Maryland’s conventional

high-security prisons.
Benefit-cost (and cost-effectiveness) analysis can be used as a tool

for program evaluation. While costs and benefits that have accruedin
the pastare not directly relevant to decisions concerningthe efficiency
of the allocation of currently available resources, costs and benefits

that have occurred in the past can be used as guides for estimating
costs and benefits likely to be realized from the program in the future.
Historical operating costs can be used as a guide for estimating future
operating costs. If the question one is trying to answeris whetheror
not to continue an ongoing program,the analysis should ignore start-up
costs that will not be encountered in the future. On the other hand,if
the question under consideration is whether or not to replicate a
program in anotherlocation, the benefit-cost analysis would appropri-
ately include the program’s start-up costs to the extent they are

expected to be incurred during replication. Clearly, the purpose of the
evaluation will determine which of the historical costs and benefits
should be included.

Benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness analyses are thus tools that can
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be used to assist decision makers in choosing programsthat are likely
to makethe greatest improvementin efficiency. Can and should these
tools be applied more frequently in the research and evaluation of
correctional programs? Several correctional researchers have an-

swered in the affirmative. Holahan has developed a framework for
applying benefit-cost analysis in the evaluation of prison reform pro-
grams (Holahan 1973) and applied it to the evaluation of a pretrial
diversion program (Holahan 1970a) and drug addict rehabilitation
programs (Holahan 1970b). A number of publications by the Correc-
tional Economics Center of the American Bar Association (1974a,

1974b, 1975) advocate the use, and illustrate the application, of
benefit-cost analysis to correctional program evaluation. Veteran cor-
rectional researchers have advocated greater use of benefit-cost
analysis as an evaluation tool: Glaser (1973) and Adams (1975) each

devote a chapterin their respective monographsto the use of benefit-
cost analysis in the evaluation of correctional programs. Young (1977)
has suggested that benefit-cost analysis is not only a desirable compo-
nent of criminal justice research (including correctional research) but

also a stimulanttoit.
While we agree that benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness analyses can

be useful tools for correctional research, it is our opinion that more
attention must be given to their limitations. Our discussion of these
limitations is divided into two sections: the general limitations of
benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness analyses as tools for program
evaluation or the identification of promising innovations; and particu-
lar limitations related to the application of those analyses to the
evaluation of correctional programs. After setting forth these limitations,
we will suggest situations and procedures for which benefit-cost and
cost-effectiveness analyses are likely to make major contributions to

program evaluation and research in corrections.

GENERALLIMITATIONS OF THE BENEFIT-COST
APPROACH

Thefirst general limitation of the usefulness of benefit-cost analysis as
an evalution tool is related to a characteristic of the analysis itself: a

focus on inputs and outputs without explicit consideration of the
processlinking them.This limitation suggests that benefit-cost analysis
alone will not be an adequate evaluation tool for correctional programs.
The second generallimitation is related to characteristics of the deci-
sion makers who direct its use and suggests that recommendations
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concerning the increased use of benefit-cost analysis should recognize

the organizational position of the decision makerdirecting its applica-
tion.®

Benefit-cost (and cost-effectiveness) analysis focuses on the inputs

and outputs of programs. The process by which the inputs are con-
verted to outputs is taken as given. When the question is whether or
not to continue an ongoing program,neglect of the program’s process
of converting inputs to outputs maybejustifiable. If one is interested in
telling administrators how to improve their programs, however, one
must go beyond the static comparison approach of benefit-cost
analysis. Nielsen (1975) suggests that not only benefit-cost analysis but

any evaluation procedurethatignores the processlinking the inputs to
outputs is unlikely to produce useful information for program adminis-
trators.

Lackof attention to process becomes a moreseriouslimitation when
one is evaluating programs with an eye toward finding candidates for
replication or expansion. Focusing solely on inputs, outputs, and their
economic valuation may, for example, lead one to ignore important
factors peculiar to the program that are unlikely to be duplicated in
replicating or expandingit. If such factors are overlooked, there is a
risk that the benefit-cost analysis of the prototype will not correctly

predict the magnitude of net benefits likely to result from its replica-
tion.

Benefit-cost analysis mayalso distract attention from the differential

effects of programs on client subgroups. In commenting on Martin-
son’s review of rehabilitation programs (Martinson 1974), Palmer

(1975) suggests that the appropriate question is not ‘‘what works’’ but
‘twhich methods work best for which types of offenders, and under
whatconditions and typesofsettings?’’ Benefit-cost analysis of aggre-

gate program inputs and outputs generally will not help answer those
questions. One might begin to answer those questions by subjecting
program componentsto separate benefit-cost analyses. Disaggregated
benefit-cost analysis of this sort, however, presupposesthat the evalu-
ation design allows for the recovery of data that is disaggregated by

3 It should be noted that benefit-cost analysis ignores the question of the distribution of
the anticipated benefits and costs. The distribution of costs and benefits is not as central

a question in evaluating correctional programs, which produce primarily a public good
(crime reduction), asit is in the evaluation ofcapital investment programs, such as water

resource projects, which often produce private goods(irrigation water) that can be used
exclusively by individuals. For a discussion of the dominance of the efficiency goal in

benefit-cost analysis, see Wildavsky (1966).
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program units and categories of clientele. The use of benefit-cost
analysis to evaluate program components maynotbe possible unless

that application is anticipated during the design of the evaluation
procedure.

Benefit-cost analysis was originally developed for the evaluation of
prospective water resource projects in which thereis little uncertainty
concerning the functional relationship between inputs and outputs. In
the evaluation of correctional programs, however, there is a much
greater level of uncertainty concerning the functional relationship
between inputs and outputs. In fact, a common objective of the
evaluation is the identification of such functional relationships. We
argue not that benefit-cost analysis is an inappropriate evaluation
tool in the face of uncertain technology, but rather that it alone is
inadequate. To the extent that benefit-cost analysis diverts analytical

attention away from the investigation of the process by which inputs
are converted to outputs, it can be considered counterproductive to the
developmentof a clearer understanding of what will work best in which
situations.
The second general limitation of the benefit-cost approach to pro-

gram evaluation is related to the incentives facing correctional agency
administrators, the decision makers. An implicit assumption behind the
use of benefit-cost analysis is that decision makers have anincentive to
increase efficiency. Because benefit-cost analysis is most appropriate
for answering the question of whether or not to continue a program,
its application may be threatening to program administrators who
perhapshavelittle to gain from positive findings but muchto lose from
negative findings. One might therefore raise the question of the appro-
priateness of encouraging (perhaps through grant requirements) local
correctional agencies to makegreater use of benefit-cost analysis. On
the other hand, it may be that enough programsare improved through
such analysesthat the benefits of requiring it outweigh the costs. It is
ironic that the benefits and costs of requiring benefit-cost analysis are
not known.

A majorattraction of benefit-cost analysis is that it gives a ‘‘bottom
line’ on efficiency: net benefits are either positive or negative. How-
ever, by explicitly noting gains and losses in dollars, benefit-cost
analysis may increase the self-evaluation problemsin local correctional
agencies. At least since Glaser (1965), correctional researchers have

noted the tendency of local agency administrators to suppress negative
program evaluations so as not to endangerfunding. Evaluationsin the
benefit-cost framework are likely to be even more susceptible to
administrative censorship than traditional impact evaluations because
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their results are in the language of the legislators—dollars. A report
stating that a rehabilitation treatment under consideration provided
only small reductionsin recidivism mightlead a typicallegislator to say
‘try harder,’’ but the samefindings in a benefit-cost framework might
be presented as resulting in net costs of $X, triggering a morecritical
reaction from the samelegislator.

Weare not arguing that methodologically valid benefit-cost analyses
would not be desirable as components of evaluations of local correc-
tional programs. Obviously, we want state legislatures to look more
critically at programs that appear to be inefficient. It should be
realized, however, that the correctional agencies conducting benefit-
cost analyses of their own programs maybe temptedto either suppress
findings of programmatic net costs or be overly optimistic in computing
benefits and costs so that all programs will appear to have net benefits.
Perhapslocal correctional agencies should be encouraged to continue
to concentrate their analytical resources on determining program im-
pacts, leaving the responsibility for benefit-cost analysis to executive
or legislative staffs, who haveless to fear from the discovery of net
costs, or to external researchers who are searching for promising
programsfor replication.

SPECIFIC LIMITATIONS IN BENEFIT-COST
ANALYSIS OF CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS

The generallimitations of the benefit-cost approach do not discourage
us from advocating its increased use. It is possible to recognize that
benefit-cost analysis based on aggregate program inputs and outputs
maylead to inadequateattention to differential effects of the program
on variousclientele groups, maydivert attention from consideration of
program implementation problems that may hinder replication, and
may be subject to organizational bias, but still be a powerful evalua-
tion tool. Several characteristics of correctional programs, how-
ever, makeit difficult to satisfy the assumptions upon which benefit-
cost analysis relies.

Benefit-cost analysis assumes that one can accurately predict pro-
gram impactsorat least a probability distribution for program impacts.
For example, in evaluating a proposed water resource project, en-

gineers can with reasonable confidence estimate that the project will
produce X acre-feet of water per year that can be usedforirrigation.
Nosuch reasonable confidence estimates can be made about rehabili-
tation programs. In the absence of a strong theory for predicting the
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rehabilitative effects of various correctional programs, social scientists
must base their predictions on empirical research. Even under the
optimum conditionsof a rigorous experimental design, researchersstill
face the problem of choosing a measure of recidivism that will accu-
rately reflect the unobservable true incidence of criminal behavior for

program participants and nonparticipants (controls). Correctional re-
searchers are well aware of the difficulties involved in measuring the
rehabilitation effects of correctional treatments.

In addition, rehabilitation is only one intermediate product of the
correctional system that contributes to the goal of reduced crime in
society. General deterrence and incapacitation effects are also inter-
mediate products produced by the correctional system. Holahan(1973)
explicitly recognizes that rehabilitation, incapacitation, and general
deterrence contribute to crime reduction in his framework for the
application of benefit-cost analysis to the evaluation of correctional
programs. He notesthat incapacitation and general deterrence may be
important in comparing institutional-based with community-based
correctional treatment programs. Unfortunately, incapacitation and
general deterrence effects are difficult to measure. The measurement
of the incapacitation effect is complicated by the problem of how to
deal with crimes committed by inmates against other inmates. The
measurementof general deterrence effects is at least as methodologi-
cally difficult as the measurement of rehabilitation effects.

It may be reasonable to assume that an experimental program

reducing the burden of punishment for a small fraction of a jurisdic-
tion’s offenders will have a negligible effect on general deterrence.
Continuing to ignore general deterrence effects—as does Glaser (1973)
in his hypothetical benefit-cost comparison of prison and parole,
regular probation, and probation with intensive services—in consider-
ing the expansion of a small-scale experimental program may lead to
erroneous conclusions concerning the efficiency of correctional
treatments. A program that provides 10 percent of first-time felony
offenders with intensive-services probation (probation that includes
intensive services) in lieu of prison termsis unlikely to reduce the level

of general deterrence facing the unconvicted offender. Expanding the

use of intensive-services probation to 90 percent offirst-time felony
offenders, however, may reducethe level of general deterrence to a
point that the net benefits extrapolated from its experimental use might
be offset by unanticipated costs associated with crimes committed by

unconvicted offenders.
The use of benefit-cost analysis not only assumes that program

effects can be predicted, it also assumes that dollar values can be
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placed on program effects. When inputs and outputs (effects) of a
program are traded in markets, economists use the revealed prices as
measures of the value of the inputs and outputs to society. Where
markets do not exist (or are imperfect), economists must develop

‘*shadow prices’’ to value program inputs and outputs. The shadow
price of a unit of program output is an estimate of how much members
of society would be willing to pay to obtain (or avoid) that output. The
shadow price (and opportunity cost) of a unit of input measures the
value of the unit of the input in its next best alternative use. The larger
the portion of inputs and outputs that must be valued by shadowprices,
the moresensitive the final estimate of the benefit-cost ratio to the skill
(and biases) of the benefit-cost analyst. Despite the long history of the

application of benefit-cost analysis to water resource projects, the
shadowprices used to compute recreational benefits and environmen-
tal degradation costsarestill subject to considerable controversy.
When benefit-cost analysis is applied to correctional programs,

many of the costs and most of the benefits must be valued through the
use of shadow prices. Crime avoidance, the major goal of most
correctional programs, must be valued through the use of shadow
prices. Friedman (1976a) discusses many of the issues involved in

placing a dollar value on crime avoidance. Whatis the loss to society of
stolen property? Whatis the dollar value of a humanlife (a recurring
topic of debate among applied economists)? How can one value
alterations in behavior that are in response to the fear of crime?

Without clearcut answers to these questions, the range of estimates of
the costs of crime will be very wide. In fact, the estimate of the shadow

price of crime may be a major determinate of the benefit-cost ratio of
programs that are expected to yield crime reduction as their major
benefit.
Other questions need answering before benefit-cost analysis can be

applied in a consistent manner. How can one value the opportunity
cost of prisoners’ time? How can one value the quality oflife (including
safety) within the prison? Do the wages of criminal justice system
employeesreflect the opportunity cost of their labor to society? The
answersgiven to these questionswill influence the costs and benefits of
such program effects as the reduction in prison violence, the coercion
of inmates into rehabilitation programs, and changes in criminal
justice personnellevels.

Without a consensus on how program effects are to be valued,
programs cannot be directly compared in terms of their benefit-cost
ratios. Researchers trying to identify promising programs would be
well advised to investigate the assumptions and valuation methods of
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programsthat are reported to have a high benefit-cost ratio. Until a set
of standard procedures is developed for applying benefit-cost analysis
to correctional programs, the benefit-cost ratio will not be a reliable
index ofefficiency. Unfortunately, it is not clear how a consensus on a

set of standard procedures could be reached, or once reached, how it
could be determined if those procedures would lead to correct conclu-
sions concerning efficiency. It could be a worthwhile undertaking to
study the feasibility of developing some standardized set of guidelines
to be usedin correctional benefit-cost analyses when they are required

by funding agencies.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO EVALUATION: COSTS,
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS, AND
BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

Should the use of benefit-cost analysis for the evaluation of correc-

tional programs be encouraged? The preceding discussions of the
general limitations of the benefit-cost analysis approach and the spe-
cific limitations of its application to correctional programs suggest the
necessity of framing an answerto this question in terms of the circum-
stances of individual programs and the intended use of their evalua-
tions. It should also be recognized that analytical effort is not unlim-
ited: increased use of benefit-cost analysis may divert effort from other,

perhaps more appropriate, analytical approaches. In light of current
analytical limitations and resource constraints, we recommend that

intensive benefit-cost analyses be conducted only undera restricted

set of circumstances. We believe, however, that the conscious use of
the benefit-cost analysis approach, particularly the systematic identifi-
cation of the categories of program costs and benefits, can potentially
increase the usefulness of many evaluations to decision makers and to

the research community.

The benefit-cost analysis approach can serve as a framework for
standardizing research in terms of its comprehensiveness. In their
recentreview ofthe evaluation of correctional programs, Gibbons etal.
(1976) note: ‘‘Most correctional research has not described in detail

whatthe program consists of or how different services produce differ-
ent outcomes and hasnot identified the underlying assumptions.’’ As
the first step in increasing comprehensiveness, the benefit-cost
analysis approach can help overcome some of those deficiencies.
Program inputs (variously skilled labor, facilities, etc.) clearly fall

underthe heading of costs. Specifying these inputs helps define what a
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program being evaluated involves. Dividing all program impacts, in-
cluding those that are not quantifiable, under either the ‘‘benefits’’ or
the ‘‘costs’’ heading helps to elucidate the underlying assumptions of
the evaluation concerning the effects of the program beyond thosethat
are being statistically estimated. Producing an inventory of program
inputs and impactsis only first step toward increasing an evaluation’s
usefulness to the research community; an evaluation also should

describe exactly how the program inputs were used and the assump-
tions concerningtheir relationship to the observed program impacts.
The second step in the benefit-cost analysis approach is to place

dollar values on the inputs and negative impacts listed under costs and
the positive impacts listed under benefits. We suggest three levels of
comprehensiveness for valuing the entries under the ‘‘costs’’ and
‘*benefits’’ headings: valuation of program inputs, valuation ofall costs
for closely related programs to facilitate cost-effectiveness compari-
sons, and valuationofall costs and benefits of closely related programs
evaluated through an experimental design. The remainder of this
section will elaborate these three approaches.

COSTS

Placing a dollar value on program inputs should be encouraged as a
standard componentof evaluations. It is important that program ad-
ministrators and their budgetary sponsors be reminded that the opera-
tion of a particular program involvesthe use of resources that could be
employed in other programs. A valuation of program inputs also pro-
ducesuseful information to the research community. A program thatis
reported to produce small gains in the reduction of recidivism might
warrant further investigation if it involved small resource costs per
inmate. Developing a bank of cost data from program evaluations
would also facilitate the development of production functions for
correctional programs that could be used to help identify functionally
similar programs appearing to be either very efficient or inefficient in
their use of resources. For example,if evaluations are available for 10
programs that are reported to be applying an identical behavioral
theory and one of the programs appears to have a much lowerper-

inmate cost, investigative effort might be directed at determiningif the
low-cost program hasinvolved a moreefficient use of resourcesorif it
did not actually test the theory in question.

Some models for the estimation of costs are available from re-
searchers who have been involved in estimating the costs of imple-
menting the corrections-related recommendations of the U.S. National
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Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (1973).

Singer and Wright (1976) provide a model for estimating the costs of
institutional-based programs and parole. Thalheimer (1975) presents
cost analysis for halfway houses. Similar studies are presented by

Watkins (1975) for the cost analysis of pretrial diversion programs and
by Weisberg (1975) for the cost analysis of alternatives to arrest.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

The efficiency of programs can be compared through a cost-
effectiveness approachif certain conditions hold. The programs should
be closely related so that the major unmeasurable effects of the
program will be similar and thus cancel out during the comparison. For
example, one community-based program can be compared with other
community-based programs under the assumptions that they would
have similar effects on incapacitation and deterrence. Such an assump-
tion might not be valid in comparing a community-based program with
an institutional-based program.

Whenthe effects are unable to be valued as well as unmeasurable,
cost-effectiveness analysis mightstill be used if the effects are likely to

be highly correlated with other effects that can be reasonably valued.

For example, consider two programs that are intended to reduce

violence within prisons. One wayto value reductionsin prison violence
would be to use the changes in the medical costs required to treat
violence-related injuries among inmates. Clearly, such a measure
underestimatesthe true value of avoiding prison violence. It might be a
reasonable elementin a cost-effectiveness comparison, however,if we
believed that it would underestimate the true value of avoided violence
by the same proportion for each program. Valuing more than one
program effect in this manner maybe inappropriate if the proportion of
each effect is not the same in the two programs.
An analysis of gang rehabilitation techniques by Adams (1967)

illustrates circumstances that allow reasonable cost-effectiveness
comparisons to be made. Adams compared three alternative programs
for encouraging the rehabilitation of youth gang members: assignment
of a full-time counselor to work with gang members, assignment of a
half-time counselor, and assignment of no counselor. The analysis
could ignore possible program effects on deterrence and incapacitation
because the three alternatives under consideration involved neither
direct surveillance nor institutionalization. Only correctional system

costs (costs of counselors and the costs of arresting, convicting, and
punishing gang members who were suspected of committing offenses)
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were comparedfor the three alternatives. The analysis concluded that
the assignmentof a full-time counselor was most efficient because it
involved the lowest criminal justice system costs. Inclusion of esti-
mates of the social costs of gang crime would not have changed the
results under the reasonable assumption that the social costs of crime
are positively correlated with criminal justice system costs.

BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

Under what conditions should an attempt be made to conduct an
intensive benefit-cost analysis as part of a program evaluation? Asin
the case of cost-effectiveness comparisons, the choice of programs for
comparison should be such that unmeasurable effects will be similar.
We suggest that an additional criterion be satisfied before analytic
effort is invested in the production of complete benefit-cost compari-
sons: the programs underconsideration should be evaluated through an
experimental or strong quasi-experimental design.*

Our suggestion of this requirement is motivated by four characteris-
tics of such designs. First, an experimental or strong quasi-
experimental design facilitates the measurement of the magnitudes of
program effects, an important consideration in determining how confi-
dent we are in our estimates of benefits and costs. Second, evaluations
that employ an experimental or strong quasi-experimental design re-
quire that explicit attention be given to the process by which inputs are
converted to program effects; the development of the design ensures

‘ that attention will be given to the program process, which is not
directly dealt with by the benefit-cost approach. Third, because of the
expenseofthe experimental design process, a program thatis a candi-
date for such an evaluation is probably considered by at least part of
the correctional research community as a candidate for replication.
Benefit-cost analysis has a greater potential influence on resource use
decisions whenit is coupled with an evaluation directed at the question
of program replication than whenit is coupled with an evaluation simply
askingif a single program should be continuedor discontinued. Fourth,
the use of an experimental or strong quasi-experimental design for
evaluation is likely to involve the participation of researchers from

4 Adams (1975, p. 82) makes an observation similar to ours concerning benefit-cost

analysis and the evaluation design supportingit: ‘“The techniqueis mosteasily applied in
conjunction with experimental or quasi-experimental research designs andwith costs and

benefits calculated only in the period of follow-up.”
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outside of the correctional agency administering the program. Con-
sequently, the subjective valuation of program effects required in the
application of benefit-cost analysis to social programsis less likely to
be subject to organizational biases.

Anillustration of the application of benefit-cost analysis in conjunc-
tion with a controlled experimental design evaluation is provided by
Friedman (1977b) in his interim evaluation of the New York supported

work experiment. The supported work concept involves the subsidized
employmentof ex-addicts and ex-offenders on a contractbasis in local
public agencies. A reasonable wage, working with peers, and flexible
length of time in the program are intended to create a low-stress,
rehabilitative environment for program participants. An interim evalu-
ation of the supported work program in New York City wasfacilitated
by the random selection of a control group at the beginning of the
program. Quarterly interviews with those in the control and experi-
mental groups and reference to official records (for example, police,
welfare, and social security files) permitted a measurementof program
impacts after 2 years of operation. A summary of the benefit-cost
analysis of the New York supported work experimentis presented in
Table 1. The program appearsefficient in the sense that each dollar of
resources invested in the program yielded $1.64 in benefits.

Several comments on the program and the analysis are in order.

TABLE 1 Social Benefits and Costs (per Experimental Man-Year) of

the New York Supported Work Experiment
 

Benefits

1. Value added by program to public goods and services $4,519

2. Postprogram experimental earnings 1,154

3. Savings from reduction of crime-connected costs
System 86

Crime reduction 207
4. Drug program participation 0

5. Health (285)

Total Social Benefits $5,681

Costs

1. Opportunity costs of supported work employees $1,012
2. Staff and nonpersonnel expenses 2,362

Total Social Costs $3,474

Benefit-cost ratio 1.64

 

SOURCE: Friedman (1977b, p. 165).
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First, the control group and experimental group consisted of individu-
als not originally held in custody. The analysis, therefore, applies to
benefits gained from entering noninstitutionalized individuals into the
program. The analysis would not be appropriate for estimating the net
benefits of entering an individual in the program who would otherwise
be incarcerated. Such an analysis would haveto deal with the question
of changesin the level of deterrence and incapacitation.

Second, despite the discovery of net benefits for the supported work
program,only a small portion of the benefits (about 5 percent) resulted
from savings due to reductions in crime-connected costs (case-

processing costs and estimated victim costs). An evaluation directed
solely at measuring the impact of the program on the recidivism
rates of its participants would have found only small gains, especially
in terms of the program’s nominal budgetary cost. The narrowly
focused evaluation might have discounted the program asineffective.
Expanding the analysis to include social benefits and social costs
leads to the recommendation that the program be introduced (still
on an experimental basis) in other jurisdictions. The combination of
comprehensiveness and compactnessis one of the strongest advan-
tages of benefit-cost analysis relative to alternative evaluation tech-
niques.

Anotherpointof interest of this exampleis related to the aggregation
of benefits from different sources. The dollar value of the benefits
resulting from value added by the program to public goods and ser-
vices, although involving discretion in its estimation, is probably
subject to a lower percentage of error than the estimation of the dollar
value of the benefits resulting from savings generated by avoiding
crime-connected costs. If the savings generated by avoided crime-
connected costs made upa larger portion of the benefits, we would
reasonably be more skeptical of the finding that benefits exceed
costs. When a large degree of uncertainty in the accuracy of dollar
estimates exists, an analyst should investigate the sensitivity of the

findings by recalculating the benefit-cost ratio using less optimistic
estimates of the cost and benefit components.
The interim evaluation of the supported work experiment demon-

strates the use of benefit-cost analysis as a positive as well as a
normative tool.' In addition to computing the social benefit-cost ratio,
which answers the normative question ‘‘Is the program efficient?,”’ a

5 For an exposition of the use of benefit-cost analysis as a positive tool for aiding in the

anticipation of implementation problems, see Luft (1976).
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benefit-cost ratio can be computed from the point of view of several
important segments of society as a guide in predicting how the seg-
ments would react to the program. A benefit-cost ratio computed for
tax payers as a group can help determine if the program is likely to
continue to be politically feasible. In New York, a benefit-cost ratio
was computed for the welfare department, which contributed funds to
the program. If the benefit-cost ratio for the welfare department had
been found to be less than one, continued administrative feasibility

might have required different funding arrangements. The benefit-cost
ratio was also estimated for a typical program participant. If the
participant benefit-cost ratio had been less than one, it would have
suggested that problems might be encounteredin attracting additional
participants on a voluntary basis and additional pecuniary rewards for
participation should be considered.

Finally, the interim evaluation of the supported work experiment
identifies factors related to program successthat might be peculiar to
New York City. An evaluation aimed at determining if a program
should be replicated cannot stop at the computation of the benefit-cost
ratio: thought must be given to problems that might be faced in
attempting to realize the anticipated net benefits from the operation of
the program in otherjurisdictions.

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH TO INCREASE
THE EFFICIENCY OF THE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM

In the beginning of our paper, we outlined the three possible ways of
improving resource allocation in the correctional system. Each way
depends on the decisions made in various parts of the correctional
system. To someextent, these decisions depend onthe state of knowl-
edge aboutthe technologies that might be used. We hopeit is clear that
the economic evaluation techniques discussed in the main part of the
paper can contribute to important ways to this state of knowledge if
they are used appropriately.
Now we would like to clarify the importance of developing other

techniques of economic policy analysis as a means of improving
resource allocation in the correctional system. There is no evidence

that correctional decision-making, given the state of knowledge,is as
good asit can be. For resource allocation to be efficient, correctional
agencies have to makeefficient internal resource allocation decisions,
funding sources have to provide the agencies with the appropriate
amount of resources to allocate, research and development must be
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undertaken at an efficient level, and the results of research and
developmentefforts must be usedefficiently. The last point means that
efficient new technologies must be diffused successfully throughout
the correctional setting, and even more importantly, that inefficient

demonstration programs must be prevented from spreading (this is
more important because of the expected high frequencyoffailure). The
correctional industry must be organized to make these decisions
appropriately, or put differently, the various agencies must have
incentives to make appropriate decisions.

Charles Schultze (1977) forcefully argues that the perceived failures

of the government’s social programs of the 1960s were not primarily
failures of ideas but failures of organization. Schultze argues that those
failures were due primarily to a lack of understanding of public organi-
zational phenomena onresource allocation. As he putsit (p. 15):

[T]he formal models of cost-benefit analysis, for the purpose of determining

whether [government] intervention is worthwhile, have been constructed with

rigor. But the effort that has goneinto theoretical and applied analysis of how
to create or utilize decentralized mechanismsforsocial intervention has been,

with a few exceptions, rather limited.

Onevery interesting way of studying the effects of economic organi-
zation is to trace the effects of an innovationasit diffuses through the
system.® In terms of correctional resource allocation, what is known

about the introduction and diffusion of innovations? When the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) selects projects as

‘*exemplary,”’ do jurisdictions throughout the country adopt them? Do
they work as intended, and do they survive when LEAAfunding is used

up? What would explain the answers to these simple questions?
Perhaps jurisdictions considering new programs would make different
decisions if the funding arrangements were changed (e.g., from block
to matching grants or by changes in the matching rate). How is the
funding offering decided, and by whatcriteria should it be set?

Organizational questions also need to be asked in other ways. Most
correctional services are provided by government agencies. Perhaps
some of these services could be better provided through a regulated
private market or through the increased use of nonprofit agencies.

§ Friedman (1976b) has used this approach to study the mutation of the own recognizance

bail reform during its diffusion among local court jurisdictions. Weimer (1977) has used

the approach to study the advantages and dangers of programsof the Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration (of the Departmentof Justice) designed to induce the diffusion

of prosecutorial managementinnovations.
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Without systematic exploration of the efficiency levels that can be

achieved under alternative organizational arrangements, the best
chances for learning how to improve the correctional sector may be
foregone.
The economic tools for exploring and answering these questions are

still primitive, but some recent work showsa potential for allowing
substantial advancements. In particular, the techniques of McFadden
(1976a, 1976b) for predicting the decisions of government bureaus
might be used to study aspects of the resource allocation decisions of

‘ correctional funding agencies. The evolutionary models of economic
growth developed primarily by Nelson and Winter (Nelson 1972,
Nelson ef al. 1976, Nelson and Winter 1977) have recently been

extended by Friedman (1977a) to explore the determinants of produc-

tion efficiency in decentralized public sectors. Similar studies could be
done oflocal correctional institutions. The methods used by Rhodeset

al. (1977) in studying the Des Moines community-based corrections

innovation andits diffusion are in the spirit of the framework suggested
earlier.
We conclude by noting that a failure to identify highly successful

rehabilitation programs has led to a review of research efforts to date.
It is fitting that we reexamine the research methodologies that have
been employed in the search. Under certain circumstances, well-

known procedures such as benefit-cost analysis may improve the
process by which promising correctional technologies are identified or
existing programs continued. The research questions we have outlined
in this section could be important in generating and translating promis-
ing experimental programs into operational technologies in correc-
tional agencies, as well as in eliminating existing inefficiency. The
design of effective organizational mechanismsfor regulating the growth
and development of the correctional system can make an important
contribution to improved resource allocation, and we encourage re-

search aimed at building and using the tools of economic policy
analysis to do this.
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